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'!his volume of the Rio Graooe Series in �ge and LinJuistics 
atteJrpts to shed light on significant aspects of Mexican-American Spanish in 
its societal and cultural contexts. '!his volurre exparrls on the themes of the 
first arxi secx:n:i volumes, whidl. ooncentrated on selected lexical, 
nmphosyntac:tical, plOl'IOlogical, arxi suprasegmental aspects of Spanish in the 
united States. 'lhe book is divided into foor thematic areas: Mexican
American disoa.lrse, sociocultural issues arxi processes, lan:Juage attitudes, 
arxi educational issues. 

'Ihe first section is led by Rosaura sanchez' ioost interestIDJ comparison 
of natural arxi written disoa.1rse in the atl.cano cammm.ity. She first reveals 
the .inter-textual.ity of arxi the heteroglossic situations in Rolarxio 
Hinojosa•s -works, whidl. she also fi.rx:'ls present in the colloquial radio 
broadcasts of a well-known Mexican disc jockey in Los �es. She fi.rx:'ls 
that both the literary expressions of Hinojosa arxi the broadcasts of the disc 
jockey produce an 8Jllbieooe of familiarity by USIDJ colloquial voices 
representirg social types that respord to a DW.tiplicity of texts and, in the 
process, generate cultural production. 

Beatriz .Arias shAras the results of an exploratory study doolgnod to 
contrast the allocation of teacher instructional behaviors in English aoo 
Spanish in oarparable bili.n;lual education programs in Southern california. 
She foon:i in both programs that teadl.ers are rot mixing Spanish and En;Jlish 
durirg instruction in the content areas, arxi that this pattern of lan:Juage 
use also was beinJ erm.ll.ated by the students. '!his is in sharp contrast to 
the belief held in sane quarters that bilin:Jual education results in an 
irxlisc:riminate arxi unproductive lan:Jua98 mix. Variation in teadl.er behaviors 
was occurrirg across student lan;JUage proficiency groups. .students of 
limited En;Jlish proficiency were :receivinJ less of the teacher allocated 
behaviors in En;Jlish arxi Spanish classes than students with no En;Jlish 
proficiency arxi those considered fully proficient in En;Jlish. '!his 
instructional pattern is usually associated with low academic adl.ievement, 
though the lon;y-tem effects on the academic adl.ievement of the IEP students 
in this stu:iy remain to be identified in future researdl. 

Sheila Shannon p:rcbes into a fourth-grade bilin:Jual classroom in order 
to identify hc"'7 dl.ildren of limited-E1'¥3'lish proficiency use Spanish and 
E1'¥3'lish arxi what opportunities to use these larquages are available to them. 
A fimin;J of major iJrportance to the cx:mept of transfer in bil�l 
education ia that IEP students rarely have opportunities to speak E1'¥3'1ish, 
given the limited speech production elicited fran them in various types of 
instruction. It is just as .brportant to note that limited E1'¥3'1ish production 
can rot be blamed oo Spanish use, whidl. does rot 5\.Wlant or encroadl. upon 
El'¥3'lish use or instruction. 'lhe negative expectations i;:oenanenon is 
unfortunately present in the bilin:Jual program urder stu:iy, resultinJ in IEP 
students behavirg as a haoogenoos group, one that is limited in En;Jlish use 
in spite of a documented wide ran;e of E1'¥3'lish proficiency am:>n:J its members. 

'!his section is brought to a close by Jacoo ornstein-Galicia, wno
analyzes the lin;Juistic arxi social significance of the cal6 used alon;y the
U.S.-Mexico border. He first traces the historical develq;:ment arxi
geograi;:hical trajectory of cal6, ootirg that its social significance has
chan;ed as a result of the IrOVimiento arxi that it is rot the exclusive domain
of yourv;r males. Both males arxi females of various generations are familiar
with at· least sane of the salient features of atl.cano cal6, many of
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which have made their way into Chicano Spanish and other regional varieties. 
Onistein�licia also traces the researc.'1 on Chicano cal6 throu9h the work of 
George Barker, Illrline Coltharp, John Terrance Webb, an:l Rogelio Reyes. 
Lastly, he deacribes sane of the lin]uistic features of Chicano cal6 along 
the u.s.-Mexico border. He feels there is considerable research to be done 
in the area of kinesics ard proxemics to better W'Xierstard Chicano ca.16. 

'lhe second section is led by Margarita Kay's assessment of research 
needs in Chicano Spanish for health care. She identifies ard explores four 
major areas of research that require attention on the part of both lin]uists 
ard health care professionals: first, reasons for IOOllOlingualism of health 
care providers1 second, the sociolin]uistics of the interview in health care1 
third, lexical differences between stardard Spanish am Chicano Spanish am

the source of this variatiom am lastly, the use of translation ard 
intetpreters to detennine that accurate conveyance of infonnation between 
provider am patient is taking place. '!be problems that can arise with 
negative consequeooes for patients are discussed with exan-ples provided to 
illustrate the gaps in research in health care CO!l1\UlIU.cation. 

A team of mental health professionals who COi/er a wider range of 
interaction with the Mexican am Mexican-American community in El Paso 
c::arplement the work of Margarita Kay. 'lhis team is cx:mp,sed of Samra 
Johansson, Antonio Juarez, Hanron Hosch, am Lawrence Meyer. 'Ibey also are 
oon::erned with oammmication issues ard problems that affect psychiatric 
diagnosis ard treatment of Mexican-American clients. 'Ibey discuss selected 
sociolin]uistic characteristics of Mexican-American discourse such as the use 
of tu am usted, codeswitching, ard sane of the problems associated with 
medical translation am intetpretation. Of major inportance to health 
practitioners is the team's research with the El Paso Acculturation Scale, an 
instrument designed to allow the provider to identify culture-related 
behavioral patterns. It is their position that the scale can assist 
providers in selecting a mode of interaction for diagnosis am therapy. 

George K. Green am Lino Garcia, Jr., examine donain-related lexical 
borrowing in the English am Spanish of South Texas. While they provide a 
historical overview of lexical borrowing between these two languages that can 
be largely characterized as a fonn of cultural diffusion, they also explore 
the affective dimension of lexical borrowing, which involves admiration or 
disdain. Green an:l Garcia analyze lexical borrowing in selected donains, 
noting that in South Texas English tenns borrowed by Spanish are generally 
from the �lie danain, while Spanish te.nrs borrowed by English teoo to be 
from the private domain. '!be researchers conclude that the affective 
function of language, especially in relation to the concept of cross-cultural 
xenophobia, is far 110re inportant in lexical borrowing than has generally 
been recognized. 

Sally Said, like Chester Orristian, Jr. , in this section, directs her 
research toward the OClll!Onalities of Mexican-American Spanish. She uses the 
printed mass media as a source of data to detennine if large urban newspapers 
with a wide circulation serve as an infonnal stardard of Spanish, what she 
terns a restaroardization of style am usage in the Spanish-language press in 
the United states. She provides historical overviews of Ia Opini6n of Los 
Angeles am le Prensa in San Antonio. In addition, she reviews the stylistic 
development of Ia Prensa. She recanmeoos additional research on printed mass 
media in order to detemine to what extent its success is linked to functions 
assigned within a �ty. 

'lberesa Melendez Hayes contributes an interesting review of selected 
Chicano poets of the 1960s am 1970s who were �lished in the small 
�lications of that era and who errployed a dramatic folk process that 
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catered to what was a relatively small arrl particular audience. Melmliez 
Hayes analyzes their poetl:y from the oral tradition use of the dramatic as a 
means to gain an insight into how a Chicano poet recreates his unique 
perspective of the world. She employs two irodes or stances of the artist to 
gauge the poet's role as a perfonner within a cultural arrl social experience: 
the poetry of perfonnance arrl the poetJ:y of celebration. In the fonner the 
poet is the vehicle of a ''message" presented in a narrative style with 
oonventional language, while in the latter the poet presents the message with 
assistance fran the audience in a ritualistic arrl personalized fashion that 
often involves language repetition. Among the poets whose works are 
discussed unier each irode are Jose Antonio Burciaga, Jose Montoya, Raul 
Salinas, Angela de Hoyos, arrl the late Tomas Rivera. 

Shaw N. Gynan takes the lead in the fourth section with a study that 
documents the language abilities of New Mexican college students in Spanish 
oourses for native speakers in order to detect arrl evaluate the presence of 
linguistic insecurity. Of particular interest is the fiming that the use of 
Spanish in the hare influences the concept the individual has of his ability 
in that language. Gynan also f01.1ro that while language attitudes were f01.1ro 
to be unrelated to language canq:,etence, reading ability was f01.1ro to be a 
predictor of self-evaluation of language ability. Gynan concludes there is 
variation in language attitudes in New Mexico arrl reconunerrls additional 
researc:h on these attitudes arrl language behavior. Of specific relevance to 
the maintenance arrl recovery of Spanish is the need to detennine whether 
parental education on the topic of linguistic arrl cultural identity can 
retard the shift fonn Spanish to Err,Jlish in the Albuquerque region. 

Ol.ester Cbristian, Jr., presents selected sociocultural contexts of 
Texas Spanish that are partially based on his often humo� experiences. He 
highlights the universality of Spanish with an interesting canparison of 
Rosaura Sanc'.hez I description of Ol.icano Spanish in "Nuestra circunstancia 
linguistica" with Argentine "gaucho" Spanish in the poem ''Martin Fierro." 
His trajectory leads to a perusal of the myths arrl misconceptions that 
surrourrl. nonstandard Spanish, which is followed by an overview of the 
negative attitudes held by sane Spanish teachers tc1ward Mexican-American 
Spanish arrl their subsequent overcorrective behavior. Ol.ester Ol.ristian, 
Jr., en:is with a reoammendation that research also be conducted on the oat1IOC)n 
elements of Spanish in varioos geographical locations, times, arrl 
sociocultural contexts in order to better unierstarrl how the similarities are 
developed. 

Margarita Hidalgo significantly expands the researc:h on attitudes tc1ward 
Mexican-American speech with her study of the perceptions on codeswitching in 
Juarez, Mexico, which is situated across from El Paso, Texas, along an 
illlmigration, cultural, arrl linguistic corridor that historically has exteooed 
fran Mexioo to New Mexico arrl Colorado. 

She enq,loys two apparently disconnected theoretical constructs: the 
Hypothesis of Social Connotations (to explain why Mexicans do not accept 
codeswitching) arrl the 'Iheo:r:y of Speech Accatunodation (to analyze the 
communicative difficulties between Mexicans arrl Mexican Americans, such as 
the economic, political, arrl social differences that threaten their 
identities) 

Mer:r:yl Kravitz. using the "Inp:,sed Nonn Hypothesis" as a theoretical 
framework, explores the attitudes tc1ward Southwest Spanish arrl staroard 
Spanish of residents of Martineztown, an Albuquerque Spanish-speaking 
community, arrl other New Mexico communities. '!he study seeks to identify the 
variety of Spanish preferred in these communities arrl the linguistic elements 
enq,loyed to make decisions about the correctness of the Spanish varieties in 
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q..ie.stion. Several e.xan-ples of lexicon, syntax, 1rotphology, an::i phonology are 
presented. Infonnants in the target communities based their decisions about 
oorrectness 11¥:lStly on lexicon; syntax, 1rotphophonernics, an::i Jii.onology played 
a substantially decreasing role in their decisions about oorrectness. 
Rravitz fin:is this pattern of lin;ui.stic element use to be cautiously similar 
to a hiarardiy develope:i by R. Politzer an::i H. Deslile to rate the 
seriousness of lin;ui.stic transgressions in Gennan. 'Ihe cammmities su..."'Veyed 
inilcate a clear preference for starnard Spanish. Kravitz attril::utes this 
preference to a negative attitude by New Mexican Hispanics toward the 
regional variety, which also has resulted in poor transmission of the variety 
across generations, particularly in educational settings. Kravitz recanmeros 
that schools make roan for the two varieties in recognition of the 
ocrnmunication viability of the Southwest variety in the region. 

Nonnan Birxler in his article "Attitudes TcMard I.an:JUage Use: A Multi
group Analysis," examines an::i � attitudes toward Spanish an::i En]lish 
language use by educators, businessmen, an::i citizens in the bilingual 
oamumity of Brownsville, Texas. On the one han::i, he finds minor differences 
between the groops in their perceptions of the quality of Spanish language 
use am of the usefulness of En]lish an::i Spanish in a variety of contexts. 
No group regarded Spanish used in the oanmunity as "fomal, .educated," an::i 
all groops regarded a kncMledge of Spanish an::i English as being usefUl in 
gettin;J joos, career advancement, social contacts, an::i in success in school. 
On the other han::i, he disoovers significant differences between the groops in 
their attitudes toward teaching Spanish to all students in the camnunity's 
local school district. F.ducators, even though they recognized Spanish as 
being socially an::i economically usefUl to in:lividuals, were much less willing 
to prarote the continuation of Spanish than members of the business camnunity 
an:i a raroan selected group of citizens. 'lhe article suggests that research 
on people's attitudes toward language use should consider the inp:,rtance of 
occupational groops as an influencin,J factor. 

John Bergen an::i Erlinda Gonzales-Berry cap the fourth section with 
research geared to answer the questions "to what extent does the use of 
Spanish by Hispanics result in discrimination against this group?" an::i "how 
is such discrimination manifested?" 'lhe researchers studied Hispanic 
students fran the University of New Mexico enrolled in first-year Spanish 
coorses for native speakers. '!his group was deemed to be considerably 
Anglicized by virtue of their self-ethnic identification an::i self-rated an:i 
institution-rated Spanish proficiency. 

'1he major fin:lin;J in this study is that to the degree that Hispanics use 
Spanish they experience discrimination from non-Hispanics, with the inference 
that less Anglicized Hispanics are 1rore subject to discrimination, since they 
are nore likely to use Spanish. other interesting fin:lin;Js about why a small 
proportion of Hispanic youth choose to study Spanish in school are included. 
'!heir research confi.nn.s the historical asS\.m¢ion that differences in 
attitudes people harbor about sociological i;tienanena are linked with their 
language backgrourxi, 

Malberto AgUirre explores sociolinguistic variables relevant to 
bil.in;Jual classroans by identifying the language use an::i mass media 
orientations amorg Mexican-American children. Exparxiirg on his research an 
bilingual camnunities an::i bilingual education progran,s, Aguirre � the 
home language reported by parents with their children's self-reported 
language use. '!his is of particular inp:,rtance, as JOOSt children are 
initially placed or referred for placerent in bil.in;Jual education an the 
basis of parent-reported home language use. 'lhe results in this area 
in:licate that the language spoken by children is 1rore associated with parent
reported hare language. '!his level of activity may not be accounted for in 
the placement of students in bilingual classroars or the instzuctional 
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features of the programs. 'lhe programs. 'lhe potential for the developnent 
of instJ:uctional approaches like the ones describe:i by Beatriz Arias in the 
first section is apparent. Aguirre also presents interesting fi.rxiings on the 
children's mass media orientations of inq)ortance to their interactive 
potential in bilin;iual-education classroan.s. 

George K. Green addresses a neglected dimension of foreign language 
teachin;J: translation, the fifth language skill. He first makes an 
inq)ortant distinction between interlin;Jual translation, which occurs between 
languages, and intralin;iual translation, translation within a single 
l�ge. Green considers translation a l�ge arts skill that is central
rather that peri� to the acquisition of a first or second l�ge. He
notes that in the latter case a speaker is acquiring and using multiple
l�ge skills, 18 to be precise. He concludes that translation as a 
technique in foreign l�ge instruction offers a direct insight into the 
relatiOl'IShip between ne.aning and fom as it varies fran language to language. 
Insightful exanples of translation are offered in support of his views. 

Dennis J. Bixler-Marquez follClli\lS up his work on cormm.mication tren:1s in 
the Soo.thwest by focusing attention to the gap between the cormm.mication 
needs of wsiness and industry and the skills of high school and college 
graduates and professionals along the u.s.-Mexico border. 'lhe main message 
conveyed in this article is that the regional educational systems are not 
keeping up with the demands of the English-Spanish dimension, and that an 
.Asian and even a European dimension, also associated with the "twin plant" 
.imustry, international trade, and .Asian invesbnents in Mexico and the United 
States, clearly call for refonn of the educational systems. Same regional 
and international approaches to the training of personnel and the education 
of students at varioos levels are suggested. 

L. Antonio Gonzalez closes the final section with a study designed to
measure the effects of first language education (Spanish) on the second 
l�ge (English) and the academic achievement of Mexican immigrant children
obtaining an elementary education in the United states. He ac:x:x:mq:ilished this
task by oaiparing the context-reduced and context-embedded language skills in
English and Spanish of students schooled in Mexico a minimum of two years
with a group of students schooled entirely in the United states. Gonzalez
foom a common un:ierlying proficiency does exist between Ll and L2 skills:
children with high scores in context-reduced Spanish language skills also
scored high in context-embedded. lastly, his findings suggest that the
devel0J;l'l'let'lt of Ll is a very inq)ortant foundation for academic achievement in
Ll and I.2. Gonzalez discusses at length the in'plications of this research
for bilin;Jual education.
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NATURAL AND LITERARY SPANISH DISCOURSE 

Rosaura Sanchez 

University of  California at San Diego 

All diacx:m-se is dialogue, states the �ian critic Bahktin in '.Im 
Dialogic Imagµ,ation, for all discoorse, all texts, are responses. '1he 
speaker or writer of a text is always a potential or active listener or 
reader am in that sense is always "respoming" wether ilmnediately or after 
a short or lcn;J period of time to the reception of another text. No speaker, 
adds Bahktin, is a first speaker; one not only presupposes the entire 
lan;iuage system b.lt previous utterances as well, whether one's own or the 
utterances of another, utterances with which one interacts in various ways, 
whether it be to suwcrt or oontradict them or sbtJ,ly to assume them as 
presuppositioos shared by the listener. Bahktin sees all utterances as part 
of a CClli)lex organized chain. 'lhus, all listenm:1 am all readin;J is in a 
sense already the first piase of a response. (Fstetic:a, 257-258)

For this reason, written texts are dialogic J;ilenanena, not only in the 
sense that texts, whether oral or literary, are heteroglossic am incorporate 
a number of cxxies am lan:JUa9es that intersect am dialogue internally, b.lt 
also in the sense that texts are intertextual am continually transmit the 
''voices" . of others, albeit after a process of reintexpretation am 
redirection to suit the speaker's p.ttposee am intentions. 

Bahktin is not the only one who has analyzed utterances as responses. 
In rejectin;J the notion of statement-reply as the basic unit of oomrersation, 
Ervin Goffman ©ml§ Qf �) has proposed analyzin;J the units in terms of 
references. Each utterance can be said to refer to a ''mentionable event" 
actin;J thereby as a response to a previous statement. In fact, in the 
statement-response analysis, the "statement" already f'llnctions as a response. 
(Goffman, 48) '!bus, the basic unit becomes refereooe-response. (Goffman, 
50) Within this scheme, assertioos, evaluations, requests, as well as
replies, can all be characterized as responses to actual, past, or asSl.lll8d
prqx:sitions.

In further analyzin;J the nature of utterances, Goffman also explores 
what translators am interpreters of Bahktin have called intertextuality. 
'1he speaker or reader is, in fact, not only resporx:llng to previously emitted 
discourse b.lt incorporatin;J it as well. As Bahktin has in:licated, various 
perspectives, texts, am voices converge, intersect, am bifurcate in a text 
or in an utterance. (Estetica, 284) Speech am writin;J is thus characterized 
by what Bahktin calls 11discurso ajero," (the discoorse of others) , which one 
makes 11propio11 (or one's own) to produce what is translated in Estetica Q§ lA 
creaci6n � as time of one's own as well as that of another or of others. 
If for Bahlctin, then, there is an intemal dialogue within utterances ard if 
there is also oonstantly an awrc,priation or assimilatia-1 of the words of 
others, for Goffman this intertextuality is an "entJedding capacity'', which 
allows us to speak words that "are often not oor own, at least oor current 
'own' • 11 (Goffman, 3) 

Given the dialogic nature of discoorse, in speech or in writin;J, one is 
coostantly addressin;J other voices, other texts, am other listeners or 
readers not necessarily inmediately present in the eooounter, b.lt perhaps 
renr:N8d in time am space, or even near b.lt not participatin;J in the actual 
eooounter. '!his analysis foroes a reconsideration of the notion of 
addressee, as Goffman has prcposed in his discussion of the "participation 
framework. 11 AlthcA.lgh Bahktin' s notion of "dialogue" is nuc:h n-ore 
catprehensive than Goffman's in that it both coosiders the social situation 
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Shifts within discourse, which I will call oode-shiftin;J, are a result of 
shifts in responses, that is, shifts in the participation status of 
addressees or imividuals within a social situation. 

'Ibis dialogic analysis allows us to concentrate on lan;uage or discourse 
as a IIOCli.al product, as a means of relatin;J to others. A talk then is a 
"social encc:A11"1ter" - to use Goffman' s tem, but "41at is the 11wtlt11 to be 
studied? Goffman suggests that one is forced to examine ''nanents" of talk, 
since it is difficult to fird neatly packaged stretches of talk. As he 
states, "there IU.'8 lots of encounters so intertwined with other encounters as 
to weaken the claim of any of them to autonomy." (Goffman, 131) What we can 
examine, hawaver, are the social relations expressed throogh small or larger 
stretches of talk. Responses then must be seen as expressions of relations 
between imividual.s, rather than between the speaker ard fonnal or ritual 
elements that we consider in analyzin;J oanmunication. I..an;Jllage is dialogical 
ard ideological. Shifts within discourse, therefore, have to be seen as 
shifts in perspective, as shifts in social relations, for all discourse 
arises frau the need to relate to others. cammmication is, thus, a social 
�e. 

With these notions in mi.rd we will look at two types of discourse: 
Radio Talk an:l Literature. '!he first is oral discourse. '1he tem "natural" 
is saner.,.nat of a misnaner if we associate the tem with "spontaneau;," since 
all discourse is conscient not only of meanirq rut of social relations, as 
Goffman has so well pointed oo.t in his discussion of footin;J an:l response 
cries. As we will see, what occurs in oral conversation ocx::urs as well, 
althoo.gh in a different IrOde ard style, in p..iblic radio talk an:l in 
literature. I.et us begin by lookirq at literary discourse. 

'1he novel, as Bahktin has imicated, is "a );henanenon multifonn in style 
an:l varifom in speech ard voice." In a novel, a diversity of social speech 
varieties or lan;Juages an:l imividual voices are artistically oanbined an:l 
orchestrated to produce a particular novelistic style. Bahktin's analysis of 
heteroglossia an:l intertextuality is especially useful in an analysis of 
Rolan:lo Hinojosa•s works, which are characterized by this very multiplicity 
of voices. 

More specifically, this heteroglossia takes the fonn of a multiplicity 
of linguistic varieties, styles, ard disoourse ll'Odes. '!he text, states 
Bahktin, can incorporate various types of discourse: literary, semi
literary, technical, an:l oral fN8rjday discourse as well as the 
imividualized speech of particular characters. Within the particular 
Chicano context, the discourse repertoire can be quite anple. First of all, 
both the writer an:l reader face two macro-systems: En;Jlish ard Spanish; 
within eacn system there are a variety of codes, both u.rt>an an:l rural, both 
pap..t].ar ard staroard codes. Within each code there are also a variety of 
styles that d'lan;Je not only in terms of function rut also according to tq>ic, 
addressee, an:l context. 'Ihese styles differ in te:ons of fonnality. 'lhe 
colloquial an:l intimate styles may also trigger the use of sub-codes like 
�. Additional suboodes in tems of sex can be distinguished. 

'Ibis diversity of voices, styles, an:l codes correspooos to a diversity 
of social types that exist within our camuni.ties. Oire introduced in the 
literary text, these voices canoot be considered neutral; each voice reflects 
a perspective, a point of view, a social relation with the addressee or the 
gatherin;J as a whole. '1hese voices can also be delivered in varioo.s m:ides: 
dramatic, epistolary, rurlesque, ironic, exhortative, pathetic, melodramatic, 
humoroos, etc., etc. '!he particular oaabinations of these voices, m:ides, an:l 
styles detennine the narrative style of a text. 
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Hinoj011a 1 s books, as we shall see, make anple use of various 
canbinati01111, Hill five books (Estampas, Ger)eraciQDIS y �DH�, lQBaD 
� .&mill, M.l ()larido :&ltl, erd Bit.ti m» Witnessea) can actually be seen as 
ccnatitutin;J one macrotaxt, cne novel chronicling the lives of several 
ga,e:rations of Chicanos in the Valley of South Texas. Since the focus of the 
first two works is the heterogeneity of everyday life in the Oticano 
oama.mity, the novelist has provided fragmented sketches of a lTAlltiplicity of 
characters fran various walks of life. '1hrough a series of monologues, 
dialogues, interviews, arxi testinYmials, the -works provide an intersection of 
varicus styles, 11¥:ldes, arxi lan;iuage varieties as well as code-shiftin;J in the 
disooorse of characters· arxi narrators, 'Iha novel dialogues as well with 
variOJS fo:i:ms of literary arxi semiliterary styles, with folklore, pcpuar 
culture, arxi foreroost with history, although we will not focus on the latter 
at this time. 

'lhe novel's intertextuality is evident throogho..lt the work, For 
exarti>le, it even dialogues with literary history in the titles of his works. 
xvth centm:y -works are the source for two titles: Generaciones y_ Seroblanzas 
by Fernan Perez de Guzman arxi Claros varones de castilla by Hernarxlo del 
Pulgar; the author has also borrowed the sketch fonn or "cuadro" of 
costunt>ristas fran XIXth centm:y Spanish literature; in his portrayal of the 
character Jelnl, the reader fims intersectin:J picaresque texts, as well as 
elements of folklore, pcpll.ar culture, arxi semiliterary texts such as letters 
arxi interviews. 'Ibe "gatherin:;J" here is thus that of literary history. 

'lhe novel's focus on the "collective" thJ:olgh brief sketches of 
particular individuals gives rise to a nul.tiplicity of voices. 'Ihese voices 
reflect primarily male styles of informal Spanish within an ironic am 
hlJIIK)rous oode. Given the cyclic repetition of events, episodes, am 
character sketches in the novel, heteroglossia allows for several voices to 
camta'lt on the same issue, addin;J infonnation arxi providing use of an 
informal style that lerds an air of familiarity to all social relations 
presented in the narrative. 'Ibis style serves then to blur social 
stratification in the Chicano camnunity, 

Shifts also ooc:ur within the narrators' discoorse. 'Ihe narrators are 
sanetimes seriOJS, sanet:i:mes cynical rut generally good-huoored as they 
descril:ie the individual flaws am strengths of a nul.titoo.e of characters. In 
a novel � loyalty to friems am blood ties is .i.np>rtant, it is the male 
informal style that cements relations. '!his style is generally both clever 
arxi iq:u!ent, as is evident in the exoerpt below a1 Don Orfalirxio Buitureyra, 
a Chicano pw:macist 'WOS8 wife is unfaithfUl, 

Don Orfalirxio Buitureya es cabron de nacimiento. Tanbiim es 
famaoeutico pero eso ya es culpa del estado de TeXas, 

nm Orfalinio Buitureya es cabron en el sentido etino16gico 
pcp.llar. En el sentido tan dicharachero caro certero. No es 
cabr6n en el otro sentido: alguien que cae mal o que es 
aprovechado o taca:fio o cosa parecida. No. Don Orfalirrlo no es 
una mala persona. .lldenlas, eso de ser cabron no es acto propio o 
sui generis o lo que sea. Don Orfalirxio era don Orfalirxio Y 
entonoes vino su nujer y fue ella la que lo hizo cabron: Made in 
Texas by Texans, aunque, en este caso, by Oticanos, 

- lY la prole?
- No, la prole es de el.
- icaro no! Si todos se le parecen en la nariz •••
- JY en las quijadasl Si hasta pa:ceoe que los cago.,.
- Conque se parecen, leh?
- caoo un m::,j6n a otro.



- Pero es cabron ..•

- :9.leno, esa mancha no se le quita ni con gasolina.

'!he ironic thus becomes burlesque as male adults elaborato the local 
� at tho cantina, taunting Mch othor an:1 tin11thl\J irdh:oct darta 
of lllU'Oallll in the dlt'GCtion of fell™ bar olhu,ts. SCOOll\l linloonn, 
unfaithM wives, gambling, violent erxx:iuntars, ard the past are aana of 
their favorite topics of oonversation. Everyone in town is fair game. In 
the cantina, the gathering enoaipasses all those within earshot, arxi cne 
cannot trust that the barb is not being cast in one's direction. 

'Ihe character Echevarria, an older man who remembers the past, is 
equally burlesq.ie in his scornful canments aro.i.t the Texas Rarger Cloche 
Markham, who tried to pass himself off as a frien::l of the Olicanos but who in 
fact was the lackey of the ruling class. once again the character is in the 
cantina where he speaks clearly so that all may hear what the Ran;Jers, the 
An;Jlo larxiowners, arxi their allies, the I.eguizaoon, did to the 
OlicanojMexicano lam.owners. It is drink am age that here afford F.chevarria 

l the right to say what no other characters say in p..iblic about the bolillos,
rinches, am I.eguizaoon: 

"Bien haya que habia agente ccm, don Julian B..ienrostro que le 
dijo al pinche rinche que se fuera a la c.hingada - que el, Julian 
'9..lenrostro, cruzaba el rio y se echaba al nonte tras el que 
fuera. Y lo hizo, raza. I.o CUI!pli6. Bien haya el que tiene los 
pantalones ?,1estos y no se agacha a mear. Amigo de la raza .•• 
JMamal.6n eso es lo que es Choche Markham! En su vida ha ayudado 
a la raza. En su vida ••• 11 

'Ihe varioos infonnal encoonters between males also allow for shifts not 
only in style arxi oode but in lan;Juage as well. En Mi Querido Rafa, code
switchin:J in the letters is a sign of close frierdship between coosins; but 

. it also functions as a shift in naie to oorrvey the character Jehu's need to 
make light of his problematic situation at the bank, to distance himself from 
all the llllCk he describes in his letters am to play da,m his new importance 
as loans officer. Erqlish is, of course, the lan;Juage of the ruling class 
dialogues, however hispanicized it may be. 'Ihus in Mi Querido Rafa code
switc:hirq in Jehu is also a signal of assimilation arxi of having penetrated 
the inner circles of the rulirg-class An;Jlo world, as is evident in his 
letter to Rafa: 

Mi querido Rafa: Lunch at the camel.oti Noddy me mani6 & 
that's the word, son, a que fuera a look aver a deali Noddy se 
quiere deshacer de la agencia de carros y el buyer wants-has-to 
use the bank's l!Dl1ey for said purpose. A eso se le llama barrer 
pa' dentro. F\le oosa de dos horasi no tenia que, ya que los 
abogados se encargaran - still, two hours away from the bank are 
two hours away from the bank y lo que se eye en el camelot no se 
eye en cualquier lugar. 

Sare recalcitrans are still not haWY re Becky Escobar's 
membership - pero se van a peer pa'dentro. Asi se van a quedar. 
Te digo que the next tal:get is the M.Jsic Olorale - Noddy hace lo 
que la de la ch. gana & what you gona do aroJ.t it, Slick? 
(17) 
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On the other harxi when Jehu resporx:ls to saneone else's assimilation, in 
this case, the An;Jlo's political �t, Ira F.sca>ar, the ¢-down is 
primarily in Spanish: 
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Mi qi.Jerido Rafa: .............. , .......... .. 

El cambio en I.E. es increible; digan lo que digan, 
seeing is not believing. A lo menos yo lo veo y no lo creo. 
JUraria que se da shine en la cara ya que, God forbid, eso no 
puede ser sudor. Es lustre, I.a bailan los ojos y es lo mas 
aoaaedido que pueda haber. Mira: solo le falta llarnar a Noddy 
asi, Noddy, en vez de Mr, Perk.ins pero sabido es que hay que 
darle tienpo al tien'Q.X). 

In these letters, the ilmnediate addressee is Rafa blt in effect Jehu 
appears to borrow the IICde am style of F.chevarria, as if he were back at the 
cantina, 

'lhere are few, very few, examples of female disaoorse in the novel. In 
fact, the female voice is notable for its absence fran these sketches. One 
\olO.ll.d have to assurre that the Valley is primarily a male world, with wanen as 
bed partners an:i not llllCh else, for the novel does not for the m:ist part 
consider watmt as an inp:>rtant part of Valley histo:cy. '1hey do not a.i;:pear as 
listeners nor as speakers, except in a very few cases. 

'lhe nlll.tiplicity of characters in the Hinojosa novel am the contirrual 
shifts in space am voice in the first two volumes eliminate m:wement in time 
blt guarantee heterogeneity am heteroglossia. 'Ihe last two volumes, on the 
other ham, will intrcxiuce time am contradiction while not eliminating 
heteroglossia, for both concentrate on the eoonal\ic am political structure 
of the Valley. 

In a literary text, "participation status" is thus not easily defined 
am the notion of a "gathering" is nuch broader. Voices within the text 
dialogue with other texts am with other voices in the same text as well as 
with a particular addressee. 'Ihe reader at the same time is clearly part of 
the audience, \<hlet:her he be an eavesdrower or bystamer or specific 
participant. Responses are thus directed toward various voices am point to 
different scx::ial relations. 

'Ihe sa:me heteroglossic situation is evident in Radio Talk, In Foms of 
� Goffman has proposed analyzing Radio Talk as a means of analyzing 
cxmstraints on talk in general because radio talk, although self-conscious, 
strives to produce the effect of "a spontaneous, fluent flCM of words." 'lhe 
annoonoer, states Goffman, normally executes all sorts of "remedial actions" 
whenever his performance fails in sane way, '\mat.ever the slip or error. 

Remedial action ard correction mechanisms are not, however, what lead us 
to a study of radio talk, but rather an interest in code-shifting, 
realignment, heteroglossia, ard response cries. Radio Talk is, of �, a 
particular type of discourse involving a series of transmission conventions 
am constraints blt today the particular fo:cmat of stations providing the 
latest news am sezvice broadcasts requires the a�iation of a mnnber of 
everyday l�ge varieties to convey the effect of � speech. 
Radio Talk, in fact, provides a non-innocent production of code-shifting am 
intertextuality as the broadcaster shifts fran one type of disooorse to 
another, 

My exanple is the radio broadcasts of Hlnnberto Ilma, the best known 
Mexican disc jockey in Los An]eles, His local celebrity status calls for his 
playing host to various Spanish l�ge events am perfonnances in the city, 
His presen::e is generally advertised as ''HUmberto I.una y sus lunatioos," for 
he has beoc:me known for his heteroglossic early nmning shCM over station 
''Radio Q" (IcrNO), a Spanish 1� station transmitting out of Los An]eles, 



His program is incredibly heavy an talk arxi camnercials; in fact very little 
popular llVJSic is ever played during his romi.rq broadcast, although Mexican 
ard Iatin American music are the fomat of the station during the rest of the 
day. Yet his is one of the m:>re pcpllar Spanish lanJUage radio programs in 
the city of Los Angeles. His poi:w.arity is urrloubteclly a response to his 
heteroglossic personas ard his constant intertextual shifts in topic, ocxie, 
style, ard JOOde that inply shifts in social relationships ard realignment. 

A thirty-minute segment consists on the average of a newscast, a 
sportscast, comnumity bulletins, a large number of ccmrercials, perhaps one 
�, perhaps none, ard dialogues with several fictitious characters whom he 
inpersonates. '1hese characters generally converse with hint over the pi.one, 
in imitation of talk shows based on calls fran the radio listeners, rut their 
calls are treated as interruptions by bothersome or t.nrl>led or saietimes 
even help:fUl. individuals; these callers serve as foils for the broadcaster or 
other announcers, often c:amnenting on the newscast itself or on tidbits of 
infonration provided in the newscast an farrow; singers or film stars. When I 
first began listening to his show many years ago, his repertoire included 
only the .ilrprsonated voice of an older man who used to call in to scold hint 
or tell jokes or c:amnent sarcastically an the news. later he added the voice 
of an effeminate hcm::isexua1 who used to call to tell hint his likes ard 
dislikes in the world of film. Today his .ilrprsonatians include both male 
ard female voices; he has an older granny type named Dona Pura, a sports 
enthusiast, a Reveren:i, arxi several others, In fact, he additionally has 
incorporated the voices of real Others who call hint at set times to ask 
questions or express a ccmnent. Dialogue is thus the enq:ilasis of the 
pi:ogram, b.lt instead of an un:ierstood dialogue between broadcaster ard 
listeners, he has incorporated real voices with whidl he converses throughout 
the program, whether these be staged callers or taped voices of characters he 
himself .ilrprsonates. 

one of nr:1 students taped a typical one-hour broadcast period, whidl 
began with an infonnative summary of major headlines in the news plus several 
oonunercials. Like other radio or T. v. commercials today, these incorporate 
segments of dialogue; one offering medical services includes a dialogue 
between JOOther ard Youn:J son: 

- O'je, mama, lque son todas estas manchas?
- (Hasta el nitio se ha dado cuenta ••• ) confides the 'W'Clllall,

Even camnercials that are sinply announcements of dances, car dealers, 
ard insurance service, department stores, shalll)OOS, furniture stores, ard 
vitamins assume a continuing dialogue between salesman ard client. 

In several commercials, the appeal is through the direct dialogue of a 
client fran the barrio with the listeners. In one case, for example, the 
advertisement of treatment for alcoholics is interspersed with a wife's 
monologue on how her husbarrl was helped by a particular hospital. Another 
announcement advertises the services of a lawyer who offers to help workers 
hurt on the job, 'Ihis ad is also accaiq:,anied by a YOJIXJ worker's voice, 
whidl presents his case: 

Antes del accidente yo ganaba bien en la fabrica. Hasta 
tenia mis ahorros pa casanne con Teresita; pero las cosas 
cambiaron. Pa mantener a una familia se necesita trabajo Y ya me 
doy cuenta que para un hanbre con un solo brazo, no hay trabajo. 
Yo ya no hago planes para el fUturo. QI.lien sabe qua va a pasar, 
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- l,Qui'1l seri cmrp6n y qui'11 seri cmrp6n? Ni domia.
-Ahh.

- Y ah, hora que dan la infomaci6n cctli)leta, pos ya estoy a
gusto. Pero lo que le falt.6 fue decir las desas de la lucha
libre.

- No, l,la, la, los resultados?
- J.os resultados. Porque mire, yo iba nrun::ho a la lucha, -aun

cuan:lo estaba en el rancho.
- lMe va a errpezar a platicar algo?
- Si, habia una vez, un luchador, le decian el trogloloditatan

gordo y menso, menso. Ese nuc:hacho tiraba patadas al reves.
- (rcnpido) (Here the D.J. starts snoring.)
- Le decian la burra catrina porque
- (roJ'Xlllldo)
- Porque, dizque, dizque la patada que el daba era de, de pos

de, coz de esconc:eo.
- (roniuido)
- una vez, la tire una patada voladora y le cay6 al J:ill)lico y

alli estaba mi santa madre sentada •••
- (rorxiuido)
- Eh, 1111chacho, nuc:hacho •••
- (rorxiuido)
- Ya te volviste a domir, muchacho del denonio
- (risa del J:ill)lico) (piped laughter)
- Muchacho tAh!, 1que muchachol
- (linea abierta del telefono) (open telephone line)
- Eh, ef ••• (risa del publico) (laughter)

'!he dialogue ems am the canmercials continue. 'lhus through the voice 
of this older t,IOl'Oall, the broadcaster speaks to a large segment of his radio 
listeners, who aocordin;J to studies of Spanish lan;JUage radio listeners, are 
primarily rural immigrants ani storytellers. As in the case of other 
callers, the announcer either feigns boredan or affects tolerance to produce 
laughter, but ll'Ore ilrp:>rtantly to produce dialogue between listeners am
announcers. 'lbrough these fictitious characters whose voices he 
.i.npersonates, the announcer has, in fact, pc,pJ].ated his anonym::,us audience 
with recognizable voices am faces, voices to which he can resporxi. 

I..una has pop.llated his audience with varied types. His imitation of 
"'lhe Reveren:111 is especially interesting because it is a spoof of sugary 
church jargon, which he delivers in a tteasUred sing--scn:J tenpo. 'lhe Reveren:i 
is a matchmaker on I..una' s program, pairing fictitious callers whan he 
serm:>nizes: 

- c.cain esta, Reveremo?
- M.Jy l::Juenos dias, Hermano Illna, encantado, muy contento, aqui,

gracias al senor, espiritual.mente, lleno de goce, esperardo
que con nuestros hermanos podairos hacer bastantes ganchos el
dia de hoy y de alli salgan algunos matrim::>nios, liooos, pero
que los hermanos hablen con fuerza, que levanten el
espiritu •• ·"

At this point a caller interrupts, then hastily hangs up. Both Luna am
the Reveren:i immediately know who it is, the crank caller. So spoofs spoof 
reality• Anj SO it goes on Humberto Illl1a IS Program. '!he asstnned dialogue 
that broadcasters carry on with their listeners is here materialized through 
these fictitious callers. 'Ihe participants within the fictitious interaction 
include a broad spectrum of listeners, both fake am real: first of all, 
there are the immediate feigned callers within the particular skit situatioo, 
but in fact the "gathering'' includes the entire Spanish� CX111111lnity of 
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interaction (80-85%). In contrast, the Alternate rays Approach produCEd 
equal amount of Spanish and English by both teachers and children, with 
Spanish used nx,re than English (72% versus 28%) for warmin;J, accepting, and 
directing behaviors, but not correcting behaviors. 

In a subsequent study, !Rgarreta (1979) oonpared language use by native 
Spanish-speakirq Jdn:leJ:garten children in five program JOC>dels: 1) Traditional 
oonolingual English instruction with no fomal English as a Secom Language 
(ESL) training, 2) Traditional with daily ESL, 3a) Bilingual using the 
ConcUrrent Translation Approach with no ESL, 3b) Bilingual using Alternate 
rays Approach with no ESL, and 4) Bilingual using the Concurrent Translation 
Approach with daily ESL. Her results confinned the earlier firxiin;Js that 
balanced language use oocurred nx,re often in classroatS using the Alternate 
rays Approach, whereas unbalaooed language use (28% Spanish, 72% English) 
occurred in classrooms using the Concurrent Translation Approach. In 
addition, pre-arx:i post-test data on language proficiency in both Spanish and 
English carg;irehension and production was collected by peer testers. In all 
bilingual treatments, children made significantly greater gains in English 
oral canprehension than �le peers in the traditional all-English 
treatments. F\lrthenrore, the balanced bilingual treatment (Jb) produCEd the 
greatest gains in English oral canprehen.sion and ocmnuni.cative carg;,etence in 
both English arx:i Spanish. '!here are irethodological problems associated with 
the researcll design, primarily one of a small sample (52) studied for all 
progtain nx,dels arx:i a non-randan selection of students fran 17 kin:ieJ:garten 
classrocm;. J\ddi.tionally, it also would have been interesting to have 
included for cai,parison a nx,del that is widely used in bilingual programs -
a Bilingual Model using the Alternate lays Approach with ESL. 

Students' language proficiency was a control variable that distinguished 
the bilingual classroan obsel:vation studies corx:lucted by McLennan (1978) and 
Milk (1980). McLennan (1978) examined the effects of both a concurrent JOC>del 
(spontaneoos alternation of English and Spanish) and an alternate JOC>del 
(separate language sessions during the same class period) in five high school 
classroans. Students (66) were classified as English-daninant, Bilingual, 
and Spanish-daninant. Videotapes were made and transcripts were analyzed 
using Bellack's (1966) paradigm of pedogogical llWJV'eS (structuring, 
solicitation, response, arx:i reaction). Bilingual students participated 
equally umer both instructional treatments; however, English-daninant 
students interacted best in the concurrent JOC>del treatment, whereas the 
Spanish-dominant students exhibited greater interaction in the alternate 
JOC>del treatment. D.Jring both JOC>del treatments, teachers dominated classroan 
interaction with a high percentage of moves (the majority being solicitation 
and structuring) and words. 

'lhe identification of effective teaching practices in bilingual 
education classrooms as reflected in positive student outccrnes has been 
docmnented by fe,, researchers. I.egaretta•s work (1979) has been cited as one 
such example. Ramirez and Strcmquist (1979) investigated ESL irethodology in 
bilingual elementary schools in an effort to identify effective teaching 
practices associated with student language leantl.ng. A group of 18 ESL 
teachers and their classes were videotaped across four lessons with siroilar 
content. Students were pre- and post-tested over a six-nx,nth period on 
English performance measures of oral canprehension and production. Teachi.m 
behaviors and characteristics associated with positive student growth 
included asking guided questions, correcting granuratical structures, 
explainm;J new vocabulary, and teachers' knowledge of lin;uistics. A rapid 
pace and �is on JOC>deling as a technique were foum to have negative 
effects. '!he influence of these teachi.m behaviors held for students' growth 
measured in both English oral canprehension and production. 



Similarly, in the area of Spanish reading, Ramirez (1979) examined the 
effect of teachin;J behavior on students' reading achievement in Spanish, 
Again, a group of 18 teachers of Spanish reading ani their classes were 
videotaped across two reading lessais having similar content. Students were 
pre- ani post-teste:i aver a three-month pericxi using the Inter-American 
Prueba de I.ectura, Level II. '!hose teaching behaviors that were associate:i 
with positive students growth included enp,asizing decoding skills, 
explaining granmatical rules, engaging students in the oral reading of one or 
several sentences from paragraphs, ani correcting pupil errors in decoding. 
'!hose fourrl having negative effects included asking students questions about 
details in the story, explaining vocabulary meaning out of context, ani 
asking students to read whole paragraphs without focusing on reading 
subskills. 

Aside from these research studies investigating effective instructional 
practices in bilingual classrooms (primarily Spanish/English), the only other 
systematic investigation of teacher behavior as a factor in the quality of 
educational opportunity afforded ethnic minority children was the larrlmark 
study corxiucted by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (Jackson & Cosca, 
1974) of MexiC'..an-American students. 'Ihose firrlings noted that Chicanos in 
the Southwest received substantially less of those types of teacher behaviors 
presently known to be oost strorqly relate:i to student achievement. 
Specifically, teacher interaction involving Chicano ani An:;Jlo students was 
significantly different in the use of praise ani acceptance. Moreover, the 
use of students' ideas ani positive feedback was fourrl to be significantly 
relate:i to investigate:i characteristics of teachers, students, classroan.s, 
ani schools, 

Research Questions 

As has been shown, previous to this work, there has been very little 
research upon which to base the rationale for using two languages, each as 
medium of instruction as well as the topic of instruction. 'Ibis study 
focuses on the inplementation of the Spanish,,'En;Jlish Bilin:;Jual curriculum in 
diverse contexts. 'Ihe contexts of concern are classroan.s where the student 
population represents children who have been identified as non-limite:i or 
fluent-English-proficient. 'Ihe main interest was to describe the "bilin:;Jual 
curriculum" within the language arts c:arp:>nent in order to see how teachers 
allocate ani manage the two languages of instruction. 'Ihe study is designed 
to address the following questions: 

1. What are the overall instructional practices occurring for
non English-proficient (NEP), limite:i-English-proficient
(lEP), ani fluent-English-proficient (FEP) students by
languages area?

2. Is there a significant difference between teacher
behaviors ani instructional practices directed toward
NEP, lEP, ani FEP students?

3. How do pupil behaviors differ ac:oording to the language
arts cxanponents?

4. What is the extent of teachers' use of Spanish ani
English by content area ani student language groups?

5. What is the extent of students' use of Spanish ani
English across content areas ani language groups?
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�olcxw 

Classroan observations were comucted in two schools in twelve 
classroans (grade l-3) oontrastin:J two Northern califomia School districts. 

�l District A 

School District A is locate;i in the fastest growin:J metropolitan area in 
California, perhaps the greatest urban concentration of california's Mexican
American population outside of IDs Argel.es resides here. 'lb.e bili.r),Jual 
school is locate;i in the downta.-m area. Accordin;J to the 1980 census, this 
area was 52% Hispanic with a median income of $7,800, a poverty rate of 30%, 
arxi an unenployment rate of 17%. '1b.e camv.mity is unique for uman Mexicanos 
arxi Chicanos in that it has retained sane elements fran the past (e.g., nau & 
pop grocery stores) with Chicano-owned business co-existin:J with a growin:J 
Asian cxmunity (largely, Japanese arxi Vietnamese) • 

'lb.e bilingual school was selected for observation based on a recent 
state review rec:anrnemation for operating an exenplary bilingual program. 
'1b.e program had been �rte;i arxi developed through the efforts of staff arxi 
cxmunity aver an eight-year period. At this site, the overwhelming majority 
of non- arxi limite;i-English speakin;J students were Spanish-speakin;J arxi of 
Mexican descent. 'lb.is population (394) o::mprised allrost half of the total 
student population at this school (808). It should be note;i that the overall 
student majority at the school was also of Mexican descent. 'lb.e grade-level 
breakdown of non- arxi limite;i-English speakin;J children is listed as follows: 

TABIE 1 

Distribution of NEP arxi IEP students� Grade 

NES 

I.ES 

K 1 2 

62 52 24 
25 29 54 

3 4 5 

13 14 13 
28 35 25 

6 'IUI'AL 
5 183 
15 211 

Durin:J the observation period, the bilingual school offered a K-6th 
curriculum with both bilingual arxi 11POOlin;Jual English canp:ments. '1b.e 
staffin:J pattem consiste;i of twenty-nine classrcx:ans, of which eighteen were 
taught by bilin;Jual teachers arxi eleven by Jl'OilOlin;Jual English teachers. 
Grade levels K, 1, 2, 3, arxi 4 offered a total of fifteen bilin;Jually-taught 
classes. In addition to the classroan teachers on staff, this school also 
:maintained a resource staff, which included the followin:J positions: a media 
center specialist, a math specialist, a perceptual-lOO'tor specialist, arxi a 
nurse. 

Six bilingual teachers in grades 1-3 were observed durin:J their 
instruction of English arxi Spanish larguage arts, English larguage arts, 
Spanish readin:J, English readin:J, Spanish as a Secorxi I..angUage, arxi English 
as a Secorxi I..angUage. Furthenoore, each teacher was interviewed by the same 
observer who had recorded his classroau instruction. Interviews were taped 
arxi, with the exception of one teacher whose tape proved inaudible, the tapes 
were transcribed to provide infonnation on a number of variables, one of 
which was a self-assessment of larguage proficiency in both Spanish arxi 
English. All five teachers rate;i themselves highly (good/excellent) in foor 
facets (speakin;J, listenin:J, readin:J, arxi writing) of larguage proficiency. 



'Ihe allocation of instructional time for the English am Spanish 
language arts cx:mponents at this school averaged two hours per day at each 
grade level. However, the manner in which instruction was delivered differed 
substantially at each grade level am merits additional discussion. '!he 1st 
grade class observed was a self-contained bilingual classroan staffed by a 
bilingual teacher arxi aide, wereas the 2rxi grade classroans (2) offered a 
teachirq no:iel. - a bilin;ual teacher pail'Ekl with a ronolin;ual Erglish
speaking teacher. On the other hard, all third-grade classes (4) were 
organized on nul.ti-levels based on language am academic skills arxi, thus, 
were team taught. Although two boors of instruction were allocate:i to 
Spanish am English language arts, this time period was not equally balanced 
at all grade levels. Whereas, the 1st am 2nd grades did allocate about an 
equal distribution of time to each of the languages, the third grade classes 
dem:>nstrate:i a preference for English-language instruction (65%) Ol/er 
Spanish. '!his was prooably a reflection of the "press" that exists at that 
grade level to reclassify students as fluent English speakers • 

.§ghQQl, District� 
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School District B is situate:i in northern California, about 100 miles 
south of San Francisco. '!he school is centered in a predaninantly Hispanic, 
low socio-econc:mic rural cxmnunity with approximately 35% Mexico-born 
residents arxi a migrant transiency rate of 35%. 'lhese cxmnunity 
characteristics are reflective of the school. 'Ihe school enrollment is 547 
students. 'Ihe racial ccmp,sition is BO% Hispanic, 18% Anglo, am 2% other. 
Fifty-two percent of the students are identified as migrants, 63% receive Aid 
To Families With Deperxient Olildren, am 73% qualify for the free-lunch 
program. Students are divided in the following grades: K=83 students, 
lst=88 students, 2�73 students, 3rd=67 students, 4th=72 students, Sth=BO 
students, am 6th=84 students. 'Ihe following represents the total language 
carp:isition of these students: N'Elal25, IEP=278, FEP=BO, am English only=64. 

'Ihe Ol/erall achievement level of the school district was at the 38th 
percentile, am the bilingual school placed at the 1st percentile. 'Ihe 
bilingual program at school district B has been operating for English-only 
track am 11 classroans in the bilingual instruction track. Both tracks 
exterxi f:ran Kirxiergarten to 5th grade. 

'!he bilingual program is defined as a language transitional program. 
But in practice, as described by the principal, it is a bilingual maintenance 
program, because the majority of students 'Who enter the program stay in the 
program through the sixth grade. '!he bilirY,Jual instructional track fran 
Kindergarten through the 6th grade provides for the maintenance of the native 
language. Interestingly, the transition fran Ll to L2 is acx:x:mplished not 
necessarily between the English arxi bilingual instructional tracks but rather 
within the bilingual track, am specifically within irxiividual classroans. 
In other w'Ords, a native language am a secorxi language track are operative 
simultaneoosly within the bilingual classroan. 'lherefore, a student can both 
transition fran Ll to L2 within the same bilingual classroan am stay in the 
program after L2 has been acquired. 

Students may also transition between the English arxi the bilingual 
instruction classroan tracks. Grade levels Kirxiergarten through 3rd 
experience minimal transitions. 'Ihe main transitional thrust is between 
grades three am foor. If the students acquire English proficiency by the 
3rd grade they are enoooraged to transition to the English-only classroan 
track at the foorth grade, unless parents or teachers object to the 
transition. In this particular program, parents prefer that their children 
remain in the bilingual program re:rcmUess of English proficiency. 
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'Ihe bilin;Jual c:lassroans, particularly grades Kirxiergarten through 
fourth, practice an alternate class team-teaching m::xiel during language 
instruction. Teacher language abilities (Ll and L2) are used for student 
placement. For example, an En;Jlish-daninant teacher is assigned the En;Jlish 
language classes fonre:l with En;Jlish-daninant students from several different 
grade levels, This teacher also teaches En;Jlish as a Second language to the 
limited-Erqlish proficient students. The Spanish-dominant teacher has 
similar responsibilities with the Spanish-dominant students, in addition to 
teaching Spanish as a Second language to the En;Jlish-daninant students. Of 
the six teachers observed, three were Spanish-dominant and three were 
En;Jlish-dcminant. 

These multi-grade and language-diverse classrooms require the individual 
teacher to organize the students in 4-5 working groups. These groups are 
arrarged by two criteria. First, because teachers maintain Ll and L2 , 
instruction in the san-e classrooms, groups are organized by language ability. 
'l"Wo groups are usually in Ll. and two groups in L2 with one group from each 
language being irore advanced than the other. Second, students are organized 
by readin;J levels associated with the three read:i.nJ programs utilized. 

There were a total of 333 students in the twelve classrooms selected for 
observation. Table II displays the breakdown of students observed by 
language proficiency. The classes ranged in size from 20 to 30. However, 
the actual class size is a deceptive description in both of these bilingual 
sett:i,nJs. In reality, irost teachers had to team or group students according , 
to language ability or content area. Consequently, the average class size is 
an approximation of the average number of students usually present for 
instruction. 

TABLE 2 

language Proficiency of Students Observed By School Site* 

IFS NES FE.S 'rol'AIS 

School A 79 40 56 175 
(6 Classroans) 

School B 58 63 47 158 
( 6 Classrooms) 

TOTAL 137 103 103 333 

*As measured by the language Assessment Scales (I.AS) by De Avila, 1976.

Instruments 

The classroom observation instrument utilized at both sites was a 
m::xiification of an earlier version developed by Delgado and Arias (1976) that 
had been used in a national evaluation of bilingual education programs. This 
instrument was designed to obtain infomation regarding three aspects of the 
bilingual classroan envirornnents: the physical corili.tions, the grouping 
patterns observed during the instructional period, and the behavioral 
interactions between adults (teachers/aides/resource persons) and students 
during the observed instructional period. Modification of the instrument 
involved the inclusion of teacher and student behaviors that had been noted 
in the research literature on teacher effectiveness as those associated with 



instruc1:ia,a1 practices that had resulted in positive stooent performance, 
Primary attention was focmed en the adult's interactiais with students 
during the instructiaial period. Teacher behaviors such as ClCll1ll1!Udirq, 
insb:Ucting, n:daling, delaistratin;J, questia,in:J, ard correcting were coded 
alcn;r with the following atment behaviors: explainin:J, resporxiirq, 
questionirq, readi.rq, mi writing/lnanipllating. '1his classrocm interaction 
instrument differed fran other atmil.ar timed procedures in tw ways. 'lbe 

o lan:JUACJG used by the stwent ard the adult was recorded as was the designated
1� daninaca of the stwent obsel:ved. '1hese m.:xlificatia,s were 
essential far describing the frequerx:y with \\bich each language was used, who 
used it (teachers, aides, students, etc.) , ard ha.i language was expressed by 
various teadler/studant behaviors. 

'1he interaction form contains ten separate categories of infonnatioo 
that :tel.ate to a nmt,er of classrocm variables thought to influence positive 
student/teacher interacticn, FAch row of boxes across the page represents 811 

observaticn interval, requiring thirty seooms for OC11pleticn ( 15 seooms far 
observaticn ard 15 seccn:3s far recordin;J) , 'lhere are a total of ten rows 
(ool.UlllnS in 2m versicn far Site B) per observaticn sheet. In both versia,s 
of the instrument far Site A ard B, the first page of the form inclu:ied. 
dlecJclists far "Groopin;J Patt.ems" enployed durin;J the observation period. 
However, in the Site A's versicn, a global assessment (ratin;J 1-10) of 
� use (Spanish an:i Er¥Jlish) by each groop of participants 
(teadlel:s/aides/students) was also recorded after the observaticn period 
terminated. '1he other categories of infomation inclu:ied. on the interactioo 
sheet were: instxuctor directicn (dyad, small, large, arxi 'lfflOle groop), 
sbxient direc:tiat (teachers, peer, materials, etc,), student/teacher 
attentioo (positive, negative, an:i neutral), arxi ac'knowledgement/praise (non 
task-xelated) • In additicn to the infomation collected with the classrocm 
observation instrument, the classroan teachers (12) were interviewed. '1he 
developnent of the teacher interview guide followed the need to ascertain: 
1) teacher backgx0urd infomaticn such as trainin;J, experience, am �
proficien::::y; 2) teachers' perceptia,a of effective curricular/OJ:'g8Ilizaticnal
OCll{l0n8rlts in biUn;ual pwgtams (both sdlool arxi district levels) with
� to the level of illplemantaticn at their respective school
site; 3) teachers' articulaticn of instructicnal strategies far Er¥Jlish arxi
Spanish laJ'¥j\lag8 arts, arxi 4) teachers' conoeptualizaticn of 8R?L'0Piate
assessment p:ocedurea grcuping students in Er¥Jlisb/Spanish l�ge arts.

At Sch:>01 Site A, three trained obsel:vers visited six classroans a 
minim.ml of b«> days during Sprin;J 1981 to cilserve the entire language arts 
curricula in both � arxi to interview the teachers. Cbervatiais at 
SChool Site B were 0Cl'lli1cted 2-3 days a JID'l1:h fran January to� 1982 with 
six teachers, Cbervaticns at both sites were collected in six cxmtent 
areas: Spanish language arts, Er¥Jlish language arts, Spanish reeding, Er¥Jllsh 
reading, Spanish as a secxn:I I.an:)Uage, an:i Er¥Jlish as a secxn:I I.an;JUage, In 
order for the cilservers to be able to document each interactioo a.coordin:;J to 
the lan;uage proficieooy of the stwent, a method was devised by which 
students cx:Alld be visually identified. Before the start of the observatiais, 
each obsetwr :met with the classroan teacher to review the class rostetB of 
the NEB, us, arxi FES stwent distrib.ltion. Because the observations at 
SChool Site A were limited to 2 days, students were given self-adhesive 
colored stickers to wear, which allowed the obsel:vers to identify them 
ac::cordin3 to their designated language grcup: xed=NES, blue-US, arxi 
green=FES, At School Site B, this device praved unnecessaxy, inasallch as 
each a:,eerver became quite familiar with the students, having obsel:ved them 
frm Jamazy thrcu;Jh J\Jne, 
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ct>servers were advised to spen:l the first 10-15 minutes of the 
observation period gettirq the "feel" of the classroan. As soon as the 
observer had a general urxierstardirq of what was taking place in the 
classroau (the subject matter beirq studied, which students were �rkin;J 
together, which adults ware worldrq with which gxoops, etc.), the first step 
on the d.Jservaticm fonn had been oavared. 'lhe next step was the CGli>letioo 
of the classroan interaction sheet. 'lhe observers coded the categories of 
teacher an.:i student behaviors durirq 25 consecutive observation intetval.s for 
each content area period. A total of 2165 observation intervals were coded 
across the twelve classrooms selected for observation. Finally, the same 
observer who observe;i the classroan interaction ooooucted the interviE!'w with 
the classroan teacher. '!his took place after observations had tenuinated. 
Interviews lasted approximately 30 to 40 minutes each. '!Welve were 
canpleted. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics were used to SU1\Ut8rize the data. It shoo.ld be 
noted that durirq one observation several instructor activities could be 
coded. OJnsequently, these percentages do not Wicate that the behaviors 
occurred exclusively durirq the observation interval. 

While a total of 2165 observation intervals were coded for the twelve 
classroans selected, we were ooncerned only with the behaviors that occurred 
exclusively durirq the observation int&val. Althoogh a total of 2165 
observation intervals were coded for the twelve classroans selected, we 
considered only the behaviors oocw:rirq durirq what the teacher called 
En;Jlish an:1/or Spanish lW'X]Uage arts. 'Ihus, only 117 observations fran Site 
A an.:i 89 fran Site B were the basis for air analysis. 

'Ihe differential in observations between the two sites is accounted for 
by the fact that in Site B the organization of En;Jlish an.:i Spanish oontent 
areas were not discreet. '!bat is, durirq an En;Jlish l�ge arts period, 
Spanish as a Secon::l I.an;Uage instruction could be oocurrirq for a small group 
of students. '!his required the elimination of nany observations that were 
oonfouooed by this prcblem. Furthetm:)re, in order to ascertain if oontrasts 
in teacher behaviors were oocurrirq, it was necessaxy to base the analysis on 
approximately equal numbers of total observations for each site. 

At each site, for each of the content areas (Spanish an.:i En;Jlish 
l�ge arts), we foun::l that the teachers were canpletely oonsistent in
their use of Spanish an.:i En;Jlish. All observations coded durirq En;Jlish arts
in each site foun::l that the teacher was usirq En;Jlish only. Similarly, all
observations coded durirq Spanish l�ge arts foun::l the teachers at both
sites usirq only Spanish.

Tables III an.:i r.v present the distribution of instructor activities by 
oontent area an.:i lW'X]llage proficiency for each site. In Site A the 
instructor behavior oost frequently observed in both Spanish language arts 
was observes/listens. Instructor questions had the next highest frequency of 
occurrenoe in both content areas. Instructor explains, detoonStrates, an.:i 
comman::ls were observed in that order in decreasirq frequency of 
occurrence. 



TABIE J 

Percentage of Instructor Activity by Student 
J..an;Juage Proficiency am COntent Area: Site A 

I;;oolish I.an:ruaae Arts 

Activity NEPA' I.EPir � 

Observes 100% 96% 75%** 
Questions 43% 61%*** 50%** 
Explains 22% 65% 63% 
c.amnams 65% 22% 13% 
DenDnstrates 22% 39% 25% 
Disciplines 22% 4% 13% 
Corrects 17% 9% 25% 
Transitions 4% 0 0 

Total Observations: 79 

SPanish I.an:ruage Arts 

NEP lEP FEP 

100% 94% 90%*** 
75% 61% 50% 
19% 39% 20% 
25% 33% 10% 
31% 39% 10% 

0 8% 30% 
19% 14% 0 
6% 3% 0 

62 

*Non-Erglish Proficient, Limited Erglish Proficient, Fluent
Erglish Proficient
**Significance level: p < • 05
***Significance level: p < .01

TABIE 4 

Percentage of Instructor Activity by Student I.arl;JUage 
Proficiency am Content Area: Site B 

English Iap;ruage Arts 

Activity NEP* I.EPir �

Explains 0 83% 60% 
Corrects 0 37%** 20% 
c.amnams 0 0 60% 
Questions 0 30% 0 
DenDnstrates 0 0 20% 
Disciplines 0 0 20% 
Observes 0 0 20% 
Transition 0 0 0 

Total Observations: 35 

Spanish Ianguage Arts 

NEP lEP FEP 

78% 80%*** 27% 
6% 28% 36% 

17% 4% 45% 
67% 64% 45% 
11% 8% 36% 
6% 8% 0 

22% 68% 36% 
0 0 0 

54 

*Non-Erglish Proficient, Limited Erglish Proficient, Fluent
Erglish Proficient
**Significance Level: p < .01
***Significance level: p < .001
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Table VI presents the distribution in Site B of instructor activities by 
content area. In Erglish language arts, the instructor activity :oost 
frequently observed was explains, followed in decreasing order of frequency 
by corrects, CCIITllllal'Xls, questions, deloonstrates, am disciplines. In Spanish 
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language arts, the instructor behavior most frequently observed was 
questicrrln;J, followed in decreasing order of frequency of occurrence by 
explaining, abservin;J/listenin;J, correcting, am oamnardin:J. 

In oontrolling for the language proficiency group, the instructor 
behavior oloserves/listans in Site A was distributed equally anong the three 
stmant language groups in both content areas. However, in Spanish language 
arts, NEP stwents received 751 of instructor questions oanpared to 43% in 
Erqlish l�e arts. Instructor explaining was m:,re prevalent in En;Jlish 
language arts for IEP am FEP studente (65% am 63%) than in Spanish language 
arts (39% am 20% respectively) • Instructor camnan:ilng with NEP students in 
language arts oanpared to 25% (NEP) in Spanish language arts. Instructor 
disciplining was d:leerved minimally. 

Table IV presents instruction activity for Site B. Instructor 
explainin;J was obseJ::ved with the highest frequency in En;Jlish language arts. 
In the same content area, the instructor behaviors correcting, camnan:ilng, 
am questioninJ were observed in order of decreasing frequency. In Spanish 
language arts, instructor questionin;J was observed :roost frequently, followed 
by explaining, observes/listens, correcting, cammarxling, am dellPl1Strating, 
in decreasing order of frequency of observations. '!he least frequently 
d:leerved instructor behaviors were disciplining am transitions. 

In Site B, when the student language proficiency group was controlled, 
no observations we.re reported for NEP students in En;Jlish language arts 
because of the low mnnber of NEP students fourd in this content area. In 
En;Jlish language arts IEP students we.re reported with a higher frequency of 
instructor explaining, questioning, am correcting. In Spanish language 
arts, FEP students were reported with a higher frequency of instructor 
explaining, questionin;J, am correcting. In Spanish language arts, FEP 
students we.re reported with a lower frequency of instructor questioning (45%) 
than NEP (67%) am IEP (64%) students. FEP students were also reported with 
less (27%) instructor explaining that NEP (78%) am IEP (80%) students. In 
Spanish language arts, IEP students were reported with the highest frequency 
of instructor ooserves/listens (68%) in ccmparison with NEP (22%) am FEP 
(36%) students. In the same content area, NEP students were reported with a 
lower frequency of instuctor correcting (6%) am c:am,aroing (17%) than FEP 
(36% am 45% respectively) students. 

In testing for statistical significance of the teacher behaviors across 
language groups, it was fomxi that at site A teachers questioned IEP am FEP 
students m:>re frequently than NEP in En;Jlish language arts. Also during this 
content area, NEP am IEP students received m:>re instructor observing than 
FEP. Similarily in Spanish language arts, FEP students received less 
observing that NEP am IEP, 

At Site B, clearly there is a difference in the behaviors as � 
with Site A. Here the distribution of the behaviors is different fran A am 
statistical significance was fourd for two behaviors. In En;Jlish language 
arts, IEP students received m:>re correcting that FEP am in Spanish language 
arts, IEP students received m:>re explaining than NEP or FEP. 

'1he overall pattern of student language use paralleled, for the most 
part, that of the instructor at both sites. Again, students rarely were 
observed using En;Jlish in Spanish language arts or Spanish in En;Jlish 
language arts, regardless of language proficiency. 

Tables VI am VII present student activity by language proficiency am 
content area. In Site A, the student activity :roost frequently observed in 
both content areas was ooserves/listens, followed in order of decreasing 



frequency of oocurrence by respordin;J, readin;J, an::i questioning. The least 
ooservad 11t\xlent behaviors were explainin;J ard transitions. 

It is of interest that the :frequency of student behaviors across sites 
was Vert different. In Site A, students ooservirXJ ard resporrlirq were ll'Ore 
prevalent in l:xlth content areas, whereas at Site B, students readin;J, 
observin;, ard :responclirq were ll'Ore prevalent. Again, carparison cannot be 
made for the NEP group at Site B in Erglish lan:Jllage arts due to the 
a.Jrricular organization of the class. 

Discussion 

Before discussirXJ the results of the observation data, two caveats are 
necessary. '!he realities of classroom organization in bilingual setti.n;Js 
made it possible to collect data on NEP student behaviors in En;Jlish classes 
at Site B. Only after data collection had begun did it become apparent that 
given the way the bilingual program operated, NEP students by definition 
would not participate in Erglish lan:Jllage arts until a minimal level of 
carpetence had been reached in the native lan:Jlla98 - Spanish. on the other 
harxi, Site A's approach was to include NEP students in En;Jlish lan:Jllage arts 
oarp:,nents. Herein lies the secom caveat: the observation data was 
attenptin; to describe ard contrast teacher ard student behaviors by student 
larguage proficiency ard content areas, but, because of the great 
heterogeneity of student lan:Jllage proficiency in bilingual classes, content 
areas were delivered ll'Ore on a small group basis rather than in whole class 
instruction. In this type of classroom organization, Spanish lan:Jllage arts 
ard Erglish lan:Jllage arts were occurrin; concurrently. Finally, the small 
number of observations on which the followirXJ discussion is based urxlerscores 
the iJtp,rtance of the explorato:cy nature of this study. 

Nevertheless, ll'Ore intensive data fran site A, as reported elsewhere 
(see Arias am Delgado 1982), has suggested that specific teaching behaviors 
in bilingual classrooms are associated with gains in student out.cane measures 
Additionally, Site A was identified as noted earlier, as a site with an 
exe:nt>la:cy bilingual program. '!he observation data was aggregated, first, at 
the grade level am, then, at the school level to see if there were any main 
effects due to grade level am school. '!here were no significant differences 

TABIE 6 

Percentage of Student Activities by I..anJUage 
Proficiency am content Area: site A 

Activity 

Observes 
Resporx:ls 
Reads 
Questions 
Transitions 
Explains 

English I,arx:ruage Arts 

NEPk NEPk � 

100% 100% 88% 
57% 39% 63%*** 
4% 17% 25% 
4% 9% 0 
4% 0 0 
0 0 0 

Spanish Language Arts 

NEP IEP FEP 

96% 86%*** 90% 
38% 47% 40% 
15% 30% 20% 
4% 3% 0 
4% 0 0 
0 0 0 

*Non-Erglish Proficient, Lillli.ted Erglish Proficient, Fluent
Erglish Proficient
**Significance level: p < • 02
***Significance level: p < • 05
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TABIE 7 

Percentage of Student Activities by Language 
Proficiency am Content Area: Site B 

Erglish language Arts 

Activity NEP-k IBP FEP 

Reads 0 50%** 80%*** 
Observes 0 33% 100% 
Respon:1s 0 37% 0 
Explains 0 20% 0 
Questions 0 0 0 
Transitions 0 0 0 

S!2fillish I.anguaoe Arts 

NEP IBP FEP 

26% 52%*** 0 
67% 68% 55% 
63% 80%** 36% 
7% 8% 0 
4% 8% 0 
0 0 0 

*Non-En;Jll.sh Proficient, Limited En;Jlish Proficient, Fluent
En;Jlish Proficient
**Significance Level: p < • 01
***Significance level: p < .05

in teachirg behaviors across grades, thereby pennitting the data to be 
aggregated at. grade level. However, the small size of obseJ:vational data 
available for this type of analysis at Site B allows us only to contrast 
those behaviors cx:::curring at Site B with those cx:::curring in a similar program. 
at Site A, 

We can interpret from the results that in both bilingual programs 
teachers are allocating their language behaviors specifically with regard to 
content area: Spanish is used in Spanish classes am En;Jlish is used in 
En;Jlish classes. While this appears to be expected, it is noteworthy that 
teachers are not mixin:J their use of Spanish am En;Jlish in the content areas 
during content area instruction, 'lhis is particularly inp:,rtant in that 
teachers often se.IVe as the only language nod.els for students acquiring a 
secord language, It is only with regard to the teachers allocation of 
En;Jlish am Spanish that we encountered similarities between the two sites. 
Even though there was sufficient similarity between grades to permit lookin:J 
at the total teaching behaviors for each site, between sites the similarities 
erded with teacher am student language allocation, '!he data allows us to 
look at each program. as a case study of sorts where we can see the variation 
of teacher behaviors across student language proficiency groups. Students 
are also following the teachers' example in the content areas by consistenly 
using the language of the content area am not mixin:J language during this 
instructional time. 

As we look at the data by student language proficiency, one pattern 
emarges. '!his is that IBP students, whether in En;Jlish or Spanish classes, 
particularly in site A, are receiving less of the teacher allocated behaviors 
than NEP or FEP students. While this pattern is less evident due to the 
limited NEP or FEP data in Site B, this observation holds for teacher 
behaviors such as correcting am questioning. Similarly, the IBP students at 
site A are participating less (as measured by the obseJ:vation instnnnent) 
than NEP or FEP students. 

'Ihese results are exploratory am suggest that even in sites where 
"exemplary" bilingual programs are operating, there is still a differential 
between the teacher am student behaviors across language groups. '!he 
consequences of these differences is not yet known but from this exploratory 
study we must necessarily conclude that it is inp:,rtant that future research 
in bilirgual settings take into aOCOl.lllt student language proficiency, 
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AN EmNOGRAFHY OF A FCXJRIH-GRADE BILINGUAL CUISSR!XM 

PATI'ERNS OF ENGLISH AND SPANISH 

Sheila M. Shannon 

university of COlorado at JJenver 

Before the advent of bilingual education, English was not only the 
language of instnlction in U.S. schools; it was also the language of the 
school and everyone in it. Hispanics, as well as other lin_:Juistic 
minorities, were reprilnarrled, even ridiculed, for speakirq their native 
language in school. Within the last twenty years, reforms such as bilirgual 
education make this no lol'l.;Jer the case. 'Ihe "other" language is now allowed 
and sanetimes encouraged in schools. Research that examines how teachers and 
children experience language in schools errphasizes that this is a complex 
situation. Moreover, studies done in bilingual classrooms show that, with 
two l�es, the complexity grows. However, most research ignores the 
intermediate grade levels that include children classified as Limited
English-Proficient (IEP). A basic asst.m1ption w-derlying the design that is 
characteristic of most bilingual programs - that children acquire full 
English proficiancy by the end of third grade - may influence researchers to 
focus on the primary grades. However, one only has to consider the constant 
illlmigration and migration of Hispanics in this country to realize that these 
children care to school at any grade level. Aro., it turns out, the influx of 
Hispanics is just one reason why sane children are classified as limited in 

, English after third grade. 

I base this report upon the results of an ethnography I conducted on a 
fourth-grade bilingual classroom. I ex.amine how children who are classified 
as IEP use Spanish and English and the opportunities - and their nature -
for language use, l '!his study contributes to knowledge about the 
complexities of language at school, particularly in the case of those 
children identified as IEP. 

Sociolinguistics g00 Classroom language 

'Ibis study of language in social contexts, sociolin_:Juistics, is an ideal 
approach to w-derstanding language and schools. 'Ihrough the ethnography of 
conmmication, we care to w-derstand the organization and meaning of 
teachers' and students' talking, listening, and silence. Ultimately, this 
w-derstanding leads to the iltprovement of both teachers' and students' 
educational experiences. Hugh Mehan (1984) argues that, by examining the 
process of what goes on in classrooms and how language is used, we see Il'Dre 
clearly why success or failure occurs. Mehan reviews ethnographies of 
canmunication done in classrooms and finis that classroom participants must 
leam the tacit "rules of the game. 11 'lbese involve knowing with whom, when, 
and where children can speak and act to succeed in school. F\lrthennore, 
Mehan points out, research examining life in classrooms indicates that 
ability grouping can have unintended consequences: "low groups are taught 
less frequently and are subjected to Il'Ore control by the teacher." (p.179) 
Mehan asserts that grouping creates a caste-like system in the classroom and 
gives children differential access to the curriculUIII. 'lbese realities of 
classroom life take on further diJnensions, it turns oot, when we look at the 
research on language in bilingual classrooms. 

Dell Hynes, a pioneer in sociolin_:Juistics, says that, "bilingual 
education is a sociolin_:Juistic subject par excellence." (1974, p.119) '!be 
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forces that influerx:e language use arxi status in the wider society are, to 
sane extent, played out in bilingual classroam.s - micr=osrrs of languages in 
contact. M.ldl of the research in this area consists of studies of how 
teachers arrl children in bilingual classroans use Spanish arxi English arxi the 
factors that influence language dl.oice. Several studies (Brucie & Shultz, 
1977; I.egarreta, 1977; Milk, 1984) irxlicate that children terx:l to follow the 
teacher's lead in establishing language use patten-is. Genishi (1976) arxi 
Shultz (1975) both foorrl that bilingual children choose to use Spanish, 
English, or to codeswitch between the two languages, deperrling on their 
knowledge or assessment of their interlocutor's language ability. Studies on 
the possible effects of the way languages are allocated in bilingual programs 
on actual language use indicate that those that separate the two languages 
pranota equal language use (alteniate days) while those following a 
ooncuttent (translation) approach terx:l to favor English. (Legarreta, 1977; 
Milk, 1984). Only a snall part of the complex problem accounts for the 
identification of interactional arxi curricular factors that influence 
teachers' arxi children's use of Spanish arxi English in bilingual classrooms. 

As one WOUld expect, the classroan processes fourd in regular classroam.s 
take on special meani.n;J in bilingual classrooms. Milk (1980) shows that 
grouping strabgies in classroam.s based on language dominance mitigate 
against the interaction of Spanish arxi English speakers. Although he fourd 
that Spanish daninant children had opportunities to use English in whole 
class instruction, they did not use English for natural communication. He 
reports that grouping the students resulted in separating them from English 
speakers arxi into small groups where they spoke Spanish amorq themselves. 
'Ibis evidence suggests that having two languages in a classroom works to 
separate the two into "callilS, 11 arxi that loyalties to one or the other 
language might be involved. 

'Ihe separation of Spanish arxi English in bilingual classrooms can be 
seen as a diglossic situation. Penalosa (1981, p.115) defines this as "the 
use of two languages or language varieties, a 'high' formal, official one arxi 
a 'low' infcn:mal, colloquial one, in separate spheres of a given society or 
camnunity. 11 Research i.rrlicates that English is generally favored as the
language of instruct.ion in bilingual classrooms. Shultz, cited above, fourd 
English to be the "natural" language of the first-grade classroom he studied. 
BrucJc & Shultz refer to the gradual "a!'XJlicization" of the classroom; they 
note also that teachers oorrvey the message that English is a more important 
language in the classroan because of the fUnctions they allocate to English: 
giving directives, correcting work, arxi making procedural statements. 
Rlillips (1975) examined the effect Spanish or English lessons had on 
children's ard teachers' codeswitching in K-3 bilingual classrooms; she 
ooooluded that English is xrore "intrusive" than Spanish. 

M.ldl of the research on language use in bilingual classroans has focused 
on the primary grade levels in elementary schools (for example, all of the 
studies cited above) • I maintain that the design that is characteristic of 
most bilingual programs in this country, which roughly follows the 
Transitional Bilingual F.ducation (TBE) model, has greatly influenced this 
tren:i. TBE Programs use the native language as the meditnn of instruction in 
Kimergarten arxi first grade while English is gradually introduced. By 
a_pproximately the end of the third grade, children who entered school 
assessed as IEP are theoretically ready to participate in the English-only 
curriculum, having had conceptual develoi;xr,ent. in their native language while 
learning English as their seoon::l language (Amerson & Boyer, 1978; Trueba & 
Bamett-Mizrahi, 1979). Evidence that English dominates classroan language 
use can be viewed as supporting the goals of TBE programs: the first language 
is used as a bridge over which IEP students cross to the traditional, all
English curriculum. Problems arise, however, when the children arxi the 



program designs beoare less an:i less convergent. Who are the IEP children in 
the fourth grade, an:i why are they classified as I.EP? 'Ihis group of children 
include those who have not scored fully proficient in En:Jlish on fonnal 
1� measures; those who have done so but have not scored minimum levels 
on a standardized test of basic skills in En:Jlish; as well as children who 
have enrolled in schools after the primary grades as recent i.nnni.grants. 
Children who live in canmunities that are characteristically low
socioeconornic, whose residents have i.nnni.grated from latin American countries, 
an:i in which Spanish is a vital language in everyday life - barrios - often 
receive such classification. 

S'IUDY SEIT.ING AND DESIGN 

Hispanics in Redwood City, california - Polks Barrio

Redwood City, approximately 30 miles south of San Francisco, is hare to 
a large number of Hispanics. Many live in the various barrios throughout the 
area, an:i I=Qllc Elementary School, the site for my study, serves one such 
barrio.2 It has many characteristics of barrios throughout the Southwest,
which is surprising, in a barrio over 500 miles north of the border. As we 
travel north on Atlantic Avenue through the exclusive, tree-lined estates of 
Concord, we came abruptly upon Polle Elementary, which faces two grocery 
stores with advertisements in Spanish covering their storefronts. Across 
Atlantic Avenue from the school lies a rcM of shops, all with Spanish names 
an:i offering services an:i fare assooiated with Hispanic culture: a Mexican 
delicatessen, a carniceria, a shop selling items for christenings, bodas, an:i 
guincea:fieras. Figure l lays out the boun:iaries of Pollc's barrio. As we 
continue up Atlantic into the canmunity, Mexican restaurants, auto upholstery 
shops, inexpensive furniture stores, an:i cantinas aboun:i. East of Atlantic 
is an older neighborhood of two- an:i three-bedroom houses with small front 
an:i back yards. After school, we see a few children riding their bikes or 
walkirg hane fran school. Many of the people living here are Anglo with some 
Hispanics an:i Blacks. At the far west edge of the barrio, lie factories 
an:i warehouses, an:i the Southern Pacific Railroad tracks. 'lhe far northern 
bC1.lndary is a spur line of those tracks, which connect with more tracks 
belon;Jing to the commuter trains. 'Ihe area between Atlantic, the commuter 
tracks, the Concord walls (the estates are behind high walls), an:i the spur 
line tracks, consists of multiple family dwellings an:i single houses with 
l:uilt-on roans or other structures filling the small yards to a=mmodate 
irore people. After school, we firrl many children playing outside these 
dwellings, as well as yourg adults passing the time in groups arourrl a car or 
porch. Nearly all of the inhabitants of this area are Hispanic. 

'Ihe clearly-marked boun:laries of Polk's barrio, the stores an:i services 
offered in Spanish, the generally low socioeconomic corrlitions, an:i the 
density of the population are features barrios share. It appears that this 
neighborhood is urxiergoing the process caroarillo (1979) calls barrioization
- the fonnation of residentially an:i socially segregated Hispanic 
neighborhoods. 

Hispanic !EE Children in the Fourth-Grade at Polk 
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'!he fourth-grade classroom in this study represents one in which there 
is a high concentration of Hispanic IEP students, both those who did not 
follow the ideal TBE model an:i recent i.nnni.grants fran Spanish-speaking 
countries, primarily Mexico. Of these children, 27 of the 29 children are 
classified as IEP, an:i of the remaining two, one is a monolingual Ell:Jlish 
speaker an:i the other is what Peflalosa (1981) calls a "covert bilingual" 
(those who deny ability in a language in which they are proficient) • 'Ihe 





school district recognizes the special needs at Polk for the IBP students in 
the intennediate grades and offers a modified TBE program in the fourth 
grade. En;Jlish is the primary language of instruction, with instruction in 
Spanish language arts and reading offered for some of the IBP children. 
:Recent immigrants receive En;Jlish as a second language (ESL) classes for one 
class period per day outside of the regular classroom. 

As with llPSt classrooms, there is great variation among individuals in 
many features. Most of the children have been at Polk for at least three 
years, sane since Kin:iergarten. Olring the five months I spent in the 
classroom, four children moved back to Mexico and two new students arrived, 
one fJ:'9111 El Salvador and the other from Mexico. 

� 

I observed the children for over 30 hours -- in the classroom, on the 
playgroond, in the cafeteria -- and I spent additional time investigating the 
boundaries of the barrio and its characteristics. I also obtained data 
through infonnal interviews, casual conversations carried on at the students' 
desks or outside of the classroom. I intexviewed the teacher at those times 
I felt I needed background infonration and, occasionally, to have a better 
un:ierstanding of the workings of the classroom: the routine, group 
constituencies, unusual activities, and school nonns. The teacher, the aide, 
other teachers at Polk, the principal, and the district person in charge of 
the bilingual program all provided me with necessary infonration regarding 
the district, school, community, and individual children and their families. 
'lhis infonration, the students' En;Jlish proficiency test scores as measured 
by the Ianguage Assessment Scales (IAS), and my fieldnotes and audiotapes 
constitute the raw data. 

I conversed with the IBP children prilrarily in Spanish, so that they 
might feel nore comfortable speaking in their native language; my use of 
Spanish was necessary in the case of those who are virtually non-English 
speaking. 

IANGUAGE USE PATl'ERNS rn A FOURI'H--GRADE BILINGUAL CI.ASSR.Oa/J: 

ASSESSED IANGUAGE ABILITY VS. OBSERVED IANGUAGE USE 

To demonstrate the children's language use patterns in this fourth-grade 
bilingual classroom, I have graphically juxtaposed the children's scores on 
the IAS in En;Jlish and my obsexvations of their actual language use (see 
Figure 2). I have displayed both types of infonration in the fonn of the 
classroan seating arrangement pattern. The IAS scores are one of five 
levels: solid black represents a Level 5, full English proficiency; solid 
white is Level 1, no English proficiency; and dotted squares indicate 
intenoodiate levels. 

Although 27 of the 29 children are considered IBP in this classroom, 
their levels on the English language assessment vary widely. Eight children 
scored at full English proficiency, Level 5; however, six of these are 
categorized as IEP because they did not score above the 34%ile on a 
standardized test in English, the california Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). 
This is the additional criteria for participation in an all-English 
curriculum at Polk. 'lhe other two children scoring Level 5 are Anr:/, the 
English :rronolingual, and Ana, a covert bilingual. 3 Four of the five non
English proficient students, scoring a Level 1, are recent immigrants. The 
other child is Enrique, who has been at Polk for several years and 
participates in the Special F.ducation program. 
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'lbe results of I!r/ observations show a different pattern of language use 
anaq the children as we see with the other classroan display. Only 1utr:f ard 
Ana speak :E:n;lish exclusively ard the rest of the children speak predani
nantly spanish, regardless of the :E:rqlish proficiency they deoonstrate:i on a 
fonnal language measure. An examination of the processes in this classroan 
providea evidence to suggast why this pattern of larx.1uago uoo MB been 
•tablillhlld.

En;Jlish Patterns 

Much of the children's language use patterns results from the nature of 
the classroan itself. Like m:>st classroans, the teacher dominates the 
talking ard controls the allocation of turns for children to participate. 
Opportunities for the children to speak :E:rqlish are strikingly rare. 'Ihe 
teacher uses primarily :E:n;lish for instruction to the whole class or to a 
small group while the rest of the class does seatwork. D.lring instruction, 
the children responi with one word or short answers, the only time they have 
to speak :E:n;lish at all. 'Ihe reroa.Wer of the time, they talk quietly am:mg 
themselves in Spanish, with the exception of 1utr:f ard Ana. Because the 
children are usually not encouraged to speak, it is particularly interestinJ 
when they do participate vemally in :E:n;lish. 

'lbe showing of filll1s in this classroan represents at least one 
opportunity in ·which the children are permitte:i to express their thoughts, 
reactions, or experiences in group discussions. 'Ihe following vignette shows 
how this happens. 

'Ihe other fourth-grade, from an :E:rqlish-only classroom, 
canes in to see the film with this class. 'Ihey settle in. '!he 
teacher says, "pay very close attention," ard starts the film. 
It is about anptlbians with footage on their eatinJ, climbing, 
an:i matinJ habits. At the matin;J part, sore children squirm arrl 
giggle an:i the teacher tells them to "quiet down" in a mildly 
reproachful manner. The film is in :E:rqlish; everyone is 
attentive, including the IEP children. When the film errls, the 
lights go on ard the discussion begins with the teacher asking 
about what kW of frogs were shown in the film. He accepts 
answers only from the children who raise their harrls, one child 
suggests "leopard" ard others: "tree frog," ''western," ard 
llsalaman:ler • II 

Teacher: Who can tell me how a frog starts out? 
Girl: eggs 
Teacher: How does it breathe? 
Whole group together: in the water! 
Teacher: all of them? (no response) Where would you fim a 
specimen? (respording to a voice near him) in a stream? 
freshwater, maybe, 

At this point, the teacher calls on Max who tells a 
personal story about a salamarrler. Now the children are eagerly 
raising their harrls to be called on to tell their own story. 
Bonnie tells about a frog ard a salamarrler she had seen; ard 
Ana, Maey, ard Nathan each have their turn to elaborate their 
personal experiences with ang;ihil,ians ard reptiles. 'lbe teacher 
internipts Nathan's story to talk about "OUtdoor Fd" to regain 
the floor ard to indicate that the discussion is O'ler. 1utr:f is 
permitte:i to add her story. 'Ihe visiting class is dismissed ard 
the children go to their respective seats ard quietly talk am:mg 
themselves. (Fieldnotes 2/7/85) 
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Film discussions represent the only time that all the children 
participate in elaborated discussions. However, the teacher does not 
encnirage elaborated responses; he is satisfied with the short answers at the 
beginning of the discussion. When Max tells his story, the teacher is IrOre 
directly en;Jaged with his task of rewi.rx:lin;J the film than with the child; he 
does not resporo in any way to Max I s story. However, the children recognize 
that the teacher is allocating time for them, am they show enthusiasm aboot 
participating. F.ach child tells his story to an miresponsive audience, but 
they are eager to do only that. When they raise their hams, they reach up 
out of their seats am look imploringly at the teacher. He calls on only the 
IrOSt controlled volunteers, though; am some children choose to tell their 
tales to the person next to them rather than oc:.qiete for the floor through 
the teacher. I.et me point out that children who were called on are all in 
the other fourth grade with the exception of key am Ana, that is, children 
fully proficient in English. Everyone speaks only English during the entire 
time, which dem::>nstrates the influence of the content, a discussion about a 
film in English, on the use of English. Also, the context of the 
interactions, the whole group, influences the use of English. No IBP 
children respord or contri.b.lte, ard not a single comment in the film 
discussion is made in Spanish. 

I found that what typically goes on in this classroom IrOStly involves 
the children doing seatwork - OC11tq;>leting "WOrksheets, reading, drawing, etc. 
D.lring this time, they are pennitted to talk quietly clll'Oil1 themselves, 
particu1arly if they can appear to be ''working. 11 Even when carpleting 
seatwork assigrnnents in English, the IBP children help one another or discuss 
their work in Spanish. 'Ihe content of the interaction - English curricull.UII 
- diminishes in importance as a factor in detennining language use in the 
context of a classroom that allows the children to use their native language
to cat'lllDJlU.cate infonnally with one another. 'Ihe only exception to this
general rule is that many of the IBP children do say numbers in English,
occasionally. Ricardo, who came fran El Salvador last year, claims that he 
l.lroerstan:ls alll'Ost everything the teacher says in English, ard he feels that
he has no problem 1.100erstaming the math lessons, which are taught in
English.

key ard Ana are very distinct nsnbers of this classroom. '!hey interact 
only with each other ard the teacher - exclusively in English. '!hey alone 
in this classroom read at or above grade level in English, tutor children in 
the third grade, ard belong to the Girl Scouts. They are not integrated into 
the classroom with the IBP students, ard very fEM efforts are made to 
facilitate interaction between these girls am the other students. '!he only 
child who does interact with key am Ana is Enrique. He sits next to them, 
am this proximity provides him with many opportunities to becane aware of 
am curioos about things the girls do am say. What is so SUiprising about 
Enrique I s behavior is that one wcw.d not expect this child to be the sole 
accessor to the English speakers. He achieved at Ievel 1 on the UIS, no 
English proficiency, am yet he speaks the English he knows with key am Ana. 
Fillll'Ore (1976) identified this behavior as a secon:i language acquirer's 
social strategy - use whatever is known in order to get by. Since no other 
children in the classroom interacted with the English speakers, am the IBP 
children interacted in Spanish with each other, I was not able to obsel:ve how 
they might use their English language skills. 

Five children in the class have language use patterns that include 
English: key, Ana, Enrique, as we have seen; am Pat, Tony, am I.uis, who I 
will discuss rD,1. For Pat, his pattern of using English appears to be in 
large part due to the extra attention the teacher gives him •. Since the 
teacher interacts with him in English, Pat resporx:is in English. Generally, 
Pat speaks Spanish with his peers, following the patterns of the group. 



Torri is a child who defies the tacit rules for getting the floor to 
speak in the classroom; he does not wait for the teacher to call on him. It 
seens that � Torri broadcasts his caranents on whatever has captured his 
attention, he takes the role of saneone who is m::,re at the teacher's level. 
In this classroan, that calls for Erqlish. Both Pat an:i Torri scored Level 5 
on the I.AS and, at least in their case, their language use patterns reflect 
tM Englillh they apparently hllve. 

IJ.tls, who also scored a Level 5, also breaks classroom rules for 
speakin,J, which gives him a slight edge for ewortunities to speak Erqlish. 
However, I.llis an:i Torri use these opportunities to express themselves in 
either language, as not all their outbursts are in Erqlish. Generally, both 
boys denaistrate their loyalties to the IBP group. If what they are saying 
is meant to de.monstrate their knowledge, experience, or feelings directly to 
the teacher, they speak Erqlish. For example, I.llis challenged the teacher in 
Erglish aboot the difficulty of ari art project the children were expected to 
carry out, pointing out that the slides on which they were to draw a picture 
were too small. Hc:Mever, when the teacher asked Ricardo, a secon:i tine, if 
he had finished his nath, Illi.s came to his defense am said, "Ya te dijo, Mr. 
X", 

I have demonstrated that the children's ability to use Erglish was not 
particularly observable in this classroam. I spoke Spanish to the children 
in our informal cxmversations, and I came to firrl that by doing this they 
viewed me as attempting to gain acx::ess to their group. It took tine for the 
children to accept me at their intinate and informal level. In IIr:f early 
visits, the children often resporrled to me in Erglish. 
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I.uis is doing nath problems on the computer and I am discussing 
oanputers with him. Both he and I are speaking Spanish. Iuis 
interrupts one of IIr:f responses and says, "You don't have to 
speak Spanish to me, I speak Erqlish.11 I decided that I would 
concede am speak Erglish with him. It is a rainy day, am he 
asks me if I got wet coming to school. I tell him "no," and he 
says, "I got soaked! My book ••• everything! Have to do IIr:f 
spelling all over and I did it all!" "At home?", I ask, and he 
nods affi:tmatively. (Fieldnotes 2/8/85) 

IJ.tls spoke only Erqlish to me fran that point until he felt that I could 
be considered a frierrlly invader in the Spanish-speakin;J group. Two weeks 
after LUis I announcement that I shcw.d speak Erglish with him, we saw the
film "Children of the Fields," a documentary for children about migrant fann 
workers. At the em of the film, the discussion was initially about who in 
the class woold like to work in the fields but quickly chan:Jed to one of 
sharing experiences of those who had actually done so. (17 of approximately 
45 children irrlicated that they have been involved with fannwork.) 

I turn to I.uis and tell him, in Erqlish, about IIr:f having lived in New 
Mexico am that I have picked onions am chiles nr:1self. Iuis then relates to 
me, very enthusiastically, his experiences picking com, peaches, an:i apples 
in Mexico; am how he loves working in the sun; am how big am heavy the 
sacks am baskets are. He tells me all of this in Spanish; am, in fact, 
I.uis has rarely spoken Erqlish to me since. our shared experiences put us in 
a different relationship, one in which we speak Spanish, the language of 
informal interaction in this classroom belonging to the IBP children, All of 
the children, with exception of 1mrf am Ana, eventually speak to me only in 
Spanish. 
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Spanish Patt.ems 

Spanish is used for instruction only in small groups for Spanish reading 
am lllJ'X1UA9e arts or when the teacher offers "backup" in Spanish after he 
presents lessons in Erglish. Ricardo, because he is a recent arrival with 
very little Erglish, relies heavily on Spanish as an instructional language. 
He CC11plains that the aide allocates only ten minutes of the total forty-five 
meant to be divided between the Erglish ard Spanish groups. He says that his 
hanework is often not discussed or not collected. 

'lhe teacher ard aide devote less time to Spanish instruction ard allow 
far mra interruptions than during any other instructional period. '1his is 
reminiscent of what Mehan pointed out as a cx:mron occurrence for low-ability 
groups in regular classroan.s. Could it be that the children who require 
Spanish for instruction are viewed as being of low ability? Ik>es having 
limited-proficiency in Erglish translate into academic inferiority in 
classroans where IEP children are grouped? nie evidence I present would 
suggest that the answer is yes. However, I would add that it is also a 
matter of the :relative status of each of the languages in the classrcx:an. 'lhe 
established lan;uage use patterns in this classrcx:an - Erglish is the 
language of instruction ard the teacher, ard Spanish is the language of peer 
interaction am:n;i the IEP children - dem:mstrate again the "intrusiveness," 
"�," ard "naturalness" of Erglish over Spanish in bilingual 
cl.assroan.s fourd elsewhere. 

'lhe status of Spanish erodes further when I examine the quality of 
instruction. Consider the following language arts lesson involving a "'°rd 
matching exercise. 

Teacher: (to class as he goes over to the back table to work 
with the Spanish language arts group) Work on reading, spelling, 
or math. He sits with Rosa, Ricardo, Marta, carlos, Enrique, 
sam, ard Pedro ard tells them to put their "name ard date" on 
their worksheets ard then adds, "la fecha y su nombre." While 
eliciting answers fran the small group, he interjects directives 
in Erglish to the group: "not now," "don't worry." Tony canes 
over to get some help with his seatwork, ard the teacher goes 
over the meaning of ''wren" with him. Meanwhile, Enrique is 
entertaining Rosa ard Marta in the Spanish group talking about a 
personal experience. 'nle group gradually breaks down with the 
boys now talking anon,1 themselves while Tony ard the teacher 
interact. 'lhe teacher turns once to the group am says, "Boys, 
hey, get busy. II 

Pedro lm.lSeS about his worksheet ard offers to his group: "Tren 
es negro. Negro es tren. El tren es negro.11 

After a few minutes, the boys txy to get their work done ard 
Pedro then asks for the teacher's assistance. 
Pedro: "No se que es 'estrecho. 1 11 

Teacher: "opuesto •• 'cuadrado"' 
Pedro: "Redorxio?" 
Pedro appears very confused. 'nle teacher leaves the group ard 
asks the class to prepare for social studies. 
(Fieldnotes 3/17/85) 

When Pedro says he does not know what the Spanish word for "narrow''

means, the teacher gives him the clue that the opposite is "square." Pedro 
then logically concludes that "estrecho" nUJSt mean "rourxi." 'lhis becomes 
problematic when the actual opposite of "narrow'' - "broad" - is mismatc:h:'1 
with the true qp:>9ite of "square." Towards the erxi of the day, Rosa is 
carpleting her ""°rksheet arxi I ask if I may have a look. She has paired 



"et;trecno" with "cuadrado," ard "ancho" with "redorrlo" as opp::lSites. I ask 
her it these are 11ctually op!JOlilites aro she says nothing, just smiles 
poHtoly and puts her work away. 

'!he teacher apparently does not know what "estrecho" means either; but, 
rnti1tll' than admitting that, he leads the children astray. Not only is 
Spanish instn1ction characterized by less time ard quality, it is also clear 
thdt the I.EP children's ability in Spanish, irrleed the fact that they are 
native-speakers of the language, is ignored in this classroom. '!his was 
S<ll1l0'w'hat illl.18trated by the incident cited above, in that the teacher oould 
lmve OOOC'..eded to the children that he did not have the meaning of "estrecho" 
on the tip of his ton:Jue; he then could have initiated a discussion arrong the 
children of what the word meant. 'Ihe statu.q of Spanish, arrl that of the 
children as speakers of that l11�ge, is effectively diminished by not using 
the children as resoorcea of their native language. 

I discx,vered another variation of hCM the teacher arrl aide ignore the 
Mtive language ability of the c:hildren. Time arrl time again, the teacher 
ani aide refer to Spanish/Ert:Jl ish dictionaries for the iooanings of Spanj.sh 
wun1s, usually tor the purpose of firrlin:J the oorrect answers for the 
work.aheets they dtstribute to the children. In one activity, a 
l,�1sc1pglabr,uai, I asked a boy I sat next to, who had cane from Mexico only two 
weeks before, Wlllit 11..-..LJitldlte" means. lie told me that is "fin:Jernail poll.sh." 
1 ttsked the l\ide if she knew what the word �nt, arrl she picke:I up the 
ct ktiunary. I nlf".ntioned Uiat she could ask the children t.o which she replied 
thc,wJt1tfully, "Oh. 'Ihtiy would knu,.,, wouldn't they?" 

£\JJ:ill\.!fil.QD!! 

'!ho lru�qe Ullo patten1s that 1 lvwe d<'..scribed for thifi classroom I 
Interpret to be a rti'-BLllt ot the Mture of the classroan itself, the unequal 
status or tl\a two lhn:Jl.lliges involved, arrl the grouping of a very diverse 
group of chLldre.n into the one etttegory of I.EP. Well-intentioned teachers 
crumot bo b.La11ro tur these urrle1;;irable consequences. In this case, the 
b:-.. 11 . .:hc..u- was rec:x:immE'.rrled to mo as an exCJl1()lary bil� teacher, arrl I fourx:l 
thL1.t he was dedicated, well--orgdilized, arrl hard-working. 

In aane ways, cncourac;ing children to talk in school is not a large part 
oe what curricula �naaize. Back to basics, soope nn:i sequence--the lock 
swp podagcgy--require chi.ldren to stay on task, fill up pages, arrl read. 
'lho manag8!00l1t of classroama is facilitated by quiet, irrlustrious students. 

Groupin:1 children by ,my criteria is ultimately nvaant to improve their 
d'ldnces of bein;J �uqht. HcMever, in this case, I have dem:>nstrated how 
groupinJ children into the IEP category results in their behaving as a 
haoogeneous group -- a qroup that is limited in Erqlish. Tho diversity of 
the children's larr.JL1,.1ye is obscured, artl their potential is not being tapped. 

Spanish (ioo.,-; not Share t.he prootige of Erqlish in this bilingual 
clrtasrooin. In fact, it h1 not a bilirqual classroom, rather a diglossic one. 
Eiqlish is the "hi.gh" larguago of instruction, arrl Spanish is the "low" 
lar¥Jllag�, tl,e larguaqe of intunnal, peer interaction. F\ll:thenrore, I have 
deJOOnStrated that when Spanfoh is usoo as an instructional language, its 
status is clearly le.Menu. 

'llie IBP children have enlbrnc·� b'panish as their lar�uage. If Spctni sh is 
r1 lw i:1tatus lar1<Jlld<Je in thiu classroom, does tl1is affect the children's 
status? I maintain that if Sl,Jdnish ls to be ustld in school, this must be 
conslderoo. When l.Jilin:jual programs offer further assistance in the native 
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lani;iuatae after the transition to P.n;lish should have occurred, planners must 
U!lllline the p..u:-potl8 an1 goala of IIUdl a nw:,ve. If the p.u:pose is to extern 
the bridge to l!lrv;Jlish, then Spanillh must share the status of English as an 
inatnictional l�. I provide evidence here that t,,hen that does not 
ooour, we patr01'\iz• Spaniah-apoakirg children, Ignorirq English larquage 
ability potential, ani relegatin:J Spanish to a low status can ool.y ad:i to the 
already anoX1110W1 oostaoles U11p(din;J Hispanic barrio children• s academic 
8UCXleSll. 
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NOTES 

1. I will use I.El' throog\1out this paper aa the conventional dru;ignation
tor a olaaaif.1.cation that f;J(.iloola utie. I a11k the reader not to read
"Ill"' as an acronym but rather as three letters: "l", "e", "p". I
W'O.lld like to avoid any derogatory connotation.

2. Arx1rew Cohen (1972) carried out his sociolin:Juistic assessment of the
tint three years of the bilir¥3ual program at Polk.

). Ana choa6es to apeak only J!n;1lish ard denies ability in Spanish. Mr/ I 
reported to me that she hears Ana ard her parents speak.:J.ng Spanish when 
aha spenJs the night, although Ana told me that she does not speak 
Opaniah. 
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'!HE SOCIOLINGUISTIC STA'IUS OF A U.S.-MEXICO :ooRDER C'AI.01 

Jacob L. Ornstein-Galicia 

University of Texas at El Paso 

While the iJiplications of Black English and many of its features are 
well-known to the lin;Juistic community, u.s.-Mexico Border cal6, or m::>re 
briefly Chicano cal6, remains subnerged, unfamiliar save in the U.S. 
southwest. At a tillle of heightened sensitivity to social dialects, this 
appears to be regrettable, particularly since ChC is a variety known to sane 
extent by DrJSt speakers of Mexican-American Spanish, �ising a speech 
ocmmmity of perhaps 10 million, and in:leed the largest "foreign language" 
mimrity of the U.S. 1'l1ch like Black English, m::>reover, ChC mirrors chan;Jes 
in attitudes toward language minority languages and varieties resulting fran 
the civil rights drives and advances of the 1960S and 1970s, as well as the 
rising pc:,,ier of the etlmics in American society and elsewhere. Nevertheless, 
CAltworn notioos of aic also known as Pachuco, Tirili, bato loco, cholo, still 
persist, one misconception being that it is rrerely a slcm;1, another, that it 
is a caipletely secret code of criminals. 

Chicano cal6 first cane to general attention during World war II, when 
Mexican-Americans, bizarrely attired zoot suiters, called Pachucos in 
Spanish, began to have difficulties with the police and authorities in El 
Paso, Texas, and other southwestern cities. 'Ihe Pachucos en:Jaged in 
pilfering and delmauent acts, SIIPked narijuana, and used drugs, employed a 
special cal6, they dressed in a weird manner, in zoot suits, with lon;J 
tapering waistcoats, pointed-toe shoes, baggy trousers, and duckbill 
haircuts. In trooble with the law, many hawed freight trains to I.os 
Angeles. In the summer of 1943, the media had worked up sentiment against 
the so-called vagrants, and vigilante canmittees of servicemen went into the 
F.ast I.cs An;eles barrio, particularly the Sleepy lagoon district, beating up 
any zoot suiters (plus Iatin-lookin;J young males) theY could fin:1. Finally, 
the Maxi.can co11sUl oarplained to the I.cs An;eles mayor, and the beatings 
stopped. Actually the Mexican ambassador also intervened, amidst tension 
l:letwMn the U.S. an:i Mexico (Mc:Milliams, 1968). 

� Mobility Qt .A Hi9!:llY Stigmatized � 

Although ChC was at first highly stigmatized, it has continued to gain 
in upward nmility fran such status. U.S. social history, for one thing, 
took a hard in advancing the position of Che. In the wake of Black pc:,,ier arxi 
other ethnic mvements of self-affinnation, Chicano activists re-interpreted 
the role of the Pachuoo and cal6-speaker, as m::,re sinned against than 
sinning, often assumin;J the stance of a Robin Hood, M:>reover, wishing to 
distance thelllselves from C01Wentional Mexican-American, Mexican, and An;lo 
society, the activists set about to forge a new Chicano identity, separate 
and distinct fran those cultures, and even invented a mythology, to serve as 
an ethos, with a mysterious and rem::>te birthplace, � in Arizona, and 
called Aztlan. As regards to language, Che, the tongue of rebellious 
elements, was chosen as the symbolic embodim:mt of Chicano expression, and is 
regularly utilized in Chicano literature for foregroun:iing, code or stylistic 
switching, involving words, puases, and whole stretches of speech in ca16. 
In Chicano theatre, as exemplified by El Teatro �ino, this code pervades 
in the dialogues of the plays presented. Particularly because English is the 
mst cx::moon vehicle of literary outplt, the availability of ChC, and its 
association with the downtrodden, provides a solution for writers who, above 
all, wish to point to their own distinctive ethnic identity. 
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'!hose who have continued to call 01.C a mare slan;,, have been grossly in 
error, since the sociolirquistic impact and status of this code has gone 
vutly beyco1 the evanesoerx::e of slarqs, which are usually of short duration. 
'Iha fact ill that OlC has been a steady source of lexical borrowing an:i style
shifting for colloquial registers of both Mexican arxi Mexican-American 
Spanish. For exallt)le, to say "Have you a car?," the Southwest Spanish 
speaker has the choice of the fomal ;Tienes autom6vil?, the oolloquial bJt 
unmarked (non-stigmatized) ;Tienes �? or the Ole marked, stigmatized 01C 
term��? 

A <XlllUOOJl misconception about aic in the southwest has been that its 
active and passive use has been limited to ytll.ln,Jer males. 'Ihe fact is that, 
increasingly, all ages and social SES have sarre knc:Mledge of it, and as 
Galin:Io (1982) has shown in her master's thesis, ytll.lil,J Clrlcana females at the 
University of Texas, Austin, are acquainted with the code and occasionally 
use it to manifest their own liberation. 

Genesis of Clrlcano ca16 

As there is very little of written nature attesting to its develcpnent, 
one :nust extrapolate this fran other evidence. Ultimately, aic stems in part 
fran the speech of Gypsies of Ra:rani, of Indo-Iranian origin, who migrated 
fran India, through Persia (Iran) and arrived in Europe by the 15th century 
A.O. Fannin; out to Northern Europe, the Balkans, and the Iberian Peninsula, 
they untypically became pennanent dwellers of subw:ban areas of Spanish 
cities. Little by little the Gitanos, as the Spaniards called them, lost 
their Irdo-Iranian mother ton;iue and switched to Spanish, although retaining 
a sub-set of lexical items usually knCMn as Gitano ca16. As is the case with 
OJ.C, there has been a fascination with the flamboyant life style of the 
Spanish Gypsies, especially in connection with the flanv:mco motif, which has 
invested this vocabulacy with an air of 11chic11 • 

Although records are sparse, there is every reason to believe that 
Spanish GypSies arrived with the settlers fran Spain. Even if they had not, 
there would have been enough persons (especially fran Arxialucia) acquainted 
with the Gyps'j life style and vocabulacy to have brooght this lexicon to the 
New World. 

Analyses of 01.C lexioon reveal that it is related in vacying degrees to 
other � of the Romance-speakin;J world, including the Portuguese cala, the 
Italian �, the French apache, as well as to the speech of the Indo
Iranian Ranani. In addition, ChC embodies items fran the Spanish underworld 
speech or the gennania, used to sane extent in the 18 Spanish-American 
nations as well as Spain. Finally, it borrows from American English and 
Mexican slan;,, or scmetbnes adopts standard Spanish tems though shifting 
their meanings. 

'Ihe secret nature of 01.C has been exaggerated, although it can be said 
to consetVe the teroency to seek semantic concealment from authorities and 
all outsiders (Reyes, 1989). Irx:ti.viduals not oom,ersant with aic often firxi 
c:onprehension of speech with heavy Ole content to be diffirul.t or utterly 
inFossible. 

Research 

'Ihirty years ago George Barker, an anthropologist, published his classic 
study of this sub-culture in a JOC>nograph titled PachuCQ: b!J American Spanish 
ggQt and Its Social F\mctions.- Although synq;athetic to the Pachucos, whan 
be described in realistic bJt human tems, he still regarded their life-style 



as an aberration that shoold be oorrect:Ed. by social intervention - in the 
direction of the Protestant work ethic, of course. In El Paso, Illrline 
Coltharp (1965) did fieldwork in sooth El Paso's barrio am published� 
gt tb§ Tirilones: � Lirguistic fil;ygy of � Criminal ArgQt. COltharp' s stu::ly 
is still usefUl today, but she has been repeatedly criticized for her title, 
tud for the "criminal." association with which she invests the cal6, which 
she, incidentally, chose to call Tiril6n, merely another of the numerous 
terms far this variety. Finally, a third nv:mograr,h of significance for the 
stu::ly of ChC was the 1976 doctoral dissertation of John Terrance Webb at the 
university of california at Berkeley. Entitling his work An Investigation of 
Non-standard Lexical Items in Spanish, Webb's stu::ly includes nu.ich irore than a 
detailed lexicon, since he also addresse:i syntax, the ethnograiily of 
oontenp:>rary cal6 speakers, am their life style in East Los Angeles. In 
acklition, there have been humreds of essays am articles on the subject, 
raniin;J f:ran naive am misguided to the rigorously scholarly. 

My own initiation into ChC harks back to 1949 when I was carryin;J oot a 
stu::ly of the distinction between North am sooth New Mexioo Spanish. It 
became obvioos that no Wlierstamin;, of the oolloquial Spanish of the 
SC1.Ithwest was possible without at least S01l'e Wlierstamin;, of basic ChC.
I.eavin;, the Southwest in 1951 for Washin:;Jton, o.c., I returned 17 years 
later, this tine to El Paso, Texas, considered the cradle of ChC fieldwork 
here in connection with the Sociolinguistic Studies in Southwest 
bilin:rual,ism. Convinced that ChC was alive am well in the infonnal 
registers of Southwest Spanish, I have devise:i am begun to utilize a 
Spanish-English bil� questionnaire aimed at discovering the extent of 
kncMledge of ChC of Spanish-English bil�s stratified as to age, sex, 
SES, am includin;, as subjects faculty, staff, am students. As one graduate 
student p.rt it "Evecybody 'lt.tlo really speaks Spanish down here knows the 
cal6. 11 

Linguistic Aspects 

'1he fascination with vocabulary, so typical of treatments of social 
dialects, I.D'lfortunately has often deflected attention fran the 
sociolin;Juistic inq:>lications of the oorpus that one may have gathered of such 
varieties. We hypothesize here that free fran constraints of social dialects 
an:i unworried alxAlt censure of any "Academy of the language," or prescriptive 
lanJuage journals, cal6s in particular can beoane a fine mirror of teooencies 
in the lan;iuage in general. 

As regards Che, syntax is basically oonservative, although non
prescriptive. For exanple, oonstraints on word-class bouooaries may be 
violated freely, as in the acldirq of geroer to rnms that are strictly 
epeakil'xJ, unroodifiable, as � "brother" am carnala "sister." other 
ten::iencies inclu:ie al:lurrlant use of .!ii§ in reinforcin;, of dunmty function with 
virtually any vem am the use of le as an intensifier, both after vems 
(catmal in Mexican Spanish) am after nouns (less ccmo:>n, am not "allc:Mable" 
in the starxJard l�ge) , as in hijole. Chicano cal6 also reflects Pop.llar 
Spanish in its prefererx:e for strims of basic ar kemel sentences, with 
a1Joost no subordinative OC111J?lexity, often pmctuated by interjections. 
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'!he lexicon still remains at the oore of ChC or any special code. It is 
difficult at this point to determine whether the bulk of the lexicon 
distin;,uishable as ChC is of :iretaiilorical origin or oonsists of borrowed 
vocal:w.ary fran Spanish am or English, am semantically irodified. Am:>n;J the 
exanples of :metorical devices, :iretapior is irost common, the irore strikin;, 
the better. For exanple, � "creek" for the Rio Gran:ie (Rio Bravo, in 
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Mexico), filer, alfiler "pin" for .§!!liy, knife, or � "hai:poon" for �e 
(drug addiction). In lexical choice, <llC follows the cc:.amron Pop.l].ar Spanish 
in a likhq for derivational suffixes that show laJ:geneSS, power, hugeness, 
o.itrageoosness, or saneti:mes diminution. Favorite eniln;s are: ucilo, ucha, 
A!i\Q, �, �, asa, 6n, .Ql:§, while for diminution JJ;Q, � are utilized. 
Meanirqs, it shool.d be �zed, 8n:i nuances, are 100re oamoonly carried in 
suffixas than they are in adjectives prec:edinJ or follc,,.rinJ noons. 

!t.1c1l of what goes on in <llC interaction belOll:19 uro.er the rubric of Word 
Play, although almost no studies of it fran this viewpoint have been made, as 
they have in Black En;Jlish, an:l includin;J shuckin, jivin, the dozens, an:l the 
like. Another part of this ne:Jlected area, as well, is needed attention paid 
to the aspects of language perfomance, includin;J kinesics an:l proxernics. 

conclusions .am Recomrnerpations 

atlcaoo cal6 is a vibrant variety of Spanish on both sides of the u.s.-
Mexico Border that continues to evolve while maintainin;J many of its 
traditional features, It is used an:l urderstood in v.u:yinJ degrees by many 
segments of the Border's Spanish-speak:in;J oamm.mities. I.on;Jitudinal studies 
shOuld be oorducted to gauge the develqnent am influence of Chicano cal6 on 
other forms of Spanish am vioeversa. 

S1\MPIE OF CliICANO CAf.J:i2. 

Dos chavales teorican 

Arx:h:es: F.sele, quiero teoricarte. 
lQue pasiones? 

Jose: Pos casi na' • Le taloneo un 
jale y no estA. No se oaro 
le hago pa' refinar, pistear 
y pagar las drogas 

Arv::lres: No te ahill.tes, bato. Oooe 
camel.lo yo, pos ai te dan 
una chamba. El dlinJ6n, pos 
es de aquellas. F.s bato oora. 
londe cantoneas? 

Jose: Ya mero con una huisa de 
Mexicle. Quiere arranarse 
oonmigo. 1Que loca • •• 

Arx:h:es: Tienes ledle, mi bato, Pos, 
hasta ma:iiana. Manana te 
huacho, en el lugar que aqui 
te pcngo en este papiro. 
ArXiale pos. 

'Iwo fellc,,.rs chat 

Hi there. I wanna talk to you. 
What IS happenm:_J? 

Well, almost nothin'. I'm 
hustlin' a job am there ain't 
any. What am I gonna do to eat, 
drink am pay del:>ts? 

D:>n't give up, guy. Where I 
"WOrk, they'll give you a gig. 
'!be number one guy there's a 
real fella. .He's a guy with 
heart. Where are you stayir¥]? 

With a gal fran Mexico. She 
wants to many me. What a fcoll 

You got luck, my frien:i, So, 
till taoorrc:,,,,. Tom:>rrow I'll 
see ya in the place that I •m 
:i;:uttir¥] dCMn on this paper. 
Right on. 



Glossary Qf � QI' cal6--rell¢ed �: 

' teorioar - to chat 

eaele - Hi, there 

pasionea - rhyminJ for pasa 

refinar - to tli:lt 

phit.ear - to drink 

crural lar - tn wot·k 

c.tun;,6n - number one 

cantonear - live, ahaclc, stay 

r.hambll - gig 

lxlto - guy 

oora - with heart 

Moxicle - Moxico 

arrannn38 - to get married, to live, 
to squat 

huad"li\r - to look, see 

paplrn - paper 

tthuit:.rtrse - to despair, give up 
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NOI'ES 

1. Portiona of thi• Jlllper WQt'6 preaonted at the Linguistic Society of
Amarica SUn'antr Meetirq, 19-20 July, 1985, GeorgetcMl University,
Washin'fton, D.C. Appreciation is expressoo to the National Erdc:Mmellt
for the Humanities for grants supporting research oonfererces on Chicano
Spaniab am En:Jlish.

2. 'Ula itema m sanq>l• of Chicano Cal6 were obtained fran Ruben Le6n et i\l,
GlQlfi!MY .Qt; � (1Ulllfil0). California state university, Los .Argeles,
CA,, 1973,
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RESEARCH NEEDS IN CHICANO SPANISH 

FOR HEAL1'H CARE 

Margarita Kay 

University of Arizona 

'Ihis paper reflects the point of view of an applied anthropologist, one 
who, as a nurse, is concerned with in-p1.oving patient care. Research is 
needed to alleviate the problems of the speaker of Chicano Spanish, ani then 
the fin:iings of the research must be appl:.ed. We all kna.r horror stories of 
what ha� when a sick person seeY.$ care from professionals or agencies 
where lan;iuages are not shared: stod<'>s c-f babies shunted from one hospital 
to another, of acx:::ident victims deniP<i arx::ess to emergency roans, of wanen 
giving birth- in parking lots, of wrong medications prescribed, or of 
treatments not folla.red. In the USA, these problems = most frequently 
with speakers of Spanish. Some of wlJ.dt I will say may apply to all health 
care communication, some will be cc,,,cerned specifically with all Spanish 
speakers, ani sane will focus on th.:: speaker of Chicano Spanish. It is 
notable that in the past several Y=, I have atterrled many national 
conferences on the heal th care needs :,f Mexican-Americans, but I tern to be 
the only one ever to bring up lan;iuac;� ar:- a problem that must be addressed. 
'!he conveners of these conferences do not think to invite real linguists, the 
professionals who must do the research for irrproving communication vital to 
life. 

Research is needed on the fella.ring topics. 

1. Investigation of reasons for the monolingualism of health care
providers.

2. study of the sociolinguistics of the interview in health care.

3. Lexical differences in Spanish, ani the sources for this
variation. The intralinguistic differences in the lexicon of
Chicano Spanish, ani what causes these differences.

4. '!he use of translation ard interpreters for learning if
communication has taken place, whether through interpreters or
directly.

'!he Monolingualism gf ll_i?gLtl} 9\.� Providers 

The nonolingualism or glottocentrism (Kay, 1977, 166) of health care 
providers needs to be investigated. '!he professionals speak English only ard 
appear to expect others to learn English in order to receive health care. It 
is inplicitly assumed that the educated, healthy professional giving health 
care has less linguistic competence than the person who is ill, frightened, 
in pain, often old, ard who is in need of health care, when we concentrate on 

the lan;iuage needs of the patient, not the provider. For example, an article 
on "Uses of the 1980 Census for Hispanic Health Services Research" 
(Giachello et al., 1983:269) states: 

A potential barrier to receipt of appropriate medical care for 
Hispanics is the difficulty in communicating with health 
personnel. '!he census question on ha.r well a respondent speaks 
English could shed considerable light on the extent to which this 
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might be an access barrier. Note that the enp1aSis is upon 
English-speaking ability of a patient. 

HCM can health care providers be ootivated to learn Spanish, ard hCM may 
learninq Spanish be made oore easy for them? HCM can we insure that JOOdical 
an:l nursing curricula include courses in JOOdical Spanish? I once surveyed 
students at a school of nursing, an:l learned that 90\ of the students wanted 
to learn medical Spanish. 'Ihe dean of the school, although she could fin:i no 
regular place in the curriculum for language study, felt that such a a:,urse 
would be a useful elective. HCMever, the Spanish department refused to teach 
the rourse. In that department, anything other than peninsular Spanish was 
not worth teaching. language studies with practical applications were looked 
down upon. So it was necessary to look elsewhere for instruction for the few 
students who could take on an extra class, a class, I believe, required for 
all competent professional health care in the Southwestern USA. 'Ihus, there 
should be research on the reasons for the oonoli.ngualism of medical providers 
an:l the reluctance not only of health care curriculum designers to include 
language but also Spanish departments to teach applied courses. '!his is what 
we would call the anthropology of education. Of course, literature of the 
Golden Age is magnificent an:l gongorismos should be studied, but not to the 
exclusion of practical applied language learninq. 

Additional research in this area should include studies of non-orthodox 
ways to teach Spanish to such adult learners. 'Ihe use of tapes, cx:mp.lt.er 
self-paced learning, appropriate vocabulary, an:l clear question frames should 
all be investigated. 

'Ihe Sociolinguistics of the Interview in Health care

'Ihe sociolinguistics of the interview or encounter in health care 
deserves research attention in order to inprove this care. What are the 
problems in giving ard receiving messages, that is, communication such as a 
patient's medical history, when there are differences between health care 
provider an:i client in socioeconomic status, education level an:l kin:i, 
education location (USA or Mexico, for exarrple), generation removed from 
Mexico, language competence in speaking, reading an:l writing Spanish, an:l in 
dialect choice? Many doctors, for exarrple, are fran ClJba or other Iatin 
American countries, an:l of considerably higher socioeconomic status than 
their clients. Many registered nurses are from the Rlil ippines. 'lbe nurses 1

aide is likely to be <llicano (Alvarado, 1980). Each situation offers 
different problems. 

Whatever the dominant language of the actors, there are always 
sociolinguistic factors affecting the encounter. If interpreters are used, a 
corruron solution to the problem of different languages in the speech event, 
the sociolingistics be=nes even oore complex. How does a migrant farm 
laborer tell the doctor details of dysentery when his interpreter is the wife 
of an Argentinean physician? HCM does the Mexican owner of a mine discuss 
his cardiac symptoms through the office cleaning woman, a fifth generation 
Mexican American who never was taught either scientific English or Spanish? 

What should be taught? 'Ihe health care provider who knCMS Spanish is 
oore likely to knCM scientific Spanish than any variants. rut translating a 
technical idea from scientific English to scientific Spanish may not help our 
patient. 'Ihere are lexical differences in scientific Spanish, lay JOOdical 
Spanish, <llicano medical Spanish, an:l code-switching styles. For example, 
the doctor may call 'enlarged tonsils' HIPERI'OOFIA BENIGNA DE LAS AMIGDAIAS, 
the lay person AMIGDAIAS GRANDF.S, the <llicano, ANGINAS. In code-switching, I 
was told: 



!fl..§ anginas get to the point that se hinchan y w,o no J2lLaj_g 
swallow mientras _mm esten infected. 

In English, the Spanish ANGINA is often txanslated as 'angina', a word that 
usually refers to chest pain experienc.e:i by patients with heart disease. 

Lexical Differences of Various Medical ,._ystems 

Chicanos participate in various medical systell1s, each of which has a 
different vocabulary (Kay, 1978). T.1e study of these vocabularies has 
various names such as psycholinguistic;:; c,: ethnographic semantics. I like 
ethnolinguistics (Agar, 1980) becac:.se this label cxmsiders lexical 
differences as reflections of the ;::J.rticular culture using the words. 
Medical labels have a purpose, often 1:0 direct treabnent (Kay, 1977). A 
system already mentioned is ortho:iox b1omedicine, which concentrates on 
etiology, the causes of the disease, rnr labeling, because it is the cause 
that will direct the treabnent prescrih-d l ,y the r;ilysician. Returning to the 
example of the tonsils, if they art< L1fected by a bacterial invasion, 
antibiotics will be prescribed. If the cai..se is a virus, antibiotics will do 
no goo:i. The disease will be labeled by the causative agent, for example, 
streptoa:xil tonsillitis and pharyngitis. The patient, however, is m::,re 
likely to be concerned with the sore throat symptom and the Spanish speaker 
will label the corrlition as OOIDR DE GAR:iANTA, and seek treabnent to relieve 
the pain. Folk medicine of the media will call the corrlition 'sore throat' 
arrl rec:anm:m:l an over-the-counter 'reliever' such as mouthwash. Domestic 
folk medicine will prescribe various GARGARISMJS such as YERPA CDIDRAOO 
(� crispus) because it is 'cold' and astringent. such a disease is 
classified as �. meaning 'mild', not totally innocent but requiring 
professional medical attention. This classification assists the patient in 
selecting treatment and =e. There are also various alternative medical 
systems. For example, ESPIRITISOO is a new form of folk medicine that is 
attracting many Chicanos who are dissatisfied with ortho:iox biomedicine 
(Makclin, 1978). It has its own vocabulary. 

Linguists of Chicano Spanish are prcx:l.ucing glossaries and dictionaries 
that can be m::>re useful in health care than starrlard Spanish-English 
dictionaries. One example is Kay's Southwestern Medical Dictionary ( 1977) • 
This is a glossary of medical terns that enphasizes lay language, in order to 
deal with the cognitive differences between health care providers, 
specialists trained in a specific science, and their clients. Because of 
differing information about what constitutes illness, the basic premises of 
biomedicine are not shared. There are different ideas about physiology and 
pathology, resulting in obstacles to conceptual transfer. Also, clients and 
providers have a different orientation to siclmess. As separated by 
anthropologists (see Fabrega, 1971), clients are concerned with illness, that 
is, their experience of how they perceive and interpret syrrptoms. Health 
care providers diagnose and treat diseases, corrlitions that are objectively 
demonstrable. Linguists of Chicano Spanish have not fourrl terms that label 
these different dimensions of sickness (both are called enfennedad); 
nonetheless, the contrast is important. Thus, there may be lexical 
differences that reflect different codification of reality, or the same or 
similar word may have different meanings. so, for example, the English word 
1 stress' is borrowed to enco:ie a popular idea and pronounced estres. But 
•stress' may have quite different meanings to the health care provider than
to the patient.

All speakers of Spanish do not share all the language; thus, there are 
intralinguistic differences in the lexicon of Chicano Spanish. Lexemes, that 
is, words or phrases having to do with health, illness, diagnosis, treatment 
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arrl care vary, resulting fran contact witb. otb.er systerrs. '!here is a lot of 
literature, sare would say too much, on Mexican folk medicine arrl its classic 
concepts. In a previous paper (Kay, 1979) I have shown that a folk medical 
term may be retained in an individual's l..xicon, rut tb.e �ing of tb.e word 
has shifted to reflect interference fran biomedicine. Exaroples of folk terms 
that have changed for sare speakers of Chicano Spanish include envidia, aire, 
mal QjQ, fiebre, susto, enpacho, arrl bills. '!hey are terms that, in Kany's 
(1960, 8) words, "altb.ough outwardly appearing intact have shifted tb.eir 
semantic values." For ll'OSt of my Cl1icano infonnants in Tucson, envidia is

not a fonn of witchcraft unconsciously inflicted on tb.e sufferer as it is for 
Rubel's (1966) infonnants. EnvicUa is s:i.J,ply a word that is synonynr:,us witb. 
celos arrl indicates poor mental habits that are widespread but not seriously 
patb.ological. If it causes illness, the disease is a condition in tb.e 
individual who feels tb.is emotion, net one that is projected on to tb.e one 
who is envied. Aire, identified bJ Madsen (1964) arrong otb.ers as 'a 
volitional wW causing disease' is now defined as 'gas' especially in tb.e 
intestines or arourrl tb.e heart. '!he � of another commonly reported folk 
disease may have different meaning fo-.: speakers of different Spanish 
communities. For many Chicanos, Mal � QjQ � sinply 'eye disease'. 
However, if tb.e preposition 'de' is re11¥Jved, arrl the lexeme is mal .QjQ, the 
corx:lition is 'evil eye', an unchanged conc:..c,pt. 

Fiebre was a disease classific:.tion that had grouped daily, 
intennittent, tertian or quartan fevers, all specific diseases in scientific 
nosology of the past. Now fiebre is seer. as a feature of many, if not ll'OSt 
diseases. SUsto, classically a great shcx-1<, was also an illness, the Chicano 
meaning of which is only an 'unpleasant surprise', at ll'OSt, •trauma•. 

Enpacho, a disease 'caused' by tb.e adherence of undigested food in the 
gastrointestinal tract that tb.en I!PUlds, is finnly 'believed in' by all 
infonnants. The ireaning of tb.is construct, however, differs for many: 
enpacho has become a more serious version of 'irregularity' featured in 
television commercials, best treated witb. laxatives instead of the c::orrplex 
folk tb.erapy. 

Bilis is ll'OSt closely glossed as 'disease of tb.e gall bladder'. In 
classical hUl!Oral medicine, the emotion of anger had been seen as the 
stimulus for releasing bile by the gall bladder. Barrio women say that 
'bilis viene de coraje', as always. But today tb.ey state that tb.e condition 
is treated by removal of tb.e affected organ, or decreasing its dietary 
stimulation, idros from official biomedicine. 

Translation and Interpretcn; 

A common way to deal witb. tb.e problem of monolingualism of the health 
care provider is to use translators. Translating arrl working through 
interpreters requires skill that is rarely taught but can be learned. Werner 
arrl canpbell (1970) have outlined points that should be understood. '!here 
are two kinds of translations. One kind is called asymmetrical or 
unicentered translation, which errphasizes the healtb. care provider. '!he 
translator sits down witb. a Spanish-English dictionary arrl changes the 
language of tb.e questionnaire, history fonn, or whatever is required. 
However, as discussed above, tb.e words to be translated are often scientific 
lexemes that are not commonly understood by the lay person, so it makes 
little difference to the patient if tb.e words are English or Spanish. 

The translation that is centered on tb.e dominant language will often 
attempt to employ cognates. But cognates can be dangerously misleading. For 
exanple, the nurse in charge of one hospital unit wanted to translate the 



terr1f "discharge planning." The ooncept for which she needed an a=rrate 
translation was 'the instructions that are given to a patient prior to 
dismissal from the hospital am retum to home'. Planearniento seemed to be a 
satisfactory gloss for 'planning•, but 'discharge' gave troubles. Someone 
gave her the word de�. 'Ihis CXXJIDte refers to acquittal or exoneration, 
which may reflect how sane patients mi,:;'1t feel about being pennitted to leave 
the hospital, rut this is not the corrPpt that the nurse had in mird. 'lhe 
next cognate given to the nurse was gps�g, " particularly unfortunate 
choice, as the hospital unit in questiu,1 wc1s for gynecological patients. � 
de alta, the correct term, could not h,:r✓e been guessed from cognates. 

'Ihe secord kind of translation d�:;=sed by Werner am campbell (1970) 
is symmetrical or decentered transli',..ior,. This aims at both loyalty of 
Ireaning am equal familiarity am col , oquialness in the two languages. In 
this kind of translation, the interpreter would assist the health care 
provider to learn if the patient had �ienced disease corditions that are 
kncMn to the scientific biomedical ti..adition, but would try to fird words 
that reflect ideas of the client's culture, words that are equivalents. 
Translation campetence is really the ability to translate meanings of one 
culture into a fonn that is appropriate to another culture. (Spradley, 1979, 
19). Here, too, caution must be ex=ised. For exanple, the folk tenn 
alferecia for one group of info:rnan1-c; (Kay, 1977) could be biomedically 
glossed as 'post febrile convulsions' . For others, the term may mean 
'epilepsy', a very different cordition. sometillles disease concepts in one 
culture have no equivalent in another, as discussed above. 

'Ihe formal methods of back translation are useful, both for training the 
interpreter am for preparing written materials. An interview schedule is 
prepared in the most translatable English, avoiding slang am technical tenns 
as much as possible. Two interpreters are then put to work, one translating 
the first half into Spanish, the other the secord half. When they have 
finished, each is given the other half to work with, that is, the translation 
that the other had made. Each then translates the other's work back into 
English. The products are then compared. The health care provider learns 
what can be asked, am how it can be asked, am which of the questions are 
untranslatable, am how they can be changed. 'Ihis technique assures that the 
content is reflective of intralinguistic differences. It can be used with 
any language, including English, Spanish, Chicano Spanish, am their 
variants. 
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Werner am Campbell (1970) make clear that a great deal of skilled 
training is needed for translation am interpreting, beyord our goal of 
competence for the health care provider. If the health care provider has 
learned some Spanish, he or she can modify one part of Werner am campbell' s 
methods, a technique called back translation. This is especially useful to 
obtain what Kleinman (1980) calls learning the client's explanatory model. 
The heal th care provider does not take for granted that he urderstards the 
context of the client's speech. An exanple of this verifying back 
translation to provide loyalty of meaning would be as follows: 

You say your child is 'constipated'. Tell roe what happens. In his 
case, what caused it? What usually causes it? What would you think would be 
the best treatment? 

Usted dice IBl.§ su nifio �� estrifiido, ;cual es la diferencia IBl.§ h9Y 
entr__g estrifiido y grimcha9_g? Digame � �- En su caso, � fue lo 
IBl.§ lo provoc6? En su opini6n, ;cual es el mejor tratamiento? 

This technique makes it possible to go beyord simply learning enough Spanish 
to give health eare, to arriving at real dialogue between health care 
provider am client for collaboration in care. 
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Research in these areas is vital. '!his is where the specialists in '

language can make a real ex>ntrib.ltion to the health care of speakers of 
Spanish am its dialects. It is research that must be done. 
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El Paso Guidance Center, 'Ille university ot Texas at El Paso, and '!he 

Life Management Center 

� � Sezyice Delivery� 

'!here is a substantial literature suggesting that Mexican-American 
pop.ilations terxi to utilize mental health services less than the majority 
pc:p.ilation. Explanations for this urx:l.er-utilization range from language 
problems and the relative lack of Hispanic professionals offering services to 
possible lack of culturally relevant therapy nodalities. Other factors cited 
include the stronger family ellplaSis in Hispanic culture and Hispanics' !mown 
tero.ency to seek help within the extended family, the conpadrazgo system, as 
well as through the church and folk healers. 

Beyoni sheer receipt of services, of significant concern is what kin1 of 
reception, diagnosis, and treatment the Mexican-American client obtains once 
he/she enters the mental health clinic. A basic issue is the language in 
which the services are offered. Marcos (1980) in a recent review of his work 
in this area documents the fact that bilingual Hispanic clients resporrl m::>re 
passively when interviewed in En;Jlish, pause lon;Jer in responiing to 
questions, and offer verbal responses that are nore pathological. It is 
patently obvioos that predominately Spanish-speakirq clientele need to be 
interviewed and treated in Spanish, especially when dealin;J with em::>tional 
content. Ruiz (1975) points out that Spanish tends to be the language in 
-..nich more affective material is expressed arrl En;Jlish, nore conceptual and 
rational material. Dealin;J with bilingual clients raises additionally 
conplex problems and difficult decisions for clinicians, as language can be 
used defensively (Marcos, 1980). However, it is clear that language is a 
basic consideration arrl that Spanish-speaking and Spanish-En;Jlish bilinguals 
need to have treatment available in their language. 

Attitudes towards Mexican Americans would be expected to be inp::,rtant in 
addition to language. Sandler, Holmen, and Schopper (1978) fouoo that 
caseworkers' perceptions of Mexican-American female clients fit typical 
stereotypes for Mexican Americans. '!heir view of them as passive, docile, 
arrl non-daninant was quite discrepant from their clients• self-perceptions. 
Bloanbaum, Yamamoto, and James (1968) also fourrl that psychotherapists' 
cultural stereotypes are similar to those of the general popJ].ation. An 
interestin;J study done with college students in santa Barl:>ara (Furlong, 
Atkinson, arrl Casas, 1979) fourrl that counselors' belief in assimilation 
versus cu1tural pluralism affected their ratin;Js of counselor attractiveness 
ll'Ore than did the ethnicity of the counselor. 

While it has been shown that attitudes, culture, and language affect 
psychiatric interviews and clients' perceptions of their counselors, one 
needs to examine how these variables may affect the actual diagnosis and 
treatment of clients. Fabrega and Wallace (1968) fourrl that non-Mexican 
psychiatrists diagnosed Mexican Americans in a more pathological direction 
than did Mexican psychiatrists, especially in the case of males. Naturally, 
language may be an inp:,rtant noderator variable (Marcos, 1980) •. More severe 
psychiatric diagnoses have i.nplications for the quantity and the kin1 of 
treatment. Yamamoto et al. (1968) fourrl that ethnic patients were seen for 
less intensive and shorter-tenn treatment than majority cultures patients. 
Examining a mental health population in southern Texas, Fabrega and Wallace 
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(1971) fa.uu that Spanish-speaking Maxie.an Alreric.ans had mre traditional 
conceptioos of mental illness and its treatment than did English speakers. 
'Ihey also concluded that Spanish-daninant, Mexican-American clients have a 
greater present-time orientation, are mre fatalistic, and terminate therapy 
earlier than do mre acculturated Mexican-Alreric.an clients. 

on the Texas-Mexican Border, the issues of language, attitudes, 
acculturatioo prooes888, socio-eoonanic status am power stn10turea 
effectively weave a chain link fence that prevents in:iividuals f'ran SU<.nl&s
tully orossin:J fran one ethnic group to another arxi that shields each group 
fran the other. Psychotherapists need to continually navigate the catplex 
labyrinth of these issues as they interact in therapy and in service 
delivery. What can be conceptual and isolated is, he.re, an omoing everyday 
reality. 

In the spirit of the Border as a living reality, our group of university 
and oonmamity mental health practitioners recently shared our views and ideas 
in our applied areas. 

Clinical Illlplications 

'lhe practical question of when to use "tu" and when to use ''Ud" with 
clients was discussed. Antonio Juarez intrcx:iuced the question, which was 
framed by an exanple of a couple who recently visited him presenting marital 
problems. '!hey had been to the mental clinic a few years ago and had not 
continued. He ask£d why. 'lhe husbaro infonned him that he was upset to fird 
that the counselor used "bi" with his wife, whan the male counselor had seen 
in:iividually twice. Not only did he feel this was disrespectful, rut 
worrlered about a possible romantic involvement between the two! Juarez 
speculated that in the lower-income immigrant "barrios" of El Paso, this "tu" 
and ''Ud" distinction may take on even more lllp:>rtant tones because "Ud" may 
be an lllp:>rtant piece of pride arxi represent mre traditional views. 
Clearly, be;Jinning a therapy relationship with the wrong perceived degree of 
formality can make the difference between whether the client returns or not. 

Much discussion was generated about regional and social class 
differences in the use of "tu" and ''Ud." Even within the same family, region 
and barrio, there are differences in "tu" and ''Ud" usage. The general 
consensus seemed to in:Ucate be;Jinning with ''Ud" and mdifying to "tu" as 
apprcpriate. However, Juarez pointed rut that in many cases be;Jinning with 
''Ud" may set the therapeutic tone and have implications for the quality of 
transference in the relationship. It was pointed rut that in some clinical 
training programs in Iatin America, ''Ud" is taught as the only acceptable 
fonn between therapist am client. Meyer gave an exanple of the Mental 
Health Center's Columbian psychiatrist who tends to use "tu" with his 
clients, rut expects ''Ud" for himself. '!his fonn works well for those 
wanting a depenient am fornal relationship, but not for those who want mre 
of a peer relationship. Thus, "tu" am ''Ud" usage has much excess meaning 
and has important therapeutic results, as presented initially. Most 
therapists will be dominant in one lan:;iuage and will often miss these 
subtleties of case usage. 

'lhe psychotherapist working in a bilingual envirornnent needs to be 
highly facile with this dialect am culture. Using too fornal, educated a 
Spanish, failing to recognize regional words, code-switching, or using too 
"cholo" a style can all lead to therapeutic failures. Premature tennination, 
transfer of clients, excessive medication, or a negative effect of treatment 
may result fran a therapist 's insensitive lirguistic behavior. 



For non-Hispanics whose dani.nant language is English, depression 
(depressed, depressirg) or sorrw (sad, saddened, sorrowful) will typically 
suffice as an understandable feelirg state across a wide variety of En:Jlish 
speakers, However, the direct translation of "deprimido," or "depresivo" is 
highly inadequate and inprecise on the Border. "De bajo anim:>," "triste" or 
"aguitado" is mre easily un:ierstood by Spanish-speakers of the area, 
Clinicians, need to leam a broad ran;1e of non-technical words and uroerstam 
a variety of dialects. 

Very ocmoon is the phenanenon of "ocxie-swi�." Below is a typical 
example of this phenanenon given by a foorteen-year-old Hispanic Texan, as 
given in response to a 'lhematic �on Test: 

Esta pensaroo en algo. En "school" o que sus papas hacen 
"divorce" o no. Se siente "sad." Se queda oon la mama y pas6 por 
el "judge" y se "fight" por los "kids" a ver quien las tenga. 

Another story frau the same boy: 

"I think they're goirg to school to students learn sanething" y 
luego se van a la "house." se siente sienpre feliz y "sad." 

How could a monolirgual Spanish clinician or saneone who could not write or 
CX11Preherrl this bilirgual creation possibly be enpathetic with this your,; 
man? 

Jdlansson pointed out that she had worked at beirg able to process and 
potentially speak Spanish and English s:imultaneously. other bilingual, 
bicultural therapists fran the Border report linguistic problems in treatirg 
recent immigrants fran the interior of Mex.ioo, because they cannot sustain 
their Spanish in the therapeutic oontact. 

Clients may use language defensively, withholding affect by not speakirg 
Spanish, excluding a nonolirgual relative by using only En:Jlish, or by making 
language the therapy topic. Many Hispanic clients may beccane ingratiatirg to 
their Spanish-speakin] therapist and vice versa. Many power issues are 
played out in linguistic tenns, sexvirg as yet one ioore challenJe to the 
alert clinician. 

In psychotherapy, these lirguistic and acx::ulturation ooncerns are nost 
clinically relevant in tenns of whether they impede or facilitate enpathy and 
the therapeutic process. Most traditional "talk therapies" assume a basic 
relationship of trust and rapport between client and therapist. An important 
clinical tool in establishirg accurate errq:iathy is matching the client: 
therapists may match client noiwerbal positions or gestures; they also may 
adopt dress or language to fit their clients in an effort to communicate 
uooerstamirg. Bilingual, bicultural sensitivity and ability are important 
and yet often untaught therapeutic skills. 

Research: El Paso AccUlturation Scale (EPAS) 

Scale developnent proceeded through a number of ti'Jases. Initial item 
selection was based upon the prior "-'Ork of Olmedo and his colleagues (Olmedo, 
Martinez, and Martinez, 1978; Olmedo and Padilla, 1978) and the "-'Ork of 
Szapocznic and co-workers (Szapocznic and Jrurtines, 1980; Szapocznic, 
Sc:opetta, Jrurtines, and Arnalde, 1978) • 'Ihe theoretical writings of Diaz
Guerrero (1977, 1979) and of Padilla (1980) and Ramirez (Ramirez III, Garza, 
and cox, 1980; Ramirez III and castaiieda, 1974) influen::ed our oonceptual 
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urrlerstardi.ng of 78 items, tape:i larguage usage within a number of social 
contexts (halle, wrk place, neighbothood, am with frieros), socioeconanic 
am biograpucal information, am semantic differentials contrasting the 
meanin;J of the ooncepts ''m::>ther," "father," "male," am "female," which had 
been shown to be predictive of differences between Mexican Americans am
An:]lo-Americana in the past (Olmedo, §.t ,!U,, 1978). 

'lhe questionnaire was translated into Spanish by a canrnittee of 
bilin;Jual psychologists an:l social workers an:l reviewed by a linguistics 
professor an:l a professor of Spanish at the university of Texas at El Paso. 
F.quivalence of translation was tested via back-translation as well as by 
enpirical testing with bilingual students at El Paso canmunity College 
serving as subjects. Non-equivalent items were re-translated or eliminated 
until oo statistically significant cUfferences were obtained between the two 
fonns. 

'lbree techniques were used to reduce the total number of i terns in the 
scale. 1'hlltiple discriminant analysis using all items as predictors an:l 
stated ethnic/racial groop membership was used, as well as multiple 
regression where a continuous 7-point scale ranging fran "I am An,Jlo" through 
"I am Mexican" was regressed on all other items. Finally, factor analysis 
was used. niese results are consistent with other studies demonstrating 
differen:::es in inte.J:view behavior (Levine an:l Franco, 1980; Maring, 1979). 
Hosch (1983) foun:l that acculturation level was a significant predictor of 
attitudes toward bilingual education (r-.14, p < .05), whereas stated 
ethnicity was not. Similar results were obtained by Bassetti (1983) in a 
study of attitudes towards being single. Interestingly, Bassetti's data also 
demonstrates the acculturation of An,Jlo-Americans living on the u.s.-Mexico 
Border towards the Mexican culture, in that acculturation was a stronger 
predictor of attitude than these subjects• stated ethnicity. 

'1"10 separate studies have been con:iucted to detennine if the EPAS can 
discriminate between groops of subjects based upon their stated ethnicity. 
In the first, 187 students fran university of Texas at El Paso an:l the 
universidad Aut6nana de Ciudad Juarez cx:mpleted the EPAS. '!heir data were 
subjected to a classification analysis. overall, 87% of the cases were 
correctly classified. Approximately 93% of the Mexican subjects, 88% of the 
An,Jlo subjects, am 81% of the Mexican-American subjects were correctly 
classified. 

'Ihese results were replicated in a secon:i study of 559 cases fran 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, an:l Ouhuahua, Mexico. An,Jlo subjects were 
correctly classified 86% of the time, Mexican Americans 62% of the time, am
Mexicans 96% of the time (overall correct classification was 91%). Errors in 
classification are instructive here. No Mexicans were incorrectly classified 
as An:]los, only as Mexican Americans. Similarly, two An,Jlos were 
misclassified as Mexican Americans an:l one as Mexican. However, 19% of these 
Mexican Americans were incorrectly classified as Mexican an:l 5% as An:]lo. 
niese data delronstrate the diversity 8ll'Ong the Mexican-American population 
an:l, further, justify using an instrument such as the EPAS to investigate 
culturally-related behavioral patterns rather than stated ethnicity, as has 
been done so frequently in the past. 

Items were retained that significantly predicted ethnic groop membership 
an:l the continuous identification variable as well as loaded significantly 
(greater than .40) on one an:l only one factor. 'Ihirty-nine items satisfying 
these criteria were retained am cx:mprise the EPAS as it is currently used. 

'!he current version of the EPAS demonstrates reasonable internal 
consistency (cronbach Is alpha - • 73) an:l m:xierate test-retest reliability



(r(57)) - • 72, p ( .001). Construct validity was demonstrated by oorrelatin;J 
EPAS scores with ARSMA scores (CUellar, Harris, arrl. Jasso, 1980), another 
instrument pw:portin;J to measure acculturation in Mexican Airericans. Results 
iroicated that the two instruments are significantly associated (=57) with a 
high EPAS score representin;J greater acculturation toward the Mexican 
culture, whereas a high ARSMA score represents acculturation toward the .Anglo 
culture. '!he oorrelation, althcugh significant, is lCM. '!his suggests that 
the instruments, at least in part, are measurin:J different oonst.nlcts. 
Evidence for these constructs was obtained from a factor analysis of all 
items of both scales. 'Ihe EPAS is factorially complete (measures separate 
carponents of acculturation) , whereas the ARSMA is not. 'Ihirteen ARSMA items 
arrl six EPAS items had high loadin:Js (greater than .50) on the first factor 
cbtained (language usage/ethnic identification) • 

� ARSMA items loaded highly on the third factor obtained (cultural 
exposure) as did two EPAS items. HCMever, only EPAS items had high loadin;Js 
on factors 2, 4, arrl. 5 ("father," "feminine," arrl. the concept of "good" 
factors respectively). 

'Ihree studies have been corducted that demonstrate the predictive 
validity of the EPAS. Nerin:J (1981) demonstrated significant differences in 
rated oanfort of interviewees as a function of subjects' gerrler, 
acculturation level, arrl. interviewer ethnicity, f(2, 12) - 5.12, P,:.03 in a 
sinul.ated oounselin;J interview. 

Conclusion 

'!he EPAS is the beginnin:J of a possible measurin:J instrument for levels 
of acculturation along our subtly complex border. It promises utility in 
research arrl. in clinical applications. 'Ihose workirg with Mexican-American 
pcp.tlations need to clearly assess levels of acculturation on a 
multidimensional instrument such as the EPAS. Clinicians need to work arrl. 
better perceive the complexity of the interaction of their own arrl. their 
clients' language, ethnic heritage, values, arrl. cultural identity as they 
influence the interpersonal process of mental health service delivery. 
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Introduction 

As a general principle of socioli.rguistics, systematic lexical borrowing 
within a single li.rguistic domain may result either from cultural innovation 
or from administrative imposition, whether the latter be inplemented by 

' direct military conquest or through gradual mercantile colonization. In the 
case of cultural innovation, foreign -words are adopted to describe objects, 
processes, ani abstractions that are either unknown in domestic society or 
perceived to be sufficiently distinct from domestic circumstances as to 
warrant a new narre. 

Since ancient time, even the most domineering of conquering 
civilizations have always adopted some local vocabulary, especially for 
regional coooitions ani as place names. 'lhe Romans as conquerors of the 
Iberian Peninsula QUOO to enploy local tenilS such as 1'vega" { 'river valley' 
in the Basque language) ani 11pa.rall'011 ('high plain' in an unknown pre-Ranan 
ton:Jue) for an industry that in Hispania dated fran prehistoric times.1 Many 
place names in Spain are also of pre-Roman origin: "Spain," "Iberia,"
11cadiz," ani ''Malaga," among many others. 2 on the other ham, Ranan
administration was inposed upon vanquished Iberia together with certain 
correspoooing Iatin tenilS universally incorporated into all the Romance 
l�es: "consul," "justice," "senate," "10:Jion."

Apart from cultural innovation ani administrative imposition, there 
exists yet a third type of lexical borrowing for "local color effects" that 
has been too little considered ani that may, Weed, prove to be the most 
interesting socioli.rguistically. In his b Dictionary of Spanish Tems in 
�' Bentley remarks: 

More often Spanish elements are taken over into English 
for local color effects, for their richness or 
connotation, including humor, for pi�ess, or 
for descriptive contribution of some kirxi. 

'Ihe Affective Dimension of Lexical Borrowing 

SUch borrowing teoos to be inextricably related to certain value 
judgemmt about cultural differences or cultural innovations across both 
cultural ani language bouoos, often involving either admiration or disdain. 
In a period of Spanish maritime power ani also, what is alloost 100re 
in'portant, general cultural asceroancy - especially the late sixteenth ani 
early seventeenth centuries - English borrowed such naval tenilS as 
"galleon, 11 "annada," "flotilla," "embargo," ani "cargo" from Spanish -words. 
"Annada" ani "flotilla" connote the highly positive idea of a large group of 
well-appointed naval vessels1 "galleon" calls forth the image of a large, 
rather luxurious ship of Spanish design of that period. 4 on the other ham, 
the narres of many types of smaller sailing vessels in English have been 
borrowed from rutch or 1J:M Ge:tman: "yacht," "yawl," "schooner1" these are 
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words that evoke a rather different image, that of the smaller rut highly 
practical sailirg craft of designs originatirg in the North Sea. Ard yet the 
rutch names borrowed for smaller vessels also include (accordin:;J to 
serjeantson) the word "sca.r," which is definitely markedly pejorative. '!he 
sailirg Pra.tJ8SS of the D.ltch, on the other han:1, is recognized i.q,licitly in 
such borrowings as "ski�" and "boss," and today's yachtsman wculd 1 

certainly fim. it hard if not ilrpossi.ble to describe the delicate adjustment 
of sails and course in a regatta race without sane vocaoolary of rut.ch ' 
origin: "luff" (flappirg of sails when vessel is close to the wind), ''vang" 
(�ley and rq:ie device used to hold boom and keep the sail fran billowirg 
excessively when running before the wind) , or "j i.b" ('foresail') • 5 'Ihese
lexical borrowirgs fran rut.ch or I.J:::M Gennan also i.q,ly cross-cultural 
borrowings frau Spanish. 

At about the same time that English accepted and acx::ul turated the 
positive maritime terms n-entioned above, several other Spanish words were 
borrowed that, taken as a group, express the disdainful Ar¥3lo-Saxon 
perception of excessive class distinction in Spanish society: "gran:iee" 
(English form), "don" (sanetimes capitalized and used as a noun, in which 
case it is a close synonym of "gran:iee") , "patron," and "pe6n." "Gran:ie" in 
medieval Spanish society was the nobleman granted the hereditary privilege, 
usually as a galard6n for prowess in battle, of not renovirg his hat in the 
presence of the sovereign. '!he word "gran:iee" in English teros to connote a 
haughty im.ividual noted for his hospitality but also for a lifestyle totally 
renoved fran aey hint whatsoever of manual labor. The English speaker 
errploys the word to designate a person with a degree of social and econanic , c 
power that is highly unusual in the English-speakirg world an:i, thus, is ' 1 

considered a negative attribute sanewhat analogous, though less extreme, than 
that expressed by borrowirgs fran other languages such as "satrap" (fran Old 
Persian) , which is political in i.q,lication an:i thus closer to "cacique. 11 

conversely, the words "patron" and "pe6n," although they may sinply be 
translated as ' errployer' and 1

errployee 1 , tend to inply a rather oore 
patriarchal relationship, the word "patron" beirg in its origin an:i 
augmentative of the Spanish word for father. "Peon" as an English word 
connotes a person in abject servitude and thus in sanewhat similar in its ' 
implications as "coolie" (fran Otlnese). 

As a first atterrpt at studyin;J such cross-cultural zenophobia reflected 
in lexical borrowirg, we might consider the use, respectively, by a Spanish 
and an American writer of the foreign terms of address ''mister" an:i "don." 
For his part, Julio carnba, the Spanish humorist of the early twentieth 
centucy, in his torque-in-cheek article on the oarparative advantages and 
disadvantages of French and English beds errploys the word "mister" in the 
followirg context: 

En el sal6n de un hotel o en un Boarding house irgles, uno 
hace amistad con mister Tal o mister CUal, uno de esos hombres 
ll'O.lY grandes que hay en Inglaterra. Dias despues, uno sube a 
su cuarto y ve alli una camita que parece de juguete. Pues en 
aquella camita tan pequeiia due.nne aquel irgles tan grarrle. 6 

'!he context betrays the subtle disdain felt by the Hispanic writer 
towards the, to him, excessive degree of practicality in England. On the 
other han:1, the late nineteenth-century American historian Frank w. Blackmar 
uses the word "Don" in symmetrically similar fashion to describe what to him 
seems to be excessive hospitality to the point of impracticality in the 
social life of early California: 
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'!he spirit of generosity pei:vading the people is well 
illustrated by the following incident. A Spanish girl, Amalia 
Sibrian, relates her experiences on a journey from Monterey to 
Ia; An,Jeles in 1829. A yoonq American acccmpanied her 
father's party, who insisted on paying for everything he 
received. "At one house the senora gave some fruit, whereupon 
he hanied her two reales which she let fall on the floor in 
surprise while the old D:in, her husbaoo, fell upon his knees 
an:i said in Spanish, 'Give us no noney, no noney at all; 
everythin;J is free in a gentleman's house. ' 117 

Here the word "don" is employed as a synonym for "grarrlee" with the 
sense of perceived cultural differences: excessive pride an:i overdone 
hospitality at the expense of practicality, which is urrloubtedly a cultural 
value of the An,Jlo-saxon. 

Neither Bentley nor Serjeantson camments on the large number of English 
borrowings from Spanish for the naming of Africans, native Americans, an:i 
racial mixtures involving these races: "negro, 11 "nulatto," "quadroon," 
"piccaninny'' (probably from "pequeiiin," a diln:i.nutive forin of "pequeflo" 
'small'), ''mestizo," "samba." ('!he current English fom is given in each 
case.) Activist Afro-Americans have taken exception to the word "negro" an:i 
have lobbied hard to have it replaced by the English word "black." "Samba"
in current English usage is a racial slur. '!he other tems mentioned have 
terned to disappear in recent years. Today it woold be unthinkable, except 
as an insult, to openly refer to the child of black parents as a 
"piccaninny.11 ''Mestizo," on the other ham, is somewhat less offensive. '!he 
introduction of nost of these tems into English allrost certainly is the 
result of a not-too-subtle zenophobia fourrl historically among English 
speakers, who have viewed with marked disdain anyone with a darker skin tone. 
'Ihe highly derogatory colloquial for "coon" may well be derived from the 
Spanish word "barrac6n" ('slave quarters') • 

Historically, Spanish has borrowed from English tems that inply an 
admiration for certain aspects of An,Jlo-Saxon culture, nost especially in the 
area of politics: "lider," ''mitin," "parlamento. 11 Spanish has, of course, a 
rn.nnber of words that might be employed in place of "lider" - "jefe, 11
"cacique," "caudillo, 11 "cabecilla, 11 "dirigente" - am yet none of them is as
positive in tone as the tem taken from English. Spanish borrowings from 
Erglish that, in contrary fashion, imply a slightly negative tone in the 
:inplicit evaluation of certain attributes of An,Jlo-Saxon character are 
"darliy, 11 "lor(d) , 11 an:i "spleen. 11 In the process of affective lexical 
borrowing that we are exploring, the word often comes to acquire a highly 
positive or negative tone that it c::onpletely lacks in the language of origin. 
'Ihe Spanish speaker is likely to give the borrowed tem "lord" the same 
pejorative coloration that "grarrlee" carries with it in English. 

Lexical borrowings involving an admiration for some aspect of a foreign 
culture are often integrated into the acculturating language to the point 
that their origin is soon quite forgotten. For example, the use of the Iatin 
adjective "liberal" ('free') to designate a progressive political party 
originated in Spain during the resistance to the Napoleonic invasion an:i was 
first associated with the Cortes de cadiz of 1812. After the return of 
Fernan:io VII to the throne several years later an:i again after his 
restauration th:rQ.igh the intervention of French nonarchists (los Cien Mil 
Hijos de San lllis) in 1823, large numbers of Spanish intellectuals emigrated 
to I.orxion an:i pop.ilarized their political designation in the British capital. 
Today no English speaker remembers the Spanish origin of this usage an:i the 
staroard English dictionaries make no mention of it. Iapesa in his Historia 
de la 1™ espafiola caranents: 
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Ia palabra liberal venia aplicardose a los sinl)atizantes cxm la 
filosofia enciclopedista, pero en las Cortes de Cadiz se ci:fi6 
a designar el ideario de la politica constitucional; con este 
sentido hizo fortuna en t6da Europa.a 

on the other ham, lexical borrowings associated with either a disdain 
for certain aspects of foreign culture or a feeling of quaintness of 
picturesqueness to which is often attached a slight negative tone are seldan 
assimilated to quite the sane degree. For example, the borrowed words 
"cantina" an:i 11peluqueria11 in Erglish designate commercial establishments of 
lower social class than "bar, 11 an:i entirely out of the class of "ca:::ktail 
lourge" - :imeed calling to Inim the lyrics of the 1950 1 s SOnJ attrfuited to
Tom I.ehr: "to the st.rummin:J of guitars in a thousand grubby bars. 11 '!hey
refer to something decidedly non-Anglo-Saxon. "Sanbrero" designates a type 
of broad-brimmed hat that an Erglish speaker would not consider wearing 
except to a costume ball. 

In considering lexical borrowing between Erglish an:i Spanish in South 
Texas, it is inp::>rtant to distinguish between words that have already been 
incorporated into the language in general and those that are recent 
borrowings or that are limited to a specific region. 

Histozy of lexical Borrowing Between the Two languages 

Borrowing between the two languages is not symmetrical historically. 
En;Jlish borrowed a substantial number of lexical items fran Spanish at the 
time of the Golden Age, then it borrowed little fran the late seventeenth 
centw:y down through the first half of the nineteenth century, later it 
borrowed heavily fran Spanish in relation to the Mexican War an:i the conquest 
of the Southwest, an:i finally it has continued to take Ol/er �sh words in 
large measure as a result of continued contact with Mexico. on the other 
ham, the borrowing of Erglish words by spanish has gradually increased Ol/er 
several centuries. Iapesa summarizes the situation in the following terms: 

Ia len;JUa inglesa, que habia pennanecido ignorada en el 
continente durante los siglos XVI, XVII, enpez6 despues a 
ejercer influencia, primero con su literatura y pensadores, 
mas tarde por prestigio social. . • Desde fines del siglo 
pasado, en anglicisrno ha crecido grandemente, mas que en 
Espana en Hispanoamerica, sobre todo en paises estrechamente 
afectados por la expansi6n politica y econ6mica de los Estados 
unidos. lO 

Whereas Spanish had borrowed very little fran Erglish prior to the 
intensive contacts in the united states Southwest between Erglish an:i Spanish 
speakers dating fran the mid-19th centw:y, Erglish had borrowed a number of 
groups of danain-related terms, inclooing the maritime terminology 100ntioned 
abOl/e, the designation of racial and class distinction previously considered, 
an:i certain groups of vocabulary associated with what is considered typically 
Spanish, such as the bullfight: ''matador," 11torero," "toro," an:i "picador." 
"barxlerillas, 11 etc. In literature, a few Golden Age terns taken by Erglish 
fran Spanish are quite obvious, clll\Ol'l;J them such proper nouns as 11Qu.ijote," 
"Celestina, 11 an:i "don Juan, 11 as well as the Erglish adaptation of "picaro, 11 
"picaroon, 11 wni.ch is someti.Ires translated as ' rogue' • Pel:haps the Erglish 
language's debt to Spanish in the areas of granunar terminology an:i theatrical 
nanenclature has not been sufficiently recognized: certainly, Nebrija's 
grammar in its adaptation of Latin terminology to a modern European language 
antedated similar efforts by Erglish grammarians, and equally certainly 
Shakespeare drew nore heavily on lope de Vega's theatrical techniques and 
terminology than is generally recognized, at least in the Erglish-speaking 
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'WOrld. In both cases, Iatin am Greek terminology evidently entered English 
via Spanish. 

'!be earliest am most substantial domain-related borrowing of Spanish 
'WOrds by English in the Southwest involved the cattle industry, whid1 had 
been established on a virtually industrial basis by Spanish missionaries in 
the 18th century an:l whidl was largely taken over by Anglo-Saxon colonists 
arrl carpetbaggers in the following century. 'lhe widely pDI:W.arized synonym 
of "cowboy," "buckeroo," is, in fact, a corruption of the corresponiing 
Spanish te.nn, ''vaquero," a derivative of ''vaca" ( 'cow'). SUdl words as 
"ranch," "corral," "stairpede," ''mustang," "bronco," "lariat," "cinch," 
"chaps," an:l "rodeo" have been incorporated into the English of the Western 
United states to the point that many Americans would hardly consider them 
foreign. One of the m:>re colorful cases is the "Dolly Welter" knot, a turn 
of a rope around a hitching post or a saddle horn, fran the Spanish :(XlraS8 
11 t Iale vueltal 1111 other occupational contexts have contributed a rather m:,re
limited groop of vocabulary items. Among minirg terms adopted by English 
fran Spanish in the Southwest, we firxi "bonanza," "placer," am "arrastra.1112 

other English borrowing from Spanish in the Southwest includes numerous 
terms descriptive of the lcx:al geography. Same have been COllilletely 
incorporated into English: "canyon" ("caii6n" in Spanish) , ''mesa, 11 am 
"sierra. 11 others are common in regional place names: 11loma," ''vega," 
"cerro," "llano," "cienaga," "arroyo," "rinc6n," "cuesta," "barranca," "rio," 
etc. At least five names of states are Spanish without any modification 
whatsoever: "california," "Arizona," "Colorado," am "Nevada." ''Montana" 
presents us with Spanish for 'nountain ' with the tilde missing the "efie". 

An additional distinction involving lexical borrowing in this region is 
the case of the originally native-American word that is borrowed by English 
through Spanish. 'lhe place names ''Mexico" am "Texas" are examples, am, in 
a way typical of this region, suggests yet another distinction: the 
borrowing fran Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs that was spread far beyorrl 
its original zone of influence as a colonial� franca, an:l, on the other 
harrl, the borrowings fran lcx:al native languages sudl as the Karankawa 
language of South Texas. '!he only generally recognized case of borrowing 
from this is the name of our state, "Texas," whidl is said to be a local 
Irrlian wrd for 'frierrls ' • Why, however, do we never consider certain 
etymologically �licable items of Mexican-American vocabulary to be of 
possible Karankawa origin? '!he word "frajo," for example, in local Mexican
American Spanish designates a cigarette, whidl was an object not historically 
native to Europe • 

In terms of domain-related borrowing, United States English has adopted 
through Spanish a large number of originally native-American names for flora 
arrl fauna of the Southwest, m:>st of them from Nahuatl: •'mesquite," "nopal," 
"coyote," etc. English, of course, also shares with other European languages 
a number of wrds borrowed by the first Spanish explorers to name the new 
objects that they encountered on this side of the Atlantic: "canoe, 11 

("canna" in Spanish, originally fran Arawak), "hurricane" ("huracan" in 
Spanish, originally from Arawak) , "potato" (mixture of "batata," Spanish wrd 
for wee potato taken from Arawak, arrl "papa," Spanish wrd for potato taken 
fran Quedlua), "cocoa" ("cacao" in Spanish, originally fran Nahuatl), 
"tomato" ("tomate" in Spanish, originally fran Nahuatl), an:l "tobacco" 
("tabaco" in Spanish, originally fran Arawak). 

D:lmain-Related lexical Borrowing in South Texas 

In recent borrowings between English an:l Spanish in South Texas, marked 
c:onplementary grouping is noted in the domains of the items borrowed: 
English terms borrowed by Spanish are generally fran the public domain 
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because En;Jlish is the la1X_Juago of school, work, sportinq events, µ.iblic 
administration and politiai, i'lrxl mass conn11uniC-<1tion, altha.igh the gn:,,.,th of 
Spanish-language radio has n.x:ently boen markA:1, and there are now evor rnore 
Spanish-language television programs and periodicals originating in the 
United States. Spanish lexicon borrowed by English tends to be fran the 
private domain, because Spanish continues in large areas of Sooth Texas to be 
fran the private danain, because Spanish continues in large areas of South 
Texas to be the daninant language of communication in a majority of hanes, 
whereas the vast majority of the inhabitants of Brownsville, Texas, speak 
Spanish in the bane at least part of the time.13 

In addition to lexical borrowing as such, false cognates, syntactic 
interference, and calques are also extremely cannpn, rut are perllaps even 
rnore frequent in Mexican-American Spanish than in the English spoken here. 
Radio anno.mcers speak of "las p6lizas de Reagan en Centroamerica. 11 Here 
taxes are known as "taxas. 11 instead of the starrlani Spanish 11 :inp.iestos." 
"Bil" fran English "bill" is widely used in place of 11cuenta" or "factura. 11 

Another a:immon calque is "aplicar" in the sense of 'apply for a job', whereas 
standard Spanish prefers "solicitar." 'Ihe balance owed is "balance" in local 
and Mexican Spanish rather than the stan::lard Spanish "saldo.11 

In public administration and politics, South Texas Spanish has also felt 
a substantial influence of English. caroidates for public office are said to 
"correr" rather than "postularse" (sS = standard Spanish). Election posters 
are "posters" and not "carteles" (sS). 'Ihe English "poll" is widely used in 
place of "encuesta" (sS) • 

'Ihe Spanish of South Texas shares with Mexico and the rest of the 
Spanish-spea}d.n;J world a long list of lexical items borrowed from United 
States English from the names of autotrobile parts and electrical apparatus, 
due evidently in large measure to the innovation of Ford, Edison, and other 
Alrerican inventors and irrlustrialists of the turn of the century. In this 
context, there is probably more borrowing in Mexico than in other Hispanic 
countries and yet more in South Texas. For example. Mexicans use "switch" 
almost to the exclusion of stan::lard Spanish "interruptor," as well as 
"transmisi6n" in place of "caja de cambios" (sS). In South Texas and the 
neighboring Mexican state of Tarnaulipas, such borrowings include "rnofle" 
("silenciador''sS), "clouch" ("embrague sS), "porrpa." (bomba"sS), "clax6n" 
("bocina" sS), "carter" ("generador" sS), "breque" ("frenos" sS), and "rin" 
("rueda" SS). In fact, many mechanics in Matamoros, Mexico, do not 
urrlerstan:l such stan::lard Spanish terms as "interruptor, 11 "embrague," or "caja 
de cambios." 

other areas of United states technological innovation such as 
aeronautics, electronics, conp.1ters, and space exploration also inevitably 
cause numerous borrowings by Spanish speakers here as elsewhere. 

An example of local borrowing by Spanish from English of a clearly 
affective nature is the terms "bos" from English "bus." Even well-educated 
Mexicans and Central Americans refer to the bus in Brownsville, Texas, as 
"bos" by which they mean a clean new vehicle with air conditioning as 
distinct from the local bus or "cami6n" of the sister city of Matamoros, 
Mexico, which is often literally a converted truck and the long-distance bus 
in Mexico that is called "autobus" or "bus". 

English lexical Borrowing from Spanish in South Texas 

Recent English lexical borrowings of Spanish terms in South Texas tend 
to fall into three semantic categories of the private domain: food, social 
arrangements, . and extended family. Although Sooth Texas and Mexican Spanish 



have borrtME!d a number of nouns for food products fran Er¥:Jlish - "hot dogs, 11 
"burgers," 11oottage cheese" or "queso oottage," "oom flakes," and 11t-bone11 

or 0rib-eye steak" - the list of Spanish word used in South Texas English is 
very much lCXY,Jer, perhaps in part in recognition ot the extraordinary 
diversity of Mexican cuisine awed in large measure to the pre-COlCll\bian 
culture diversity of the country and perhaps in part due to the fact that the 
vast majority of the residents of Texas south of the NUeces River are of 
Mexican extraction and have never entirely accustomed their palate to bland 
Anglo-Saxon fare at mealtilne, although certain varieties of fast food are 
only slightly less popular here than in other areas of the United states. In 
aey case, it shoold be noted that standard outlets of fast food chains here 
routinely serve jalapeno peppers on the side for a charge of about ten cents. 

Breakfast in South Texas is a meal that often features "huevos 
rancheros,11 eggs sunny-side up served aver tortillas and covered with wann 
"pioo de gallo, 11 possibility for almuerzo, here the first meal of the day wt 
in standard Spanish the mid-momil'xJ meal as opposed to the very early meal of 
the farmer at the break of dawn that is known in standard Spanish as 
desayuno, is ''menudo, 11 a soup made with beef tripe. on Surrlay mornings, many 
local residents ooy "barbaooa,11 a pit barbecue beef, which is traditionally 
served with hot tortillas and "pioo de gallo" or "salsa verde. 11 

The Mexican or Mexican-American answer to fast food is the "taqueria. 11 
the hole-in-the-wall restaurant that serves a wide variety of "taoos," that 
is, a mixture of meat, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, and salsa served in a fried 
tortilla shell or any one of a wide variety of combination of fried eggs, 
fried potatoes, refried beans, "cazne guisada" (Hispanic pot roast) or other 
meat wrapped in a large "tortilla de harina" (often called a flour tortilla 
because it is made with wheat flour rather than oorn meal.) 

Mexican contribution to the United States diet, with the resulting 
llll)Ortation of the oorresporxiing Spanish vocawlary, move north with each 
succeeding spring wave of Mexican immigrants and S\.Dl1l1ler group of happy United 
States tourists retumiixJ home typifying our saying of "panza llena, ooraz6n 
oontento" ( 'happy is the man whose stomach is full') . 'lhese borrowings 
include at least six culinary oontexts apart from the breakfast and fast food 
voc:al:7.llary items already n-entioned: (1) sauces such as 11mole," a sauce with 
a chooolate base that is served hot with chicken and other meats, as well as 
marinating sauces such as those used to prepare "seviche, 11 a seafood cocktail 
that is served oold, (2) other dishes made with the ubiquitous tortilla 
rolled such as "enchiladas," 11flautas," and "wrritos," (3) light soups 
called 11caldos" prepared either with beef oonsonune or with seafood and heavy 
creamy soups of a wide variety of basic ingredients including oom, 
tortillas, and cauliflCMer, (4) exotic (at least to Anglo-Saxons) fruits, 
vegetable and tubers such as "guayava11 ( 'guava') and the numerous types of 
bananas that are not generally known in the United States, (5) and extensive 
assortment of grilled meats ("asado"), which list encarpasses "cabrito" 
(young goat), "alambres11 (shish kebab), "fajitas" (beef skirts), and many 
others, and (6) desserts such as "flan" (Spanish p.idding) and "chongos" a 
sweetened derivative of curdled milk). 
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'lhe secorxi major oontext of the private domain in which Erl:Jlish 
systematically borrows Spanish vocawlary is found in the area of social 
arrangements. one of the first i;mases that an English speaker learns upon 
visiting south Texas is the traditional welcome to the Mexican or Mexican
American home: ''Mi casa es su casa. 11 ( 'My house is your house. ') Whereas 
local Spanish has borrowed 11pori11 ("party") from Erl:Jlish, a long list of 
spanish tenns for social gatherings are widely used in English including 
"fiesta, 11 "pachanga11 (a close synonym), 11farxiango11 (about the same thing, but 
dated), "boda" (literally •wedding' wt used in the sense of wedding 
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reception, dinner, am party), "tornaboda" (late night continuation of the 
wec:ldin;J party for family am close frieros that is often held at a "quinta" 
('country house'), "quinceafiera" (party in celebration of young woman's 
caning of age at fifteen - not limited to any social class as in the case of 
the del:lutante ball), am "bonco" (a dice gaire used as an excuse for a social 
gatherfn.1 at which there is no gamblfn.1 but at which the host or hostess 
awards a few priz� at the ero. of the evenin:J on the basis of scores). 

'Ihe third am final oontext of the private dOJMin in which F.nglish has 
sytematically borrowed from Spanish rolates to the vocabulary of the m.1".erxied 
family, like the social arrangements discussoo in the previous p.,ragraph, a 

positive value am an area of societal strength among Hispanics. 'Ihis 
vocabulary includes "cuate" ('close friero. 1 or 'buddy' from the Nahuatl word 
coatl that means both 'twin' am 'snake'), 11conpidre11 (man linked to the 
extero.ed family b-y the baptismal rite), "padrino" ('godfather') , "madrina" 
( 'goc1roc,ther'), "ahijado/a" ('godchild'), "abuelo" ('grarrlfather' or 
'grarrlpa'), "abuela," "abuelita," "huelita" ('grarrlmother' or 'grandma'), 
"tio" ( 'uncle' but often used for relationships not strictly family). 
"pr

.iJlo/all ( I COJSin I ) • 

Conclusions 

'Ihis article has attenpted to show certain clear patterns in lexical 
borrowi.DJ between the two languages of South Texas: Spanish terns to borrow 
from English in the public domain; English terns to borrow from Spanish in 
the private danain. Finally, it is theorized that the affective function of 
language - particularly in relation to what we have chosen to call 
comparative cross-cultural zenq:hobia - is ioore ilrportant in lexical 
borrowfn.1 than has generally been recognized. 
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RESTliNDARDIZATION OF SPANISH IN THE HISPANIC PRESS 

OF THE SOOTHWEST 

Sally E. Said 

Incarriate Word College 

'!he archives of Spanish-language newspapers published in the United 
States are a rich source of data for the study of changing language nonns 

' within the Hispanic community. OCcupying a middle ground stylistically 
between the infonnality and unifonnity of Standard Spanish as ccdified by the 
Ia.tin American and Spanish language academies, journalistic Spanish as found 
in large urban newspapers provides a supradialectal norm accessible to a 
literate public over a wide geo,Jraphic area. Processes of leveling and the 
gradual incorporation of neologisms operate to maintain readability and to 

' meet the dernarrls of changing domains and functions for Spanish within the 
conummity. An overview of the history of two Southwestern newspapers - I.a 
Prensa of San Antonio (1913-1962) and I.a Opini6n of Los Angeles (1926- )
illustrate what :may well be a widespread phenomenon: the infonnal 
restandardization of style and usage in the Spanish-language press in the 
United States. 

'!he availability of older Spanish-language newspaper :materials, 
necessary for a diachronic study of press language, is somewhat limited. A 
partial listing of Mexican-American periodicals dating from 1848-1972 has 
been provided in three issues of E.l Grito (Rios & castillo 1970, 1972; Rojas 
1973). A serials listing also appears in Aztlan (cabello-Argandofia et al. 
1971). 'Ihe Ayer Directory Qf Publi�tions (1983), a standard reference, 
lists current foreign language publications, including Spanish-language 
periodicals, while the Geo,Jraphic Index of a state Historical Society of 
Wisconsin publication (Strache & Danky 1979) gives the location of archives 
for many Spanish-language newspapers. Recently, Lector (1984) has published 
a list of current Spanish-language newspapers, though their listing is less 
corrplete than the others. 

A concept central to the study of both the linguistic/stylistic and 
sociolinguistic changes undergone by journalistic Spanish in the southwest is 
that of standard lNlg\l_gg�. '!he process of creating a standard for a language 
community involves selection of a language variety, ccdification, elaboration 
to meet special needs, and promulgation (Hudson 1980, 33), '!his process can 
be carried out formally, through the gradual recognition, adaptation, and 
spread of a prestige norm. It is possible that Standard Spanish, introduced 
through newspapers begun by expatriates and their families, has been adapted 
for use as a local or regional written standard in this informal :manner. 
Additional study could determine the degree of unifonnity anong leading 
Spanish-language publications in the United states and could provide the 
basis for a style manual, an instnnnent that would be of use to editors and 
writers seeking to publish for u. s. Hispanic readers. 

'Ihe role of language academies in maintaining the unity of Standard 
Spanish in Spain and Latin America, and the possibility of such a role for 
the North American Academy of the Spanish Language, should not be discounted. 
'lhe history of the Latin American academies is discussed by Guitarte and 
Torres Quintero (1974). While the North American Academy, founded in 1973 by 
prominent international scholars of Spanish language and literature, has 
declared its intention to "correct and :maintain" Southwest Spanish (cardenas 
1980, 18), it is likely that efforts to do so would be met with resistance 
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because of resentment of the nonstarrlard status thus accorded local varieties 
(Dressler 1982, 329; Cooper & Fishman 1974, 9). An institution, such as the 
Academy, could prorocite maintenance of Spanish by helping to guide any 
resta:roardization process currently at work through descriptions of existing 
linguistic nonn.s, the detennination of the detection of change, ard the 
develcpnent of dictionaries ard descriptive grammars. Attention could thus 
be focused on the state of written Spanish in the united states, since IOOSt 
linguistic studies of the la.n:iuage have looked at spoken varieties. 

In order to identify linguistic ard stylistic changes in journalistic 
Spanish that could provide evidence of a restardardization process, I have 
examined single-issue samples yearly from 1914-1919 ard at five-year 

1 

intervals thereafter of Ia Prensa ( from arc.hives at San Antonio College ard , 
from an old COfJ':/ of the paper, September 16, 1961), ard at five year 
intervals of Ia Opini6n (from archives at the Barker History Library at the 
University of Texas at Austin) beginning in 1926. Excerpts quoted here in 
the Apperrlix are from Ia Pren.sa ard illustrate stylistic characteristics of 
the earliest ard latest years of that publication: 1914, 1915, 1919, 1949, 
1954, 1961. 

Research concerning the Spanish-la.n:iuage press could focus on the 
historical contribution of the Spanish-la.n:iuage newspapers to la.n:iuage 
maintenance, in the manner of the Fishman (1985) study of tl'le role of the 
mother-tongue press in the ethnic community. Since in many communities 
certain public-fomal functions have been assumed by English, Spanish is in 
danger of relegation to private-intimate functions (Sanchez 1982, 12) , with 
eventual stylistic shrinkage ard resulting monostylism. The presence of a 
written variety showing stylistic diversity, yet sensitive to local nonn.s, 
could contribute to the maintenance of Spanish for public-fomal functions. 

The standardness of the Spanish used in Ia Prensa in the early years was 
assured by Ignacio Lozano, Sr., the fourrler of both Ia Prensa ard Ia Opini6n. 
Richard Garcia, in his 1979 article on class consciousness in San Antonio in 
the thirties, views Lozano as a member of an antirevolutionary moneyed elite 
unsynpathetic to the plight of workers or to the struggles of the rising new 
middle class. An urban backgrourrl ard high cultural level are mentioned as I 

factors separating Lozano ard other expatriates who fled the 1910 Revolution 
in Mexico from the largely rural laboring class inunigrants of the 1920s 
(Garcia, 43). That Lozano perceived his role as a champion of Spanish ard as 
a spokesman for Mexican culture is pointed out by Francine Medeiros in a 1980 
article on the content of editorials ard news stories from the early years 
(1926-1929) of Ia Opini6n. The same editorials appeared in the two 
newspapers; 73 percent were devoted to Mexi=-related issues, while only 11 
percent dealt with problems of Mexicans in the United States (Medeiros, 73). 
Both newspapers were widely read, with a circulation of over 7,000 daily ard , 
12,000 for Ia Prensa ard as high as 25,000 for Ia Opini6n on Sundays by 1930, 
making them the most widely read Spanish-la.n:iuage newspapers of their time in 
the United states. stylistically, it appears that the la.n:iuage of the two 
newspapers, while judged close to that of Mexican newspapers in the 1920s 
(Gamio 1930, 136-138), changed to meet the demards of diversifying i 
journalistic genres ard of changing community la.n:iuage nonn.s. Ruben MUnguia 
(personal communication, April 13, 1982) the son of the former owner of the ' 
printing c::arrpany that printed Ia Prensa during the lifetime of Ignacio 
Lozano, Sr., suggests that a stylistic flowering during the 1920s was due to 1 

an influx of Mexican intellectuals who wrote for the paper, ard that their ' 
decreased involvement (through repatriation, death, or turning to other 
interests) caused the stylistic decline in the later years. However, the 
decline also coincides with a period of decreasing prestige of Spanish ard of 
increasing of English into formerly Spanish-la.n:iuage domains. 



sanples taken fran Ia Prensa (Appen::lix) exenplify this develO?llE!l'\t, In 
the early years of Ia Prensa, sentences were fairly lorg, averaging 40 words 
per sentence (the average for Excelsior tc:x:Jay) , as ccmq:,ared with the 
:recamnen:ied 15 to 17 words per sentence for English-larXJUage joornalism. 
'lbere was little stylistic differentiation, with editorial cx:mnent and 
entertaininl asides giving news reports the flavor of a letter fran hane 
(Sanple 1, Appen::lix). soon thereafter, editorial cx:mnent was reiooved fran 
news reports, separate editorials of 20-WCrd sentences were written (Sanple 
3, Apperdix) , -..mile a new stylistic type, the foreign oorrespordent' s report 
(8anple 2, Appen::lix) featured sentences of 45 words. 

By the 193Os for both newspapers, news reports, whether written locally 
or received fran oorresporo.ents, averaged approximately 30 words per 
sentence, as did essays of editorial tone (Sanple 4, Appendix). originally, 
material fran Mexican and U.S. news agencies was little different fran other 
news reports with respect to sentence lerqth and structure. JUst prior to 
World War II, the material fran U.S. agencies began to shCM a preference for 
subject-vert>--object word order, probably indicating hurried translations, 
which differentiated it fran other reports. In the mid 194Os, English began 
to appear alorgside Spanish in advertisements: carpre aqui - lowest prices 
in town. 

By the 195Os translations of Associated Press releases and of English
larX]Uage material fran other sources accounted for xrost reports of national 
and international news, with only local news and editorials written directly 
in Spanish. A typical AP translation (Sanple 5, Appendix) denonstrates some 
of the characteristics of such translations: alxrost entirely subject-verb
object word order; preference for ser passives over � passives, mirroring 
the English be construction; English-influenced lexical choice, such as en la 
maiiana for de la maiiana. '!bat such English-larXJUage influence is not solely 
the problem of newspapers in bilingual communities is evidenced by the style 
manual published by the EFE Agercy in Spain (1980), nCM the third largest 
international news agercy, wch identifies such interference in journalistic 
Spanish throughout the Spanish-speakin;J world as a major threat to the 
integrity of the Spanish larXJUage (EFE p, 11) • 
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Aside fran sports reporting with its notorious borrowing of English 
terminology, and the bilingual advertisements, there was little increase in 
the use of English borrowings, English-like constructions, or words canrron to 
spoken varieties but not normally used in writing, until the late 194Os. 
D.tring the 195Os the readership of � � declined, arrl in 1957, after the 
death of Ignacio Lozano, Sr., his widCM was forced by financial difficulties 
to reduce the paper to a weekly, and in 1959, to sell it. only the issues 
from 1913-1959 are available on microfilm. A story in the .§st! Antonio Light 
(March 2, 1963, 2) tells that the last issue of Ia � to be published 
came out on January 31, 1962. 

Fran talking with San Antonio residents who remembered Ia Prensa and had 
kept back copies, I discovered that the new owners had changed to a bilingual 
format, at first with Spanish and English versions of all stories, then to a 
complementary system in which only news of the Hispanic community was 
published in Spanish. '!he rest - national, international, and nore general 
local news - was reported only in English, Unable to oaipate with the 
English-larXJUage dailies, Ia Prensa folded, 

With the change to the complementary bilingual format in the late 195Os, 
the material that had been translated fran English-larX]Uage sources was nCM 
published in English. '!he essay (Sanple 6, Appen::lix), wch had merged with 
the editorial in function, was replaced with guest-authored articles in 
florid prose, usually on patriotic topics, by noted academicians or literary 
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figures fran Mexioo. 'Ihese items were suitable for being tucked away as 
keepsakes, but the En;Jlish-lan;iuage portion of the newspaper carried the full 
responsibility for linking the Hispanic CXIIUl1lnity to the world of daily 
affairs. 

n.irin;J the same period, Is Opini6n, umer the directorship of Ignacio 
Lozano, Jr., son of the founder, continued to p.lblish entirely in Spanish. I 
do not have infomation oonceming the time at which Ia Opini6n struck its 
own coorse ard ceased to be linked in editorial policy with Ia Prensa. 
Established in 1926 because of the growing :readership of Ia Prensa on the 
West Coast, Ia Opini6n differed little stylistically from the parent 
newspaper in the early years. By the 1950s, Ia Opini6n was showing less of 
the En;Jlish-lan;iuage influence found in Is �- It has oontinued to enjoy 
oanamm.ity support, with a circulation of 78,000 daily in the late 1980s. 

'1'his overview of the history ard stylistic develOJ;IOOilt of joornalistic 
Spanish in a particular case suggests that there is much to be leamed fran 
Spanish-l�e press archives aboot the process that has shaped this 
written variety acoord.in;J to the exigencies of style ard to the linguistic 
prefererx::es of editors ard readers. 'Ihe eventual demise of Is Prensa ard the 
oontinuin;J vigor of Ia Opini6n provide the opportunity to study the extent to 
which the lan;iuage of the press ard the destiny of Spanish-larguage 
newspapers in the u.s. are linked to the functions assigned to Spanish within 
a ccmaunity. 
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APPENDIX 

sample Articles fran Ia Prensa 

F.ditorialized news reporting 

San Antonio, Texas, jueves 10 de septiembre de 1914, p. 1. 

ZAPATA NO QUIERE SCME:I'ERSE A OON VENUSTIANO 

EXIGE � SE ClJMPIA EN 'IDOOS SUS DEI'ALIBS 

W'1 'IDOO ID � ESTilUIA EL PIAN DE AYAIA 

continua sierxlo un p.mto muy obscure en la actual situaci6n mexicana, el 
incansable y tenaz guerillero del SUr Emiliano Zapata, que ahora prete.rx:ie que 
carranza vaya en persona a tratar con el, a sus terrenos, rloooe dice tener 
nuchos deseos de verle. 

Zapata insiste en que se lleve a cabo el plan de Ayala, que lo colocaria 
a el en la Presidencia Provisional de la Re�lica, ?,Ies dice tener los 
miSl'OC>S derechos que carranza para ocupar ese puesto. Don Venustiano ha 
declarado sencillamente absurdas las pretensiones de Emiliano, que quiere 
hacerle tablas el juego con su Plan de Ayala, trataooo de nulificarle el Plan 
de Guadalupe, que le da derecho al alto ?,leBto que ambiciona Zapata. 

Total: que todo se esta volvieooo planes, y el que se esta yeooo al 
plan de un abism:> es el pais, que ya resiste al peso de tantos redentores y 
de tantos planes • • 

Foreign correspon;ient's report 

san Antonio, Texas, mart.es 16 de septiembre de 1919, p. 1. 

ELISID ARREDONOO FUE UAMAOO DE ESPANA 

EL LICOO. MEDIZ OOLIO VA DE PRIMER SRIO. A IA liXiACION DE MADRID 

Teleqrama especial para IA PRENSA. 

MEXICO, D.F., septiembre 15.-Ia secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores ha 
rnarrlado llarrar con verdadera w:gerx:ia al senor Eliseo Arredoooo, Ministro 
Plenipoterx:iario en Espana. 

Oficialnente se arrunci6, que a su salida de Madrid, el senor Arredoooo, 
dejara los negocios de la I..egaci6n en manos del conocido poeta Iuis G. 
Urbina, que es el primer secretario de la I..egaci6n Mexicana 
Editorial 



San Antonio, Texas, jueves 16 de septiembre de 1915, p. 3. 

EL NACIONALISID DE CARRANZA 

Es inexacto: este peri6dico no se obstina en el nacionali.srro de 
<:arrranza. Mas todavia: ni siquiera cree en ese nacionaliSJOO. 
Pero la verdad es que la ambici6n de mamo del Primer Jefe, ese e;oiSJOO que 
lo inpulsa a sostenerse en la priillera magistratura de la re?fulica a despecho 
de todos los agentes interiores y exteriores que lo combaten, es util en el 
actual nanento, para afimar el precedente ya establecido de que en Mexico 
"s6lo gobernan los mexicanos, 11 y que la odiosa hegeioonia que pesa sabre los 
demas p.ieblos de la Aroorica Iatina no reza con nosotros ...• 

� article 

San Antonio, Texas, viernes 16 de septiembre de 1949, p.5. 

Mauricio J)Jran 

IA ES'IUPENDA. OBRA REVOWCIONARIA DEL aJRA HIDi\IGO 

(COnclusi6n) 

Ia caida de la ciudad de Mexico, que hubiera sido inevitable enprerxlido 
el ataque a continuaci6n de la brillante victoria en el Monte de las Cruces 
hubiera producido el derrumbamiento del regimen virreinal, y el gran caudillo 
hubiera consumado la in:iependencia cuarenta y cinco dias despues de haberla 
proclamado en Dolores. Hidalgo, sin embargo, no se resolvi6 a atacar la 
capital por diversas causas que lo obligaron a suspender su mare.ha sabre 
aquella ciudad y a contramarchar con el prop6sito de apoderarse de 
Queretaro •••• 

Associated Press wire service translation 

San Antonio, Texas, jueves 16 de septiembre de 1954, p. 1. 

RECAPruRAN A IDS PRESQ5 FUGITIVOS 

WEIIX>N, Texas, 15 de septiembre.-(AP)- I.os tres prisioneros que 
escaparon de la prisi6n agricola Eastham, el lunes en la manana, fueron 
capturados anoche, siete rnillas al sur del lugar de dorxie huyeron. Fueron 
localizados por los sabuesos. 

Entre los prisioneros esta J L , de San Antonio, Texas, quien cumplia 
oc:ho anos por robo en el coooado de Bexar, y que fue localizado arriba de un 
arbol juntamente con K D que cumple diez anos de con:iena por robo en el 
coroado de Jefferson. - -
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Patriotic� 

San Antonio, Texas, jueves 14 de septiembre de 1961, p.4. 

EL PAOOE DE IAS LIBERI'ADE'S MEXICANAS 

D. MIGUEL HIIll\I.GO Y OOSTIUA

Por D. Arthur Arnaiz y Freg, Presidente de la Asociaci6n Me.xicana de 
Historiadores; Academicx, de la Mexicana de la Historia, Correspomiente de 
la Real Academia de la Historia de Madrid. 

Etguido ante el p6rticx, de su t.en"plo parroquial, en la tibieza de una 
humeda ll'adrugada de septiembre, seiial.6 el padre Hidalgo en 1810 la hora de 
lanzarse al heroism:,. rue en la plaza anchurosa de la Villa de Dolores dorxie 
la aurora alumbr6 por vez primera a un ?Jfiado de patriotas decididos a 
cx,nquistar la liliertad al precio de su sangre. IDs bronces de las esbeltas 
torres p:roclaroaron la tenninaci6n del duro vasallaje y, al resporrler a su 
llamado heroico, el pueblo mexicano adquir6 dignidad cabal, y el concimiento 
pleno de su fuerza • • • 



FOl.K m:x:ESS IN QUCANO FOEIRY 

'lheresa Melmnez Hayes 

University of Texas at El Paso 

'1he thematic an1 the contextual levels in Chicano poetry of the 60s an1 
70s have been studied fran a historical perspective by Tallas Ybarra-Frausto 
(1977), who speaks of the poet's "daninant tension • • •  between the search 
for an authentic voice an1 the necessity to integrate intellectual currents 
fran both the Mexican an1 Anglo-American literary tradition" (p. 105). Fran 
a similar perspective, but focusin'J on Chicana poets, Miriam Bornstein (1981) 
notes that "the interdependence of the two aspects of a text [ideological an1 
aesthetic] derives fran the fact that by mere use of ordinary lan,Juage we 
communicate a ll'Odel of the world" (p. 34). Although these studies 
denonstrate the various traditions fran which Chicano poetry derives, the 
study of another structural an1 aesthetic level, a dramatic one drawn fran 
the oral tradition, can lead towards sane definition of the role of the 
atlcano poet as she/he re-enacts that unique "nodel of the world" foun::l in 
atlcano culture. In the followin'J work, I review poets of the late 60s an1 
70s who were published in sane of the many small publications that flowered 
durin'J those times an1 who employed a dramatic folk process that atten:l.ed to 
a relatively small an1 particular audience. 'Ibis dramatic level, which 
focuses on the relationship between the poet an1 his/her audience as set rut 
in the style of the perfonnance, I believe, can also denonstrate the tenuous 
relationship between folk an1 Wi.vidual poetry in the process of invention. 

In folklore studies of recent years, there has also been a renewed 
interest in context, as opposed to the study of text alone, because of the 
recognition of the communicative attributes of folklore; that is, the meaning 
of a text is depen:ient on both the "intent of the speaker an1 the attitude of 
the listener": 

'lhe perfonner of folklore knows - though he may not be overly 
aware of such knowledge - a set of rules, a system of 
communication, a granunar, in which the relationships between 
the attril:utes of verl:lal messages an1 the social-cultural 
reality are in constant interplay, transfonnin:;J symbols an1 
metai;nors, styles an1 structures, themes an1 fonns in response 
to social variables of a situation. (Ben-Ams, D. an1 
Goldstein, K,, 1975, 2-3) 

'!here is an insistence on an accurate analysis that includes the 
"tradition-carrier an1 the audience," the reactions, the lan,Juage, the 
culture (I<orgas, E. am Marama, P., 1962, 135). 'lhus, the roles of both 
poet an1 audience should play a significant part in the interpretation of 
poetry. Abelardo Delgado in an interview has said that "the largest 
milestone [in Olicano literature] is that • • • our still uneducated an1 
inpoverished masses have accepted our work • • • 11 'lhe literary thrust has 
been "towards an accessible poetry written in the lan,Juage of the Chicano" 
aro towards "the creation of a mass audience" (Bruce-Novoa, J., 1976, 116). 
Because of the exclusion of nost of Chicano literature fran that of the 
daninant society, this poetry is directed towards a relatively limited an1 
specified audience, an1 its role is thus similar to that of folk literature 
in a technological society. 

In Chicano poetry, I fini two nodes, or stances, of the artist that are 
neither all-inclusive of nor limited to Chicano literature, an1 that 
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interpret the poet's role, either as perfonner or celebrant, within our 
cultural em social experience. One I call the poetry ot ��. as it 
is largely narrative arxi involves a oollective yet passive attitude on the 
part of the audience; in this nooe the poet is the vehicle of the 
11comnumication11 or "iressage". The other I tenn the poetry of celebration, as 
it is ritualistic, personal, arxi requires a high degree of participation fran 
the audience; in this node the poet is the celebrant presenting the 
''message, II 

'lbe fonnation of poetic p.lrpOS8S, or "strategies," to use Kenneth 
Burke's tenn (1957), develops the stance of the Chicano artist. The p.lrpClS8S 

inten::Ied can be various - to incite, to console, to honor, to absolve -
depenj.irg on the oontent or the occasion of the poem. Although the poet is 
the perfonner in both m:x:les, I use the categories, perfonnance arxi 
celebration, to distinguish the relative degrees of participation of poet arxi 
audience required in the interpretation of the poem. A distinction also lies 
in the characteristics of the fonnal, prosodic elements in each. 

Americo Paredes (1964), working towards a definition of folk poetry, 
believes that its intentionally conventional language results in an aesthetic 
effect, similar to that of ritual, which leads to a balanced pattern arxi 
stnicture. 'Ibis pattern evolves out of the necessity to impart "a sense of 
fonn to an oral perfonnance" (pp, 215-217). Consequently, the corrido, with 
its parallel lines arxi paired quatrains, tends to confonn "to an essentially 
binary structure fourrl in IOOSt folk literature" (pp. 217-219) . He goes on to 
say that folk poetry may be characterized by the influence of chant or song 
on its mythm arxi diction, by the expression of group feelings arxi attitudes 
inplicit in the enviromnent, arxi by the supreme involvement of the perfonner 
himself (p. 224). 

In performance, the poet uses a conventional language with a strong dose 
of myrre arxi rhetorical devices stressing a recognizable binary structure. 
In celebration, repetition is at the vocabulary level rather than at the 
structural level; here repetition transcerxls its sometimes canic power arxi 
becomes the musical, highly-adorned language of ritual that catalogues 
element after element while reiterating the same idea. (Cf. its canic 
fUnction in 9.lrciaga's declamation against the cultural illiteracy of the 
daninant society in "Skool Days" in which a student un:iermines the pmishment 
by using three pencils simultaneously to write: "I I I, will will will, not 
not not, speak speak speak, Spanish Spanish Spanish, II thereby effectively 
diminishing the meaning, [ carrillo, L. , et al. , 1978, 66-67. ] ) 

The poetic voice in performance is identifiable to the audience as one 
of our own speaking to us, whereas in the other stance the poetic voice is 
much IrOre subdued, because it is meant to be our own voice speaking .!Ql;' us. 

The Chicano poets, in performance, confinn the community's sense of 
alienation; arxi in celebration, they "ccanbat" alienation: they attei:rpt to 
repossess the world by naming it (Burke, 265) • Sylvia Wynter says in her 
article, "Ethno or Socio Poetics": 

For to � the world is to conceptualize the world; an:i to 
conceptualize the world is an expression of an active relation. A 
poem is itself a sign of man's creative relation to the world; in 
humanizing this world through the conceptual/naming process 
he invents arxi reinvents himself as human. (Benamll, M, , arxi 
Rothenberg, J., 1976, 87). 

'lbe poet as perfonner is witness to the Chicano experience, a role that 
he/she authenticates by enploying a jOllTlalistic nooe or vision, He/she is 



testifying to the authenticity of historical events to solidify the present 
in tenns of the past. As celebrant, the poet transfigures the past, present, 
arx1 future as one through a ritualized narni.rYJ. 

"I.etania en cal6" by Jose Antonio Burciaga (1976) is one of the best 
exarrples of the poetry of celebration. When reciting it in public, B..i=iaga 
asks the audience to join him in chanting the response. Poet arrl audience 
meet an:l participate as one in a m:x::k-prayer invoking the "Bato Loco/cuate de 
mi barrio/ Oiolo de Los" to pray for us, arrl asking that we be freed: 
"Libranos • • . De los gabas . • • De la migra . • • De lo gacho . • • De los 
vendidos. 11 Burciaga errls the litany, naturally, with "Amen y Con Safo" (p.
16). 
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Here Burciaga is playing with several ideas that come from the 
collective experience: the legerxiary piety of the pachuco, the 
acknowledgement of repressive forces within the iJTimediate society as well as 
in the daninant one, arrl, IOClSt inportantly, the power of the word. 'Ihe lines 
of invocation establish a cumulative effect with the chanting of the name of 
the god, counterpointed by the repetitive response in a two-fold structure, 
one of adulation, the other of supplication. Arrl as the audience is caught 
up by the familiar rhythm, in contrast to the unfamiliar content, Burciaga 
punctures the inflated effect of litany with the reverse-prayer fonnula of 
the barrio: con safo (in folkloric tenns, a "c:hann" or curse against 
defilement). 

In contrast to this kind of poem, in which the poet leads the audience 
in forming an attitude, the poetry of perfonnance presents the artist as an 
interested by-starrler who will report the action. One theme in performance 
can be the heroic or nationalistic. Jose Montoya, in his evocative arrl 
well-known portrayal of "El I.Duie,11 shows us the contradictory aspects of the 
pachuco: the fantasy arrl the reality (castaneda Shular, A., et !:!l•, 1972, 
173-176). After a rooantic description of I.ouie, singing, well-dressed, 
surrourrled by girls, Montoya breaks midway through the epic-like poem to an 
abbreviated, cc:mpact "battle" scene in dialogue. 'Ihe short scene has all the 
heroic qualities: the expressed brotherhood, the consolation of the women, 
the depenience on arrl trust in the hero, "But we had I.Du.ie • . . " 

'!his scene is in contrast to the urdramatized narration of I.ouie as a 
soldier in Korea, "heroism arrl the stockade, 11 which is quickly passed over to 
place I.Du.ie once again in the local setting that suits him best, "strutting 
to/early mass on SUn:lay irorning.11 '!he real action is not on a national
scene, but in the elements that constitute I.Duie's life: barber college, his 
frierrls, arrl Ia Oliva (heroin). At the en::l of the poem, Montoya intercedes 
once again as the by-starrler, repeating the first line twice arrl reminding us 
of the occasion of the poem, "Hoy enterraron al I.Du.ie, 11 arrl bringing the 
audience back to the initial scene of eulogy, "Vato de atolle, el I.Du.ie 
Rodriguez. 11 

Montoya's lament on the death of I.ouie is similar to the lament of the 
hero in corridos. ('Ihis mode is a very =nmon one in folk literature, as in 
the early twentieth-century Texas-Mexican corridos of border conflict or in 
the nineteenth-century New Mexican decirnas on local political power plays 
[Paredes, A., 1976, arrl Meyer, D. L., 1975].) Similarly, this hero exhibits 
the best qualities - high-spirited, courageous, even foolhardy - arrl his 
death is a reflection of the life he led. His fan'e rests not only on his 
strergths arrl deeds, but also on his frailties arrl suffering. Speaking the 
entire truth as he sees it, Montoya stands as witness to this event, arrl 
speaks for his own time, not for all time, a necessity that insures the 
validity of the witness. 
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'lhe pachuco-hero theme recognizes the significance of the past in 
relation to the present, as Montoya recalls that "los baby chooks/se acuerdan 
de I.ouie. 11 Other biographical poems on the pachuco also emphasize this 
aspect: "His shoulders, they carried that pride ... that we of 'La Nueva 
raza'/are discoverincJ now . . . if only I had listened" (Grados, v., 1974, 
68) • SUch poems attempt to correlate the past personal experiences of others
with those of our own.

carmen Tafolla, in her poem 1119 aiios," also uses the journalistic method 
to describe the experience of a young Oiicana in the barrio: 

De ni.iia fue pachuquita, valiente, chocante, peleonera, 
y nadie le decia que hacer. 

Nunca le habian conquistado. (carrillo, L., et al., 
1978, 61-62) 

Each stanza narrates an eventful episode in her life, up to her nineteenth 
year, when the narrator says "la conoci," either met her or recognized her, 
working as a prostitute. However, the young girl has not been denigrated by 
her position because "era mas mujer que todas. Ella vendia sus horas./otras 
vendian sus vidas." Up to the last two stanzas, the poet has been 
objectively tellincJ a story, but when the persona enters the action, she 
allows the heroine to speak for herself. '!he pachuguita now has control over 
her life and says: "R>r tanto que me chin:Jan de afuera, no me pueden chincJar 
el coraz6n." 

Raul R. Salinas begins his "Homenaje al Pachuco" in dramatic monologue, 
a literary convention, to be sure but a folkloric narrative' element as well, 
in which he takes the stance of one speaking to a pachuco. And Salinas, 
usincJ direct address and interjections to the other, ridicules the 
academization of the pachuco in ironic contrast to the neglect of those same 
"carnales" in the jails of Aztlan. But he soon widens his audience as he 
relates the many injustices =mnitted. Towards the end of the poem, he 
enters again briefly as reporter sayincJ, ".:.Como la ves tu, Compa?" and then 
declaims against the society that ignores the "forlorn fugitives/of the total 
jail," and ends in salute: "Hail Pachuco!" (Alurista, et al., 1976, 151-153). 

Oiicano writers continue to adopt the corrido as a political tool 
directed towards the people, as in Esteban Jordan's two poems, "La Marcha de 
los campesinos" and "Siguieron los campesinos," which relate the march to 
Austin and to Washington, o.c., in 1977 (carrillo, 84-85). Jordan uses the 
fonn admirably, employincJ traditional formulas and repetition of key phrases 
to counterpoint the action: "Decia Claudio Ramirez el que marchaba al 
corrpas/Son 20 millas por dia las que tenernos que andar." '!his statement 
begins as s�le factual infomation, but is transfonned into the rallyincJ 
cry of the campesinos as they encounter obstacles and resistance. Jordan 
remains true to the tradition in his role as performer-witness in the lines: 

Estes versos que =npuse se vasan de realidad 
Yo tambien fui call'pe5ino y no lo puedo negar 

La politica no entiendo y no me quiero envolver, 
Pero se que unidos todos noS poderoc>s defender. 

(In a less serious mode, Jose Efrain Vela Lira composes comic QQITidQ§ about 
local characters and events in "Mi Amigo, el Vacunador," and "Se casaron Rupe 
y Lipe. 11 One deals with the adventures of a self-styled hero and the other
is a play on the names of the two intendeds: Felipe Reyna and Ruperta 
Coronado [carrillo, 80-82).) 



Another instance of a traditional fonn used for a contemporcu:y theme is 
David Herrera's poem entitled "Adi6s Chicanita" (1976, 25). Using the 
quatrain of the oorrido in lines approximating the octosyllabic (one of the 
11PSt camtal folk meters in the Iatino tradition), Herrera narrates an 
episode fran a l!Pdern soldier's life. The soldier is bidding goodbye to his 
wife as he leaves for war: ''Vcy a lucnar con mi raza/Para que se acabe el 
dolor." 'Ihe war is against the "patr6n" an:i is 11entre los barrios": 

Ya los p:,bres van a lucnar 
Por la tierra de Aztlan 
Que le habla a sus hijos 
Que ya vengan a lucnar. 

Asking his wife for a good-bye kiss, he requests that upon his death, she 
remin:i their son how he died, "=ro muri6 su papa," heroically. The emphasis 
in the use of the corrido fonn is an historical one, narrated by an observer 
who wishes to present the events that have fonned the Chicano experience. 

The theme of the barrio, or its broader realization, Aztlan, is also 
used to present a collective experience of resistance an:i oppression. In "El 
Rio Graroe, 11 Abelardo Delgado sees Aztlan as both historical reality an:i 
myth (castaiieda Shular, 264-265; cf. Mares, E. A., 1973 an:i also Leal, L., 
1981) • In this poem, the poet is the chronicler who reports his experience 
arxi also that of the border river that divides Aztlan. Mimicki.n:J the corrido 
fonnat, he uses paired quatrains that canplement each other. The parallel 
structure is reinforced by the rhyme in assonance an:i the double hemistiches, 
terrling towards the octosyllabic. Delgado personifies the river as an old, 
uncared for man who has been witness to contradictory events: serving as 
mediator between two larxis, "tu le has dado a la lechuga el chile cono 
henna.no," but also as testirrony to illusionary hopes: "sirves de espejo a la 
esperanza que se fue": as a part of nature an:i fruitfulness: "para los 
enamorados tus orillas son mil carnas," an:i as death an:i cruelty: 11y tus aguas 
tifien de una sangre insegura. 11 Delgado ems the poem in a traditional 
farewell: "un dia tus fuerzas, =ro las fronteras, se van a acabar . . • 
jhablarne pronto, rio graroe, que el tiempo te va a ma.tar." The poet, as 
witness an:i visionary, proclaims the rebirth arxi reunification of Aztlan. 
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Angela de Hcyos' poem, "Para una ron::la agridulce,11 expresses a similar 
theme of the barrio as pedagogical tool (1975, 8-9). The structure is 
antithetical in both language arxi content, as set up in the title: not only 
in the paradoxical "agridulce," but also in "rorrla," night serenade or trap. 
She addresses the protagonist, magically wishing hilll into the "calles alegres 
de mi barrio, 1\ as if he "belonged there, 11 waiting for the "noche de fiesta." 
But, already anticipated by the references to the fence an:i 11bararoales11 of 
his song, he is taken prisoner, as "premio prirrorozo" by a ''roc>renajmorenaza," 
into the barrio, the "Westside" of San Antonio. The passive observer, which 
includes both the "prisoner'' an:i the audience, is forced to take part in the 
culture of the barrio, represented by its ironic bilingualism: "las 
Golondrinas cafe/Pan D.llce • • • Yo Aqui Me Quedo Place/Barbacoa Los 
I:Xmtingos" where he is assaulted by a "young-old face • • • con ojos de 
pistola." '!his disembodied person aggressively challenges the prisoner (arxi 
by extension, the audience) to be his c:hani)ion in the struggle of the 
atlcano, 11a noble paladin to bear his torch/beyorrl his daily prayer of/Dios 
dira • . • " De Hcyos has identified the audience with the protagonist by 
using direct address an:i by leaving the prayer of the barrio unresolved. In 
this way, she has committed the protagonist/us to action. Once terrpted by 
the pleasures an:i the jcys of the barrio, we beoane responsible for its 
struggles as well. 

De Hcyos' poem an:i those other exaJlt)les of the poetry of perf onnance I 
have cited have, what Roger D. Abrahams calls, the quality of ''vicarious 
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identification" (1969) • .Abrahams charts the various fonns of oral genres 
aocordin;J to audience response, the "synpathetic involvement of the 1llE!llbers 
of the audien::ie with the oonstructioo of the piece," which can be one of 
"active involvement" or involvement through a ''vicarioos identification" 
(p.119). He believes that "folklore is meanin;fu1 as a tenn only insofar as 
it designates artistic expression in which there is a certain degree of 
personal interrelationship between perfonrer an::l audience" ( interpersonal 
meaning the direct expression of one person to a 1.indted number of others). 
Arrl he says, "with the developnent of the techniques of reproduction, there 
is a further reD¥J\1al. of perfonrer an::l audience" (p.126) • While not all of 
his categories pertain, his description of the spectrum of genres an::l 
audience response is useful in seeing the rarge of techniques an::l purposes in 
folk literature. His spectrum begins with the conversational an::l play 
genres, which he feels "intensify the conflict inherent in recw:rent 
situations to which it is givinJ a name," as in jokes or dlams. At the 
other em are the fictive an::l static genres, such as ballads an::l folk 
paintinJ, in which resolution is inherent. 'Ihus, at one em of the spectrum 
there is ooncem with conflict an::l :rrovement, while at the other, ooncem with 
resolution an::l stability (pp. 104-128). 

For example, in several of Tanas Rivera' s poems, in which the 
celebrative JOOde is foun:i even though it is celebration in reverse (i. e., 
the event to be celebrated is castigated instead, a OCll1l1Dtl I'8VerSa1 in folk 
contexts), conflict is enplaSized. "Hide the Old People or American 
Idearium" begins with the Mexican children I s folk lyric: "A la vibora, vibora 
de la mar/de la mar,/por aqui pueden pasar./I.os de adelante oorren mucho 
y/los de attas se quedaran," which is transfonned into a kirrl of "danza de la 
muerte"; the poem is a re-enactment of the fate of the old (Rivera, 59). 'Ihe 
poem continues: 

:Esc6rxmnlos. 
Esc:6ooanlos bien. 
Esc:6ooanlos en la casona gran::le y lujosa, 
:Esc6rxmnlos. 
1Que nadie los vea, ya estan muy viejos! 
iSOO :p.iro trabajo, 
no valen la pena ya! 
IQ.le no nos miren! 
si ya no nos conocen. 
Elles ya se gastaron. 
F.sc::6rdanlos. 

'Ihe secon:i stanza repeats the word 11esc6rdanlos" in each line, creatin;J 
a frenetic excitement that parallels the circular, repetitive :rrovement of the 
children's game. 'Ihe insistence in the third stanza, in the voice of the 
anonym:,us perpetrators, is that the old not be seen, that they not look, 
because they no lO!l;Jer reoognize. 'Ihe anonynnis protagonists play another 
game of "las escondidas," so to speak, in which they attenpt to hide their 
old, so that they, the responsible pEq;>le, will not be seen. Rivera repeats 
the word "esc6rdanlos, 11 erninJ the poem by returning to the last lines of the 
first stanza an::l of the folk lyric: "los de adelante oorren mucho y los de 
au-as se quedaran. 11 'Ihe repetitive structure an::l the dramatic re-enactment, 
alon; with the ironic use of children's game lyrics, un:lerline the theme of 
the poem: we are all celebrants in this ritual of death. 

In this nooe, the poet's voice is subdued. 'Ihe audience is an active 
participant because it is en;aged in the conflict. By usinJ a conversational 
tone, an::l familiar fonns, such as prayer, game, dicho, an::l focusinJ on 
details of everyday life, the poet is able to achieve a sense of recognition 
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and of oneness in the audience. 'Ihis effect becx:mes ritualistic because the 
wrk not only expresses a c:arnm::m enotion or attitude, rut it is also reliv.irg 
a basic pattern of the audience's experience (Burke, 318). 

Rivera's "Siempre el danin;Jo" is also set in the prayer-in-reverse fonn 
and again uses ritual as theme and structure. 'Ihe poetic voice curses the 
"yo pecador'' who goes to church: ''Vayan a la iglesia el danin;Jo/y rueguen 
por yo pecador ,/mientras. • • , " while the other "yo" catalogues the dead 
men of war (fran Villa to "Ike") and their instnnnents at the cantina, where 
his prayer to the dead is one of dance and diversion: 

Yo me VO'f 

a la cantina 
a bailarles y

a divertirles 
a tantos hanbres nuertos 
• , • • • •  (p.69)

'Ihe catalogu.irg and repetitive use of 'WOrds and phrases that occur here is a 
primary characteristic of poetry of celebration. 

'Ihe portrayal of more mundane rituals is also camoc,n, In his "Oda al 
oolcajete," Jesus "El Flaoo" Maldonado (1976, 54-55) praises the molcajete as 
an object symbolic of the Chicano cultural experience. Delineat.irg the daily 
ritual of this "piedra magica, 11 he intersperses Chicano responses of 
approbation: 11 1.Aaaamaa-sisate! 1Ajual 1Da1e gas!" after each stanza 
describ.irg an effect of the molcajete: "nace la sabrosa fuerza/el piquete 
mexicano/de la Raza Noble. 11 'Ihese stanzas lead up to the secon::l half of the 
poem which names the magic produced: 

l!lagia sin nambre 
l!lagia hechicera 
l!lagia de Aztlan 
l!lagia Tejana 
l!lagia de Nuevo 

l!lagia Chicana. 

Maldonado kisses the stone in veneration of "el pil6n Aztecajel camalismo 
/que oorre en nuestras venas" and cx:mpletes the ritual by cit.irg the 
proverbial "estanago lleno/ooraz6n oontento." 

'Ihe poet leads the chant, allow.irg participation through the responses 
an:i the expectation of fonn in catalogu.irg an:i in proverbial expression. 
Maldonado is very ITG.1Ch aware of this fonn an:i uses it in other poems, such as 
111:X>n Juanito," which carries the cry of the verrledor "1Panl 1Pan calientitol" 
as a repetitive chant affinn.irg cultural unity: "carry.irg en su canastota/ 
el dorado ooraz6njde nuestra gente," an:i at the same ti.me, warn.irg of its 
dissipation: "I.ejos de mi Tejas/los cantos are rut echoes/slowly 
faclin;J/slowly dy.irg" (pp.56-58). 

It is significant that Maldonado has said the major influence on his 
poetry was Mexican music and that he believes his poetry has a place in 
11rejuvenat.irg11 the Chicano culture: 

Me gusta cx:mpartir los poemas que creo yo le gusten a la gente. 
Trato yo de enfocar en la cultura, las comidas, lo que creo se ha 
estado perdien::lo COirO caramelos, pirulis, pan dulce. Trato de 
br.irg it out, to rejuvenate it, que renazca otra vez. Entonces me 
entusiasiro mas y sigo escribien::lo. (Yamro-Bejarano, Y., 1978, 36; 
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see also JOH R. Reyna, "Tejano lrusic as an Expression of Oll.tural 
Natia1al.ism, 11 Revista Chlcano-Riquelia. 3:3 [1976), 37-41) 

He believes that his poetry on food eJIIEilasizes a positive aspect of Chicano 
culture that the people can enjoy, and the people, in tum, influence him 
thra.lgh their lan;JUage and written expression (pp. 36-38). 

Maldonado's role is of celebrant in his ritualization of the Chicano 
culture and people, of 11fixirg" the relationship between poet and audience as 
one of praxis. Abelardo Delgado has given a succinct interpretation of the 
role of the poet: 

One role is that of a recorder for Chicano events, happenings, 
victories, defeats, stniggles from a poetic perspective absent 
fran newspapers and prose journals. 'lbe other role is that of 
"arwnator, 11 to give spirit and even at ti.mes plilosoplical 
direction and criticism. Ani yet a third role is to serve as a 
m:xiel in our cx:amamities for other writers to follow in developing 
their own creative spirits. (Bt'Uce-Novoa, p. 112) 

Because much of the Chicano pop..u.ation has been w:banized (Ybarra
Frausto, 1977, 83) and because of the "paucity" of conventional fonn.s of 
folkore in a m:xiern w:ban society, (D:>rson, 1971) there is a need to study 
how the traditional functions of folk literature have been transfonned and 
how in:lividual literary m:xies have taken up folkloric processes of 
cx:amamication. '!he dramatic m:xie, in the minstrel or jongleur sense of 
perfonnance, JmJSt deperrl on a process of poetic creativity, audience 
reception, and poetic re-creation based on response. Although Chicano poetty 
and fiction no longer have as limited an audience as in the past (there is a 
strong in:lication of interest fran both European and Iatin-American audiences 
as well as mainstream American) , its mainstay in this genre of poetry 
continues to be the Chicano, from whan it draws its inspiration and artistry. 
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'Iheoretical Considerations 

'Ihe Spanish of New Mexico has a long an1 proud history, but as achnirers 
an1 speakers of the language anticipate the 400th anniversary of the presence 
of Spanish in New Mexico, the language may face extinction. In this paper 
the language al;)ilities of native New Mexican college students who enter 
coorses of Spanish for native speakers are documented in order to determine 
what insecurity is an1 to what extent it exists in New Mexico. 

William I..al;x:Jv is often credited with an operationalization of the term 
"linguistic insecurity." I..al;x:Jv (1972) disa:ivered the existence of the 
phenaienon while studying variation of English in New York. He posited that 
such insecurity can be best urrlerstood as a negative attitude toward a 
negative speech pattern. Linguistic insecurity can best be detected when an 
irxlividual displays a wide range of stylist variation in his speech, when 
there is fluctuation of fonns in a given context, an1 when the inlividual 
places urrlue .i.Jl'portance on linguistic correctness. Iabov claiined to quantify 
this concept by presenting subjects with word pairs, one member of each being 
a colloquial or regional fonn an1 the other being the starrlard form. 'lhe 
subject was then asked to identify which form he or she would use an1 which 
fonn he or she would identify as correct. From this procedure a proportion 
would be calculated an1 used as an index of linguistic insecurity. 

'!his definition has been regarded as problematic. Darnall (1976) an1 
Macaulay (1975) both present argtnnents against the concept, pointing out the 
ambiguous nature of it. '!here are two fuooarnental flaws with the idea. 
First, a high score on the index of linguistic insecurity (ILI) , indicating a 
high proportion of corrected local fonns to total rn.unber of local fonns 
claiined as regularly used by a subject, does not necessarily inlicate a 
negative attitude toward the colloquial variety. 'Ihe speaker may be aware of 
the stan1ard fonn an1 be capable of identifying such fonns, despite using the 
pop.ll.ar forms. Alternatively, the speaker may be very insecure an1 also 
aware of the difference between colloquial an1 stan1ard an1 accordingly 
perfom in the stan1ard in order to hide the colloquial forms. Secord, the 
concept appears to inply not sinply a negative attitude toward one's own 
language variety, but rather 11Dre precisely an unjustified or unreasonably 
negative attitude toward one's own speech variety. '!his is only an inference 
based on Iabov's writings, but the idea that the attitude toward the speech 
variety is disproportionately negative appears to constitute the definition 
of insecurity. 

Peiialosa (1980) defines what appears to be the opposite of linguistic 
insecurity, but of course this polar opposite is not labeled "linguistic 
security." Rather, Penalosa describes "language loyalty" as the retention by 
a grwp of its language despite atterrq:,ts from outside an1 in to get rid of 
the language. '!his would appear to be as disproportionately positive as 
linguistic insecurity is negative. Unfortunately, Iabov's ILI does not in 
any way allow one to detemine the extent to which deference to a stan1ard or 
defense of the vernacular is disproportionate. 
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Macaulay claims that I.abov' s observations of a large aioount of 1 

lfn3uistic insecurity in New York we.re unfourded and that such evidence of , 
insecurity needs to be reexamined in light of other data presented by 
informants. Nevertheless, in a replication study, OWens and Baker (1984) Idemonstrated that the instn.Iment is Weed reliable. '!hey also claim that it 
is valid, wt do not address the issues ll'elltioned above. OWens and Baker ;
claim that their study confims that women are less secure li.r);Juistically , 
than men and that lCMer middle-class in:iividuals are less secure in this I 
respect. 

Si.rx:e the validity of the ILI has not been established, one should 
intetpret such results with great caution. Validity shoold be established in , 
order to prevent such problems of inteipretation, and the only way of'
accatplishing that is in part throogh theoretical reformulation. '1he problem 

Ienoa.mtered upon urxiertaki.rX] such a task is that the final concept is rather 
far tl!D¥Mld fran the original, and lacks sane of the appeal that the original , 
�-

Scotland and Canon (1972) outline a theory of cognitive social I 
psychology that, although not addresse:i to lin;Juistic issues with the 1 

exception of a few exalli>les, may be applied with considerable facility to the [ 
task of devisin;J a theory of lin;Juistic insecurity. If one observes one's 
own lin;Juistic interaction and listens to advise fran others � 
lin;Juistic ability, then it is likely that one will care to realize when an:! 
what fonns or styles of speech are appropriate or correct. Even conclusions 
made abc:ut the appropriate use of speech fonns can influence what one 1 believes to be true about his or her lin;Juistic ability. Here then are at I least three sources of variation that influence the association that one 
makes between one's own speech and an evaluation dill'ellsion. '!his is I 
basically what is 'llnierstood to be an attitude, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) , 
define an attitude as a learned predisposition to resporxi in a consistently I 
positive or negative manner with respect to a given object, entity, state, or 
�-

By now, the problem involved in even a superficial reformulation of the 
concept is evident to the reader. '!he word "negative" awears in Fishbein 
and Ajzen•s conceptualization of attitude, but only in conjunction with 
"positive," and Scotland and Canon's theory does not even make an explicit 
reference to the idea of a negative attitude tCMard a negative referent, 
I.abov, as noted so well by Macaulay, was too iropressed by the salience of
what few negative attitudes he witnessed, and this led him to the incorrect 
infererre that New York City was a great sink of negative lin;Juistic 
prestige. '1he approach just outlined siroply does not allow such a bias to 
color results of airf investigation that may be carried out with regard to 
lin;Juistic insecurity. 

As happens with many theoretical formulations, we must now fin:i a new 
term to describe lin;Juistic insecurity and language loyalty, Followin;J the 
:framework of cognitive social psychology, we note that after 1m1ch 1� 
interaction, an in:iividual may recall several instances in which he has 
spoken. I.et us suppose that this person� had difficulty in urderstardllq, 
difficulty in expressing himself, and � been criticized rather severely for 
perfonnance errors. Let us further suppose that this in:iividual is able to 
predict the extent to which camn.mication in this language is going to result 
in suooessful goal attairanent, a primary motivating factor in daily affairs. 
If the in:iividual is constantly criticized, then he may well conclude that 
the probability that a subsequent lin;Juistic interaction will be successfUl. 
is fairly low. Perhaps with each subsequent interaction, the subject will be 
forced to revise continually his subjective probability that lm;iuistic 
interaction will be successful. 



'llua perceived prooability that interaction in a given variety of 
l81'J3UA98 will be successful my be referred to as a � Qf linguistic 
cagpetenoe. "SUocess" may be defined accordin1 to any number of criteria 
raB1i.ng frail functional oamunication to sociolin;1uistic goal attainment. 
Am:n;I' the nm-. functional criteria are to be included suooesa at 
cat111l1lioati.ng a mauaga, or understanclin::J a mauage. Sooiolin:)uiatio 
criteria may incl.ooe approval of linguistic foms b'J significant other people 
(�, parents, sibl�, other relatives, friaros, coworkara, 
teachers). 

Historical Perspective 

'!he circumstan:es of Spanish in New Mexioo would lead one to believe 
that there is in:ieed a great sink of negative lin:)uistic prestige in the 
state, bJt this is too sinple a way to characterize the situation. on the 
one ham, while maintenance of the larXJllage continues to this very day am:mg 
native New Mexicans, the shift to En;lish b'J the yc::,.Jn;Jer generations has been 
documented an:i described as drastic (Hudson-Edwards an:i Bills) • 
Nevertheless, evidence also exists that attitudes am:mg New Mexicans toward 
New Mexican Spanish are positive (Hannum, 1980). certainly such positive 
attitudes toward Spanish have also been documented py Fismnan (1971) , sole 
(1977), an:i others, although these positive attitudes are not typically good 
predictors of lin:)uistic cx:.uptenoe. 

If lan;uage loyalty or a sense of high lin:)uistic cx:.uptenoe does exist 
in New Mexioo, then amazement or at least admiration is warranted. carter 
(1970), Ramirez (1977), am Gonzalez (1977) all document governmental am 
popular disdain toward the local variety of Spanish in New Mexioo. 
Furt:hem::>re, the lin:)uistic ?,1rity so loIJ;J defamed by the educational system 
was menaced by the local variety of Spanish, Negative attitudes toward New 
Mexican Spanish have been documented b'J a number of scholars (refer to 
MacIntosh am ornstein (1974), Miller (1975), am Ramirez (1977). 
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Sµbjects, Materials, .mi Procajures 

In this study, we present infonnation that, while not gathered in what 
ooold be called a ccmpletely scientific manner, is none the less an inp:>rtant 
part of the cmpus of data on the noteworthy survival of New Mexican Spanish. 
'!he date is coded, subjected to factor analysis, frequency tal::A.llations, 
exploratoey nKXiel. J::w.ldi?J;J, linear analysis, an:i means ccmparisons in order 
to produce sane. sinple charts that allow us to oonfinn certain oonclusions 
an:i to raise questions worthy of further study. 

'!he New Mexicans whose lin:)uistic data were analyzed for this report 
took a test to be placed in an appropriate ooorse of Spanish for native 
speakers in the fall of 1984 an:i 1985. Of the 235 placement tests available 
for analysis, only those students who reported bei?J;J raised in New Mexioo 
fran ages 1 to 8 were kept in the study. Of these students, only 5 students 
reported havi?J;J received fonnal education in Spanish. Because of this small 
number of students, only a very limited analysis of the effect of education 
on lin:)uistic cx:.uptenoe, self-evaluation, am larXJllage attitudes ooold be 
carried out. '!he results of the tests of 131 subjects were then analyzed in 
an attenpt to discover their relative sense of lin:)uistic a::ripetenoe. 

'!he New Mexioo students were divided into three groups for descriptive 
p.lrPOS8S only. '!he group fran Alblquerque, 73 in all after elilllina.tion of 
incc:mplete fODE, consisted of 57.5% waneJ'l an:i 42,5% men (see Table 1). over 
65% of the All::Alquerque students reported heari?J;J little or no En;lish at 
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TABLE l 

Descriptive statistics of New Mexico Sample 

Raised in Albuquerque 

HOMELANG FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

1 5 5 6,849 6.849 
2 43 48 58,904 65.753 
3 19 67 26,027 91.781 
4 5 72 6.849 98.630 
5 l 73 1,370 100.000 

RELATIVE FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

l 26 26 35.616 35,616 
2 19 45 26.027 61.644 
3 23 68 31.507 93.151 
4 4 72 5.479 98.630 
5 1 73 l.370 100.000 

SEX FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCFNT CUM PERCENT 

l 42 42 57.534 57.534 
2 31 73 42.466 100.000 

NEWMEX FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

l 4 4 5,479 5.479 
2 30 34 41.096 46,575 
3 32 66 43. 83.6 90.411 
4 7 73 9.589 100.000 

LATINAM FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

l l l l.370 l. 370
2 5 6 6.849 8.219
3 30 36 41,096 49.315 
4 37 73 50.685 100.000 

TABLE 2 

Descriptive Statistics of New Mexico Sample 

Raised in Northern New Mexico (Excluding Santa Fe) 

HOMELANG FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

l 2 2 5,878 4,878 

2 16 18 39.024 43,902 

3 12 30 29,268 73.171 

4 7 37 17,073 90.244 

5 4 41 9.756 100,000 



TABLE 2 (cont) 

RELATIVE FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

1 3 3 7.317 7 .317 
2 20 23 48.780 56.098 
3 17 40 41.463 97.561 
4 1 41 2.439 100.000 

SEX FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

1 27 27 65.854 65.854 
2 14 41 34.146 100.000 

NEWMEX FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

1 2 2 4.878 4.878 
2 7 9 17.073 21.951 
3 25 34 60.976 82.927 
4 7 41 17.073 100.000 

LATINAM FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

2 1 1 2.439 2.439 
3 15 16 36.585 39.024 
4 25 41 60.976 100.000 

hC1118, am similarly nearly 62% reported speaking little or no English with 
relatives outside the home. A majority of these students expressoo positive 
attitudes toward the Spanish of New Mexico (about 54% described the language 
as excellent or gcxx:l). An even oore inpressive number of students approved 
of South American Spanish (91%). '!his group may be smmnarized as JOCJVi.rg 
rapidly toward :En:Jlish oonolingualism, awarently because of circumstances 
beyond their control (lack of the language at home), but these same stoo.ents 
are positive about New Mexican Spanish am quite enthusiastic about south 
American Spanish. 

'1he Northern Mexican group (see Table 2) is canposed of 41 students. 
The majority of them (56%) use at least half Spanish at home, in contrast 
with the Alb.lquerque group 'Where the majority do not hear much Spanish at all 
at bane. While most of these stoo.ents (56%) speak little or no Spanish with 
relatives outside the hane, substantially oore do speak with such relatives 
(nearly 44%) • A stunning 78% awrove of New Mexican Spanish, am over 97% 
rate Iatin American Spanish positively. In sunnary, this group maintains 
Spanish to a notably higher degree, am they also express considerably oore 
positive attitudes toward both New Mexican am Iatin American Spanish. 
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'1he group fran Southern New Mexico is considerably smaller (see Table 
3). Of these 17 students, nearly 53% hear at least half Spanish at home. 
Nearly the same percentage speaks with relatives outside the home in Spanish. 
Notably, unier 30% rate New Mexican Spanish positively, am 'While over 88% 
rate sooth American Spanish positively, this figure is lower than either that 
of the Alblquerque or Northam Mexican groups. The members of the group from 
the South is similar in that they maintain Spanish to a higher degree as do 
the Northern New Mexicans. '1he SOOthern New Mexicans awear to stam out in 
that their attitudes are manifestly rore negative toward New �can Spanish. 
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A word of caution is needed regarding this latter point. 'Ihese tests 
were not given to subjects 'WO were chosen ramanly arxl irdepen::Iently arxl, 
therefore, cannot be said to be :representative of the �ation at large, 
For this reasa,, it is not possible to conclude anyth.in;J based on these data. 
Nevertheless, these quite intriguin:J figures lead one to speculate that 
either Southern New Mexicans do not like the Spanish that they speak or, 100re 
likely, that they do not like the Spanish spoken in Northern New Mexico. 
JUst what they unierstam "New Mexican" Spanish to be cannot be resolved 
based an the present cmp.lS of data. 

All students w� to be placed in a course for native speakers took a 
test that p.irported to measure their ability to discriminate between staroaro 
Spanish and interl�ge (nonnative Spanish), to spell aorrectly, to read 
ard ocq,rehard, and to analyze grammatical fonn ard tunotion. Following the 
test, 11¥)St of these students answered a rather extensive backgrourd 
questionnaire that requested infonnation about their birthplace, upbringing, 
present residence, use of Spanish in the home, use of Spanish with specific 
iroividuals, education in Spanish, arxl attitudes toward New Mexican Spanish, 
Mexican Spanish, Iatin American Spanish, arxl their own Spanish. 

TABLE 3 

Descr i ptive statistics of  New Mexico Sample 

Raised i n  southern New Mexico (South of  Socorro) 

HOMELANG FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

l 2 2 11.765 11,765 
2 6 8 35,294 47,059 
3 4 12 23,529 70.588 
4 5 17 29.412 100.000 

RELATIVE FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

1 3 3 17.647 17,647 
2 5 8 29.412 47.059 
3 7 15 41.176 88.235 
4 2 17 11.765 100.000 

SEX FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

l 8 8 47.059 47.059 
2 9 17 52,941 100.000 

NEWMEX FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 

1 1 1 5.882 5,882 
2 11 12 64.706 70.588 
3 4 16 23,529 94.118 
4 1 17 5,882 100.000 

LATINAM FREQUENCY CUM FREQ PERCENT CUM PERCENT 
1 

2 2 2 11. 765 11.765 1 
3 4 6 23,529 35.294 a 

4 11 17 64.706 100,000 



� Analysis ard Interpretation 

No particular structure had been hypothesized to mrlerlie this large 
number of items (146 in all), ard therefore the factor analysis of this data 
nrust be considered purely exploratory in nature. Princi pal C011i)Onents of the 
tests wre extracted based on a minimum eigenvalue criterion of one, ard this 
pattern is displaye:i in Table 4. 'Ihe structure reveale:i is interestinJ. 'Ihe 
first factor to which items load can be attribute:i is best described as hane 
larx;iuage, Items that request the student to describe how frequently he or 
she speaks Spanish with other people correlate highly with the hypothesized 
uroerlyinJ structure, but as well the student's evaluation of his or her 
Spanish, ard the readmJ test results also load to this factor. 

TABLE 4 

Factor Analysis of Grammatical and Background Variables 

Rotated Factor Pattern 

.U.:J 

FACTORl FACTOR2 FACTOR3 FACTOR4 FACTORS FACTOR6 

FRIENDS 0.78 o. 14 -0.14 0.10 -0.20 -0.07
RELATIVE 0.75 -0.ll -0.02 0.15 0.12 -0.23
PARENTS 0.74 -0.01 -o.oa -o.oo -0.15 0.16
SELFSPAN 0.68 0.31 0.05 0.04 O.ll 0.04
HOMELANG 0.66 -0.01 0,06 -0.24 0.33 0.04
SIBLING 0.63 0.06 0.13 -0.07 0.26 0.03
GRANDPA 0.60 -0.10 0.15 -0.04 -0.30 -0.01
DICTATE 0.03 0.86 0.02 -0.09 -0.18 -0.08
TENSE -0.06 0,62 -0.07 0.40 0.16 -0.22
READ 0,46 0.62 0.07 -0.04 0.17 0.28
NEWMEX -0.08 0.07 0.88 0.10 -0.03 0,03
SPANNMEX 0,14 -0.08 0.86 -0.02 -0.08 -0.06
LATINAM -0.04 0,07 -0.06 0.82 0.04 0.01
MEXICO 0,03 -0.08 0.24 0.71 -0.23 -0.25
AGE 0.03 -0,15 -0.01 -o.oo 0.78 0.19
SEX -o.oo -0.33 0.16 0.09 -0.4 9 0.04
ACCEPT -0.04 -o. 13 -0.09 0.12 0.24 0.68
RAISED 0,32 0,03 0.09 0.30 0.07 0,52
COWORKER 0,43 -0.02 0.00 0.33 0.33 -0.59

'Ihe second factor extracted consists largely of test items: the 
dictation section, the readinJ section, ard the tense or granm,atical analysis 
section. Factor 3 is attitude toward New Mexican Spanish. Factor 4 is 
attitude toward other Spanish (Latin American ard Mexican). Age ard sex are 
ex>rrelate:i with the fifth factor in a way that is not at all transparently 
clear, ard the last factor consists of the student's perfonnance on the 
discrimination or acceptability test ard the area where he or she was raised. 

'Ihe mathematical analysis was useful in reducinJ sarewhat the analysis 
of the data, but the theoretical framework mentionai at the outset of this 
paper is needed in order to make sense of what has been derocinstrate:i thus 
far. As mentioned b'j Sole (1978), Fishman (1971), Gynan (1984), ard others, 
larx;iuage attitudes are not gocxi predictors of behavior. As we can see here, 
lan:,JUage attitudes are unrelate:i to either self evaluation of Spanish or 
actual measured perfonnance in Spanish. 
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1\nother interesting aspect of the results of the factor analysis is the 
lack of relationship between self evaluation of Spanish arxi performance a, 
the acceptability, dictation arxi tense tests. Lirximan, in a 1977 article in 
I.amuage .s!m � obtaine:i very similar results. '!he question remains as 
to wey this is so. To c:anplicate the issue, reading is apparently fairly 
well related to both self-evaluation arxi to the objective test. '!his is a 
question yet to be answered in exploring the relationships that may ootain 
aman;J the variables loadirx;J to the first factor. 

TABLE 5 

Predictor s of  Self Evaluation of Spanish 

Clas s Level Inf ormation 

CLASS 

RELATIVE 

HOME LANG 

READING 

LEVELS VALUES 

5 1 2 3 4 5 

5 1 2 3 4 5 

8 100 55.6 66.7 72.2 

n umber of  obser vat ions in data set = 131

94 observations used in analysis 

77.8 83.3 88.9 

Dependent Variable: Self Rating of Spanish 

SOURCE DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQ F VALUE PR > F R-SQ C.V 

MODEL 14 21.47 1.53 4.95 .0001 0.51 24.85 

ERROR 79 20.36 0.26 ROOT MSE SELFSPAN MEAN 
TOTAL 93 41.83 0.51 2.043 

SOURCE DF TYPE ISS F VALUE PR>F DF TYPE IIISS F VALUE PR>F 

RELATIVE 4 8.49 8.23 .0001 2.32 2.25 , 075 

HOMELANG 4 8.16 7.92 .0001 4.84 4.70 

READING 6 4.82 3.12 .0090 4.82 3.12 

•  002 

.010

Inasim.lCh as no hypotheses were available concerning this factor 
structure, a stepwise regression program was used to discover what variables 
might be useful in predicting the self evaluation of Spanish. Foi:waro, 
backward, arxi maximum r-square procedures were used, arxi a m:xiel consistin;J 
of three predictor variables was determined to be likely to account for the 
largest proportion of variance in this corpus of data. '!he variables 
"relative, 11 "homelang" arxi "readirx;J" were dem:mstrated to be the best 
predictors of self evaluation of Spanish. 

'!he variables were entered into a general linear regression m:xiel, am I
analysis-of-variance statistics were produced. 'Ihese are presented in Table 
5. As can be seen, the proportion of variance accounted for by th is Jrodel is
aver • 50. '!he three variables are good predictors of self evaluation of
Spanish.



Means canparisons were obtained so that the relationships between the 
predictor variables am the self-evaluation of Spanish coold be better 
un:le.rstood. 'Ihe results of means canparisons are presented in Table 6. 

'!he first runcan grooping shows that self-evaluation drops as 
interactiai in Spanish with relatives who do not live at hane decreases. 
'!his decrease in self-evaluation is apparent when the subject speaks in 
Spanish with ootside relatives only half the t.ilne. 

'!he secx:m. runcan grooping shows that self-evaluation drops 
precipitoosly in hanes where Spanish is spoken less than half the tillle. In 
hares where both larquages are used, self-evaluation of Spanish remains 
constant. 

'!he relationship between self-evaluatiai of Spanish ardperfonnance on 
the reading test is not easily discemed, but there is sane correlation 
between decline in test score, ard self-evaluation of Spanish. What is toc>re 
interesting is that none of the other test items are related to self
evaluation. Pemaps spelling ability, graimnatical analysis, aro general 
lin,1uistic ability are less salient aspects of oanpeterx:e in Spanish than 
reading, which mst students may have tried. In the case of failure, it 
wool.d be a,viQJS to the subject whether or not he or she was capable of 
reading in Spanish, whereas such a distinction may not be made as easily with 
regard to the other test items. 

'!he significant results we have produced in this study are better 
oanpreheroe:i if visualized. In Table 7 are presented the results of the 
relationship between hane larquage aro self evaluation of Spanish. Note that 
no students who use only EIY,Jlish in the home give themselves even a rating of 
good at the self evaluation scale, which ran;res fran 1 to 4. Interestingly, 
the 14 students who reported to using Spanish toc>St of the tillle at hane, only 
1 gave the lowest self rating. 'Ihis is good evidence that use of Spanish in 
the hane influences the concept that one has of his own ability in that 
larguage. 

In Table 8, it can be seen that of the 95 subjects who had completed 
data for this analysis, only 1 reported speakin;J with relatives outside the 
bane in Spanish only. Only 5 reported using toc>Stly Spanish with those 
relatives. Note that 62% of those who use half Spanish aro half EIY,Jlish with 
relatives ootside the bane report their ability in Spanish as only fair. Of 
the stments who report no interaction in Spanish with relatives outside the 
bane, a full 50% give themselves the lowest possible rating in Spanish. 
Again, this interaction with relatives outside the hane exerts a measurable 
effect on the ooncept a student has of his larquage. 

Finally, in Table 9, of the students who received an 83.3 on the reading 
test, over 94% rated their Spanish as fair or poor. Conversely, of those who 
receive a 94.4, over 34% rated their own Spanish as good. Interestingly, of 
those who received a score of 100% on their reading test, over 57% gave 
themselves a rating of only fair. No doubt these students recognize that 
passive reading ability does not i.nply speakin;J ability in Spanish. 

Conclusions .sYll Reoc:mrerrlations 
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In oorci.usion, we have seen that larquage attitudes are essentially 
unrelated to lan:JU,age oaiprt:.ence. Although self-evaluation aro results of 
ct>jective testing are unrelated, as deloonstrated by Li.roman, reading ability 
is a predictor of self-evaluation, in:iicating the saliency of reading ability 
in canparisat with other larguage abilities. 
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TABLE 6 

Duncan•• Mul tiple Range Test For Variable: Self Spanish 

alpha•0.05 df•79 msea0.257708 
harmonic mean of cell sizes• 3.81963 

mean■ wi th the ■ame letter are no t aigniticantly different 

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN N RELATIVE 

A 3.0 1 5 
B A 2.6 5 4 
B C 2.2 36 3 
B C 2.0 32 2 

C 1.6 20 1 

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN N HOME LANGUAGE 

A 2.5 4 5 
A 2.4 14 4 
A 2.4 26 3 
B 1.7 45 2 
B 1.6 5 1 

DUNCAN GROUPING MEAN N READING 

A 2.4 26 100 
B A 2.3 23 94.4 
B A 2.0 3 66.7 
B A 2.0 4 77.8 
B A C 1.9 15 88.0 
B C 1.6 17 83.3 

C 1.3 6 72.2 

Although 'the area where raised' was not a significant predictor of any 
other factor, the descriptive statistics in:licate that there is variation in 
larguage attitudes in New Mexico. '1he exploration of these larguage 
attitudes and the relation that may exist between them and larguage behavior 
deserves furtllar sb.¥fy. Pethaps the nest inportant data is presented in 
Table 7. '!here we see what drastic chan;Jes the use of ncstly English in the 
hane has on al8 1s cxn::ept of one's a.m 8bility in the larguage. Future 
studies DlSt :l.nvol.ve Spanish-speakin] parents of children, in order to 
determine whether or not education of parents regardil'q linguistic ani 
cultural identity can make a dent in the massive shift to English t:ak:inJ 
place. Especially in the AlbJquerque region, where bilfn1uale have taken 
the first step toward regaining their larguage, and the positive attitu:ies 
expressed there toward all fOJ:lllS of Spanish are miple justification for a 
hopeful aitl.ook for Spanish :maintenaooe in the State. 



TABLE 7 

Self-Evaluation of Spanish by Home Language 

FREQUENCY I 
PERCENT I 
�ow PCT I 

SELF SPANISH HOME LANGUAGE 

COL PCT I 11 21 31 41 51 TOTAL 
----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

1 I 21 141 21 11 01 19 
I 2.111 14,741 2.111 1.051 0.001 20.00 
I 10.531 73.681 10.531 5.261 0.001 
I 40.001 30.431 7.691 7.141 0.001 

----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

2 I 31 311 111 61 21 53 
I 3,161 32.631 11.581 6.321 2.111 55.79 
I 5.661 58.491 20.751 11.321 3,771 
I 60.001 67.391 42,311 42.861 50.001 

----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

3 I o I 11 13 I 11 21 23 
I 0.001 1.051 13.681 7.371 2.111 24,21 
I 0.001 4,351 56.521 30.431 0.101 
I o. oo I 2. 111 50. oo I 50. oo I 50. oo I

----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

TOTAL 5 46 26 14 4 95 
5.26 48.42 27.37 14,74 4.21 100.00 

TABLE 8 

Self-Evaluation of Spanish by Relatives 

FREQUENCY I 
PERCENT I 
ROW PCT I 

SELF SPANISH RELATIVES 

COL PCT I 11 21 31 41 51 TOTAL 
----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

1 I 101 61 31 01 01 19 
I 10.531 6,321 3,161 0.001 0.001 20.00 
I 52.631 31.581 15,791 0.001 0.001 
I 50,001 10.751 8,111 0.001 0.001 

----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

2 I 9 I 19 I 23 I 21 o I 53 
I 9.471 20.001 24,211 2.111 0.001 55.79 
I 16.981 35.851 43,401 3,771 0.001 
I 45,001 59.381 62,161 40.001 0.001 

----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

3 I 11 7 I 11 I 3 I 1 I 23 
I 1,051 7,371 11.581 3.161 1.051 24.21 
I 4,351 30.431 47.831 13.041 4,351 
I 5,001 21.881 29,731 60.001 0.001 

----------+------+------+------+------+------+ 

TOTAL 20 32 37 5 1 95 
21,05 33.68 38.95 5.26 1,05 100.00 
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TABLE 9 

Table of Reading Scores by Self-Evaluation of Spanish 

READING SELF SPANISH 
FREQUENCY I 

PERCENT I 
ROW PCT I 
COL PCT I 1 I 2 I 3 I TOTAL 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 
55. 55 I o I o I o I o 

I • I • I • I o. oo

I • I , I , I 
I , I , I , I 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 
66,67 I 11 11 11 3 

I 1.061 1.061 1.061 3.19 
I 33,331 33.331 33,331 
I 5.261 1,921 4,351 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 
12.22 I 21 01 61 6 

I 4,261 2.131 0.001 6.38 
I 66.671 33.331 0.001 
I 21.051 3,851 0.001 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 

77. 78 I o I 4 I o I 4 

I 0.001 4,261 0.001 4.26 
I 0.001 100.001 0.001 
I 0.001 7,691 0.001 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 
83.335 I 41 91 21 11 

I 8,511 8,511 1.061 18.09 
I 47.061 47.061 5,881 
I 42.111 15.381 4.351 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 

88. 89 I 4 I 9 I 2 I 15 
I 4.261 9,571 2,131 15.96 
I 26.671 60.001 13,331 
I 21.051 17.311 a.101 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 

94,44 I 21 131 Bl 23 
I 2,131 13.831 8,511 24.47 
I a.101 56.521 34,781 
I 10.531 25.001 34,781 

----------+-------+-------+-------+ 
100 I 01 151 111 26 

I 0.001 15,961 11.101 27.66 
I 0.001 57,691 42.311 
I 0.001 28,851 47.831 

----------+-------+-------+-------+---------
TOTAL 19 52 23 94 

20.21 55.32 24.47 100.00 
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SOCIOClJIJIURAL OONI'E>cr'S OF TEX1\S SPANISH: PERSONAL ma:xJNI'ERS 

Chester c. Christian, Jr. 

Texas A&M university 

Introductory Obsezyations 

One of the 11¥:)St gratifyirxJ experiences of my life was that of leamirxJ 
Spanish durin] the fifties on the streets of South El Paso and in the 
institutions of higher leamin;J on � � Mariscal in Ciudad Juarez. 'Ihe 
pleasure was not only in leamin;J to express myself in ways I had never 
before known to be possible, !:IUt also in becanin;J a friem of many who were 
equally alienated frail polite society, as well as fran the vice squad and 
the social police. What I did not discover for years was that this 
alienation represents a socicx:ultural context that has produced similar 
manifestations throughout the Spanish-speak.irg world, in literature as well 
as in p0pllar speech. 

'Ihis was not a sudden discovery, but a realization spawned over a 
period of years as I was teaching Mexican-Americans Spanish and Iatin 
American literature at Ysleta High School and the University of Texas at El 
Paso. I was always inpressed by their nearness, linguistically and 
culturally, to the great traditions of Spain and Iatin America. 'Ihis 
inpression has developed even fUrther at Texas A&M University, where, in 
the same class with An:;Jlos and Mexican-Americans, I teach polivianos, 
cubanos, ecuatorianos, espafioles, guatemal tecos, horrlureflos, peruanos. 
nicaraguenses, salvadorenos, venezolanos, and others. For example, in one 
recent graduate class on Texas Spanish, my students were from Spain, 
Mexico, Puerto Rico, and the United States, with Mexican-Americans fran 
South Texas (McAllen), West Texas (Van Hom), and Chicago, It was easier 
for me than for them to see what they had in camPn. I had them analyze 
each other's dialects, and their focus generally was on differences, 
revealin; the linguistic prejudices of each and ignorin] the similarities, 
which I consider of :much :rrore furoamental inportance. 

Researdl Approaches to � lJnm 2t Spanish

'Ihe usual method of research on Mexican-American Spanish is to 
describe its manifestations in tems of deviations fran official nonns as 
they are taught in schools. Another method 'NOUl.d be to stwy the 
similarities between these and other deviations in other places and at 
other times, with the pw:pose of urxierstandin] better the umerlyin] 
socicx:ultural contexts that produce them. I believe that the latter 
represents a pressing research need, which might counteract the provincial 
viewpoint too often reinforced by the fonner, as well as illtmdnate :rrore 
clearly the functions of lan;JUages in general. 

A useful instrument for doing this could be Jacob Omstein-Galicia' s 
"tentative sociolin3uistic notational system" presented at the XIth 
Intemational � of Lin;Juistics (1972), which lists sane fifty tenns 
associated with different socicx:ultural contexts. What I learned as 
pachuco, for example, is associated with several of his tenns: "ar (argot, 
slan;r, cal6, patois, "street variety"), vu (vulgar), !1Q for porn:igraJ;ilic, 
obscene, scatological), jQ (jocose, "woniplay"), and others. 
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My own initial view of the pachuco of Sooth El Paso was very 
parochial. I leamed it ten years l:lefore Illrline Coltharp's � of th§ 
Tirila)eS (1965) was p..iblished. I had not met other 8l!p8rts fran El Paso 
like Jc:tln Shaxp, am I knew noth.irxJ of George Barker's study of pachuco in 
'l'\.lcson. I perceived the dialect as a local way of show.irxJ contenpt for the 
authorities. 

Octavio Paz, on the other ham, foon:l in the pachuco of Los Angeles a 
key to Mexican culture in general, as de!oonstrated in his book, which has 
beaane a n¥Xiern classic, Iaberinto � la soledad (1963). In a later book, 
Conjunciones Y. disyunciones (1978), he exten:ied it to elements of laI¥31Jage 
behavior with universal significance. Speaking the kini of laI¥31Jage 
represented by pactruco is, he believes, a poetic act of the dispossessed, 
symbolized by the subversive carcajada, of liberation fran the constraints 
of fonnal. society. In his book, the significance of pachuoo becanes 
universally human. 

My p.u;pose here is nuch more 110dest. It does not require the 
knowledge, intelligence, or imagination of Octavio Paz. I.et me illustrate 
by a series ot lessons I had on the use of the -word™· One institution 
that provided many of my initial Spanish lessons was the El Paso City
Coonty Health Department. Upon leav.irxJ the b.rlld.irxJ one day, I said in a 
loud voice, "&Jeno, VO'J a coger a otra. 11 'Ibis produced not the civilized 
sonrisa descriJ::ied by Paz, but the subversive carcajada, am not only on the 
part of the enployees, but also of the clients. When I returned, I asked 
one of the nurses what was so funny about what I had said. She refused to 
tell me directly, but told a story to illustrate her point. It concerned a 
\olal1all who went to see her neighbor's husbarxi. He wasn't bane. His wife 
explained, 11:nJB a coger el tranvia. 11 'lhe neighbor shook her head in 
admiration am eJO::laimed, "rAy, que hallbrel" 

One � belief that I lon;J harbored was that this particular 
user of ™ was local. For years, I canbined the provincialism of the 
9ar¥;1 member with that of the laI¥31Jage teacher. I had no idea, for exanple, 
that my beirg a qabacho had any relation to there beirg a Gabacho river at 
the French side of the Pyrenees. 

Later, a professor frau Spain at the University of Texas at Austin, 
Raron Martinez-Lopez, told me of maki.n;J a speech to a groop of wanen in 
Argentina, � he had the cxx:asion to use the -word � repeatedly. 'lhe 
wanen, he said, � obviously upset, embarrassed, am dismayed, but he had 
no idea lfflllt was WX'Cn], At last one of them, in a stage whisper, said to 
all, "El no sabe; es espanol. 11 He said that they discovered later that the 
-word was so stron;r that they 'W0.11.d not even use carp:,un:i words like � 
am erpoger. 

Later still, I recurred to the authorities am foon:l that � 
Spanish Dicti,a,arv lists as one meanin;J of™ "to lay" or "to screw'' for 
Argentina, Bolivia, CUba, Mexico, Paraguay, am Uruguay. Zarrora Vicente 
says that agarrar "ha sustituido a™ por razones de p.ldor en Argentina, 
Uruguay y Venezuela" (1979, 435). He does not mention Bolivia, CUba, or 
Mexico, am although writers on "Chicano" Spanish have noted the frequency 
with which "agarrar'' is used, I have never read this mentioned as a 
possible explanation. lblever, I have seen a third-grade pupil in Iaredo 
giggle am cover her JOOUth when the teacher said ''Voy a coger la tiza". 

Paz began Conjunc:iones y_ disyunciones as an introduction to Arman:io 
Junenez' � picardia mexicana, (1971; a sequel to the Picardia mexicana 
originally p..iblished in 1960) • It is an anple am fascinatirq study of the 
type of sociocultural contexts that produce pachuco as well as other 



"subversive" dialects, inc:ludin'J lll1Ch of what is now identifiEd as 
"Chicano, 11 with exten:iEd treatments of pen;iejo, chingado, and other 'wO:rds I 
used to hear many tillles a day in south El Paso and 01. Juarez. Garcia 
Marquez has said about Jimenez' 'wt>rk "SU labor nos pennite enterarnos del 
idiana del Jµ!blo, al que los O?llentos y ergreidos le hacian asco. eon 
ella podeoos oam.micamos mejor y adentramcs en el alma de la gente, 
caTprarxlerla y quererla" (1982, 8).

Scx::iocultural Contexts�� Spanish

South El Paso offers one of several of the sociocultural contexts of 
Texas Spanish. 'lhirteen miles downriver, Ysleta provides others, and seven 
hurored miles down the Rio Grarxie still others are providEd. HCMeVer, 
these and all other dialects of TeXas Spanish have llllch in camron not only 
with each other, but with rural Castilian Spanish, rural Costa Rican 
Spanish, and the Spanish spoken by the Argentine gaucho a hurored years 
ago, as well as with "el espaool culto infonnal" as spoken everywhere the 
lan;Juage is used. This is demonstrated by reference to other descriptions 
of the Spanish spoken in other places and at other times as well as by its 
representation in literature.

I.c>n;J before lin,Juists began to make meticulous descriptions of spoken 
speech, dramatists, novelists, short story writers, and even poets were, by 
in:li.cating peculiarities of the speech of their characters, providing 
infonnation with respect to the sociocultural contexts in which it occurs. 
A perusal of any rnnnber of 'wOrks of literature can shC74l the similarity of 
the sociocultural contexts of the varieties of Spanish spoken in TeXas to 
that of other geograprl.cal environments in the Spanish--speakin;J world. 

'!hose "WO do the best research in the area usually realize that so
callEd Chicano Spanish represents patterns COl11ll¥Jll throughout the Spanish
speaking 'wt>rld, and have at tillles stated so in their 'wOrk. For example, 
Rosaura Sanchez, whose article entitlEd "Nuestra circunstancia lin;Jiii.stica" 
(1972), has been re-publishEd several times, beoaning one of the standard 
descriptions of "Chicano" Spanish, states: 

I do not preterxi to suggest that the characteristics of 
the Spanish varieties presentEd here are unique to 
Chicanos or the Southwest. 'lhe pop..ilar varieties of 
Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela, and other 
Spanish-speaking areas share many of the features of 
Chicano Spanish. In general tenns, all pcp.ilar varieties 
share certain terxiencies and certain rules (1982, 46). 

Rosaura Sanchez• Chicano Discourse (1983) not only recxmunends but also 
utilizes sane of the m:,st sophisticated methcxiological approaches that I 
have seen in the study of Mexican-American Spanish. At this point, 
however, I 'WOOl.d like to use an approach she does not reocmnero, caiparing 
her description of "Chicano" Spanish to a description by the Editors of an 
anthology of the "gaucho" Spanish of Argentina used in the lon;J poem � 
� one hurxired years earlier (Erl;Jlekirk, et al., 1968, 205-206). 

In "gaucho" Spanish 11§ and i, Q and y frequently take each other's 
proper places in unacx:ented syllables: cair for caer ••• medecina for 
medicina, polecia for policia ..• 

11 In her description of "Chicano" 
Spanish, Rosaura Sanchez notes "change of high vowels" such as i to§ and Q 
to y, giving examples such as enjusticia, estoria, polecia, rn!!QQ (for 
.tY!!l!;;;!Q), carq::,lir, etc. She also lists the same type of i;tienanena under 
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"clum;Je of unstressed mid-vc:,,,,els to high vowels" as in manijar, rnurir, etc. 
(Sllnchez, 1982, 20). 

'lhe major difference between the two descriptions of 'amat oocurs in 
the two dialects is that the one by sanchez is in technical lmJUistic 
terminology ard the one in the anthology is written for conventional 
readers. 'lhis is true of m:,st of the other elements in the blo 
descriptions. 'Ihe editors of the anthology state that in "gaucho" Spanish 
"� sanetbnes cium;Jes to ie in acx::ented syllables: prienda for preroa, 
ausiencia for ausencia: the reverse is also true: cencia for ciencia.11 As 
in the first mentioned case, even the same exairple is used: sanchez lists 
"substitution of sillple vowel for dipi.thoJ'l38 in stressed position," am 
gives as exanpl�•�, setembre. pacencia. P!m§9, PQ§, etc . 

. 

'Ihe exairples could go on an:l on: in gaucho Spanish "the g between blo 
vowels disappears especially in past participles:" in Otlcano Spanish there 
is a "loss of voiced dental fricatives in intervocalic an:l final 
positions." In gaucho Spanish, "oanbinations of consonants difficult to 
pronounce are sillplified:" in Otlcano Spanish there is "sillplification of 
consonant clusters." In gaucho Spanish, "g takes the place of Q in sane 
words, of b in others: 9Y§lQ for bueno, � for huesos.11 Sanchez lists 
"interchageable •grave• voiced fricatives," such as abuja for �, agiielo 
for abuelo, etc. In gaucho Spanish "j takes the place off in sane words, 
of b in others: jy§9Q for fuego ••• , 11 an:l in Otlcano Spanish there is 
"aspiration of the voiceless labiodental fricative f an:l aspiration for 
'amat is ro., only an orthograpi.ic b in urban Spanish." She gives the 
exairples � for fue, se � for fill huy6. There is elision in gaucho 
Spanish, ap6cope in Otlcano Spanish: there is sanetbnes a Q inserted before 
an m in both: there is metathesis in both: there are archaic fonns in both. 

� .sllP MiSCX>neeptions 

Word lists ard dictionaries representing Texas, Mexican-American, am 
<llicano Spanish have been made up listing prorrunciation variations as 
different ''words." 'Ihe richness of non-stan:lard vocabulary thus available 
is obvious from the above. But I would like to suggest that anyone who 
wants a real Dkcionario .!li � try sanethm,J like this for En;Jlish 
variations. 

Should we infer from the above that Mexican-Americans speak a dialect 
of Spanish associated only with gauchos ard other poor am uneducated 
country people? 

In the early seventies, two Costa Rican sociologists made such an 
assumption: they thought that they could establish the socioeconanic 
position of rural Costa Ricans through their use of larguage an:l attempted 
to elicit sane of the pronunciation patterns listed above as characteristic 
of gauchos an:l <llicanos &ron;J Costa Ricans of widely varying socioeconauic 
level (Seligsat an:l Seligson, 1975). However, they fourd no significant 
correlations of non-stan:lard usage with any irxiex of econanic level: the 
only correlation of any significance was with years of education, an:l that, 
• 40, was a IOOdest one.

While it is widely asslDlled that the non-stan:lard characteristics of 
Spanish umer discussion are not fourd airon;1 well-educated, middle-class 
people in Spain an:l Iatin America, there is other evidence to the contrary, 
One description of "el habla culta infomal" spoken in COlombia (Florez, 
1963) , a country that has a p0?.ll.ar rep..itation, &ron;J highly educated 
people of other countries as well as COlombia, of representin;J the "best" , 



Spanish spoken, utilizes sane of the same descriptive tenninology as the 
descriptions of gaucho an:i Chicano Spanish. '!his is an overtly invidious 
description, with categories of "� culta, � culta infonnal. an:i 
habla inculta.11 

What is m:ist interestir)J in tenns of ccmq:,arison is that many of the 
elements listed above as characteristics of both "gaucho" an:i "Chicano" 
speech are listed here as characteristics of the � £YlYl informal of 
COlombians. one characteristic, for example, is "relajar en mayor o m:mor 
grado las vocales, 11 with exanples given such as esdlaron for escucharon, 
an:i vasito becaning vasto. Another ten:lency is "cerrar la /e/ y la /o/ 
inacentudas en concurrencia con vocal abierta, precedente o subsiguiente.11 

Examples given include �� for pelee, linia for linea, no sia tonto for 
no�� • .i.ar for� in all infinitives, as�.�. golpiar,
etc. others include oi for eo, as in pi.Qr for peQJ;, ua for Qa, as in 
almuada for al.mohada an:i tualla for�- Also, oe becanes ue, with the 
example given nuesnada for DQ � � (Fl6rez, 1963). 

'Ihe description of el habla inculta seems to be m::ire a matter of 
degree than of kin:1; for example, a characteristic is "debilitar mucho las 
consonantes fricativas entre vocales," as in conservaor for conservador, to 
weaken fricative consonants in intervocalic position. Finally, one of the 
notable characteristics of "uncultivated" speech is overcorrection: 11cx::JirO 

reacci6n ante las frecuentes vulgariS110S, prcxiucir tambien 
frecuent.eoonte - ultracorrecciones y realizar articulaciones arcaicas o 
afectadas en el castellano de Espana (y labiodental, g de -ado, � caoo cs, 
etc.) • 11 

overconection an:i other Occupational Hazards of I..aoouage Teachers 

overcorrection is one of the occupational hazards of the language 
teacher, an:i one from which I suffered for several years, an:i to a certain 
extent still do. I was misinfonned as well as infonned by teachers, 
colleagues, an:i educated frien:is when I spoke the Spanish I had leamed in 
El Paso, am came not only to canmi.t but to teach the m::ire serious errors 
of overcorrection. 

'Iha variations fran place to place an:i time to time have been 
exaggerated through the influence of Spanish teachers, defiantly provincial 
"Chicanos," "scientific" linguists, an:1 m::inolingual reporters, an-ong 
others. It has resulted in a low degree of awareness on the part of those 
in Texas who speak Spanish of the relation between the language as they 
speak it an:i Spanish as it is spoken elsewhere, an:i of the kinship an-ong 
dialects resultir)J from similar sociocultural contexts in different places. 

For thirty years, I have been hearir)J Mexican-Americans deprecate 
their own use of Spanish, an:i m::inolingual Anglos declare that it is not 
Spanish at all. When lrrJ sixteen-year-old daughter read the abstract of 
this paper, she told me that from time to time her classmates have asked 
her if she speaks "real" Spanish or the Jd.n:i the Mexicans speak. 

last Il'Ol'lth I was havir)J a tire repaired in Del Rio, Texas, an:i began 
speakIDJ Spanish with the mechanic. In the oourse of the conversation, he 
told me, ''Usted habla espafpl Jlllcho major� nosotros. Nosotros hablam::is 
yp espafiol m::>cho. 11 ''Mocha" was the only word in the conversation I did not 
know as starrlard; however, I looked it up later in lrrJ Nuevo peguefio 
Iarousse, an:i fourd that in the Americas - not just in Texas - it means 
''mutilated." To lrrJ ear, his Spanish was not in the least mutilated; on the 
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other bani, I have heatd many Spanish teachers mutilate the lan;ua_ge with 
great pride. 

When we first m:ived to Bryan, I came hane one day to fin:i nrt Peruvian 
wife speakirq Spanish with a wanan I had not met, and I joined the 
conversation, which continued at a rapid pace. I assumed that the wanan 
was MP..xican-American when she used the word "asina.11 I kncM that it is a 
word used throoghout the Spanish-speakirq world, b.lt also that few of those 
who use it came to the United States except frau Mexico. Finally the wanan 
asked me, "lY caoo es que usted habla espaflol tan bien?" My wife said, "El 
es profesor de espanol en Texas A&M. 11 SUddenly the wanan started tripping
over her tongue, fin:iing it al.Jrost inpossible to continue the conversation. 
I have foum that I cx:mmunicate much better with native speakers of Spanish 
in Texas when I do not reveal that I teach the lan;ua_ge. 

Sane Spanish teachers, wanting to believe that they speak "better" 
Spanish than that of their students, go so far as to call what they speak 
"Castilian" Spanish, opposing it to the "Tex-Mex" of their students. '!he 
problem is that not only oost of the Im]los b.lt many of the Mexican-
American them.selves have swallowed this story. 

How deep this kin:i of ignorance can became was deronstrated to me last 
January. saneone called frau the newspaper USA 'IO!lll.Y and told me there 
were runnrs of a new lan;uage developing in Texas. I spent about half an 
hour trying to explain that there is nothing new about Texas Spanish, that 
it represents processes that have been occurring in the lan;uage for 
centuries, and that al.Jrost all the variations are represented wherever 
Spanish is spoken. '!hey must have published an aca:,unt of the interview, 
because I received several calls abc:ut it frau various parts of the United 
states during the next few weeks. 

One of the calls was frau a radio station in Oklahana City. '!hey 
scheduled a radio-telephone interview with me on the subject. The 
interviewer expressed the belief that native speakers in Texas would not be 
able to uooerstarn Castilian Spanish. I told him that there are two 
definitions for "Castilian": it may be a synonym for "Spanish" or it may 
represent the dialect of Castile, and that nrt best frierx:l is frau Spain, 
and I have heatd him speak Castilian for years with our Mexican-American 
students, with no evidence whatsoever of difficulty on his part or theirs. 
'Ihe interviewer told me that he himself has studied Castilian Spanish in 
high school, and that he had gone to South America expecting to be able to 
use the lan;uage, b.lt that nobody could un::lerstarn his Castilian and he 
cou1d not un::lerstarn them. I asked him what part of south America he had 
visited. "Brazil," he told me. 

Postscript: � Investigation of common and Shared Elements 

One possible direction for research that might counteract these 
mislead.in1 terx:lencies is toward the investigation of canoon elements in the 
Spanish spoken in different geograi;:hlc locations at different times, 
utilizing creative literature as well as starnard descriptions by Alfaro 
(1970), Kany (1960), Menen:iez Pidal (1980), Zamora Vicente (1979), aro.

others, with atten;rt:s to discover the similarities in sociocultural 
contexts that produce given linguistic phenanena. 

I.et me give the last word to Zamora Vicente: (1979, 378-379) "A lo 
largo del Nuevo M..uxlo, desde Nuevo Mexico a la Tierra del FUego, los 
fen6menos foneticos se repiten. Algunas regiones denotan alguna 
preferencia por este o por el otro .fen6meno, pero todos existen en todas 
partes, y, por anadidura, todos son conocidos en el espaflol peninsular." 
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PERCEPl'IONS OF SPANISH-ENGLISH OODE-swrronNG 

IN JUAREZ, MEXIOO 

Margarita Hidalgo 

San Diego state university 

'lhe southwestern region of the United States has for several decades 
provided an exc.ellent grouro in which to study the Spanish larguage arrl its 
1TWtiple oontacts with En;lish. While for many years researchers' efforts 
were devoted to describing the non-stardard features, deviations, arrl En;lish 
interferences of the spanish spoken in the southwest (Bills 1975, vi), the 
current interest of scholars focuses on larguage development, larguage 
varieties, larguage maintenance, arrl larguage attitudes.1 Within the past
decade, attitudes toward Mexican-American varieties have gained the attential 
of researchers both in arrl oo.tside the Southwest. To date, although there is 
not a leadin;J study on attitudes toward Soo.thwest Spanish, there are varioo.s 
pieces of research indicating oontradictory treoos in the field. 

In their review of research on ingroup arrl oo.tgroo.p reactions to Mexican 
American larguage varieties, Ryan arrl carranza (1977) state that traditional 
depreciation of Spanish has not led to systematic preferences for En;lish 
aI10ng Mexican Americans. Spanish is rated nore favorably than En;lish at 
least am:,ng those who identify themselves as Chicanos, arrl am:,ng those who 
consider spanish appropriate in certain domains (e.g., hare arrl family). 
Younger Mexican Americans, those with the self-referent Chicano, arrl those 
enrolled in courses of Spanish for Native Speakers appreciate SOO.thwest 
Spanish, code-switching, arrl New Mexican Spanish at least for some purposes.2

In a study conducted by Sole (1977) on the basis of three d.iJnensions 
(ideological, instnimental, arrl affective), it was foo.nd that attitudinal 
loyalty to Spanish was fully verbalized only am:,ng the most educated, English 
proficient arrl upwardly mobile segment of a Mexican-American group. 'lhe 
subjects' behavioral camnitment to Spanish, however, seemed to be primarily a 
function of linguistic ability rather than attitudinal orientation towards 
the larguage. 

Whereas all the studies aforementioned were conducted in southwestern 
oommunities of the interior, the investigations by Amastae arrl Elias-Olivares 
(1977) arrl the studies reported in ornstein (1982) were carried out in border 
areas characterized by the predominance of individuals of Mexican descent arrl 
their systematic oontact with Mexico. '!he findings of border studies suggest 
that Mexican Americans tend to believe that they speak an informal. variety, a 
southwestern dialect or "border slang". 3 Although such disparity of outcanes
may be in part the result of disoontinuous methodologies arrl frameworks, it 
can be assumed that differences in attitudes are partially due to proximity 
to the ancestral country. While this presupposition will only be confinned 
with nore abundant arrl reliable studies, my experience in border areas leads 
me to assume that border inhabitants are extremely sensitive to dialect 
variation. Interestingly, individuals of Mexican descent inhabiting u.s. 
border areas are nore fluent in Spanish than Mexican Americans of the 
interior, rut they may also be nore insecure about their CCIIP8teneies, given 
their oonstant exposure to arrl unconscious comparison with Mexican nationals, 
who often threaten Mexican Americans with their natively fluent Spanish. 
Although several c::arpetent scholars (Huerta, 1978; Keller, 1982; Pelialosa, 
1981) have observed that Mexicans tend to reject arrl criticize Mexican 
Americans' speech arrl behavior, thus far no study has provided the underlying 
reasons for this apparent dissociation. 
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'lbe p.npose of this paper is to discuss an:i interpret Mexicans' 
evaluatia,s of one of Mexican 1\mericans' speech varieties, that is, Spanish
�lish Ccde-switch.in:J. 4 Code-switch.in:J (C-S) is defined as altematirq, 
continuous, an:i systematic stretches of Spanish an:i �lish in the same
discourse, Researchers distinguish, hc:Mever, between intersentential alli 
intrasentential switchin;J: the fonner consists of switching languages at 
sentence bourrlaries, whereas "intrasentential switch.in:J involves the shift 
fran Li [language) to ½ [language) in the middle of a sentence, often with 
no interruptions, hesitations, pauses, or the other inti.cations of a major 
categorical shift • • • '!his type of language shiftin;J, which is 
characterized by a SIOOOth flOlol between �lish arrl Spanish, is cxmron in JOOSt 
United states Hispanic oammunities • • • " (Lipski, 1986, 2-3). Both 
intersentential an:i intrasentential c-s are common styles of c:ommunicatioo 
&ron;J bilingual inti.viduals of Mexican descent inhabitin;J El Paso, Texas. 
'lbe latter type, hCMever, may be perceived by those who are ironolingual, as 
an abrupt, inexplicable, an:i often annoyin;J change of languages. For 
decades, I had observed that Mexican residents of JUArez reacted negatively 
to this "otherwise natural" style of communication. Opinions about c-s were 
gathered in 1980 an:i 1981, as a part of a major study on language attitudes 
an:i language use. 5 'lhus, whereas this paper prilllarily concerns itself with 
perceptions of c-s, it is indispensable to first offer a general account of 
the theoretical-methodological backgrounj. that generated the main research. 
To clarify the present examination, this paper will be divided in six 
sections: (1) Juarez settin;J an:i backgrounj., (2) theoretical framework, (3) 
sample method an:i resporrlents, (4) �lish use an:i language loyalty, (5) 
"inherent" values of c-s, an:i (6) camm.micative values of c-s.

l. SETI'ING AND BACKGROOND 

Juarez lies approximately 1,300 miles northwest of Mexico City, the 
capital of the country, 300 miles north of Ou.huahua City, the capital of its 
state, Ou.huahua, an:i immediately south of El Paso, the correspondin;J u.s. 
border city. '!he two border cities share a common life that dates back to 
the 17th century, when the two ccmnunities knc:Mn as Paso del Norte, were one. 
Although the Mexican-1\merican War (1846-48) separated the two communities 
politically, they have remained closely linked by social, economic, alli 
cultural forces (Martinez, 1980). JUArez an:i El Paso enjoyed a peaceful life 
until the beginnin;J of the 20th century, when they were caught in the 
Revolution of 1910-21, the social upheaval that linked the vast northern area 
with the rest of the country. When the Revolution errled, hc:Mever, Juarez's 
economic dependence on the United States in general, an:i on El Paso, in 
particular, increased considerably (Martinez 1978). Today, although JuareZ 
as a port of · entry is in a strategic position, it nonetheless remains 
economically deperrlent upon an:i vulnerable to internal an:i external forces. 

At present, the gainfully employed population of Juarez works mainly in 
irrlustry, ccmnerce, an:i services. In addition, a small percentage of ths 
Juarez residents OJ111111Ute daily to El Paso where they work in construction, 
trade, an:i services. Alnost the entire population of Juarez is, for econanic 
p.nposes, very much involved with 1\merican society. For example, it is 
estimated that one third of the Juarez population draws its livelihood fran 
the one hurdred an:i sixty 1\merican-CMned assembly plants set up on a 
pemanent basis in this locality (Martinez, 1978). A less significant 
proportion of the Juarez pq:w.ation works in tourism an:i seIVices of 
different types (e.g., health care deliveries). 

In canparison to other regions of Mexico, Juarez is a very developed 
area that has historically attracted thoUsarrls of migrants from the interior 
of Mexico (Castellanos, 1981), many of whan have, since the 19th century, 
crossed the border to the United States in order to work (Martinez, 1977) , 
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'lhus, peqile JIDl/'e to the border seekinJ a higher starrlard of livin] 
(castellanos, 1981). Daily contact between Juarez am El Paso occurs on all 
social em. econanic levels am involves a wide ocmplex of activities such as 
-work, �in], entertainrrM3nt, visits to relatives am frien:ls, am 
oamnercial transactions (D'Antonio am Form, 1965). The proximity of the 
United states has in::l.eed affected the stability of the local lXJPlllation, 
since juarenses mve constantly fran Juarez to El Paso· am back, owin] to 
diverse personal am financial interests. '!his flow facilitates contact, 
which inevitably provokes judgmmt am canparison of lan:;JUa<Jes am larguage 
varieties. Several decades of intense interdepemence with El Paso have 
stilmll.ated Mexicans to nmi.fy habits in dress, diet, larguage, am 
interpersonal relationships (Martinez, 1977 am 1978). 'Ihe area JOC>St 
strikin]ly affected by deperoence am cultural interaction has been that of 
consumer habits •. 

People of the interior of Mexico, notin] these changed consumer habits, 
especially in the 1920-1950 period, charged the Northerners with 
"denationalization." The charge exten::led not only to the level of p.irchasin] 
� §§ rut to cultural beliefs, larguage use, am larguage education. 
Juarenses defamed them.selves by making clear that their ccmnercial vassalage 
to El Paso was allrost an obligatory oorxiltion, because Juarez was a city very 
lllllch apart fran the Mexican econany (Martinez, 1978). Nonetheless, they 
reaffinned that they were attitudinally am behaviorably affiliated to the 
Mexican heritage; as a result, the oanmunity witnessed canpaigns on behalf of 
nationalism, enharrement of larguage loyalty through education, discussions 
on the issue of Mexicanness in the local newspapers, am refutation of 
charges from the interior regarding the level of "Yankee" influence in the 
border people's daily lives (Martinez, 1978). Sane of the issues discussed 
in the newspapers of the 1950s were the stereotype of the �. 6 on the one 
harxl, am larguage maintenance, on the other. 'Ihe concerned citizens 
defemin] their city 8lli)hasized that Juarez residents -were not to be confused 
with individuals of Mexican descent inhabitin] El Paso. 

At present, juarenses still claim to adhere strongly to the Mexican 
cultural continuum in the face of their econanic orientation toward the 
United States. '!his nationalistic attitude has been corroborated by 
Bustamante (1982), who directed a study on national identity am use of 
En:;Jlish. This cross-national investigation revealed that Juarez residents 
reported the highest scores with respect to Mexican values, custans, am 
traditions, as well as the highest scores in English use. 7 Six Mexican uman 
centers - Juarez, Tijuana, MatanK>ros, Uruapan, Acapulco am Mexico City
were included in the study. 

2. 'IHEX>REI'ICAL :flW.IBW)RK 

'Ihe Juarez-El Paso area is a manifold ethnic settin] distinguished by 
the presence of Mexicans, Ar);Jlo-Americans am Mexican Americans. This 
diversity encarpasses the use of two official larguages (Spanish am 
En:;Jlish), their regional am social varieties, am, 100re interestin]ly, the 
blemin] of the two in the vernacular. The ocmplexity of the border milieu 
resembles other contact situations in which individual am social judgments 
about nonstarrlard larguages am larguage varieties may readily originate, 
givin] rise to stereotypes of different sorts. 

'Ihe attitude research corrlucted in recent years in the u.s., canada, 
arrl Great Britain has advanced transceooent hypotheses involvin] various 
cate;ories of larguage evaluation: (a) the societal values of specific 
identifiable features of a larguage or larguage variety,8 (b) the different 
types of JOOtivations that individuals or groups might have aboot learnin] a 
larguage,9 am (c) the judgmmts am oanmunicational difficulties of speakers
who associate a given larguage to a national or ethnic group.10 
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'lhe continuws social contact of Mexicans and Mexican .Americans in the 
border area thus offers an ideal ewortunity to test asstlll¢ions aboot 
l,m;JUage jwgmants and speech strategies between these two ethnically related 
groops. 'lhe follC7tlm;J sections of this paper deal with the "Hypothesis of 
SOcial Connotations," and with the "'lheory of Speech Acconloodation," two 
seemin:Jly unrelated frameworks that serve as a basis for explorin;J the 
possible sources of attitudes and reactions prevailin;J on the Mexico-u.s. 
border. 

lh_e Hypothesis of social eonnotations 

'lhe areas in which judgments about nonstandard larguages and varieties 
often teni to be made are those related to aesthetics, correctness, alli 
adequacy merits. In order to demonstrate that these value judgments are 
equally unsound, Trudgill and Giles (1979) have critically discussai 
sociolinguistic research carried out both umer experimental conditions alli 
in the speech cc:mnunity itself. In addition, the authors have developed an 
experiment based on the evaluation of the aesthetic merits of a number of 
varieties of the En;Jlish larquage. 

After interpretin;J the body of data that emerges from enpirical studies 
dealin;J with urt:>an dialects, T:rudgill and Giles demonstrate that the true 
nature of value judgments is that they are not lirguistic judgments blt 
social judgments. In En;Jlish, for exanple, multiple negation, absence of 
third person sin;Jular -E, and presence of ""§ on other granunatical persons are 
all widely considered to be ''wrorg" (p. 170). 'Ihe data presented in a nuntier 
of stu:ties (e.g., I..abov, 1971; Wolfram, 1969) shC7tl that they are m::ist typical 
of workirg- or lower-class speech; Trudgill and Giles (1979:170) state that, 
as a result 

granunatical foms which are m::,st typical of 'lv'Orkirg-class dialects 
have lC7t1 status, because of their association with groups who have 
lC7t1 prestige in our society. 'lhis lC7t1 status leads to the belief 
that these foms are "bad" and they are therefore judged to be 
"wrcn;i," Evaluations of this type are therefore clearly social 
judgments about the status of speakers who use particular foms 
rather than objective lirguistic judgments about the correctness 
of the forms themselves. 

Another area in which value judgments about larquage teni to be made is 
that of aesthetic judgments; this is so because 

there is still a widespread feelin;J that same dialects and, in 
particular, some accents are much 'nicer, 1 'more pleasant' or
1trore beautiful' than others (Trudgill and Giles, 1979, 173).

'lhe aesthetic argtlllelt is often used by those who clailll that there may
be noth.irq ''wrong" about the accent, bit such accent may be very ''ugly" (p.
173-4). Trudgill and Giles (1979) attenpt to demonstrate, too, that
aesthetic judgments, just like judgments concerned with correctness, have m
place in the objective evaluation of spoken larguage, Although there is
scarce documentary evidence to state that there exist larguages and varieties
of larguages with superior aesthetic qualities,

this is an area where may lirguists are prepared, at least 
informally, to make as many value judgments as laymen (Trudgill 
and Giles, 1979, 173-4), 

In explainin;J the reasons for this widespread phenomenon, T:rudgill am
Giles offer two opposin;J awroaches. 'lhe first approach (known as the , 
"inherent value hypothesis") 
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maintains that sane linguistic varieties have becane accepted as 
standards or have acquired prestige s.in'ply because they are the 
most attractive (Tl:\ldgill am Giles, 1979, 174). 

' 
'Iba secoro view (the "inposed norm hypothesis") proposes that a dialect or 
accent ia not elevated to a position of prestige because it is inherently the 
most pleasing form of that language, but because it has gained consensual 
validity due to cultural nonns am due also to a perceived association with 
the status of the social group that happens to speak in that manner. 

'Ihe authors argue, nonetheless, against both hypotheses. 'Ihe "inherent 
value hypothesis" is discarded because the general p.lblic is subjected to 
cultural norms that are stron;J am pervasive. Against this hypothesis they 
cite nasalization, a linguistic conponent commonly associated with 
"unpleasant" Australian accents of English, but a feature of many "nice" 
Received Pronunciation speakers (p. 177). 'Ihe oonpting view, althoogh 
seemingly sourxi, is also discarded on the basis of two experiments whose 
p.n-pose was to determine whether people who had virtually no knc:Mledge of 
French am Greek \<IOUJ.d be able to differentiate on aesthetic am prestige 
dimensions, the various forms of French spoken in Quebec am two varieties of 
Greek spoken in Greece, 'Ihe results of these two investigations iroicated 
that the Welsh judges of the French-canadian varieties were totally unable to 
distinguish them on aesthetic grounis (Giles, Bourllis, am Davies, 1974). 
Likewise, none of the British subjects who rated the Greek dialects shc:Med 
signs of agreement on the relative aesthetic merits of the two types of Greek 
(Giles, Boorhis, am Lewis 1974). 'Ihese two experiments rrullify the "iltp)sed 
norm hypothesis" because the validity of cultural norms am the prestige of a 
group of speakers are not universal. Additionally, both hypotheses are 
invalidated by another experiment involving evaluations of five accents of 
one lan;uage, English. 'Ihe subjects, coming fran diverse regions of the 
English-speaking world, were unable to assign uniform aesthetic am prestige 
merits to all the varieties because their connotations dlan;Je fran place to 
place. 

TrUdgill am Giles (1979) therefore propose a more flexible hypothesis 
accountin;J for the relativity of linguistic value judgments: 

• • •  aesthetic judgroonts of linguistic varieties are the result
of a complex of social connotations that these varieties have
for particular listeners . . • connotations of this type are
by no means only a question of prestige of lack of it, am,
crucially, they can am do vary :mtW,n cultures (Trudgill am
Giles, 1979, 180).

'Ihis ''Hypothesis of Social COnnotations" may account for the relationship 
between the aesthetic :irerits of different languages am the connotations that 
they evoke in the miros of members of a particular group. Urder this 
conceptual framework, if social connotations of a language variety are not 
known to an iroividual, he will not be capable of ranking it aesthetically 
relative to other varieties. 

Aesthetic judgroonts about language, that is, are just as much 
social judgments as those conoerne:i with correctness (Trudgill 
am Giles, 1979, 181). 

Assunption l

'!he hypothesis just discussed am the observed negative prestige of the 
mixed language variety, c-s, spoken in El Paso led this writer to asSUll'e that 
insofar as "inherent" values is conc.erned, c-s \,IOUld be rated unfavorably by 
JUareZ residents. 
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'.Im � Qt � Accornodation 

'lhe theory proposed by Giles ani associates a=mts for the 
sociocultural factors influencinJ differentiated ethnolinJuistic groups; it 
also outlines the socio-psychological processes ani linJuistic strategies 
adq;,ted when those groups cane into close contact. The basic postulate of 
this theory is that urrler certain corxiitions a speaker may shift the 
characteristics of his speech (acoent, speed, style, grammar) in order to 
cbtain his listener's approval. Unier different social ani personal 
ci.rcunistances, the speaker may alter his way of speaking in order to 
dissociate himself from others ani hence acoentuate his linJuistic 
differences. A shift toward the interlocutor's speech is tenned convergence, 
whereas a shift away from the interlocutor's speech is tenned divergence. 
'lhrough speech accommodation ani adjusbnent, iniividuals express positive ani 
ne;ative values, attitudes, ani intentions toward others (Giles 1973 7 1977; 
Giles� sY.•, 1977). 

One experimental study illustrates hCM a French-canadian speaker was 
favorably evaluated by English-canadians because of his perceived 
considerateness ani effort in bridginJ the cultural gap even though his 
English was not natively fluent. In a situation such as this, there is 
reciprcx::al accamoodation or convergence, which £'unctions as a stimulus for 
positive attitudes between members of conflictinJ groups (Giles et sY,., 
1973). 'lhe opposite has also been shown, that is, that speakers teni to 
diverge in order to stress the differences between themselves ani the 
ou�. Accent divergence among Welsh people learninJ Welsh was 
investigated in a language laboratory where subjects were asked questions 
about their reasons for learninJ a 'dyinJ language.' 'lhe questions were 
presented vemally by a British-accented speaker who threatened the subjects' 
feelings of ethnic identity. The subjects replied by broadeninJ their Welsh 
acoents ani by introducinJ Welsh words ani phrases in their responses 
(Boumis, Giles, ani lambert 1975). 'Ihe first of the two experiments 
coniucted by Boumis ani associates was so designed that French-canaclian 
subjects woold hear a speaker of formal canadian French style accommodatinJ 
to a speaker of European French (upward convergence), by switchinJ from his 
formal canadian French to popular French (downward divergence), or by shc1,d.rq 
no accommodation. 'lhe purpose of the second. study was to investigate the 
listener's evaluative reactions to similar types of acoent change in the 
context of Britain. 'Ihe South Welsh accent was the regional variety of 
English chosen for empirical investigation, since broadeninJ a Welsh acoent 
in English can be taken as a reflection of an iniividual's desire to 
enpiasize his national identity. In the seconi study, South Welsh listeners 
heard a mild Welsh accented speaker accornmodatinJ to a speaker of staniard 
accent or Received Pronunciation by switchinJ to this prestigious variety 
(upward convergence), by switchinJ to a broader Welsh accent (downward 
divergence), or by shCMinJ no accommodation (i.e., roakirxJ no change from a 
mild Welsh accent). 

It was founi in both canada ani Britain that upward convergence was 
associated with an increase in perceived intelligence by listeners. Although 
cross-national consistency is apparent in that upward convergence is 
associated with increased intelligence in both cultures, in Britain a speaker 
adoptinJ a staniard speech style will, in addition, be perceived as less 
trustworthy ani kinier than someone who maintains his own speech style. If a 
speaker in the Britain settinJ enpiasizes his identity with a member of the 
ou� (by n-e.ans of downward divergence), he will be perceived as nore 
trustworthy ani kinier than had he just maintained his identity tlm::uJh 
speech (i.e., used his mild Welsh accent). Apparently in Wales, a broad 
accent may be perfectly acceptable as a medium for expressinJ one's national 
identity. '!his is not the case, however, anong people in Quebec. 



Assunption 1 

Guided by the "'Iheory of Speech Acx:x:lmroodation, II I assumed that Juarez 
residents would reject the Spanish/Er¥3lish Code-switchin;J used in El Paso 
because they perceive it as an inpediment to OCl11lmlllication. 

� 

In order to test the hypotheses proposed above, this writer gathered a 
sanple of 45 males arxi 40 females, all of whan were personally interviewed in 
the winter arxi sprin;J of 1980-81 at establishments such as stores, 
restaurants, American assembly plants, banks, p.lblic offices, schools, arxi 
universities, each of which were visited several times. 'Ihe sanple was drawn 
haphazardly fran these establishments, but it was :pICpOSive, for its goal was 
to include irxilviduals of diverse backgrourx:ls who had at the same time a 
relatively stable occupation in Juarez. 'Ihus, in all their establishments, 
executives, managers, secretaries, janitors, or assembly line workers were 
adequate for the :pICpOSes of the study as lom as they (1) were willin;J to 
participate, (2) had been residil'¥,J in Juarez for over five years, arxi (3) 
lived in Juarez at the time of the interview. Transients arxi migrants frau 
the interior of Mexico were intentionally avoided. Juarez residents wor1cil'¥,J 
in El Paso also served as infonnants, because approximately 10% of the 
gainfully enployed population of Juarez c:amn.ites daily to El Paso, Texas. 

3. ME:IHOD 

'Ihe interviews, which lasted for 30 to 60 minutes each, were based on a 
structured instrunent elicitin;J data on sociodem:>gra!Xl-ic characteristics, 
l�ge use, arxi l�ge attitudes. 'Ihe foregoin;J asstDli)t.ions led to the
creation of a series of questionnaire items focusin;J on: 1) instrumental arxi
integrative orientation toward English, 2) formal arxi informal exposure to
English, 3) attitudes toward local vs. national Spanish, 4) sentiments of 
l�e loyalty, 5) perceptions of code-switchil'¥,J, arxi 6) deloogra!Xl-ic
characteristics of the subjects (Ss),

P,espondents' Olaracteristics 

Alltcst one half of the Ss (46%) were born in Juarez; a little oore than 
a third (39%) were born elsewhere in Mexico; arxi 14% were born in El Paso, 
Ages rarged fran 16 to 68 years. Althoogh the majority of the ss had resided 
in Juarez allrost all their lives, oore than half claimed to have lived either 
in the interior of Mexico (as children or as adults) or in the interior of 
the United states (El Paso or elsewhere). SUbjects• occupations rarged fran 
unskilled workers to entrepreneurs; the great majority (92%) were enployed in 
Juarez, whereas the rest (8%) worked in El Paso at the nanent of the 
interview. 

Incame, father's occupation, arxi the neighborhood of residence in Juarez 
were considered the three variables determining socioeconanic status (SES). 
Income ranged fran $80.00 to $1,600.0o+ (U.S. run-ency) per oonth. 
Residential areas were classified as lower-lower, lower-<NOrJcil'¥,J, lower-
middle, middle-middle, upper-middle arxi upper-\JRl8r class based on 
infrastructural factors such as degree of urbanization, quality of p.lblic 
services, arxi cost of square meter of residence. Father's occupation was 
based on a hierarchical social prestige scale rang� fran unskilled arxi 
semiskilled workers to professionals arxi entrepreneurs. A scale for these 
three variables was devised that resulted in six social groops identified for 
the study: (1) upper-upper, 12%; (2) upper-middle, 12%; (3) middle
middle, 22%; (4) lower-middle, 13%; (5) lower-<NOrJcil'¥,J, 34%; arxi lower-lower 
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class, 7%. In:lividuals of upper am middle classes are abvioosly I IN 
overrepresented in the sanple, owin;J to the criteria used in sa11ple 
selection. 

'lhe education of the Ss revealed a rarge of years of schoolin;J frail 
three years of elementary school to post-baccalaureate study; sane college 
education constituted the category higher education; anythin;J less was lower 
education, am each groop contained 50% of the sanple. Fonnal exposure to 
English was likewise diverse. Alnost two thirds of the Ss (61%) had been 
exposed to the man:latory English courses offered in Mexican schools for three 
hoors per week. Fewer irx:lividuals had studied English in academies, 
commercial schools, am in elementary, junior/middle, arxi high school arii 
college in the united States. 'lhe time of instruction in English (in either 
Mexico or the U. s.) rarged fran one ironth to seventeen years. '!he number ot 
years of fonnal instruction was associated with both SES (r.•.622, p<,001) 
am education (r=-.s12, p<.001).12 

4. ENGLISH USE AND I.ANGUAGE IOYAIJI'Y

If reactions towards other codes spoken in the area had not been
examined, the exploration of attitudes toward Spanish-English code-switdrlnq 
waild have been inoamplete. For this reason, the �• on which this paper 
is based addressed the use of attitudes toward English, the only foreign 
language with which Juarez residents are in close contact. In addition, the 
major study looked into language loyalty sentiments am reactions toward 
correctness of Mexican Spanish varieties. Of all the variables involved, 
only English language use am language loyalty tumed out to be directly 
associated with the responses to items on the values of c-s. 13 

English Y§§ 

It had been d:iserved that the official language of the united states was 
utilized in Juarez in two major danains: (1) in interpersonal interaction 
with .Americans who visit the city for diverse personal am eoonamic purposes, 
arxi (2) through radio, television, mvies, books, am periodicals. Face-to
face interaction between residents of J\larez am native speakers of English 
takes place in certain appropriate contexts within the city, such as hotels, 
restaurants, shops in the tourist sectors, arxi .American assembly plants. It 
was fourd that Juarez residents who ten:ied to speak English with .Americans 
terrled also to listen to the radio am watch television with varyilq 
frequency. Reading .American publications, am writin;J business letters, 
personal letters am hanework assignments, were less frequent activities t.han 
all the other uses, while speakin;J English with Mexicans was extremely rare, 
Finally, the data showed that English use was correlated with both formal 
exposure to English (r.=.621, p<.001) am with a higher SES (r=.543, p<.001), 

In spite of the fact that English plays an in'portant role in intergroop 
communication, Spanish serves for all intragroop p.u:poses in all private am
public danains. 'lherefore, the speech community un:ier discussion is 
characterized by its ready access to functionally differentiated bilin;Jual 
am diglossic roles. since it may be asS\.BllE!d that English represents a 
threat to border residents, it has been reported elsewhere (Hidalgo, 1984) 
that English use, attitudes toward English, am lccal identity are all 
positively intertwined factors, that is, Juarez residents hold healthy 
opinions about the language spoken in the United states. 'Ihese favorable 
reactions are determined, to an extent, by both a positive identificatiai 
with the border am its conoanitant cultures am languages, am by the 
irx:lividual 's degree of bilingualism. In another report (Hidalgo, 1986) I 
have proposed that the degree of bilingualism, as reflected by English use, 



seems to be a powerful. nmerator of attitudes toward different codes. 
Paradaxically, I also found that language loyalty exercises a significant 
effect on attitudes toward c-s.

I.arpuage Ipyalty 

For the ?JIPOSeS of the major study, language loyalty was the variable 
that explored hCM people fran Juarez feel about maintaining their language as 
it is prEIS\.UMbly maintained in the rest of the country, that is, without the 
mixture of �lish. '!he questions did not call on respon:ients to claim a 
behavioral oanrnitment, but they were rather intemed to elicit an opinion 
based upon personal, eootional grounjs. With respect to language 
maintenance, the majority of the Ss claimed that Spanish should be preseJ:Ved 
on the Mexican side of the border as in the interior of Mexioo. In addition, 
about one-half of all the subjects denied that language mixture takes place 
in Juarez, whereas another fifty percent reported that the blen:lin:J of 
Spanish an::i �lish does ocx:ur in the oomrm.mity. 

'Ibis discrepancy of perceptions seems to be the result of frequency of 
contact with bil�ism, am it is directly associated with an overt 
rejection of c-s. '!hat is, those individuals who do not perceive or admit 
language mixture in J\Jarez tem to be the same ones who oorxiemn the use of C
S in El Paso. IarxJuage loyalty has been defined as a subjective state of 
:mini that produces an attenpt at preserving the threatened language when 
language shift is on the threshold (Weinreich, 1968, 99). On the Mexican 
side of the border, language loyalty appears to be a patent an::i \lllobstructed 
attitude that l'OClSt border residents are willing to externalize at the 
slightest provocation, for they seem to have a subjective need for ethnic 
identity assertion. Sizeable proportions of Juarez residents claim to remain 
loyal to Mexican Spanish for eootional, oomrm.micative, educational, economic, 
ani political reasons. Using the fonnal version of Mexican Spanish not only 
guarantees the much needed solidarity an::i oontinuity with Mexioo but also 
facilitates the achievE!IOOl'lt of personal, social, am eoonamic goals in 
Mexican society. JUarenses' adherence to the national code causes them to 
reject c-s, for this style of oomrm.mication represents the major threat to 
their historical struggle for language am identify preservation. IarxJuage 
loyalty is thus significantly oorralated with attitudes toward c-s.

5. '!HE INHERENT VAI.lJES OF SPANISH-ENGLISH CX>DE-SWI'IOiING 

'!he items created to explore how Juarez residents feel about the
, beauty, pleasantness, oorrectness, am ethnicity of the mixed language 

variety spoken in El Paso are presented in Table 1. '!he table reveals rather 
clearly that 0:xie-switching (C-S) is held in low esteem by l'OClSt Ss. '!his low 
opinion of the "inherent" values of c-s is also a:warent in the spontaneous 
oanments offered by approximately one-half of the infonnants. 

Table l shCMs that the majority of the Ss (82%) strongly di�greed with 
the statement that the Spanish spoken in El Paso is m::,re oorrect. than that
spoken in Juarez. JUdgments about oorrectness were based on a perceived lack
of fonnality, on a perceived striking influence of the �lish language, or
on a canbination of these two factors. '!he following opinion illustrates the
issue:

En El Paso la gente no puede tenninar en espanol lo que quiere 
decir. 1'lldlas veces le falta el vocabulario que se aprerne en 
la escuela y tiene que recurrir al irx:Jles. 
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With respect to Item 2, a1m:Jst two thirds (60%) of the Ss stron;rly or 
sanewhat agreed that the Mexicans of El Paso should imitate the Spanish of 
Mexicans fran Juarez. 'Ihe l'OC>St representative joogments have to do with 
ethnic identity; for exanple: 

Si los de El Paso quieren llamarse mexicanos, deberian hablar 
0C11D los de Juarez po:rque Juarez es el irodelo nas cercano a la 
manera de hablar de los mexicanos. 

With respect to Item 3, three fourths (74%) of the entire sanpla 
disagreed with the statement that it SOl.lroS pretty when people c:haIXJ8 
oont.inuoosly fran Spanish to En;lish am vice versa. Finally, all'OC>St two 
thirds (61%) of the Ss confessed that it annoys them to hear c-s. 

TABLE 1 

Response Percentage: The Inherent Values of Code-switching 

Items 

1. The Spanish spoken in

El Paso is more correct

than the Spanish spoken

in Juarez.

2. Mexicans from El Paso

should imitate

Mexicans from Juarez when

1 

82 

they speak Spanish. 12 

3. rt sounds very prett y when

the Mexicans from El Paso

change from Spanish to

English and from English

to Spanish.

4. It  bothers me when

Mexicans from El Paso

talk English and Spanish

at the same time.

65 

27 

2 

0 

14 

9 

10 

3 4 5 Total I 

13 0 2 97%* 

14 11 49 1001 

13 5 8 1001 

2 13 48 1001 

scale: 1 • Strongly disagree; 2 - Rather disagree; 3 = Uncertain, 
4 a Somewhat agree; 5 = strongly agree 

* Total percentage is low because respondents missed the items. 

s 

C 

j 

C 
t 

t 
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Hb2 Rejects �switchm:r � � Inherent � §m E1Y 

Al.t:halgh it was not hypothesized that Mexican wanen 'Wl::1.lld reject c-s
mre strorqly than men, it was foum that the former displayed overt negative 
feelin;Js towam this l�ge variety. (Sex arxi the inherent values of c-s

are oon:el.ated at .344, p<.01. When expressin] value judgments, wanen 
utilized the same kind of supplementaey remarks reported by I.abov (1966, 
499). Mexican wanen externalized their disparagement of c-s in statements 
such as: "Se 0'J8 llllY feo." "Espantoso." ''Me I1K>lesta." ''Me cae mal." In 
contrast, JOOSt male infonnants claimed not to feel annoyed by constant c-s,

alt:halgh aba.tt one-half of them DID consider it incorrect arxi de-etlmicized. 

It was foum, too, that in:lividuals with high scores in l�ge loyalty 
verbalized their rejection of c-s (�ge loyalty, arxi the inherent values 
of c-s were correlated at .455, p<.001. Accordin; to Weinreich (1968, 77-8), 
the attachment to the nether ton;Jl.18 makes a person rationalize that his 
native l�ge is richer, IIK>re subtle,arxi IIK>re expressive than others. 'lhis 
concept of l�ge loyalty 

'Wl::1.lld seem to be a specific form of ethnocentrism, which is of 
special significance because of the fuooamental arxi highly 
visible association between a group of persons arxi the l�ge 
they speak (Taylor arxi S.ilna:l:d, 1975:46). 

As reported by Trudgill arxi Giles (1979), judgments about the 
correctness, adequacy, arxi aesthetics of nonstaroard l�ges arxi l�ge 
varieties a:wear to be related to social judgments rather than to lin]uistic 
judgments � .§§. 'Ihe "Hypothesis of Social Connotations" 'Wl::1.lld also make 
clear why many attitudes arxi beliefs held in Mexico regardin] the use of c-s 
in the u.s are encountered in Mexican-American communities of the interior. 
In East Austin, TeXas, Elias-Olivares (1976) con:lucted a study allK>ng ninety
three persons of different ages arxi occupations. She foum that sane members 
of this cammunity, including teachers, described "good Spanish" as the 
avoidance of .An;Jlicisms, arxi believed that those who code-switch between 
Spanish arxi En:Jlish speak l!Q;llQ, reyuelto, that is, a :mutilated kind of 
Spanish (p.152). '!be same objective l!Q;llQ ("�lete") was utilized by 
many of my own informants fran JUArez belongin] to the lower-middle arxi lower 
worldrg classes. With the word !!Q.bQ they wanted to express the idea that 
Mexicans residing in El Paso do not finish their utterances when they speak 
in Spanish. Not only the Spanish spoken in El Paso, rut the Spanish spoken 
in the American Soothwest in general, is perceived as lacking native fluency 
arxi articulateness, arxi whereas I1K>St Mexicans are aware that a differeooe 
exists between their own speech arxi that of Mexicans residing in the United 
states, ally a few informants claimed Mexican Americans go thn:u;Jh a personal 
struggle when they try to cammunicate entirely in Spanish. Sane opinions 
illustrate the issue: 

Ia gente de alla batalla mucho para hablar el espaiiol, o no 
puede te:rminar lo gue quiere decir, o lo dice todo revuelto. 
Ios adultos nunca pierden el espaiiol, pero a los nines y a  los 
jovenes se les dificulta hablarlo o lo hablan llPCho. 

rue to the cultural pressures exerted in both Mexico arxi the United 
states against Mexican Americans, many of them have lost confidence in their 
own native abilities: this insecurity st.ams out particularly when they 
involve themselves in verbal exchange with Mexican nationals. Elias
Olivares' (1976) older infonnants expressed their feelin;Js of discomfort when 
talJdrg to people from Mexico, who speak, accordin; to them, a "better," IIK>re 
"fonnal," oo:re "perfect" Spanish (p.152). Al.though not all Mexicans overlook 
the oaaplex nature of inilvidual attitudes arxi feelings involved in verbal 
intetplay arxi not all of them display insensitivity tcMards their kinsmen in 
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the United States, a good proportion of people south of the border deprecate 
lan:JUage mixture. 

'!be general belief prevailing in Mexico since the late 19th century when 
masses of Mexicans emigrated to the United States is that emigration north of 
the border is a denigrating process that involves not only econanic 
exploitation but also the loss of the national lan:JUage and cultural values. 
'Ihus, when Mexicans evaluate c-s, they partially base their judgement on 
Mexican-American status in the United States. In brief, c-s may draw forth 
not only one particular reaction but a multiplicity of biased meanirgs that 
are conveyed through values of correctness, beauty, pleasantness, an:i 
ethnicity. I weul.d venture to conclude in this section that the oammmity 
investigated is not unique in its awreciation of c-s. '!he belief that 
Mexican Americans - speakers of Code-switc:hln;J - are no longer part of the 
Mexican mainstream is widespread throughout the country, and its beg� 
1IDlSt be traced to the mid-19th century when Mexico lost in war the 
southwest.em states that now belong to the United states. 

6. 'IHE CXHIJNICATIVE VAllJES OF OODE-swrraIDIG

'!be seconi set of items was created in order to explore how Mexicans
feel about cx:mnunicating with Mexican Americans and how they may react to 
the use of continuous c-s. The items and the results are presented in Table 
2, which shows that slightly ItPre than two thirds (69%) of the Ss strongly or 
sanewhat agreed with Items l and 2. '!his majority reported that Mexican 
Americans can actually speak Spanish but that they preten::1 to ignore it. 
Items 3 and 4 show that about one-half of all ss claiIDed not to uroerstan:i 
Mexican Americans when they switch continuously. Presented in an iropersonal. 
i:nrasing, these two items served to draw out a number of unsolicited c:amnents 
regarding cx:mnunication difficulties that were attriruted to the "unexpected" 
changes fran one lan:JUage to another. 

Who Rejects Codes-switching for Its canmunicative Values and H!:ri 

'!be reason uroerlying the rejection of c-s for its communicative values 
are: 1) low frequency of English use and 2) sentilllents of lan:JUage loyalty. 
('!be first variable is correlated with the communicative values of c-s at
.328, p<.01 and the secord one at ,410, p<,001). First, those juarenses who 
reported using English infrequently :reacted negatively toward c-s because of 
their limited bilingual abilities. secooo, those Ss who believed that 
Spanish in Juarez has been maintained and should be maintained without the 
mixture of English alsc;, rejected c-s because they did not identify with it. 

'!be studies reviewed in Section 2 examined the social consequences that 
follow when a speaker a0001'11110dates or fails to acocmrodate his speech with 
reference to his interlocutor. In awlying these propositions to the El 
�z setting, I assume that Mexicans fail to switch continuously fran 
Spanish to English and vice versa (even if they are bilingual), because C-S 
is not the speech style that reflects social status, or intelligence, or aey 
other positive roral trait. On the contral:y, they consider that adopting C-S 
downgrades their own lan:JUage. At the same time, Mexicans perceive that 
Mexican Americans do not acocmrodate to Spanish-only speech style because 
they do not identify with it. 

In addition, negative reactions toward c-s :may arise in the El Paso area 
due to the linguistic heterogeneity of Mexicans and Mexican Americans, 
Whereas both groops awear ethnically hcm:geneo.is, they vary along a 
continuum fran predaninantly nv::,nolin;µu. in Spanish to predominantly 
nv::,nolin;µu. in English. Failures in cx:mnunication between groops are thus 
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on the other harrl, the rep:irts provided by bilingual Ss led me to assume 
that those who are proficient in English may adopt one of the two followirq 
strategies when communicatirq with Mexican Americans: 1) they switch their 
Spanish-only style to an inconspicuous intersentential c-s, showing a 
mderate attitude of convergence; 2) they maintain their Spanish-only style 
but respon:i to messages in English or inc-s in their CMn style; this would 
be an exanple of no accomrnooation. Monolingual irrlividuals, on the other 
harrl, expressed an attitude of divergence, because they claimed to feel 
annoyed, irritated, and sanetimes abused by continuous c-s. Monolinguals are 
therefore more likely to feel disoriented and dissociated from speakers of C
s in the context of El Paso. 

As in the case of attitudes toward correctness, perceptions of c-s 
emanate from various interconnected and complex factors. On the one harrl, 
there exist objective linguistic obstacles such as the lack of proficiency in 
English or lack of proficiency in c-s; on the other harrl, attitudinal 
conflicts seem to hanper verbal communication, especially when unexpected, 
fortuitoos encounters ocx::ur. Mexicans perceive Spanish as a component of 
their identity and may or may not identify with Mexican Americans. When 
Mexican Americans switch languages continuously, Mexicans tend to remain 
aloof, but if Mexican Americans maintain the Spanish-only style to which 
Mexicans stron;Jly adhere, the latter may readily identify with the fonner, 14 

In stnn, there seems to be more of a dissociative motivation and behavior 
between Mexicans and Mexican Americans. A=rding to Bourhis, Giles, and 
Lambert (1975), speech divergence is adopted when the speaker wishes to 
errphasize his group identity or when he disapproves of his listener for 
attituilnal-personality reasons. 'Ihus, language divergence between both 
groups may be related to a mutual desire to express each group's own 
authenticities and loyaltie.,;. Furthennore, ethnic affiliation may be 
ilrportant to both groups, inasmuch as they constantly interact with each 
other am may consider the "other" group a relevant outgroup from which they 
both want to distin;Juish themselves. Urxl.er these circumstances, it has been 
argued, members of contrasting ethnic groups may ao:entuate the values of 
ethnic distinctiveness am use them in an attempt to nrudmi.ze their 
differences (Giles, 1979). 

7. roNCWSIONS

'!he main purpose of this paper was to show that the variety of Spanish
spoken in El Paso is perceived by Mexicans on the Mexican side of the border 
as a code that carries neither "inherent" attributes (e.g., beauty, 
pleasantness, or correctness) nor communicative values. Opinions towards the 
variety spoken north of the border were explored through direct questionnaire 
items. Eighty-five residents of JUarez, Mexico, resporxied to a series of 
questions dealing not only with perceptions of COde-switching but also with 
de!oographic am language use dimensions. 'Ihe subjects interviewed represent 
all of the socioeconomic am educational strata of the oammunity am many of 
them contributed with useful insights and (biased?) opinions about COde
switching. Perceptions of COde-switching, however, do not seem to be 
irxl.eperxl.ent of other variables, but in the major study appear to be 
correlated with a low frequency of English used by the irxl.ividual and linked 
to hisjher sentiments of loyalty towards Spanish. Be this as it may, my 
original as�ions that Mexicans and Mexican Americans have a number of 
reasons to dissociate themselves from each other during verbal interplay have 
been bome out not only by the responses to the survey presented above but 
also by the spontaneous camrents of sane of the subjects interviewed. Two 
seemingly ,mconnected theoretical frameworks have been utilized to suwcrt 
these assumptions: (1) the Hypothesis of Social COnnotations and (2) the 
'Iheoey of Speech Accanmodation. While the fonner helps to explain wcy 



Mexican residents believe that Code-switchin;J is incon-ect or unpleasant, the 
1 latter helps to un::ierstarrl the reasons underlyin;J the comnumicative 

difficulti81;1 between these two groups. Whereas this lin:Ju_istic dissociation 
my be the result of an intricate series of m:>tives that are superficially 
approached herein, it is necessary to make clear that Mexicans an:i Mexican 
Americans have for centuries maintained meaningful familial an:i social l:loros. 
Recent stu:iies about social interaction in the border area reveal that the 
oart:act between groups is rather intense an:i, therefore, oonflictive. 
'lhrc:u3h surveys ooroucted in two border cities (Juarez an:i Tijuana) it was 
fooni that 73% an:i 67%, respectively, of the Ss interviewed had relatives in 

1 the American southwest with whan they visit on a regular basis (castellanos
. am rt,pez, 1981) • Another study carried out in JUArez arrong 360 assembly 
1 plant "WOrkers revealed that Mexicans perceive sharp disagreements resultin;J 

from differences in interests, values, an:l ideals between themselves an:i 
Mexican Americans, arxi report serious confrontations in labor relations, 
daily crossin;Js of ti)8 border, as well as in general social interaction with 
their kinsmen to the north. It has also been pointed out that CCl!i)8tition 
for unskilled an:i semiskilled occupations may be one of the sources of 
negative reactions an:i mutual rejection an:i discrimination between the groups 
urrler discussion (Stoddard, 1978), as Mexican Americans seem to resent that 

i Mexicans deironstrate an exceptional willin;Jness to improvise an:i take alIOOst
any non specialized job that pays for their 'WOrk (Hidalgo, 1983). In brief, 

1 Mexicans an:i Mexican Americans display systematic oonflicts not only because 
, they fail to un::ierstarrl in !;,Q!;Q the l8n:11Jage an:i comnumicative nonns of each 

other, rut because social, political, arxi eoonanic disparities constantly 
threaten their identities. 

145 
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NCII'ES 

1. Bowan arx:l Onlstein (1976); Elias-Olivares (1983); Amastae arx:l Elias
Olivares (1982); Penalosa (1981); Sanchez (1983), arx:l all the papers
delivered at the National Conference for Research Needs on Otlcano Spanish I
arx:l II (1983 arx:l 1985), 'Iha university of Texas at El Paso.

2. Sa.1thwest Spanish seems to be defined as the ge,neral infonnal variety
spoken in the region arx:l closely related to infonnal Mexican Spanish; ooda
switchirg, on the other hand, is perceive:i as the most c:x::mmon �lish
canrmmicative strate;Jy. New Mexican Spanish has been recognize:i as the m:ist
archaic variety spoken in the American Southwest, one related to the form of
Peninsular Spanish spoken in the seventeenth century.

3. 'Iha author of this article, Jacob Onistein-Galicia, ackn�ledges an
overlap arx:l possible confusion in the terminology e:irploye:i to designate the
infonnal (arx:l vernacular?) language of the border.

4. Code-switching, Span;Jlish, or Pocho refer to the style of o:mnunicaticn
that is characteristic of in:iividuals of Mexican descent inhabiting El Paso
arx:l the southwestern region of the U.S. In this paper, I use the schplarly
tenn Spanish-En;Jlish code switchirg.

5. See Hidalgo 1983 arx:l 1986.

6. Pocho refers pejoratively to the person of Mexican descent whose lifestyle
arx:l behavior are notoriously Americanize:i.

7. Bustamante (1982) defines EnJlish use as the sporadic interference of
words arx:l phrases with Spanish discourse arx:l to the utilizatioo of
borrowings, brand names, arx:l business names of the foreign language. 'Ibis
definition differs considerably from my own, as reporte:i in Hidalgo (1984).

8. See I.abov (1966); Trudgill (1971).

9, See example Gardner arx:l Lambert (1972), 

10. See the numerous studies by Giles arx:l associates.

11. lJJ.is Garcia de la Rosa, Director de Desarrollo Socioeconanico, Municipio
de Ci. Juarez, advise:i me to measure SES by considering income, residence,
arx:l father's occupation. He provide:i the scales utilize:i for the first two
variables. The scale for income corresponds to 1980-81 arx:l was originally
specifie:i in Mexican currency, which I converted to U.S. currency at the then
rate of 26,50 pesos to a dollar.

U. 'Iha criteria utilize:i to discuss this arx:l all the subsequent correlatia18
are p<,001 arx:l p<,01

13. 'Iha detaile:i findings of the section have been reporte:i elsewhere. 'Jhe
reader should refer to Hidalgo 1983, 1984, arx:l 1986.

14. Various sources suggest that language is one of the fun:lamental
caip:ments of identity arx:l that in:iividuals terx:l to identify with those a
share the same cultural background (Taylor et al., 1973; Giles et al., 1974),
'Ihe assumption that Mexicans arx:l Mexican Americans terx:l to dis�iate fral
each other finis further corroboration in the fact that c-s is the QB
thrwgh which a number of Mexican Americans manifest their ingroup l1lelllbership
(Guni)erZ arx:l Hernarrlez-01.avez, 1975; Elias-Olivares, 1976; Huerta, 1978),
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DECISIONS OF OORRECINE.SS IN NEW MEXICO SPANISH 

Merryl Kravitz 

Albuquerque JM>lic Schools, New Mexico 

Sociolirguistic research of the 1960s arxl 1970s sp,..1wned n\.ll\lEII'O.lS 
larx,;uage attitude studies in:licating that listeners evaluate t.heir 
interlocutors on the basis of larquage or larquage variety spoken. Listeners 
tem to make social or linguistic judgments based on finite amounts of 
linguistic input. Irrlividual larquage attitudes both reflect arxl contriwte 
to a m:>re general set of societal attitudes resulting in the assignation of 
unequal values to different linguistic varieties fam:i within the community. 

The bases for this differential valuation, though extremely complex, may 
be reduced to two competing hypotheses. 'Ihe "Inherent Value Hypothesis" 
suggests that sane varieties of larquage are inherently better than others, 
thereby easily explaining societally:-sanctioned attitudes. Sane support for 
the Inherent Value Hypothesis canes from research by Brc:Mn, Strong, arxl 
Rencher (1975) in which Anglo:-American students with no knowledge of the 
French larquage were able to differentiate an-ang French canadian speakers on 
the basis of social class based on taped oral recitations. Although extra
linguistic cues may have been a factor, the Inherent Value Hypothesis cannot 
be easily dismissed, especially an-ang non-linguists. Research by Giles, 
Bourhis, arxl Davies (1975), using subjects who were unfamiliar with either of 
the varieties being studied or their assigned status am:>l'XJ speakers of that 
larquage, helped to disprove this first hypothesis. As an alternative, the 
"Inposed Nonu Hypothesis" suggests that values attached to different 
varieties are external to the varieties themselves arxl are predicated upon 
social valuations of the speakers (Giles arxl Poweslarxl 1975:11). 'Ihus, 
larquage arxl social attitudes are inextricably intertwined in the fonnulation 
of nonns within the community. 

The present study explores the larquage attitudes of residents of 
Martineztown, an Albuquerque Spanish-speakil'XJ community, with corrg;iarative 
data from three additional New Mexico communities. It examines m:>re closely 
the attitudes toward local arxl standard Spanish arxl the relative i.np:>rtance 
of the various linguistic elements in making decisions of correctness. 

A brief inspection of research in the area of larquage attitudes shows 
that such investigations have generally taken the fonn of matched guide 
studies. Giles arxl Poweslarxl (1975), using acx:ent guides, del!K>nstrated that 
British speakers of Received Pronunciation, the "standard" variety of English 
for the community being studied, were judged higher in prestige than speakers 
of non-standard varieties. In the United states, Hams (1961) fouoo that 
taped voices alone were sufficient to allow Mid-Western listeners to identify 
the social status of the in:lividuals whose speech they evaluated. Racial 
identification has also been shown to be possible with 80-90% accuracy on the 
basis of taped speech (Giles arxl Poweslarxl, 1975). 

Studies related to the Hispanic population of the American Southwest 
report silnilar fin:lings. Arthur, Farrar, arxl Bradford (1974) foun:l that 
Mexican-American English speakers were differentially evaluated according to 
the variety of English spoken. on scales related to success, ability, arxl 
social awareness, a speaker using Chicano English was rated consistently 
lower than the same speaker using a standard English guise. 
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Carranza and Ryan (1975) demonstrated that such ratings are context
depement. '!hey foum differing attit\ldes for the school and home danains. 
Both their An;Jlo-American and Mexican-American subjects indicated a definite 
preference for En,Jlish in the educational danain, and am:>n;J Mexican Americana 
Spanish was considered slightly preferable to English for home use. 'Ihus, 
the 8f,pr0priate variety depeoos on the danain W'¥:1er consideration. 

Hannum (1978) in a study corducted at the University of New Mexico 
presented native speakers with tapes of speakers of different geograihlea]. 
varieties of Spanish. When subjects evaluated the speakers on a semantic 
differential scale, New Mexico speakers were rated on a par with speakers of 
other regional varieties, thus establishing New Mexico Spanish as a vi.able 
variety with a status equivalent to that of other regional varieties. It 
must be kept in mim, however, that university st\ldents may be rore likely 
than the average Albuquerque resident to be egalitarian in their assignment 
of values to people in general because of humanistic university trainiJ'g. 

In an attit\ldinal study of social variation in language, Flores alYi 
Hopper (1975) looked at Mexican Americans' reactions toward stardard ard rm-
stardard fonns of both English and Spanish. '!hey foum that non-stamard · 
varieties were rated lower than stardard varieties by all subjects except 
those who preferre:i the self-referent Cbicano ( a group of college students) • 
DenK:lgra�c factors that interacted with language guise were income, level of 
education, age, and annmt of Spanish used. 

Given the widespread ability to judge group membership, social status, 
and personality traits based on lfnJuistic input, it is clear that lan:Jllll98 
is a vehicle for canying large amounts of social infonnation. Certainly, 
the languages or language varieties spoken by Hispanics in New Mexico cany 
information for both Spanish and English speakers. New Mexico residents, in 
their eveeyday activities, make lin;ruistic decisions that communicate social 
facts such as those portrayed by research. However, it is not clear fran the 
literature which variety or varieties of Spanish are considered to be of ' m:
higher or lower status here in the Southwest and which lfnJuistic factors are ' ccinvolved in preferences expressed. 

'Ihe present research attenpts to address these questions. 'I\.io varieties 
of Spanish are examined. 'Ihe first, Southwest Spanish, is considered in this 
research to be the variety of Spanish spoken by many Hispanics in the five-
state area known as the Southwest: California, Arizona, New Mexico, TeXas, 
and 0:>lorado. It has been copiously described in the literature of Barker 
(1972), Bills and Ornstein (1976), Craddcx:k (1976) , Floyd (1980) , Lozano 
(1972, 1974), Ornstein (1951, 1974), ard Penalosa (1980) to name just a few 
of the principal contrlliutors. '!he seoord variety to be examined, stamard 
Mexican Spanish, is considered to be a generally accepted fonn of the Spanish 
of Mexico. 'Ihe use of a small .§ indicates not a single, unified variety, if 
irxieej such a variety exists for Mexico, but rather the union of forms 
generally accepted in various stardard dialects of Mexico. '!his study seeks 
to detennine the preferred variety for several New Mexico Spanish-speakin; 
cammunities and the lfnJuistic elements lexical, phonological, 
roiplOphonemic, and syntactic - that are used by listeners in niaJd.n;r sud1 
decisions. 

One hurdred infonnants in four New Mexico oanmunities, Carnuel, 
Espanola, Grants, and Martineztown, were interviewed. Each infornant was 
presented with a stinulus tape providing pairs of sentences containin; 
st:al'mrd Mexican Spanish and Southwest Spanish fo:t:11B read by the same native 
Spanish speaker. 'Ihe infonnant was asked to choose the sentence that � 
be the rore correct of the two in a formal, educational setting. In si.D¢e 
items, a single linJuistic variable di.stin;ruished the two sentences. 



Responses to these pairs helped to establish a base of preferred foms. In 
OOJbla variable it.ams, a preferred fom was paired with a stigmatized one in 
order to detemina the l�stic area of focus in making daliisia,a of 
oorrectnaaa. 

Informants interviewed in al l communities denDnstrated a preference for 
standard Mexican Spanish in nost cases. For 39 of the 50 items judged, 

' agreement was very high, reaching at least the .05 level of significance 
usin;J the Chi Square Test for Goodness of Fit (see Table 1). 'I\.'enty-six of 
these were faim to be significant at the .001 level. consensus was 
especial ly strol)3' on pairs of sentences cxmtainil)3' a sin;Jle syntactic 
variant. '!be preference for the staooard Mexican Spanish syntactic variants 
was significant at the .05 level or better for al l wt blo items (16 am 17) 
even when items cxmtainil)3' blo l�stic variables were cxmsidered. In 
short, the preference for the standard fom unites the large majority of the 

, informants imicatil)3' cohesiveness with reference to judgments of 1:in;Juistic 
acceptability. 

'lbese results deoonstrate that the informants, representil)3' four 
distinct geograi;ilic camnrunities, fom a sin;Jle speech community. I..abov 
(1972 :120--121) states that "'!be speech community is not defined by aey marked 
agreement in the use of language elements, so rudl as by participation in a 
set of shared noms. 11 'Ibis group of New Mexicans clearly shares such a set 
of expectations am can, therefore, be cxmsidered a sin;Jle speech community. 

In addition to specifyil)3' the variety of Spanish cxmsidered correct in a 
fonnal settil)3', the present study also attenpts to detemine the relative 
:ill'lportance of the various l�tic structures in tnakin,1 decisions of 
oorrec:tness. lexicon, i;nonology, mri;nophonernics, am syntax are al l 
:ill'lportant aspects of a sentence. However, in evaluatil)3' a speaker am 
hisjher speech, it is likely that a listener focuses on a sil)3'1e, perhaps 
JOOSt salient, feature of the sentence. '!be presentation of sentences 
oontainirq blo different l�stic variables was interned to obtain infor
mation regard.in;J the focus of the listener. one variable would have to be 

TABLE 1 
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Frequency of  Choice for Al l Items and Chi Square Test for 
Goodness of  Fit 

(Item) (Frequency x2) 

Lexical 

l, Es buena musica para bai lar. 
Es buena musica para danzar. 

4. Caminaron un b l oque. 
Caminaron una cuadra.

26. Todos comen torque. 
Todos comen pavo.

31. Esta maestra sabe tichar.
Esta maestra sabe ensenar.

34, Viene el  cami6n 
Viene el bos. 

88 64,34*** 
9 

37 5,04* 
59 

41 1.53 
53 

8 65.69*** 
87 

55 2 ,27 
40 
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TABLE 1 (cont.) 

(Item) (Frequency x2) 

Le�j,Q�l. (cont.) 

46. Los maestros ganan poca plata. 6 73.50*** 
Los maestros ganan poco dinero. 90 

Pbono;i.og;i.cal 

5. No pueden ballarlo. (xJ 16 42.67*** 
No pueden hallarlo. [OJ 80 

10. Salieron a tomar agua. (gwJ 42 4.31* 
Salieron a tomar agua. [WJ 25 

18. Nohotroh somoh de aqui. 34 4.96* 
Nosotros somos de aqui. 55 

2 1. lVe al muchacho? 78 52 ,55*** 
lVe al mushasho? 10 

22. Tiene treinta anos de edad. 56 17.05*** 
Tiene treinta anos de eda. 20 

30. La maestra le pregunt6 al nino:
lQue comiste? 60 6.58* 

maestra le pregunt6 al nino: 
lQue comites? 35 

32. Han jugago togo el dia. [d, dJ 61 9.04** 
Han jugago togo el dia. [O, O] 32 

38. No hay clases de noche. 65 29. 64*** 
No hay clases de nochi. 16 

40. .Qenaron frijoles [O] 2 1 17.33*** 
.Qenaron frijoles (s] 58 

44. Se cay6 la silla. [YJ 45 2.19 
Se cay6 la sill.a. (O] 32 

50, Juegan en la calle. [OJ 33 .86 
Juegan en la calle. [YJ 41 

Mor12bQJ2honemic 

6. Vuelamos rapido. 32 7.02** 
Volamos rapido. 57 

13. Todos los dias salimos a las tres. 37 2.53 
Todos los dias salemos a las tres. 52 

20. Ha escribido su nombre. 26 2 0. 88***

Ha escrito su nombre. 71 



(Item) 

Morphophonemic (cont.) 

TABLE 1 (cont. ) 

28. Es mejor piensar en el futuro.
Es mejor pensar en el futuro.

35. No tienemos nada.
No tenemos nada

37. Pidimos libros nuevos.
Pedimos libros nuevos.

47. No puedemos ir.
No podemos ir.

48. Piensamos poco.
Pensamos poco.

Syntactic 

2. Quiero que vengan manana.
Quiero que vienen manana.

3. Tengo frio en el invierno.
Estoy fria en el invierno.

8. Comienzan a trabajar.
Comienzan trabajar.

17. Entendemos la sistema.
Entendemos el sistema.

24. lConoce a Maria?
lConoce a la Maria?

42. Espero que tiene sueno.
Espero que tengo sueno.

49. Dudo que diga mentiras.
Dudo que dice mentiras.

Lexical x Phonological 

7. El cami6n lleg6 muy de noche.
El bos lleg6 muy de nochi.

19. Van a ensenar de nochi.
Van a tichar de noche.

43. El mushasho tiene dinero.
El muchacho tiene plata.

(Frequency x2 ) 

34 
53 

21 
71 

43 
48 

39 
51 

30 
58 

86 
11 

87 
10 

80 
16 

49 
45 

71 

26 

20 
71 

57 
36 

55 
40 

91 

66 
28 

4.15* 

27.17*** 

.27 

1.6 

8.91** 

57.99*** 

61. 12***

42.67*** 

.17 

20.88*** 

28.58*** 

4.74* 

2.37 

74.48*** 

15.36*** 

155 
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TABLE l (cont, ) 

(Item) 

Lexical x Morphophonemic 

12, Pensamos tomar el cami6n. 
Piensamos tomar el bos. 

23, Tenemos que caminar dos cuadras. 
Tienemos que caminar dos bloques. 

45. No puedemos bailar.
No podemos danzar.

Lexical x Syntactic 

16. Esperamos que compren pavo.
Esperamos que compran torque. 

25. Dudo que tiene plata.
Dudo que tenga dinero.

29. Quiero que venga el cami6n.
Quiero que viene el bos.

Syntactic x Morphophonemic 

( Frequency x2) 

58 4,17* 
38 

64 9.91** 
33 

88 66. 67***
8 

51 ,68 
43 

14 47.25*** 
81 

57 4,74* 
36 

15. Cuando tenemos frio no puedemos dormir. 75 31.19***
cuando estamos frios no podemos dormir. 21

33. No podemos comenzar trabajar.
No puedemos comenzar a trabajar.

Syntactic x Phonological 

11. Dudo que cenan frijoles. [OJ
Dudo que cenen frijoles. [OJ

27. Tango frio de nochi.
Estoy fria de noche.

39. Espero que salen de la calle. [YJ
Espero que salgan de la calla, [OJ

41. Quiero que se caiga de la silla, [OJ
Quiero que se cae de la silla, [yJ

Morpbopnonemic X Pl:lonological 

9. Es major pensar en la silla. [O)
Es mejor piensar en la silla. [YJ 

14. No tienemos carne.
No tenemos carni.

36. Pensamos en la cena. [OJ
Piensamos en la cena. [s]

21 
73 

17 
74 

86 
10 

14 
77 

69 
25 

67 
25 

30 
27 

53 
39 

28. 77***

35. 70***

60.17*** 

43. 62*** 

20.60*** 

17.02*** 

9. 45**

2. 13



disregarded if a sentence contained both a preferred arrl a stigmatized form. 
For exanple, in item 19, Table 2, the favored lexical item §Je�iar was paired 
with the phonologically stigmatized DQQ}l, while the rejected lexical item 
�J: was paired with the phonologically more acceptable fonn !JQCTl�• A 
forced choice technique was employed whereby the informant was obliged to 
choose one of the sentences although he/she might feel uncanfortable with 
both. In the exanple just mentioned, the first of the sentences, V<J.D � 
ensenar de nochi, was chosen as preferable by the majority of ir.£ormants, 
in:licating the greater inportance of the lexical item in this judgment of 
correctness or, conversely, a greater terrlency to disregard the objectionable 
phonological element. Table 2 provides the data regarding items cont.atning 
two variables. 

At the outset of the research an attenpt was made to pair variables such 
that a preferred form was paired with a stigmatized fonn, based on data 
collected previously (Kravitz 1978). However, SOIOO pairs proved to be 
parallel, containing either both favored or both rejected fonns. 'Ihese 
items, of course, were generally of little value to the present analysis arrl 
are in:licated with an X in the column labeled ''Variable of Precedence" in 
Table 2. 

In pairs containing lexical arrl phonological variables (lexical X 
phonological) , the preferred lexical item was chosen arrl the stigmatized 
phonological item was disregarded. 'Ihus, in item 19, the first choice was 
preferred to the secon:1. Similarly, morphophonemic arrl syntactic items were 
afforded more weight than phonological ones in all cases. L'1 item 9, the 
stigmatized phonological item (y-deletion) was disregarded in favor of the 
preferred morphophonemic item (no diphthongization) • 'Ihe use of the 
subjunctive mode for an expression of volition (item 39) 03rried more weight 
than the J;ilonological palatal-retention. All other pairs conta.i.ning 
phonological items followed this pattern. In short, phonologir.al sL't"\.!Gture 
is m:ist easily disregarded in decisions of acceptability in formal settings. 

An analysis of items containing morphophonemic arrl le.xic.al or syntactic 
items irrlicates that both lexicon arrl syntax take precedence over 
morphophonemic structure. In item 45, the first sentence was considered 
preferable, the lexical item bailar being the variable of precedence arrl the 
morphophonemic item being overlooked in its favor. In item 33, preposition
retention is favored over non-diphthorqization in the rnorp,.'lophonemic item 
podemos. As ioorphophonemic structure assumes greater importance than 
phonology but less inportance than lexicon arrl syntax fr, informants' 
decisions, the foun:lation of hierarchy of linguistic structures used in 
decisions of correctness can be established. Rlonology may be placed at the 
bottan of the hierarchy, indicating least inportance in decisions of 
correctness, with ioorphophonemics one level above it. 

While syntax arrl lexicon are clearly more inportant than rrorphophonemics 
arrl J;ilonology in such decisions, the ordering of the former remains more 
problematical. 'Ihe three items containing lexical arrl syntactic vari,mts 
were foun:1 to contain parallel variants arrl, therefore, were of no use in 
ordering the two types of linguistic structure. A single pair of items, 
however, provides data for a tentative ordering. 

Item 15 contains two syntactic variants for the English phrase 'we are 
cold': tenemos frio arrl estarnos trios. '!he syntactic variants are paired 
with two ioorphophonemic structures dOCLD'lleJ'lted for the first person plural of 
the verb podfil" in the present Wicative: podernos (stan:lard Mexican Spanish) 
arrl puedeoos (Southwest Spanish). In this item, the preferred syntactic 
variant took precedence over the stigmatized regularization of the verb form, 
the first sentence being selected 78% of the time. 
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TABLE 2 

Variable of Precedence in Items containing Two Variables 

Variables % chosen as 
more correct 

L X P 

L X P 

L X P 

M X P 

M X P 

M X P 

S X P 

S X P 

S X P 

S X P 

L X M 

L X M 

L X M 

S X M 

94 
6 

70 
30 

58 
42 

71 

29 

66 
34 

58 
42 

81 
19 

90 

10 

85 

15 

73 

27 

92 
8 

66 

34 

60 
40 

78 

22 

Item {the preferred item 
in each pair is presented 
first) 

Variable of 
precedence 

19. van a ensenar de nochi.
Van a tichar de noche.

43. El mushasho tiene dinero.
El muchacho tiene plata. 

L 

L 

7. El cami6n lleg6 muy de noche, X
El bos lleg6 muy de nochi.

9. Es mejor pensar en la silla
(O] M 
Es mejor piensar en la silla.
[Y]

14. No tenemos crini.

36. 

No tienemos carne.

Pensamos en la cena. 
Piensamos en la gena. 

(O] 
(s] 

11, Dudo que genen frijoles. 
Dudo que genan frijoles. 

27. Tengo frio de nochi. 

39. 

41. 

Estoy fria de noche. 

Espero 
calle, 
Espero 
calle. 

Quiero 
silla. 
Quiero 
silla. 

que salgan de la 
(OJ 

que salen de la 
[Y) 

que se caiga de la 
[y] 

que se caye de la 
(y) 

45. No puedemos bailar. 
No podemos danzar. 

23. Tenemos que caminar dos
cuadras.
Tienemos que caminar dos
bloques.

12. Pensamos tomar el cami6n.
Piensamos tomar el bos. 

15. Cuando tenemos frio no
puedemos dormir.
Cuando estamos frios no
podemos dormir.

M 

M 

(s] X 
(0) 

s 

s 

s 

L 

X 

X 

s 
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TABLE 2 (cont.) 

Variables % cho sen as 
mo re co rrect 

Item (the preferred item 
in each pair is presented 
f irst) 

Variable of  
precedence 

S X M 78 

22 

L X M 85 

15 

L XS 61 

39 

L X S 54 

46 

No te. L = Lexicon 

33. 

25. 

29. 

16. 

M = Mo rphophonemics 
P Phono logy 
S Syntax 

No puedemo s comenzar a 
trabajar. 
No po demo s comenzar 
trabajar. 

Dudo que tenga dinero. 
Dudo que tiene plata. 

Quiero que venga el cami6n. 
Quiero que v iene el bo s. 

Esperamo s que compren pavo. 
Esperamo s que compran to rque. 

X = Paral lel  variables; no variable of  precedence 

s 

X 

X 

X 

Item 45 contains the same morphophonemic alternatives paired with two 
lexical items: bailar, the preferred fonn, arxi danzar, the rejected fonn. 
Again, the nv::>�onemic item was disregarded in light of the overpowering 
lexical item. No roedernos bailar was elected by 92% of the infonnants. A 
brief glance at the relative strength of bailar over danzar a rxi  tengo friq 
over estoy fria in items l arxi 3 (in Table l) iroicates that they are nearly 
equivalent when presented alone. Given identical morphophonemic pairings, 
the lexical item appears to be relatively more powerful, judging by the 
greater percentage of infonnants embracing the lexical variant arxi rejecting 
the mo�onemic variant than the percentage favoring syntactic structure 
over moq:nophonemic structure. The proposed hierarc:hy used in judgments of 
linguistic correctness, then, posits greatest significance carried in lexical 
structure, with slightly less irrportance given to syntax. Morphophonemic 
structure carries still less irrportance, with phonology being the linguistic 
element nv::>St easily disregarded. 

A Linguistic Hierarc:hy for Judgments of Correctness 

in o rder of descen:ling 
irrportance 

lexicon 
syntax 
morphophonemics 
phonology 

'!he proposed hierarc:hy appears to be intuitively justifiable in tenns of 
salience am identifiability of the various linguistic elements. Lexicon am 
syntax are more salient to the layman am more easily identified. '!he 
comments of the infonnants support this statement. When asked why they chose 
one of the double variable items over the other, IrOSt infonnants noted 
lexical differences if they were present. 'Ihese differences were both more 
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salient and IrOre easily identified and discussed by tile respor:dents. 
Furthar!rore, infonnants seemed to be better schooled with reference to 
gecgrap:tlcal differences in Spanish language. 'Ihey often discussed the 
"history" of the two lexical items, in::licating both a familiarity with 
geograJ;irlcal differences and sane backgrourrl with respect to the lexicon of 
the lan;Juage. syntax and nmphophonemics were discussed less frequently, 
in::licatin;J either their relative inconspicuousness an::3/or a lack of 
"educatial" (in the sense of folk-teachin;J) regarding these aspects of 
1�. Sane discussions of phonology also occurred, although not nearly 
as many as those of lexicon. The willingness of infonnants to discuss 
phonology is probably attributable in lai:ger part to the layman's 
un:lerstan:lln; of "accent" in language. 

A oamnunication framework may also be invoked to explain these results. 
In the oamnunication of xre.aning, lexicon carries the prilllary load. syntax is 
seoorr:i only to lexicon in carrying the xre.aning of language. Morphophonemics 
and �logy, wile carrying lai:ge airounts of sociolinguistic infonnation, 
are less inp)rtant in the camrunication of linguistic xre.aning. FurtherirOre, 
in written language, the latter two are not even a conoern, except as they 
affect orthography. Thus, the hierarchy proposed herein closely parallels a 
ranking of the oamnunicative values of the various linguistic elements in 
language. 

Sane additional evidence in the area of error analysis supports this 
fiming. Politzer (1978) and Delisle (1982) in their investigations of 
German seoorr:iary stu1.ents• evaluations of the errors of non-native speakers 
in oral am. written language, respectively, constructed similar hierarchies. 
'Iheir subjects were asked to rate the seriousness of various linguistic 
violations, with the following results: 

vocal:w.ary 
verl:> IrOrphology 
word order 
gerx:ler 
�logical
case eniing 

Politzer 
% rating error 
more serious 
than others 

77 
55 
54 
51 
36 
28 

Delisle 
% rating error 
more serious 
than others 

66 
64 
56 
51 
41 
21 

There are, of co.u:se, several major differences between these two studies arxi 
the present investigation. In the Politzer and Delisle studies, the 
distinction is between correct and incorrect fonn.s, whereas in the present 
study the options were presented as two viable varieties of Spanish. A 
seoon:i difference is between the errors of foreign speakers in the Politzer 
and Delisle studies and the variation of native speakers in the present 
research. A third difference is in the categorization of the variables 
studied. Still, certain COlli)arisons may be drawn. In all three stu:lies 
vocal:w.ary was considered to carry the greatest weight in listeners' arxi 
readers I evaluation of language. Vero IrOrphology held an intennediate 
positioo, am. phonology was considered least inp)rtant (excluding case 
eniin;s, wich are not relevant to the Spanish study). Exarrq;)les of syntax 
across studies are not COlli)arable. Delisle suggests that �rehension, 
similar to the communication framework proposed herein, is the urxierlyin;J 
factor in the hierarchy. Thus, in spite of differing foci, all three 
investigators reached similar conclusions. If taken with caution because of 



dissimilar enphasis, the results of the Politzer and Delisle studies may be 
considered canplementary to the hierarchy presented above. 

'Iba present fin.lings are boundoo with ref0renco to generaliz,,bi1 ity. It 
must be rememberErl that the informants in the present research have probably 
received little or no formal training with re;Jard to Spanish grammr=. It is 

1 possible that a community that has received such formal education would place 
a greater enphasis on syntax, a linguistic element that is not as familiar as 
lexicon to the unschooled language user. Furthermore, it is possible that 

' different languages and even different varieties of the same language vary in 
the relative inp:>rtance placed on the various linguistic structures, although 
the Politzer and Delisle studies suggest that this is not the case. '.[he 

1 value of the present hierarchy, then, must be further tested in different 
linguistic settirr;Js. 

'Iwo major inplications for the field of language teaching may be drawn 
fran the fi.rxiings of this research. The first pertains to the use of 
different linguistic varieties in the classroom, a question involving both 
linguistic and social elements. The secorxi is :trore strictly a pedagogical 
concern, that of linguistic priorities in the secorxi l�ge classroom. 

When creating or restructuring any language program, the first question 
asked should always refer to the target population and its needs. such 
requirements are educational, socioeconomic, and S01retimes political. 
Attitudinal preferences, as demonstrated by the present research fi.rxiings, 
should also be considered. Unfortunately, the decision of whether to use 
standard or local Spanish in a language teaching program is not easily 
answered. Sarne irxiications from this study, however, follow. 

Preferences of informants surveyed are clearly for standard Spanish in 
formal settings. Certainly any program designetl for this sr,-eech community 
needs to present standard forms. The teacher, ideally, should be a fluent 
speaker of standard Spanish, a mcdel living up to community expectations. 
However, local Spanish should not be overlooked as a viable variety, 
particularly for intra-community cammunication. A negative attitude on the 
part of many cammunity members has forced local Spanish (and, for some, the 
only variety they know) behirxi closetl doors. Parents have not taught it to 
their children, partly because the latter are too embarrassed to use it. The 
vulnerability of local Spanish to such attitudes and preferences for English 
needs to be overcame in a language teaching program by an affective =-rponent 
aimed at reinforcing the use of the local variety and exparding the use of 
Spanish both in and outside the classroom. Thus, there is room for both 
varieties in the classroom, and the ideal teacher would be wel.1-versed in, 
positive toward, and willing to foster the use of local Spanish, which can be 
usetl as a fourrlation in the expansion of the New Mexico speaker's repeitoire. 

Pemaps the JroSt distinctive firxiings of the present research are in the 
area of linguistic hierarchy. An attelrpt was made to dete.nnine the rank 
order of the various linguistic elements in listeners I decisions of 
correctness. Lexi.cal, phonological, :trorphophonemic, arxi syntactic elements 
were considered. They have been ranked as follows, in descen:ii.ng order of 
inp:>rtance: 

lexicon 
syntax 
:trorphophonemics 
phonology 

This hierarchy, intuitively logical in terms of salience to the layman 
and justifietl both by statistics and irxiividual comments in t.h.i.s study, has 
clear ramifications for language teaching. 'Ihe teaching of lexicon and 
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syntax shoold be high-priority areas in language pedagogy, while 
DOJ:P101Xlonemics a.rd phonology should take secooo precedence. Most meaning is 
oaweyed in the lexicx>n ard syntax, ard native speakers judge these elements 
to be JOOSt iltp:)rtant in their decisions of oorrectness in Spanish. VariatiCll 
from the norm in 11Pl:phophonemics ard phonology are 11Pre acceptable arxi, 
therefore, shoold not be high priority items in the language classroan until, 
pemapa, the more advanced levels of language learnirg. 
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'!he blo studies resulted in responses fran 101 e::lucators, 74 
oosinessmen, am 104 citizens. Seventy-five percent of the respon:ients were 
Mexican-Ame,rican, eighteen percent An:Jlo, an:i seven percent Black or other. 
'!he "other" category was composed prilnarily of those fran Central or Sa.1th 
America. Males made up forty-four percent of the sample am females fifty
six percent. Males made up a larger percentage of the sample fran the 
oosiness group, while females made up a larger percentage of the e::lucatora 
group. 

Results 

Respon:ients were asked how they would best characterize the Spanish 
spoken in Brownsville am Matamoros, am the Spanish used in Brownsville 
radio an:i TV an:i in printed media. '!hey were also asked to characterize 
their own Spanish. Table l is a summarization of those responses. '!hose 
respon:ients selecting a "don •t know'' response were excluded fran the 
analysis. 

TABIE l 

Olaracterization of Spanish by Educators, Businessmen, 
an:i Citizens 

F.ducators'Olaracterization of Spanish 
Fonnal 
Fduc 

I 

How would you characterize the Spanish 
l. spoken in Brownsville? l 

2. used in Brownsville radio & TV? 35 
3. used in printed media in Brownsville? 34
4. spoken in Matamoros? 26 
s. you speak? 26 

&Jsinessmen '.!i! Cllaracterization of Spanish 
Fonnal 
Fduc 

How would you characterize the Spanish 
l. spoken in Brownsville? 4 
2. used in Brownsville radio & TV? 32 
3. used in printed media in Brownsville? 36
4. spoken in Matamoros? 37 

i s. you speak? 35 

Citizens' <llaracterization Qt' Spanish 
Formal 
Fduc 

How would you characterize the Spanish 
l. spoken in Brownsville? 3 
2. used in Brownsville radio & TV? 53 
3. used in printed media in Brownsville? 45
4. spoken in Matamoros? 40 
s. you speak? 18 

Infonnal s.west So.Tex. 
Everyday Dialect Dialect 

33 l 27
38 0 18 
45 2 12 
59 2 6 
48 2 10 

Infonnal s.west So.Tex. 
Everyday Dialect Dialect 

27 l 30
36 3 20 
30 5 23 
45 5 3 
35 l 13

Informal S.West So.Tex. 
Everyday Dialect Dialect 

44 3 26 
33 2 7 
44 l 7
50 0 0 
60 3 9 

Border 
Slan; 

37 
10 

8 
8 

15 

Border 
sian; 

36 
9 
5 

10 
15 

Border 
Slan; 

24 
5 
2 
9 
7 

N=78 
N=63 
N=67 
N=65 
N=82 

N=70 
N=59 
N=56 
N=60 
N=7l 

N=96 
N=88 
N=86 
N=82 
N=97 
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Few resporx3ents in any group regarded the Spanish spoken in BrCM11SVille 
as "fonnal" or, by :inplication, as standard Spanish, or as a "Southwest 
dialect." "Border slant ' was the 110St pop.uar choice aIOC>l19' educators am 
businessmen. '!he pop.uarity of this choice and the absence of aey 
substantial recognition of Spanish as being fonnal and educated in a 
camunity with extensive Spanish use ten:ls to confinn Kjolseth's statement 
that the more visible a l�ge is locally, the lower its social status 
{Kjolseth, 1972). Response choices of "infonnal evecyday" am "South Texas 
dialect" made up the largest response categories. 'Ihese two choice 
categories, however, do not lerrl themselves to subjective classification. 
'!hey may or may not represent positive or negative attitudes. Because of the 
small number of An:Jlo respondents in each group and because such a large 
percentage of An:Jlos responded with a "don't know" response, ocmparisoos 
between An:Jlos and Chicanos between groups was not possible. By canbininJ 
groups am then oooparing responses, An:]los selected the "border slarg" 
category by much higher percentages than Chicanos. 

Olarac:terization of Spanish in radio, TV, printed media and in Mata1'10rcs 
were llUlch more favorable than spoken Spanish in Brownsville. Perceptions of 
Spanish use as "fonnal, educated" � fran a low of b.er.ty-six percent to 
a high of fifty-three percent. In addition, no more than ten percent of aey 
group regarded Spanish used in any of the contexts as "border slang." 

Differences in attitudes did exist between groups in each of the 
contexts. Dmcators tended to have slightly less favorable attitudes toward 
Spanish use. Fewer educators regarded Spanish use as "fonnal, educated," am 
JrOre educators regarded Spanish use, in all but one context, as ''border 
slang." Citizens as a group were sarewhat JrOre favorable disposed toward the 
use of Spanish in all contexts. 

Interestingly, all three groups characterized their own spoken Spanish 
m:>re favorably than the spoken Spanish in the cammunity at large. Because of 
the higher educational status of educators and businessmen in the stu:iy, 
these perceptions may reflect reality. However, in the case of randanly 
chosen citizens, a gap exists between their perceptions of themselves and the 
cammunity at large. Controlling for education, income, and ethnicity 
produced no significant chan;Jes in the findings. 

A broad range of questions was used to detennine the respondent's 
attitudes about the functionality of knowing how to speak, write, and read 
Spanish and En,;lish. Table 2 summarizes responses to six questions that deal 
with the :inportance of knowing Spanish in a variety of contexts. 

'!he overwhelming majority of all three groups viewed. knowing Spanish as 
:inportant or of major inp:>rtance in the areas of getting a job and in career 
advancement in Brownsville. Dmcators were the group with the highest 
percentages indicating that Spanish was of major :inportance in these two 
areas. Citizens had the lowest percentages. The context in which all groups 
viewed. Spanish as least :inportant was in school success. However, even in 
this context, the majority in each group viewed Spanish as :inportant or of 
major :inportance. '!he JrOre infonnal envirornnents of making friends, personal 
fulfilllllent, and cammunicating with family also had high percentages by all 
groups indicating :inportance. citizens as a group showed the highest suwart 
for Spanish in these infonnal contexts. When controlling for levels of 
education, however, this group's support for Spanish JrOre closely 
approximated the other two groups. 
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Nonnan E. Birrler 
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Introduction 

Research on attitudes tCMard non-English language use in the United 
states is widespread. Much of that research in the Southwest has focused on 
the nature of attitudes arrong Chicano and Anglo teachers and students. For 
example, Williams (1976) fourxi that both Mexican-American and Anglo teachers 
used non-standard or ethnic speech of Blacks and Hispanics as a basis for 
rating Anglo children higher in academic expectations. In addition, Williams 
(1971) fourxi Anglo and Black teachers more willing to identify Mexican
American students as using ethnic and non-standard speech than Mexican
American teachers. Penfield (1982) noted that Chicano English is not 
regarded as an ethnic dialect but as .iJTperfect English, According to Galvan 
(1976), future teachers exposed to literature critical of subjective 
evaluations based on varieties of language still maintained negative 
attitudes tCMard non-standard English. Politzer (1981) notes that attitudes 
of Chicanos tCMard Chicano English vary depending upon the degree of their 
acculturation and assimilation, while Anglos frequently view Chicano English 
as defective. In one study, Ornstein-Galicia (1974) discovered that while 
Anglo students rated Spanish language use lower than Chicanos, both groups 
rated Spanish use low. 

Implicit in most of the literature on attitudes of teachers and students 
is the idea that attitudes by these groups, especially teachers, are 
important in the educational process. More than other groups in society, 
educators tend to place a heavy errphasis on the standard English language in 
a context where different languages converge most often. Furt.hennore, 
educators' attitudes are probably most significant in the development of 
future attitudes and behavior about language use (Edwards, 1982 r Shuy, 1972) • 

Research on attitudes tCMard language use have revealed information 
critical, not only to the area of education, but to the economic and 
political con:lition of non-English speaking individuals as well. Penalosa 
(1980) noted that while separation of attitudes tCMard speech fol'.111S from 
attitudes about social characteristics of the speakers is difficult to 
detennine, the evidence indicated that "people react primarily not to 
linguistic behavior as such, but rather to language primarily as symbolic of 
something else, i.e. , supposed social or psychological characteristics. 11 
Likewise, Fraser (1973) concluded that speech characteristic are associated 
with such social characteristics as educational level, friendliness, and 
social status. Non-English language use becomes a means of stereotyping an 
individual as inferior. In fact, Penalosa (1980) posited the emergence of a 
new fonn of prejudice called languagism. Hiring discrimination based on 
languagism may become the most prevelant fonn of discrimination. 

If attitudes tCMard linguistic behavior reflect attitudes tCMard the 
group using that speech and if those attitudes are negative, then the 
importance of attitudinal research on a broader segment of society becomes 
even m:>re important in the public policy arena where a growing concern of 
United states citizens involves the continuation or increased use of 
languages other than English. 

Within the past several years, almost every state has considered 
legislative action to make English its official language. Several states, 
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including california and Florida, have approved such legislation, Proposal 
for a constitutional amerrlment making English the official language of the 
united States have also been introduced in the United States Senate and the 
united states House of Representatives. 

Millions of Americans are becornin;J involved in this issue regardin:J 
multilingualism in the united states. On the one hand, there are those � 
worry about the "dangerous spread of 'bilingualism' in our society" (Hom, 
1986) • '!hey consider non-English dominant language use or bilingualism as a 
threat to American unity, and to the social and economic m:>bility of 
America's minority youth - especially Hispanics. Govemment-maroated, 
bilingual education programs frequently beoome the focal point of debate 
because such programs are often regarded by this group as pez];)8tuating the 
threat. 

On the other hand, there are those that believe that bili.r�ual.ism ard 
cultural pluralism represent the very essence of America's greatness, While 
recxignizing the need to learn English, they condemn the English First 
movement as a fonn of continuing discrimination and an attack on the civil 
rights of America's non-English dominant citizens. 'Ihe English First 
movement represents, not an attack against a fonn of speech, but an attack 
against the group using a fonn of non-English speech, 

Although attitudes toward non-English language use have been recognized 
as mportant in education, economics, and politics, little research has been 
conducted anong groups other than educators. One study of teacher, students, 
and "lower-class" workers in Quebec, canada, suggested that different groops 
have different perceptions of the level of prestige of a larguage 
(d'Anglejan, 1973). 

'Ihis article describes and corrpares the attitudes of three groops 
(educators, businessmen, and citizens) toward language use in BrownsVille, 
Texas. After a short section on methodological concerns, the article 
examines each group's perceptions of Spanish in a variety of contexts, their 
attitudes about the utility of functionality of Spanish and English within 
selected social and economic arenas, and their attitudes toward praroting 
Spanish within the community. 

Methodology 

tata utilized in this article was gathered in two separate studies in 
Brownsville, Texas, a community where bilingualism is a fact of life. In 
this city of 105,000 people, two thirds of the population are to some degree 
bilingual, about one third of the adult population is monolingual Spanish, 
and about fifteen percent is monolingual English. Bilingual education also 
represents a substantial conponent of the educational system in the 
community. 

tata for the first study was gathered by this author and George K, 
Green, also of Pan American university at BrownsVille, from a randanl.y 
selected group of educators in the Brownsville Independent School District in 
1985 (Binder and Green, 1986) • 'Ihe results of that study prorrpted an 
additional study in 1986-1987 of businessmen and citizens in BrownsVille, 
'Ihe primary purpose of the second study was to identify attitudes of these 
two groups and then c:onpire their attitudes with those of the educators. 
Businessmen were selected because they represent a group that depends heavily 
on Spanish-speaking workers and could conceivably have different attitudes of 
the community at large. 'Ihe questionnaire used in the study of educators' 
attitudes and behavior was used to gather data from businessren and citizens, 



TABLE 2 

Attitudes on the Importance of Knowing Spanish 
in a Variety of contexts 

F.ducators' Attitudes on the Importance of Knowing Spanish 

Rate the importance of Spanish Little/No Major 
in Brownsville for each of Importance Important Importance 
the following: 

1. Getting a job 13 29 58 
2. Career advancement 19 31 50 
3. School success 31 52 17 
4. Makin:J frie.rrls 23 58 19 
5. Personal fulfill.roont 24 47 30 
6. Communicating with family 29 31 41 

Businessmen'§ Attitudes on the Importance of Knowing Spanish 

Rate the importance of Spanish Little/No 
: in Brownsville for each of Importance Important 

the following: 
1. Getting a job 7 44 
2. Career advancement 8 51 
3. School success 32 46 
4. Makin:J frie.rrls 29 52 
5. Personal fulfill.roont 23 47 
6. Communicating with family 22 51 

Citizens' Attitudes on the Importance of Knowing Spanish 

Rate the Importance of Spanish Little/NO 
in Brownsville for each of 

· the followir¥,J:
Importance Important 

1. Getti,m a job 9 48 
2. Career advancement 13 49 
3. School success 25 55 
4 • Makin:J frie.rrls 11 67 
5. Personal fulfill.roont 11 68 
6. Communicating with family 11 42 

Major 
Importance 

49 
41 
22 

19 
30 
26 

Major 
Importance 

43 
39 
19 
22 
22 
47 

N 

100 
99 

100 
99 
98 
98 

N 

73 
73 
72 

73 
73 
72 

N 

102 
103 
103 
103 
102 
102 

For conprrative purposes, all resporrlents were asked to irrlicate their 
attitudes about the importance of English in each of the same contexts (see 
Table 3). In general, when evaluating the importance of English, each group 
selected the category of "major importance" more often for each context than 

1 when evaluatir¥,J the importance of Spanish. In the contexts of getting a job, 
career advancement, arrl school success, each group identified the importance 

1 of English as being of major importance sixty-six percent of the time or 
rore. 'lhe largest percentage difference in perceptions of the importance of 
Spanish arrl English was in the context of school success. Each group 

1 
identified English as being substantially :irore important than Spanish. only 
in the context of comnrunicatir¥,J with family, did a knowledge of English 
become of less importance. Educators viewed ETY:_Jlish as being of little or no 

1 llli)Ortance al.Joost twice as often as did businessmen arrl two arrl one half 
, times as often as did citizens. 
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TABIE 3 

Attitudes on the Inp:>rtance of I(nowin;J En,Jlish 
in a Variety of Cont.exts 

Fduc;ators' Attitrn;les .QD � Importance Qf Knc&irn English 

Rate the inportarx:e of Spanish Little/No Major 
in Brownsville for each of Inp:>rtance Inp:>rtant Inp:>rtance 
the following: 

1. Gettin; a jab 4 28 
2. career advancement 4 14 
3. SChcol su:xiess 2 14 
4. Makirq friems 19 54 
5. Parsa\Bl fulfillment 9 50 
6. CCllmmica� with family 32 41 

a.m�• § Attitudes .QD the IJm;)ortance Qt I<nc&inCJ English 

Rate the in'portance of Spanish Little/No 
in Brownsville for each of Inp:>rtance Inp:>rtant 
the followin;J: 

1. Gettin;J a jab 3 30 
2. career advancement 0 34 
3. School suooess 3 25 
4. MakiIY;J friems 12 58 
5. Personal fulfillment 10 53 
6. oammicatin;J with family 17 56 

citizens' Attitudes .QD � Importance of I<nc&inCJ Erslish

Rate the inp:)rtance of Spanish Little/NO 
in Brownsville for each of Ilrportance Inp:>rtant 
the followin;J: 

1. Gettin;J a job 2 26 
2. career advancement 0 27 
3. School success 2 26 
4. Makin; friems 4 65 
5. Personal fulfillment 3 51 
6. camamica� with family 13 51 

68 
82 
82 
27 
41 
27 

Major 
Inp:>rtanoe 

67 
66 
72 

30 
38 
28 

Major 
Inp:>rtance 

72 

73 
72 

31 
46 
36 

N 

99 
99 

99 

97 
97 
95 

N 

74 
74 
74 
74 
74 

72 

N 

102 
102 
102 
102 
102 
100 

Another set of questions attercpted to measure the group's attitudes 
regardin;J the inp:)rtance of Spanish in selected professions. Respoments 
were asked in which of a group of job categories would a knc:Mledge of Spanish 
be useful in Brownsville. While educators' perceptions of the usefulness of 
Spanish in all categories were slightly less than the other two grc:AlpS, all 
three groups irx:licated that spanish 'WOUJ.d be useful in all job categories by 
ov� majorities. 



TABLE 4 

Percent, by Group, Iroicating that Spanish Was Useful 
in Various Job categories 

% irrlicating that Spanish was useful 

Job categories Educators Businessmen Citizens 

1 Professionals 95 100 98 
2 Managers an1 94 99 98 

Administrators 
3 Sales workers 95 99 99 
4 Clerical 95 99 99 
5 craftsmen 87 94 99 
6 Operatives 82 94 97 
7 Transport 94 97 100 

Operatives 
8 laborers 80 90 96 
9 Fanners 81 92 95 

10 Service Workers 95 97 99 

Another series of questions explored the need for Spanish in the 
business cammunity. Resporil.ents were asked whether the Brownsville business 
cammunity needed employees who speak, read, an1 write Spanish. Table 5 
irrlicates that all three groups regarded employees that speak, read, an1 
write Spanish as a necessity for business activity in the cammunity. 
Educators were again slightly less certain about the need for employees that 
speak, read, an1 write Spanish, while the business cammunity had the highest 
perception of need. 

TABIE 5 

Perceptions, by Group, about the Need for 
Enployees in Brownsville that Speak 

Read, an1 Write Spanish 

'!be Brownsville business F.ducators Businessmen 
cammunity needs 

Citizens 
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employees that: Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 

1 Speak Spanish 89 6 96 4 89 8 
2 Read Spanish 80 12 90 10 87 12 
3 write Spanish 78 18 84 14 81 16 

Two additional questions viewed broader attitudinal characteristics 
related to the value of being bilingual. The first question �ed the 
value of being monolingual in the United States (see Table 6) • Again, 
widespread support for bilingualism was irrlicated by all groups. F.ducators 
irrlicated the least support aril. citizens the most support for bilingualism. 
'Ihe secoril. question asks resporil.ents to make a judgment about the ilnportance 
of Spanish in relationship to English in the United States in broad terms. A 
small minority in each group chose Spanish as the first language. '!be 
remaining respooo.ents in each group chose between Spanish as a secoril. 
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�, wil,e an even smaller majority of citizens regarded Spanish as 
beirq equal with English. Slightly Il'Ore than one third of educators viewed 
Spanish as bei.ng equal with English. Businessmen, by a nine percent margin, 
selected Spanish as bei.ng equal with English as canpared to Spanish bein;J a 
seconi�. 

TABLE 6 

Value of Bein] Bilin:Jual arxl. IITQ;x:>rtance of Spanish 
Catpared with English, by Group 

% selecti.n;J each category 

To be Bil�: 
l Is better than beinJ Il'Ol10lm:Jl,lal
2 Is wrse than beinJ I1P110lm:Jl,lal
3 Is the same as beinJ Il'OI'IOl�

If a Brownsville resident knows Spanish 
then Spanish should be regarded as: 

l A secord language
2 A first language
3 Of equal illp:>rtance to English

Educators 
86 

5 

8 

N=95 

Educators 
58 

8 

23 

N=95 

Businessman 
90 

3 

7 
N-=73 

Businessmen 
40 
11 

49 

N=73 

Citizens 
93 

1 

6 

N=l03 

citizens 
42 

7 
52 

N=l03 

'!he precedinJ disa.ission indicates quite clearly that while each of the 
three groups viewed the type of Spanish beinJ used in the community as rot 
beinJ "fonnal, educated," each group acknowledged the intx>rtance of knoliirg 
Spanish arxl. that this knowledge of Spanish was useful in a variety of 
contexts. While each group varied in their perception of the functionality 
of Spanish in various contexts, in al.Jrost all situations a substantial 
majority viewed Spanish as an intx>rtant asset. An attitudinal disposition 
favorable to Spanish, especially in the economic arena, might suggest a 
will� to prarote the study of the Spanish language within the 
CX111111lttlty. Resporxients were asked whether the Brownsville Irrlependent SChool 
District should require all students to learn how to speak, read, arxl. write 
Spanish. Table 7 indicates that major differences exist regarding this 
potential behavioral characteristic. F.ducators, by a substantial margin, 
think that the Brownsville Independent School District should not teadl 
students the Spanish language. Businessmen arxl. citizens, by equally wide 
:mazgins, think that the Brownsville schools should teach Spanish. When 
controlling for ethnicity, the results remain the same. By two to one 
:mazgins, both An;Jlo arxl. Chicano businessmen arxl. citizens S1.JWC)rt teachirq 
Spanish in the school district. only thirty-one percent of Chicano educators 
arxl. twenty-five percent of Anglo educators support such a proposition, 
P>:iucators I attitudes are probably influenced heavily by their "WOrk
enviraunent. '!he educational institutions enphasize English as the mechanism 
for praroti.ng educational success. '!his is supported by the group of 
Brownsville educators' belief that Il'Onolin:Jual English students are ll0I'9 
sucoessful in elementary school than students that speak Spanish as a prmu:y 
lan;JUag8, Seventy percent of educators agree. only forty-nine percent of 



TABIE 7 

Group Attitudes about BISD Teachin;J Spanish 

Should BISD require all students 
to learn hCM to speak, read, arxi 
write Spanish? 

% selecting each response 

1 Stron;Jly agree 
2 Agree 
3 Disagree 
4 Stron;Jly disagree 

F.ducators 
10. 
20 
46 
25 

N=92 

:atsinessmen 
28 
35 
28 
9 

N=71 

Citizens 
21 
44 
31 
4 

N=l02 

, the citizens lNOUld agree with that idea (see Table 8) • Not only do educators 
regard En;lish as the primary lan,JUage of education within the school system, 

: they also prarote leaming English for Spanish-speaking parents. A majority 
of educators think En;lish for Spanish-speaking parents should be man:latory 

i or stressed, whereas a majority of businessmen arxi citizens believe Erqlish
; should be optional (See Table 8). In general, educators as a group are less. willing to prcm:,te Spanish. 

TABIE 8 

SUccess of Monolin;Jual English speaking Students 
arxi Need for English Availability to 

Spanish-SpeakinJ Parents 

Monolin;Jual En;lish students are 
rore successful than students 
who speak Spanish as a primary 
l.al'.guagd 

% selecting each response 

1 Stron;Jly agree 
2 Agree 
3 Disagree 
4 Stron;Jly disagree 

Erqlish oourses for Spanish 
speakin;J parents should be 

1 Maroatory 
2 Stressed 
3 Optional 
4 Not ccmnunity's concern 

F.ducators 
35 
35 
21 

9 

N=89 

F.ducators 
13 
58 
27 

2 

N=99 

:atsinessmen 
29 
26 

31 
4 

N=70 

:aisinessmen 
11 
35 
53 

1 
N=72 

Citizens 
20 
32 
42 

7 

N=92 

Citizens 
9 

34 
55 

3 

N=l0l 

The firxiings of this study show some general patterns of attitudes aIIIOn;J 
all groups with SClll8 i.np:>rtant exceptions. overall, each group views 
SQll8\omat negatively the type of Spanish that is spoken in BroWnsville. Other 
mediums of Spanish ccmnunication are viewed IrOre positively. Each group 
supports the functionality of the Spanish lan,JUage in the ccmnunity. spanish 
is viewed as i.np:>rtant for getting jobs, for career advancement, arxi as an 
asset in all the categories of professions. It is viewed as less i.np:>rtant 
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for school success, but here too it is regarded as important. In social 
contexts, like ll'ak.inJ frieros ani ccmnunicating with family, it hlis 
substantial support. In regard to promoting the learn.in;J of Spanish, the 
groups are not in agreement. Educators are much less willing to utilize the 
?,lblic education system to teach Spanish than are businessmen ani citizens. 
Etluc:ators regard nme favorably the praootion of En;Jlish within the 
caouami ty. 

In relative terms, the group that is generally more supportive of 
Spanish l�e use is the citizen group. Educators are least suwcrtive of 
Spanish �e use ani the business ccmnunity falls between the other two 
groups. '!he importance of the group experience itself appears to be 
important in uooerstaniing attitudes toward l�ge use, 

'!he results of this study have iroplications for the continuing debate oo 
bilingualism in American society. It substantiates to a large degree the 
notion that being bilingual is a positive asset to iniividuals in a society, 
especially in ccmnunities where bilingual realities exist. It also points 
out the functionality of being bilingual. It also, however, points out the 
reality of the opposition to promoting bilingualism within that portion of 
the system that has a profourxi iropact on the success or failure of a 
bilingual society - the school system. 
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Social Movements Favoring the Use Qt Spanish 

Since the ero. of the 1960s there have been three movements in the United 
States that should lead to a greater use of Spanish by native Spanish 
speakers in this country. These movements are ( 1) the increased immigration 
of Spanish speakers, (2) the assertion of pride in being a member of a 
minority group, and, related to this, (3) bilingual education, one aim of 
which is to preserve minority languages in our society. 'Ihe language that 
has urdergone the greatest grcMth as a result of these m:,vements is, of 
course, Spanish. D..lring the 1970s the Hispanic population in the United 
States increased 57% from 9,294,509 to 14,603,683 (Bureau of Census, 1984). 
The latter figure includes � 1,374,400 irmnigrants who came from Spanish
spea}dn] oamtries between 1971 and 1980. The largest numbers of these are 
from Mexico and CUba with approximately 637,200 and 276,800 registered 
immigrants respectively during that decade (Bure.au of census, 1984: 86). The 
JOOSt recent mass influx of Hispanics is the 124, 789 CUban refUgees who 
arrived in the 1980 CUba to Florida boat-lift (Bu:reau of Census, 1984: 89. 
See also Varela, 1983). In addition, there is a large number of urxiocumented 
Hispanics in the United states, oost of wham are Mexican. For exarrple, the 
following are the statistics for fiscal year 1983 alone: (1) 'Ihe authorities 
apprehen:ied 1,076,300 deportable Mexican aliens in this country. (2) '!his 
�· aco:-,.,nts for 93?:'. of all deportable aliens located and is an increase 
of 280,900 over the number of urxiocumented Mexicans apprehero.ed in fiscal 
year 1982 (Bureau of Census, 1984). (3) Ninety-nine percent of all 
deportable aliens entered across the Mexican border. Beyorxi the purely 
statistical facts given above, the internal conditions favoring the use of 
Spanish anon;J the native born have also inproved in recent . tin-es. For 
exarrple, students are no lon;rer forbidden to use Spanish on school grourxis. 
Employers are m:,re retic.ent ncM than during the pre-civil rights era to 
prohil:>it their employees fran using Spanish arron;r themselves on the work 
site. In 1973 a bilin;rual election requirement was added to the Votin;r 
Rights Act of 1965; it stipulates that information relatin;r to election 
processes be made available in minority languages when 'mre than 5 percent 
of the citizens of voting age of such State or political subdivision are 
members of a sin;rle language minority and ••• their illiteracy rate ••• is 
higher than the national illiteracy rate" (42 USC Sec., 1973). 'Ihe use of 
Spanish by the media is rore prevalent ncM than at arr:/ time in the nation's 
history. Fishman et al. (1981) identified 834 commercial and non--carmrercial 
radio and television stations in the United States that air progran-s in 
Spanish. Moreover, Univision, a Spanish network based in New York City and 
telecasting programs originating mainly in Mexico, is ncM generally 
accessible throughout this country. It has became common practice for the 
?Jblic sector of our economy to make infonnation available to Spanish 
speakers in their native language. Ard within the private sector employees 
who speak Spanish are sought in response to the increased use of Spanish by 
the clientele. In locations in which there is a high concentration of Spanish 
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speak.era, the oosiness comnumity has also responded to the growin:J "Hispanic 
market" with Spanish-language advertisin:J. '!he bilingual education movement 
has received tremen::l.ous governmental support, an:i thrivin:J programs have been 
established in the m.mm-ous areas of the country in which there are large 
Hispanic populations. At the same time, Spanish is challengin:J French as the 
1� JOOSt studied in our schools. Irrleed, Spanish has become the seo:n1 
1� of the United States. In view of these lOClVements, one would surmise 
that there would be less discrimination against Spanish speakers in the 
United states today than previously was the case. 

� Movements Discouragirg the Use of Spanish 

On the other hard, there have been other movements (or even 
counterm:wements) that inhibit the use of Spanish in American society, 
Dwirrllin;J enrolllllents in language cx:ru.rses in the schools shCM that air 

technological society is content to be monolingually English. '!he once 
prevalent federal funis for public se:rvice programs ( includin:J bilingual 
education) have been reduced. '!he educational, social, an:i economic advances 
made by minority groups have given rise to cries of reverse discrimination 
an:i consequent legal an:i governmental action. For exanple, the Congressional 
Quarterly report (1981) notes that durin:J the 96th Congress Senators Hayakawa 
an:i M:::Closkey sought to repeal the bilin:Jual provisions to the Votin:J Rights 
Act. F\lrthenoore, as noted in the House Joint Resolutions of the 98th 
0:>n;Jress, the H. J. Resolution 169 initially introduced in the first sessioo 
of the 97th CorxJreSS by sen. Hayakawa (see congressional research service, 
1981) calls for a constitutional amen:l:ment which states that "Neither the 
United states nor arrt state shall require by law, ordinance, regulation, 
order, decree, program or policy, the use in the United States of any 
l�e other than English. 11 Although the resolution died in camnittee, it
recognized the increased use of Spanish in our society an:i therefore was
designed to curb its threat to the obvious national language. Prior to 1965
the i.nmigration of Latins (an:i other ethnic groups) into the United states
was restrained by the National origins Act of 1924. '!his act had established
pero:...1:.:age q..iotas for r .:1ch nationality based on the percentage of that
nationality in the total population of the Unites States as it had been in
1890. B.lt laws passed in 1965 an:i 1976 eliminated those percentage quotas,
'!his triggered the current wave of Hispanic immigration that ncM threatens
the F.stablishment through the potential fonnation of a culturally,
politically, an:i lin;Juistically unassimilated bloc of separatists. 'lbe
projection that in 100 years the population of the United states will be one
third Hispanic (an:i one-fourth oriental) has a=rd.irqly led rightist groups
to attempt to curtail the i.nmigration of Latins into the country thmlgh
lOOaSI.U:8S such as the Immigration Refonn an:i Control Act (better known as the
Silnpson-Mazzoli Bill). sen. Silrq;ison SlUl'lllarizes the alarm caused by extensive
Latino illlnigration as follows: "If lin;Juistic an:i cultural separatism of
Hispanics rise above a certain level, the unity arrl political stability of
the nation will in time be seriously eroded" (Siegel, 1982). While this
proposal gained a large followin:J anx:mg conservatives, its discriminatoty
nature vis a vis U.S. Hispanic citizens contributed to its defeat in the 98th
Corgress. On the other hard, although pride in la Raza is widespread anmg
Hispanic youth arrl although there is a need for Spanish speakers in both the
government arrl private oosiness, the harsh realities of these difficult
econanic times have made mastery of English more :inportant today than ever
before for our young people. Researchers note that, while there is an
increase in Spanish speakers airong first generation ill'lmigrants arrl their
children, the use of Spanish anx:mg native-born Hispanics is declining,
especially in metropolitan areas (Fishman et al. 1971; 'Ihaip;on, 1971 & 1974;
ortiz, 1975; Hudson-Fdwards, an:i Bills, 1982; an:i Bergen, 1986). 'lhe
countermJvements mentioned above acxxrunt for much of the decline of such use
of Spanish. such oounterm:,vements iniicate that discrimination against 
Hispanics is still with us.
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Bein;J faced with such conflicting 11PVements we have wondered to what 
extent the use of Spanish is or is not accepted by the majority of non
Hispanics. In other words, to what degree is the use of Spanish by Hispanics 
met by discrimination f:ran non-Hispanics? Ard if such discrimination exists, 
hew is it manifested? 

� Qt the E>roeriment 

To answer these questions we corx:lucted a study involving 122 Chicano 
students enrolled in first year Spanish oourses designed for native speakers 
at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque. Altho..igh neither this group 
of students nor the city of Albuquerque is necessarily representative of oor 
larger society, the choice of both for the present study is well Il'Otivated. 
'lhe University of New Mexico is the largest institution of higher learning, 
and Alblquerque is the only truly metropolitan area in New Mexico, the state 
that has the largest percentage of Hispanics (36.6%) of all states in the 
courrt:J:y (Bureau of census, 1982) • Moreover, the respoments themselves are 
Hispanics who are old enough to be familiar with adult life and youn;J enough 
to want "to get ahead;" these factors make them ideal subjects for a study 
dealing with discrimination. Finally, since we are professors at the 
university of New Mexico, these choices made the study logistically easy for 
us. 

'lhe experiment itself consisted of administering a questionnaire1 to 
each responient requesting infonnation regarding personal history, language 
use, and experiences with discrimination perceived by them in eleven 
different facets of society: hiring practices, the school system, :p.lblic 
agencies, the police, newspapers, courts of law, stores and restaurants, the 
United States Inunigration and Naturalization service, social and econanic 
advancement, and general discrimination against one's family members and 
friends. 'lhe following is an exanple of the items dealing with 
discrimination: 

w you :believe the C'..,urts of law in this town are 100re likely to 
corwict a person of Hispanic descent rather than an Aix;Jlo? 

l. strorgly disagree
2. Disagree
3. No opinion
4, Agree 
5, Strcn]ly Agree 

we examined twenty-three del!lographic and language use variables: age, sex, 
place of residence through eight years of age, language spoken through the 
age of eight, where Spanish was learned (at hane, school, work, or sane 
canbination thereof) , prior study of Spanish (both in high school and 
college) , the Spanish course in which each student was enrolled, proficiency 
in Spanish (as revealed by a test that the student took upon entering the 
course and by the self-perceived Spanish proficiency of the respon:lent), the 
grade that the student received upon CC111Pleting the course, the degree of use 
of Spanish at family gatherings and on a daily basis, the language preference 
of the responient, and the extent of the irxli.vidual •s use of Spanish with his 
or her gran:lparents, father, m:rt:her, siblings, spouse, children, other 
relatives, friends, and coworkers. 

'lhe group is heterogeneous fran a del!lographic perspective. There are 68 
males and 54 females rarqing in age fran 18 to 46; 47.2% spent their early 
childhood (through the age of 8) in rural Spanish-speaking areas, 31, 1% in 
Spanish speakin3' barrios of a city, 11,3% in Aix;Jlo neighborhoods in a city, 
and 10.4% in rural non-Spanish speakin3' areas. There is also diversity in 
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their Spanish proficiency am use of Spanish. For exanple, their scores en 
the previously mentioned proficiency test range fran 26 to 86, the mean scare 
bein;J 62. 'lbere is a similar diversity in the extent to wch the 
respa,dents speak Spanish with their parents: 

�Cl( OF USE 
Never 
Rarely 
sanetimes 
Generally 
Always 

% OF RESKffl>ENTS 
8.6 

36.2 
42.9 

8.6 
3.8 

'lbere are five phases in our analysis of the data. (1) '1he first
procedure that -we use involves measures of central tero.ency - specifically 
the frequency of each option Wication by the respoooents as well as the 
mean iooicatia1 for each deperxient (discrimination) variable. 'Ihis shows the 
extent to wch discriminatia1 is perceived by the respoooents. ( 2) In the 
secom set of operations, -we examine measures of association (namely, Pearacn 

TABLE 1 

Extent of Perceived Discrimination 

AREAS % PERCEIVING DISCRIMINATION MEAN 

Advancement 67.6 3.6 

Hiring 44.4 3.3 

Stores 40.6 1.4* 

Pol ict:1 38.9 3.2 

Courts 37.9 3.2 

Friends 35.2 3.0 

News 32.4 3.1 

Family 29.6 2.8 

Schoo l  25.0 2.9 

Al iens 22.2 2.7 

Agencies 12.0 2,8 

� are only two options (yes/no) for answerirg this item rather 
than five as for the other items. 

product-nanent correlation coefficients) in order to identify in what ways 
the variation in discrimination perceived is related in a statistically 
significant way to particular irdeperxient (backg.room) variables. 'lhia 
allCMB us to eliminate from our analysis all bac:kgroon:i variables that am 
not so associated with discrimination perception. (3) We then ai;:ply factor 
analysis to the eleven depeooent variables am to those in:iepen:ient variables 
that, as identified through the secom step, are associated with the 



depement variables in a statistically meaningful way. As a result, w 
reduce our data to fewer, toore abstract, ard toore relevant variables for 
identifyinq variance in discrimination perception. (4) Next, we dete:nnine 
the correlation coefficients between the umerlying variables discovered in 
step three, thereby identifying those dem:lgraphic characteristics of the 
respondents that accaipany a greater or a lesser degree of perception of 
discrimination by the resporoents. 'lhat is, we predict who are the Hispanics 
who consider Hispanics victllllS of discrimination. (5) Finally, throogh a 
Iffllltiple regression we shaw the proportion of variance in such peroepticm 
that is explained by those nore abstract dem:lgraphic characteristics. 

In the follCMing discussion we present our fimings f:ran each of these 
five i;i1ases of our investigation. 

lb§ Magnitude Qt Discrimination Perceived l2Y :th§ Hispanic Conununity 

Elemental:y statistical procedures (frequency counts arrl mean readings) 
iniicate that the perception of discrimination, '1-hlile not raqiant, is never 
the less appreciable (see Table 1). '!he frequency coun'.: varies fran two
thirds of the respoIXients believing that Hispanics must work harder than 
All:Jlos in order to advance socially arrl econanically to approximately one
fourth of the subjects stating that the U.S. Immigration arrl Naturalization 
SeIVice suspects IrOSt people of Hispanic descent of being illegal aliens. 
Only in the realm of social service (goverrnnent agencies) is such 
discrimination deemed to be min.ilnal. '!his is not surprisinq given the 
widespread familiarity by the general popJ.lation with the illegality of 
discrimination based on ethnic origin. on the other ham, discrimination is 
Ir0St perceptible in the work world. Again, this response is umerstarrlable, 
.inasmuch as Hispanics have historically filled the JOOSt menial arrl lowest
payinq jobs in the SOOthwest. Given the degree of acculturation of Hispanics 
who are college students, we might not expect that the measures of central 
terdency wool.d reveal the extent of discrimination that we have noted. Yet, 
despite such oonfonnity to the majority culture, the respoooents still are of 
the opinion that such discrimination is CC1111110nplace. certainly the members 
of less An:Jlicized groups (the uneducated, the less affluent, arrl those in 
:menial occupations) must feel even nore alienated f:ran mainstream America. 

Belationships Between Demographic Characteristigs � Discrimination 
Perception 

To fird out who anong our Hispanic students JOOSt perceive the 
discrimination that we have just noted, we dete:nnine the correlation 
coefficients between each of the eleven discrimination variables arrl each of 
the twenty-three backgrouni variables. '!his allows us to eliminate ten 
deroc,graphic variables that are not associated in a meaningful way (\ohu.ch 
throughout our study is the .05 significance level) with any of the 
discrimination variables. We shCM that those that have no relationship to 
the perception of discrimination are age, proficiency in Spanish (both as 
revealed by the test arxl by self-appraisal), the use of Spanish with one's 
siblin;Js, children, arxl relatives, (excluding one's parents, graniparents arxl 
spo.l58) , where the respoIXient learned Spanish, whether the respoooent had 
previously taken a Spanish course designed for non-natives in college, 
current enrollment either in a course designed for native speakers or non
native speakers, arxl the grade that the student eventually received in that 
course. As a result, we have identified thirteen dem:lgraphic variables that 
are significantly associated with perception of discrimination. '!hey are 
sex, residence in an Hispanic or An:Jlo neighborhood, the prior study of 
Spanish in high school, the language(s) spoken in the hane th:rwgh the age of 
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TABLE 2 

•correlations Between Discrimination Perception and Demographic
Characteristics 

s A L F M A s F C G D I s p 

E R A A 0 B p R 0 A A I T R 
X E N T T u 0 J w ·r I I u E

A G II H E u E 0 H L I D F

s E E L s N R E 'i I 'i E
R R 0 E D K R I R 

s s E I I E

R N I N

s G I C 

s I E

Hiring 
I 

.2121 

I I I I I I I I 
School I I .2201 .2031 .2381 1-.2101 I 

I I I I I I 
Agency 1-.2061 .2071 1-.2661 I 

I I I I I I I 
Police 1-.2101 I I .2411 .1981 I 

I I I I I 
News I I I .2811 .2631 

I I I I I I I 
Courts 1-.2311 .2411 .2391 .2661 .2611 .2181 

I 1· 
Stores .2521 .2111 

I I 
Family 1-.2061 

I I I I 
Frien::ls I .2111 1-.2311 

I I 
Advancement I .2181 

I 
Aliens .2391 

•p< .05

eight, language preference, the use of Spanish on a daily basis am with 
one's father, lllOther, grarxjparents, spouse, frierx:ls, am co-workers, am 
(consequently) its use at family gatherings. Table 2 presents the 
correlation coefficients :between these dem:igraphic variables am the 
discrimination variables; in all cases there is a weak to moderate 
correlation. 

After having obtained such associations thrc:uJh silrple correlations tie 

next apply factor analysis in order to ascertain which, if any, 
discrimination variables are associated with sane nore abstract underlyin;J 
variables(s) that had not :been identified through our questionnaire. A 
similar factor analysis reveals the same information with respect to 
dem:igraphic variables. 'lhe first factor analysis shows that there is but one 
abstract underlying factor that accounts for 54. 6% of the variance in 

I 

I 
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response to the i tems in the questionnaire dealin;J with the eleven areas of 
discrimination. 'Ibis factor, of course, can be none other than the 
respondents' perception of discrimination per se (see Table 3). In other 
'WOI'ds, there is a st.ron;J terdency am:mg the Hispanic students to view 
discrimination in the same way in each of the original eleven sub-areas of 
discriminatioo. 'Ibis means that the inlividual departs fran the general 
praise u to whether or oot discrimination does exist, am to what degree, 

TABLE 3 

Factor Analysis of the Discrimination Vari ables 

AREAS OF DISCRIMINATION DISCRIMINATION PER SE 

Hi ring .758 

Schools .751 

Agenci es .707 

Police .799 

News .765 

Courts .850 

Stores .479 

Fami ly  .821 

Fri ends .865 

Advancements .509 

Aliens .713 

an:i then proceeds to perceive the relative presence or absen:e of 
discrimination in each of the eleven sub-areas in that very same way . 2 

On the other han:i, the factor analysis of the thirteen dem::,graphic 
variables clearly reveals that they are explained by five urxierlyin;J 
variables: (1) the use of Spanish in general, (2) sex, (3) the use of 
Spanish with one's spouse, (4) the l�ge(s) spoken in the hane throogh the 
age of eight, an:i (5) the study of Spanish in high school. Factors l, 3, ani 
4 are separate fran one another (see Table 4). In Sl.ll!ll!larY, factor analysis 
analysis identifies the CCl!allCll urxierlyin;J depement variable (discrimination) 
an:i five general dem::)graphic variables. We can now detennine the correlation 
coefficients between the fonner ani the latter in order to identify m:>re 
easily who am:mg our subjects are those who are lOClSt inclined to perceive a 
greater degree of discrimination against Hispanics. 'lb.ere are only two 
significant relationships between the twenty-three bacl<gJ:"oord characteristics 
an:i discrimination perception. 'lllat is, the latter is associated only with 
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TABLE 4 

Factor Analysis of Background Variables 

Abstract Underlying Variables 

Backgroun:i 
Variables 

Study in High School 

Sex 

Languages at hane 

Residence 

Father 

Mother 

Grandparents 

Spouse 

Friems 

Job Site 

Familx Gatherin;Js 

Preference 

D:i.i.i:( 

I.ANG(S) 
USE SEX SroJSE lN HOOE 

.683 

.572 

.749 

.779 

.668 

.688 

.729 

.633 

.629 

.764 

S'IUDY 

.869 

the use of Spanish ani the study of Spanish. Again, in each case the 
coef ficients (.344 ani -.212 respectively) suggest a weak to noderate 
relationship. What is nost i.nportant is that am:irv;r the numerous demograrxuc 
characteristics examined both of the only two that are asscx::iated with 
discrimination perception deal with language. 

Finally, multiple regression analysis shows that these two variables 
explain 18. 7% of the variance in discrimination perception (see Table 5). 

TABLE 5 

Use and Study of Spanish: Correlation with Discrimination 
Perception along with Proportion of  variance 

Background Variables correlation with Discrimination 
Perception 

R-Square

USE 

STUDY 

USE + STUDY 

.344 

-.212 

.122 

.089 

.187 



Conclusions 

'1he major fi.n:linJ of our research is that Hispanics experience 
discrimination fran non-Hispanics largely to the degree that the fomer speak 
Spanish. As a result, we can infer that discrimination is directed against 
the less An;Jlicized Hispanics. Inasmuch as the Spanish language is the JOOSt 
overt manifestaticm of Hispanic culture in the united States, the greater the 
preference for usin:J Spanish as a means of camnunication the 1t0re the speaker 
is apt to be a target of discrimination. Althoogh there are considerable 
sociological differences among our respon::lents, they nevertheless represent a 
rore An;Jlicized or culturally integrated group than do Hispanics as a whole. 
In the first place, the fact that they are university students iroicates that 
they have middle class aspirations or, at the very least, that they are not 
eoonanically deprived. Being a college student in this cx:,untry presupposes 
an:i necessitates a large degree of confonnity to the ideals of the daninant 
An;Jlo society. our respordents manifest such confonnity. For �le, they 
atteni a university in which the student body is 67. 7% An;Jlo. 3 Moreover,
48.8% of the respordents currently live either in JOOStly Anglo neighl:lo:rhoods 
or in neighl:lomoods consisting of a mixture of An;Jlos an:i Hispanics. Only a 
relatively small percentage of the respon::lents prefer that JOOSt of their 
frieros, neighbors, an:i co-workers be of Hispanic descent; these percentages 
are 18.4, 21.1, an:i 28.9 respectively. Finally, 57.9% of the respon:lents 
prefer to identify them.selves ethnically by conservative terms (namely, 
Anm'ican, Anm'ican of Mexican descent, Spanish Anm'ican, an:i Spanish) that 
i.nply assimilation into the dcaninant society, as opposed to 42 .1% who prefer 
separatist ethnic labels (Chicano, Mexican, or Mexicano). Inasmuch as our 
sanple consists of Spanish speakers who are, for the JOOSt part, considerably 
An;Jlicized an:i, consequently, somewhat lacking in Spanish fluency, we 
hypothesize that the proportion of variance in discrimination perception 
explairm by larquage use is even greater among less An;Jlicized an:l 1t0re 
Spanish daninant sanples of the Hispanic population. 

our research also provides sane i.nportant information that explains the 
relative lack of study of Spanish by Hispanic youth. A perplexing question 
for '.:oa<.:he:r:!: of Spanish t:.hroughcut the Southwestern United states is: "Why 
does such a relatively small number of Hispanic youth choose to study in 
school the language of their cultural heritage?" 'Ihis question is even rore 
puzzlin:J in view of the current minority llOVeman'ts in our society as well as 
the growin:J pride in minority groups alluded to earlier. To answer this 
seemhxJly paradoxical question we again note that, although Ol.icanos 
essentially trust the school system (see Table 1), it is apparent fran the 
analysis of our data that their views on (or experiences with) discrimination 
have a bearing on whether they elect to study Spanish formally in school. 
'!hose students who see the majority culture as discriminatory towards them 
towards them ten:l to elect not to study Spanish in school. We have already 
observed that Chicano students perceive themselves as victins of 
discrimination to the extent that they speak Spanish in their daily lives. 
Un:loubtedly, many of those who use the language consistently do not study it 
in order to avoid participation in programs - often oon:lucted by An;Jlo 
teachers - that traditionally have attenpted to eradicate their regional 
dialect an:i "teach" them a "standard" variety of the language. Conversely, 
students who look upon the school system with an increasing degree of trust 
are 100re inclined to study Spanish for exten:led periods of til!le. one 
explanation for their willingness to study Spanish is that they do not feel 
discriminated against, inasmuch as they typically are m:molingual English 
speakers or, at best, passive bilinguals. Consequently, (like An;Jlo 
students) they are not threatened by a language program that characteris
tically discourages the use of a heme dialect that they do not speak in the 
first place. 
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'lbere is an inp:ir.tant corollary to this observation concerning the study 
ot Spanish on the university level. Hispanics who are passive bilingual.a 
often Clt'Oll in Spanilllh courses for non-natives since they bolieve that the 
■tudenta 'l,t\o enroll in the nativo track are fluent speakooi of Spanlllh,
HcMever, our data continn that then is little causo for such 00111.xu.n, slnoa
the majority ot such stuients (88,6% in our sanple) do not consider
themselves to be fluent in the lan;JUage. However, 100% of our sanple
consider themselves to be at least passive bilinguals. In short, virtually
all the students are at the same elementary level insofar as speakmJ
proficiency is ooncemed. 'Ibey are there to learn the lan;JUage, not to take
advantage of other students who are less fluent than themselves.

On a IIK)re general am theoretical plane, sociolinguists have l<DJ 
maintained that the differences in attitudes that people experience 
concernin;J sociological phenomena are characteristically correlated with 
their J.im1uage backgroun:i, OUr research confinns this historical assunptian, 

In closing, it is understood that the two significant correlations 
disoovered in this study do not explain all the variance dealing with the 
perception of discrimination by Hispanics. Rather, each accounts for an 
appreciable part am together they explain 18, 7% of such variance. Many 
other unidentified factors account for the remaining 81. 3% of the variance. 
'!here is a need for further research to identify these other factors ard 
determine the strergth of their correlations with discrimination perception, 
We believe that we have provided important infonnation insofar as the Spanish 
lan;JUage is ooncemed. 



NOI'ES 

1. '!be latter includes items selectai from a similar questionnaire entitled
110..ll.tural Bacl<gr'oorxi" which was designed by Amado Padilla.

2. However, the mineigen values so reveal that the discrimination perceived
as emanatin;J from stores ard restaurants as well as discrimination
eooountered in social ard economic advancement are separate uroerlyin;J
variables. But, since they explain such a small proportion of the total
variance in discrimination in general (i.e., 8.6% ard 7.6% respectively)
ard folla.,,in;J the factor analysis itself, we do not treat them as
geparate uroerlyin;J variables.

3. 'Ibis infonnation was supplied to us by the office of Jldmissions ard
Records of the University of New Mexia:>.
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THE P.R0CESSUAL ROIE OF I.l\NGUAGE IN BILINGUAL CIA':lSROCMS: I.l\NGUAGE USE AND 
M1iSS MEDIA ORIENTATIONS AIDNG MEXICAN AMERICAN OlIIJJRFN 

Malberto Aguirre, Jr. 

University of califomia, Riverside 

Several years ago, I focused on the need for developing more effective 
approaches in the sociolinguistic study of bilingual communities (Aguirre, 
1980) • In particular, I argued that the development of refined socio
lin;Juistic awroaches to the study of language use in bilingual communities 
would assist in the development of bilingual education programs. 'As a 
result, a sociolinguistic IOOdel was developed that took into consideration 
the sociolin;Juistic character of a bilingual conmrunity in the development of 
a bilin;Jual education prcx_Jram for the community's elementary school (Aguirre 
& Bixler-Marquez, 1979). 'Ihus, it was possible to develop a bilingual 
program that approximated the sociolinguistic character of the community. on 
the one hand, the success of the bilingual prcx_Jram was enhanced in that it 
would not be a burden on the sociolinguistic profile of the community. on 
the other hand, the close approximation between parents' sociolinguistic 
features arrl the bilingual program's structure created a set of realistic 
expectations for both parents arrl the school. 

While the sociolinguistic mcx:iel developed dealt only with the structural 
arran;Jement of sociolinguistic dimensions in the community, it did not 
examine the processual interaction of these dimensions. For instance, the 
IOOdel is quite effective at creating a portrait of a bilingual community's 
sociolin;Juistic character. However, it is a portrait that is based on the 
aggregate nature of structural features rather than on their processual 
nature. For example, the mcx:iel facilitates the development of a bilingual 
program that falls on a continuum based on a bilingual community's 
sociolin;Juistic profile. However, it is not possible to observe how the 
bi:!.i.",f-.!al !;)rcx_Jram deve 1.oped is affected by actual language processes at work 
in the CCllllllUnity. 

'!his limitation in the mcx:iel, however, does not constrain the mcx:iel ' s 
utility. For arr purposes, the mcx:iel was a tool for developing bilingual 
programs that were similar, not identical, to sociolinguistic features in the 
COlTllllll'Uty. 'As such, it does serve its purpose in that it facilitates the 
develcpnent of work.in;J programs. '!he degree to which the programs actually 
'WOrk will largely depend on how closely each such program mirrors the 
identity of the corresponding bilingual community. Given the rapid shift in 
social arrl linguistic forces within any community, it becomes almost 
inpossible to develop sociolinguistic mcx:iels that are identical with the 
bilingual camumity they are dealing with. 'As a result, the best one can 
hope for is the developrnent of sociolinguistic m::xiels that approximate a 
camnmity's sociolin;Juistic profile (Rubel, 1968). 

In an attenpt to bring some attention to the need for the examination of 
processua.l dimensions in bilingual programs, this paper examines the mass 
neila orientations for English arrl Spanish in a sanple of Mexican-American 
children enrolled in bilingual classrooms. I selected to focus on mass media 
orientations for the following reasons: (a) children spen::l on the average 5 
hoors a day interacting with some fonn of mass media (Greenberg, et al., 
1983)7 (b) the availability of mass media in both English arrl Spanish is 
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widespread (Gutierrez, 1977); and (c) watching and listening habits are 
functional inilcators of actual lan,Juage use (Bixler-Marquez, 1985). As a 
result, by focusin] on mass media orientations in English and Spanish I can 
examine their association with a child's home lan,Juage and self-reported 
lan,Juaga use. A contrastive analysis of home lan,Juage use and self-reported 
language use may, in tum, enable one to evaluate the utility of using either 
dimension for locatin] a child within a bilingual classroan. 

'Ihe� 

'Ihe resp:,roents in this study are two hundred Mexican-American children 
enrolled in bilin]ual classrooms, grades 2-4, at twenty schools in Riverside 
County and san Bernardino County. The children and their parents were also 
part of a larger study focused on opinions and attitudes toward bilingual 
education (Aguirre, 1985). One unique feature of this study is that it 
enables us to c:x:q:>are and contrast the home lan,Juage reported by parents with 
the children's self-reported lan,Juage use. At each of the twenty schools, 
one bilin]ual classroom was rarrlomly selected from the available rnnnber of 
bilin]ual classrooms. From each classroom selected, Mexican-American 
children were rarrlomly selected from the available rnnnber of Mexican-American 
students. 

'Ihe children were interviewed by bilin]ual (English/Spanish) Mexican
American graduate students who were ir:rligenous to the areas in which they 
were assigned to -work. The interview was con:iucted in the lan,Juage in which 
the child felt nost comfortable. However, for the JIDSt part, the interviews 
were corxiucted in both lan,Juages. F.ach child was asked a total of fifteen 
questions in an effort to elicit the following types of infonnation: (a) hane 
lan,Juage use, (b) lan,Juage use with parents and siblings, and (c) use of 
English and Spanish lan,Juage media. '!he interview lasted between ten arxi 
fifteen minutes. F.ach child was called out of the classroom and interviewed 
in the school library. 

All of the children used as participants in this study reside in areas 
wheJ:e there is receptir: 1 of both English and Spanish-lan,Juage television 
channels and radio programs. In addition, only those children whose parents 
had ir:rlicated in the parental interview that both English and Spanish media 
were used in the home are included in this study's sample. As a result, the 
sample reported in this paper does not suffer from the presence of internal 
differences that might arise due to the availability or non-availability of 
Spanish lan,Juage media. 

Results 

Accordfn:1 to our interviews with parents, 26% identified English as the 
lan,Juage spoken IOOSt often at home, and 74% identified Spanish as the 
lan,Juage spoken most often at home. 'Ihe results in Table 1 suggest that 
there is a very low association between home lan,Juage use and a child Is mass
media orientations. Using phi coefficients as our measure of association 
(Bohrnstedt & Knoke, 1982:311-314), one finds the following in Table 1: halle 
lan,Juage and "IV lan,Juage, x=0.0669; home lan,Juage and radio lan;JUage, 
x=0.0429; home lan,Juage and "IV lan,Juage preference, x=0,0559, A rather close 
association, however, is present between home lan,Juage and the self-reported 
lan,Juage use of children (x=0.3927). 

When children were asked to report which lan,Juage they used IOOSt often 
for speakin:;J, 57% reported English and 43% reported Spanish. '!he 
associations in Table 2 are as follows: reported lan,Juage use and Ti/ 
lan,Juage, x=0.1788; reported lan,Juage use and radio lan,Juage, x=0.5716; 
reported lan,Juage use and "IV lan,Juage preference, x=o.3039. 



TABIE 1 

Reported Home I.anguage ani Mass Media Orientations 

Ha-IE LANGUAGE* 
English Spanish 

Otlldrens I Responses (N=52) (N=:148) 

'IV I.anguage 
Spanish 6% 
En;Jlish 94% 

Radio I.anguage 
Spanish 25% 
En;Jlish 75% 

'IV I.anguage Preference 
Spanish 46% 
En;Jlish 54% 

self-Reported I.anguage Use 
Spanish 15% 
En;Jlish 85% 

*As reported by parents.

TABIE 2 

10% 
90% 

21% 
79% 

40% 
60% 

60% 
40% 

Reported .:..arx;JUage Use ani Media Orientations 

Reported Ianguage Use 

Media Orientation 

'IV I.anguage 
Spanish 
Erl;1lish 

Radio I.anguage 
Spanish 
En;Jlish 

'IV Language Preference 

En;Jlish 

English Spanish 

(N=ll4) (N=86) 

6% 17% 
94% 83% 

18% 76% 
82% 24% 

33% 64% 
67% 36% 

ContrastirXJ the results in Table 2 with the results in Table 1, one can 
observe that the child's :reported lall;Jl.lage use has a nru.ch closer association 
with media orientations than with the home lall;Jl.lage :reported by parents. In 
other words, for these results, :reported lall;Jl.lage use is a better descriptor 
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for media orientations than parental reported haoo larX]uage use. Seoomly, 
the results in both Table l am Table 2 suggest that there is mre 
interaction with Erx:1lish-larX]uage media in households where Spanish is 
reported as the bane lan;;uage am by children who report Spanish as the 
larguage they use nost often. In contrast, there is very limited interactiat 
with Spanish lan;Juage media in those households where Erx:1lish is reported to 
be spoken am by children who report Erx:1lish as the larX]uage they speak most 
often. In particular, the results in Table 2 suggest that children who 
report speakin:J Spanish have markedly oore Spanish-larX]uage nooia cootact 
than children who report Ell;Jlish as the l�ge they speak ll'OSt often. 

Lamuage Use J2y Context 

'Ihe results in Table 3 are focused on the association between reported 
bane l�ge use am the children Is reported larX]uage use in the bane am in 
school. 'Ihe particular associations in Table 3 for reported bane 1� 
use are: with parents, x=0.5847; with siblings, x=0.3125; with frieros, 
x=0.3927; playgrouni, x=0.1207; classroan, x=0.1011. As a result, reported 
hc:me lan;;uage use with siblings is inversely associated. '!hat is, Ell;Jlish is 
used nost often with siblings in Spanish-speakinJ hooseholds, aro. Spanish is 
used nost often with siblings in Erx:1lish-speaking hooseholds. 'Ibis pattern 
of cross-larX]uage use has been identified by Aguirre (1984) as a 
sociolin;Juistic feature in bil:in:Jual Mexican-American households. 

Regarding the children's reported l�ge use in school, it is not 
unexpected to firxi that the majority reported Ell;Jlish as the l�ge spoken 
ll'OSt often. One JmJSt note again that children fran Spanish� 
households tern to have greater latitude in their larX]uage choice than 
children fran Ell;Jlish-speakinJ households. 

TABIE 3 

Reported Home I.an;uage Use aro. Context 

Heme I..armiage* 

Context 

Heme 
With Parents 

Spanish 
Ell;Jlish 

With Siblings 
Spanish 
Ell;Jlish 

With Frieoos 
Spanish 
Ell;Jlish 

School 
Playgrc,.m:1 

Spanish 
Ell;Jlish 

Classroan 
Spanish 
Ell;Jlish 

*As reported by parents.

English Spanish 
(N=52) (N=l48) 

15% 80% 
85% 20% 

40% 12% 
60% 88% 

15% 60% 
85% 40% 

5% 15% 
85% 40% 

15% 25% 
85% 75% 
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'!he results in Table 4 are focused on the association between the 
children's reported lan:JUage use aro. their reported lan:JUage use by context. 
'!he particular associations with reported lan:JUage use are as follows: with 
parents, x=o.1311; with siblings, x=o.2624; with frien::ls, x=o.2123; 
playgrouni, x=o.2125 classroan, x=o.0652. A o::miparison of the pii 
coefficients for the associations in Table 3 aro. for the associations in 
Table 4 shows that reported hane lan:JUage is a better descriptor for the 
children Is reported lan:JUage use in the hane. 'Ibis result is not unexpected
because it is consistent with the results in Table 1 regarding the 
association between bane larguage aro. reported lan;uage use by children. 

An interesting association is the one regarding the reported lan;uage 
use with siblings. According to the results in Table 4, children who report 
speaking Spanish most often are nore likely to make greater use of Spanish 
aro. English than children who report speaking English m:>St often. Seoorrlly, 
there is a very weak negative association for reported lan:JUage use in the 
classroan. '!hough the value of the pii coefficient is negligible its 
direction is not because it suggests that children who primarily speak 
English tern to speak Spanish nore in the classroan than children who 
primarily speak Spanish. Accordingly, children who primarily speak Spanish 
tern to speak oore English in the classroan than children who primarily speak 
English. 

Discuss.i,QD 

TABLE 4 

Reported Language use By context

Context 

Horne 
With Parents 

Spanish 
English 

With Si'l-lings 
Spanish 
English 

With Frien::ls 
Spanish 
English 

School 
Playground 

Spanish 
English 

Classroan 
Spanish 
English 

English 
(N=<ll4) 

80% 
20% 

10% 
90% 

20% 
80% 

10% 
90% 

20% 
80% 

Spanish 
(N=86) 

90% 
10% 

30% 
70% 

40% 
60% 

25% 
75% 

15% 
85% 

While the results are not really unexpected, their in'plications for 
bilingual program plannin;J are. For instance, m:>St children are placed or 
referred for placement in bilingual classroans based on the results of a bane 
lan;uage survey c:onpleted by parents. '!he results show that hane lan;uage as 
reported by parents is a poorer descriptor of children's lan;uage use than 
the children's self-reported lan:JUage use. one ooold conclude that hane 
larguage as reported by parents is not a reliable imi.cator for identifying 
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the language needs of their children in the school. However, one would then 
face the ananalous results that home language as reported by parents is 
closely associated with the children's reported hane language use. 

An examination of the results in Table 1 for the language spoken by 
children stia,JS that its association with hane language as reported by parent:11 
is more apparent for English-speaking households than for Spanish-speald.p;J 
hooseholds. '!here appears to be greater use of both English and Spanish in 
Spanish-speaking households. Thus, the aggregate portrait of these children 
in their bilin;Jual classroans is that they are Spanish speakers. 'Iba 
portrait, however, does not reveal the fact that there may be a higher degree 
of bilin;Jual activity in a group of these children. For the teacher, the 
problem becanes one of identifying this group and developing a teachin;i 
aR)I"oach for it. 

'lhe teacher's problem may be solved if closer attention is placed on the 
child's self-reported language use. While the results in Table 3 show that 
there is a close association between hane language and context, the results 
in Table 4 show a weak association between children's self-reported lan;iuage 
use by context. In this case, there is a structural differentiation in the 
children's language use by context when one considers home language use. 
However, the actual process of language use by children does not serve as a 
differentiating feature among them. As a result, the self-reported 1� 
use of children suggests that they are more silnilar than different in their 
language use. '!his is inilrectl.y reinforced by the weak negative associatia1 
bebleen classroom language use and self-reported language use in Table 4. 
That is, this dissilnilarity in the children's language use in the classroan 
may be a vehicle in pushing them to share similar features in their 1� 
use. 

By focusing on the self-reported language use of children one coold 
acquire infonnation regarding the oral language skills of children in both 
English and Spanish. such infonnation would be quite effective in developi.n1 
instructional programs that build and extend existing oral language skills 
rathu than using them , J a basis for detennining what has not been learned 
(Aguirre, in press). In particular, it would reinforce the child's 
sociolinguistic behavior that could result in a oore positive identificatia'I 
process with the classroom. I have suggested elsewhere that it is the lack 
of a positive identification with the bilingual classroom that too often 
results in the child not being able to communicate effectively in it 
(Aguirre, 1981). As a result, what are perceived to be educational problems 
may sinply be camrmmication problems. 

� � Orientation 

OUr results regarding the children's mass media orientations show that 
their interaction with Spanish-language television progranmdng is quite low 
despite exhibiting a preference for it. Regardless of whet.her one considers 
home language or self-reported language use, interaction with Spanish
language television is limited. It has been suggested that limited e.xposure 
to Spanish-language media is indicative of a low degree of maintenance for 
the spanish language (Amastae, 1982). However, it has also been suggested 
that Mexican-American children limit their exposure to Spanish-1� 
television programming because of the limited availability of children's 
programming on Spanish-language channels (Neuman & Pitts, 1983). 

An examination of radio listening by language shCMS that children, 
regardless of home language and self-reported language use, interact mre 
with Spanish-language radio programming than with Spanish-language television 
programming. These results would counter any arguirent that the children in 



the sample have made a shift fran Spanish to English. For exairple, in order 
to follCM action in a radio program one must urx:lerstarxi the language. 'Ibis 
condition does not hold for television viewing. It is possible to follCM 
action on a television screen without urx:lerstanding the language. If this is 
a plausible oon:iition, then the children in the san;,le possess the necessary 
linguistic skills in Spanish for listening to radio programs in Spanish. 
'lhus, their radio listenin;J pattems in:iicate a high degree of maintenance 
for the Spanish language. 

'Ihe pattern in responses for television viewing shows that most 
television � is watched in English. 'Ihe fact that most of the 
children wool.d prefer sane of their television progranuning in Spanish 
suggests that if it were available they wool.d watch it. It may be that the 
limited availability of children's programs in Spanish oonstrains their 
viewing to English-language channels. 'As a result, one would have to be 
rather careful in using viewirx;J of television progranuning in English as an 
in:iicator of language shift. 

Finally, one needs to consider whether placement in the bilin3ua]. 
classroau has increased interest in the child so that he/she will seek to 
develop a bilin3ua]. approach in hisjher behavior. The children's interactive 
pattems with language suggests that there is a great deal of bilin3ua]. 
activity that does -not exten:i to their mass media orientations. The children 
do not a� to be using the symbolic nature of the mass media to reinforce 
their sociolfn;juistic features. While the data limits the level of 
interpretation one can present regarding the role of the bilin3ua]. classroan 
in producirx;J these results, it does raise the follCMirx;J questions: are the 
children bilin3ua]. because they are in a bilin3ua]. classroom? or is a 
classroan bilin3ua]. because the children are bilin3ua].? An approach such as 
the one presented in this paper could very well enable the interested teacher 
an:i researcher to decide just exactly which canes first, the classroan or the 
child, 

Concluding Renarks 

The pxrpose of this paper is to draw attention to the processual role of 
language, an:i its i.Jli>lications for bilin3ua]. classrooms. We have observed 
that it may be in the best interests of the classroom teacher to ex.amine the 
language behavior of students rather than rely on their parents reported home 
language use. The classroan teacher would then be in a better position to 
develop adequate classroom materials for each student, hopefully by group, 
an:i to i.Jli>ly the child I s lin;iuistic abilities as a building block. 'Ihe 
teacher could also utilize the student's language use pattems as a means for 
prcm:>ting a higher degree of bilin3ua]. activity in the classroan. 'Ihoogh 
there are limitations in all of these observations, these observations are 
necessary in facilitatirx;J a positive identification process between the child 
an:i the bilin3ua]. classroan. 
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NOI'E 

Many of the ideas presented in this paper are derived fran a presentation I 
delivere:i at the Invitational Conference on Research in Mexican American 
Spanish am En;Jlish at the University of Texas at El Paso in May, 1985. 'Iba 
research reported in this paper was made possible by a grant fran the us

Merloo Research Program at the University of California. My thanks to Felix 
Gutierrez for his c:ctl1llelts regardirq the mass media section of this paper. 
Any short:oanin;Js in this paper are my own. 
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TRANSLATION: THE FORGOTTEN FIFTH LANGUAGE SKILL 

George K. Green 

Pan American University at Brownsville 

Translation, in its essence, is nothinq more or less than paraphrasing: 
to translate in the broadest sense of the woni is to paraphrase, to 
substitute a new form of expression for the old form while naintaining the 
original content lll'ldlan;Je:i or modifying it slightly; often in translation we 
amplify or abridge the text somewat, thus making the new text longer or 
shorter than the original one. Nonnally, we think of translation as 
involving a dlan;Je from one language to another (Russian to English, English 
to Chinese, etc.). 'Ihis is the process best designate:i intralingual 
translation.1 Ha.-rever, in the case of ancient texts - Beowulf or Cllaucer in
English, the iarchas or Poema del Mio Cid in Spanish, the Nibelungenlie:i in 
German, or Olanson de Roland in French - we would perhaps firrl the idea of 
�t translation (that is, translation within a single language) to 
be quite natural. Similarly, translating into the starrlard written language 
from a highly differentiate:i regional dialect - the English of East Anglia, 
ErxJland, to cite one such variety -- would also seem to us a perfectly 
reasonable idea. Moreover, certain sociolects (sociolects are social 
variants of language) such as Cockney, the working-class variety of the 
English of East I.om.on with its omitte:i and adde:i h's, as well as the 
technical jargons of certain highly developed or narkedly idiosyncratic 
professions, including the C.B. slang of the truck driver, might analogously 
leoo. themselves to the art of the translator, the forgotten professional in 
the Unite:i States of the ao•s at least. 

'Ihus define:i, translation, the substitution of one language form or m:x:le 
of expression for another, is the quintessential language skill. When we 
speak, we translate our mental ideas into oral symbols; in carnprehen:ilng 
spoken language, the inverse process occurs. In fonnal writing - as it is 
taught in Freshman c:aiposition courses, for ex.arrple - we fW a case of 
Illllltiple substitution of linguistic forms. First of all, the original idea 
nee:is to be developed, that is, translate:i into a more complete and more 
logical form. Secooo.ly, the first draft must be rewritten, at least once if 
not seve:;.al tiilles, ...n order to achieve the clearest, most readily 
uoo.erstandable form, in onier to establish a uniform style, and in onier to 
make all transitions perfectly explicit. 'Ihe first page of the written 
version of this presentation, for ex.arrple, was rewritten no less than six 
ti.roes - which is not to say that its author is absolutely satisfie:i with its 
present form. Finally, basic reading involves Illllltiple language 
substitution: the symbols of written language are first recorde:i into those 
of oral language, and these, in turn, are converte:i into mental 
carnprehension, although the tripartite process may be cooo.ense:i into a 
bipartite one in advance:i readers. 

Translation, therefore, is not just to be viewe:i as a single additional 
language skill and not just a language art associate:i with those people that 
can boast a COll1Illan:l of two or more languages. It is rather a language art 
that is essential and natural, and definitely not peripheral to the practical 
concems of the teacher dealing solely with the native language. In teaching 
several of the core courses in translation from English to Spanish or Spanish 
to English of Pan American University at Brownsville's Translator Program, I 
have regularly include:i paraphrasing in a single language, either English or 
Spanish, as an important part of the program, one designed to give the 
student a true uoo.erstaoo.ing of the essential and basic character of the 
process of translation, rather than just a vocational approach peripheral to 
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other language concerns,2 I always fin:l that such exercises are entirely new
to the students: although they are intrigued by paraprrasing, they f.iro it to 
be initially sanewhat diffiOllt, am quite invariably they ask why such 
exercises are never included in Erqlish classes. 

What is it, exactly, that is so basic aba.lt translation, paral,i'lrasin], 
or lin;Juistic substitution? sane of our best lin;Juists, language professors, 
am anthropologists - such as F.dward Sapir, Kenneth Burke, am susanne x.

I.a?l;Jer - in considering the themy of language in general agree that the use 
of symbols represents the essential feature of all language or human 
c:x::mummication, the feature that distinguishes it from aniJllal language, at 
least all animal language so far discovered: sane marine biologists suspect 
that certain sea ma:mmals such as whales am doliitlns may have language like 
ours, yet all attenpts to elate have failed to discover any such animal 
CXl1111ffl.ll'lcation. 3 Burke has coined the term "symbolicity" for the making, use, 
am the misuse of symbols. 4 All such experts agree, m:>reover, that our
psychology as a science today is quite incapable of explicitly describing the 
basic m:>de of symbolicity, that is, the conversion of mental activity into 
streams of oral symbols am the inverse process that converts oral larxJ1.1A98 
into mental oomprehension. If the essential processes of language are, thus, 
not easily made explicit, nonetheless they certainly can be am are taught as 
an art based upon an intuitive un:lerstarxiing of the process of translatiat. 

Is language substitution, thus to be considered a fifth language skill? 
Yes, as paraprrasing, in the case of the strictly m:>nolingual person. In the 
case of the bilingual or Imlltilingual person, hCMeVer, we are dealing with 
Imll.tiple or even many language skills of the monolingual. My son Jorge 
Arrlres, who is 9 years old, reads, writes, speaks, am conpreheros both 
Spanish am Erqlish. If he, for example, is to develop into a perfectly 
balanced bilingual am biliterate person fomally trained in both translatiat 
am interpreting (oral translation) , he will eventually cc:mnarrl at least 18 
different language skills: the five skills in Erqlish, the five skills in 
Spanish, oral translation fran English to Spanish am oral translation frall 
Spanish to English (two more skills), translating written English into 
wrlt:'::::11 Sp?.:rl.sh am tr.nslating written Spanish into written Erqlish (tw 
more skills), for a total of 18 in:lividual language skills. Similarly, a 
perfectly trilingual am triliterate person with a oomplete cc:mnarrl of all 
the substitution skills 'WOUld c:ommani a total of 29 in:lividual skills. In 
the case of a person with total comman:l of four languages, the rn.nnber wool.d 
rise to 66 in:lividual skills, '!he general fonnula is n3 + 2, that is, the 
number of languages raised to the third pc:Mer plus two. 

'!\.lo conclusions are immediately evident from this analysis. First of 
all, foreign language instruction involves more than has generally been 
thought by those caught up in the audio-1.in;Jual approach, whether or not all 
the in:lividual skills are consciously taught. 'My experienced foreign 
l�e teacher knows that students do a certain arrount of translation,
whether or not it is part of the inte;µ:ai curriOllum. Rather more in'portant
is the realization that translation, paraprrasing or lin;1uistic substitutiat
are quite central to language arts. Perhaps the language teacher has becalla
too accustar.ed to consider solely the fonn am meanirg - the main thrust of
translation am the main topic of translation effectively taught.

In a period of reaction against foreign language instruction based 
largely upon the inoomplete analysis enploying the oft-repeated stereotype of 
the four language skills, a rationale for foreign language teaching within 
our curriOlla at all educational levels has been sought but can not be foon:i 
in tenns of just four skills. Without advocatinq a return to the oveniorked 
am often deficient use of translation as the principal method enployed in 
the foreign language classroom - am this teacher personally nruch prefers a 



wide variety of methods including translation as a secondary method -- it 
should be pointed out that effective translation is of immediate benefit to 
the student in the foreign language classroom because it offers a direct 
insight into the relationship between meaning and form as it varies from 
language to language - certainly this is the real rationale for teachirg 
languages other than English to our children, We will cite only two 
exzmq:>les. In German the word for the object that we call a glove in En;Jlish 
is 1'Harx111c:huh," that is 'a shoo for· 11 h,'lrtl.' Hore, a moh,1,i10r lo employed to
extarx1 the meaning of the woni "Schuh" in a way that no c;.:>rm,m would ever 
think twice about, oo.t one that immediately offers a curious insight into the 
nature of language and its workings for any English-speaking person. 5 '!he
English speaker learning German is thus brought to view reality in a very 
slightly different fashion. 

On the other bani, differences between similar but not identical 
expressions in two different languages often reflect very distinct ways of 
viewing the world, that is, a difference in world view or Weltanschauung. 6 

For example, we speak in English of necessity being the mother of invention, 
whereas in Spanish we are wont to say that necessity has a face like a 
heretic. ("la necesidad tiene cara de hereje. ") We note here that these 
specific differences between the forms of expressions reveal just such a 
difference in world view: the Anglo-Saxon in the face of crisis thinks about 
the possibilities of a mechanical solution to the concrete problems, that is, 
technology, whereas the Spanish speaker is seen to consider the spiritual 
side of the crisis itself. The English speaker focuses on the material, the 
Hispano deals in terms of the abstract. 
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NOI'ES 

1, George Steiner be,]ins his book on translation with a discussioo or 
Intralingual translation. His approach is essentially Iililosqnical am 
is based on a remarkable caronarxi of a number of European lan;JUages by the 
author. After Babel. I.onion: Oxford, 1977. 

2. For an intrcx:Iuction to
Gerardo Vazquez-Ayora.
Georget:c:Mn University
translator with many
American states.

Spanish-Ery;Jlish translation as a profession, see 
Intrcxlucci6n a_� Traductologia. Washin;Jtal: 

Press, 1977. '!he author is a p:rofessiaial. 
years of experience with the Organization or 

3, � Sapir is often cited for his discussion of the symbolic d'laracter 
of! l�ge. See "Language" in CUlture, Ianguage and Personality. 
Berkeley: University of Califomia P.ress, 1949, pp. 1-44. 

4. :Kenneth &lrke. Language as Symbolic Action, Essays QD Life, Literature,
.m» �- Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1966, p. 5.

5. susanne K. Larger discusses the metaphorical nature of lan;JUage, aioon;i 

other tq,ics, in her article, "Language" include:i in Foreign I..amµage
Tead;rlm. An Anthology, e:i, Josep1 Michel. N. Y.: Maanillan, 1969, R>•
3-40.

6. '1he theory that different "WOrld views are in'plicit in different larguages
is generally attributed, in a highly developed fonn, to Benjamin Lee
Wharf. See his article "I..an;JUages and Logic" in I..an:ruage, �, Am
Reality. Selected Writi,rss .Qf Benjamin Lee Whorf. e:i. John B, Carroll,
cambridge: '1he MIT Press, 1956, pp. 233-245.



a:M1UNICATION AND EWCATION TRENC6 ALONG 

THE U.S.-MEXICX> OORDER 

Dennis J. Bixler-Marquez 

University of Texas at El Paso 

several leadirq i:m>lications such as�. Th� �.11 �!; !L.OlliJIBl, an:i 
l,J_&,_ � & !t>..I:J&l R<m.Qrt have rec.ently focused their coverage on the dynamics 
of the United States-Mexico border. '!his E!llp1aSis is hardly surprisirq, 
given the economic, political, an:i hmnan ties between the two countries an:i 
an increased public awareness of the interdeperdent nature of the world 
econany. 

Most institutions an:i economic enterprises along the border are quick to 
mention the unique characteristics of the binational setting as well as the 
needs an:i problems they generate. One growing need is for educational 
systems to produce inlividuals with professional an:i technical communication 
skills in English an:i Spanish. A cursory glance at Mexican an:i American 
classified ads on any given day confirms this need. 

sane metropolitan areas like Brownsville, El Paso, Iaredo, an:i IDs 
Angeles have managed to produce a significant number of bilingual 
professionals. !!.&.,_ News & World� inlicated that approxina.tely twenty 
percent of the Anglo population in the El Paso area is bilingual. '!his 
reflects a growing awareness among high socioeconomic Anglo residents, 
already aware of nore employment options by virtue of their advantaged status 
an:i concx::imitant opportunities, that a good commarrl of both English an:i 
Spanish increases their employability in desirable fields. 'Ihe proportion of 
Hispanics who are bilingual is considerably larger, but the numbers of each 
population who can f'unc::tion effectively in the two languages in specific 
settfn:1s such as business, Wustry, or government is not known. 

A third lin;Juistic arrl cultural dimension has to be seriously considered 
by :r.:itcati,:,nal policy �onrw.ators for the 1890s as a result of increased 
Asian economic presence in the united states an:i in the twin plant industry 
along the U.S.-Mexico border. Powell gt ru,. (1987) revealed that Japanese 
invesbnent in the United States rose from virtually zero in 1975 to alnost 30 
billion dollars in 1987. Japanese-owned companies in the Unites States 
employed aver 225,000 people in 1986, although the number of Japanese 
personnel, nostly executive, was sn'al.l. '!his trerrl continues in the United 
states as Japan arrl other Asian nations seek to maintain arrl exterx:l their 
hold on the American market, this time by operating in the United states. At 
the same time, American companies have sought to remain canpetitive in the 
u .s. market by establishing or relocating plants in Mexico. For exairple,
according to a 1988 report in El Fronterizo, General Motors had opened 29
plants in Mexico arrl planned to have 50 in operation by 1990. Japanese
campanies such as Sony, Sanyo, arrl 'IDK have operated plants in northern
Mexico for sane time. other Japanese companies such as Mitsubishi, Toshiba,
arrl Seiko have recently followed suit. Sail\SW19', Gold star, Daewoo arrl other
Korean companies quickly gauged the economic arrl political advantages accrued
to members of the twin plant irxiustry arrl also proceeded to open
:manufacturing plants in Mexico.

'Ihe Asian dimension has generated a set of technical arrl business 
communication needs ccmparable to those generated by the interface of Spanish 
with English. 'Ihe professional presence of Asian languages arrl cultures is 
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nascent in the re:Jion. Asian executives and their Mexican and American 
personnel are in the prcx::ess of developing viable oammmication nebiorks, 
internally and externally, which is a learning process. For exanple, sana of 
the new Japanese fims enca.mtered resistance fran their Mexican enployees, 
who were not at aj.l convinced they should spem their break time doirq 
calisthenics in order to develop an esprit de corps. 

Evidently, a new lir.guistic and cultural network is developin;J in the 
re:Jion. It will transcen:i the English and Spanish parameters arxi be 
mul tili.ngual and multicultural. '!he Japanese and the Koreans now form an 
inp:)rtant part of the professional milieu in the united states and alcn;i the 
u.s.-Mexico border. 'lherefore, Spanish, English, Japanese, Korean, arxi other
lan;iuages must be aCXXllll'OCX:lated.

One question that then oomes to min:l is, in light of the ever-exterxiin;J 
global eoonany, will current lan;iuage education programs be able to admlas 
the Jllll.tili.ngual, crosscultural oamumication needs of border canmunities an1 
their eJqX>rt markets in the not-too-distant future? Galante (1985) an1 
executives of potential multinational conpanies imicate that the lack of 
personnel with foreign lan;iuage crosscultural camnrunication skills in 
American fims abroad is a serious obstacle to their success. 

'Ibis array of first- and secorrl-lan;iuage instruction programs has been 
effective within the limits of its objectives. Irrleed, exenplary school 
systems in cities such as San Antonio and El Paso have received natiClllll. 
recognition for leadership and innovation in bili.ngual education and related 
programs. Still, the existin;J collage of options cannot fully meet the 
growin;J cammmication needs in English and Spanish of oosiness and .i.rdustry 
in the Southwest (Bixler-Marquez, 1987). Furthenrore, the derrarxi for Asian 
lan;iuages is fast pressin;J at its heels. For exanple, in El Paso, Texas, a 
small private Japanese school first opened its doors in 1988 and was trai.nin;J 
aba.tt 12 twin plant enployees in Japanese lan;iuage and culture. Also, sana 
Japanese executives expressed a desire for a Japanese school that \QlJ.d 
enable their children to continue their education and be competitive upco 
the::.i retum to Japan !':enplin, 1988) • 

Several remedies might be brooght to bear fruitfully on the insufficient 
lan;iuage instruction that results in educated adults who are not truly 
bilingual b.lt whose work requires sophisticated camnrunicative campeteooe in 
the re:Jion•s lan;iuages. In the dimension of Spanish-English, schools first 
must educate youn;r children, re:Jardless of whether they are Er,;Jlish 
1'1¥:m.Oli.nguals, Spanish ll0110li.nguals, or bilinguals, to acquire both 1� 
with a degree of proficiency that will prove useful in the global econany. 
It is far easier, fran an attitudinal. starrlpoint, and far less painful to 
leam a secorrl lan;iuage at age five rather than after adolescence, 
Maintenance bili.ngual educatioo for both majority and minority lan;,uaqa 
students has proved successful in many of the world's camnrunities, incluiirq 
Miami, Mexico City, and COlonia Juarez in Chihuahua. 

Another approach 'WOUld be to establish magnet schools with maintenance 
bili.ngual educatioo programs that include Asian l8n,;Jl.lages urrler the 
enrichment, not c::atpenSato:r;y education, label, SUch programs could enable 
Johnny and Juanito to becane the national li.n;uistic and cultural asset for 
which they have a potential that is currently allowed to remain fallow. '!he 
enrichment to both imividual and cammmity wool.d likewise rebooni upal 
American �rises, so sorely in need of such lirguistic resoorces, in the 
united states, Mexico, and in the rest of I.atin America (Hageman, 1984). 



such measures are essentially long-tenn, since it would take twelve 
years for the first graduates of enrichment bilfr1gual education to come to 
the marketplace. Inteiventions are needed now at each level of public 
education an:l at the university level. For example, ele:irentary schools, 
throogh seoord language an:l bilingual education programs, need to prepare the 
fourdation for the next generation of programs. High school programs, just 
as thoM fourd at some universities, must in.c;uro that applied second language 
abilities be developed alongside the more traditional skllls. SUd1 progrMS 
also would include developing language in field settin;Js as well as in the 
classroan. 

In specific regard to the Asian dimension, universities an:l =ranunity 
colleges on both sides of the border should examine the viability of linking 
with existing programs in the United states, notably those in West coast 
institutions of higher education. Also, Asian, Mexican, an:l American fi.nn.s 
doing business on the u.s.-Mexico border an:l educational institutions in 
their respective countries should develop cooperative ventures to address 
their camu.mication needs. 'Ihese could include the creation of university
affiliated institutes in Japan an:l Korea where American an:l Mexican personnel 
could be trained in the target languages, cultures, an:l the art of doing 
business with the appropriate Asian fi.nn.s. Mexican an:l American university 
faculty in the very same institutes could initially prepare Asian executives 
l:x:mrl for the twin plant Wustry; their training could be continued in 
carrparable institutes in the United States an:l Mexico, before an:l after job 
assignments. An attractive side feature of the institute approach is the 
potential for creating an instructional cadre that can eventually service 
elerrentary an:l high schools. It should be noted that the Council on 
Intemational Educational Exchange (1988) already operates carrparable 
cooperative centers for study abroad from which valuable lessons can be 
leamed. 

'!his region has the resources an:l the instructional capacity to prcxiuce 
a subetantial portion of America's future leadership in areas like 
international affairs an:l oanmerce. As Naisbitt (1982) has claimed in 
Meqatrwds, information processing in this era is the united States' main 
8COl"IClll'.ic strength. It \<IO\lld be disastrous, then, for the Southwest not to be 
at the cutting edge of a megatrerd already in effect. It would be ironic an:l 
doubly disastrous if Southwestern =ranunities approached the 1990s relying on 
outside human resources for bilingual information-processing services. If 
this region is to grow beyord a cheap labor market at all levels of the 
econany, its schools must cope successfully with the demographic an:l econanic 
developments in this area. The region cannot afford to educate its youth for 
a non existent culturally monolithic world (Melerxiez, 1989). Bilingualism is 
not only a =ranunication trend but a prerequisite for the human an:l technical 
develqment of the U. s. -Mexico border. 
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NATIVE IANGUAGE ECUCATION: THE KEY TO ENGLISH LITERACY SKILLS 

L. Antonio Gonzalez

University of Houston - University Park 

The principal purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of 
first language education on the secorrl language arrl academic achievernent of 
Mexican immigrant elementary i,chool children in the United States. This was 
done by examining arrl =,paring the context-reduced arrl context-embedded 
language skills in both English arrl Spanish of 34 sixth-grade Mexican 
immigrant children in a bilingual program who had been schooled in Mexioo a 
minimum of two years (Group M) arrl 38 sixth-grade children of Mexican 
immigrants in the same bilingual program who had been totally schooled in 
tJnited States (Groups US) . 

This study was ootivated by cummins' (1981) theoretical framework, which 
conten:ls that limited English proficient (IEP) children must develop two 
types of English-language skills for success in school: one is context
ernbooded, the other is context-reduced. Additionally, he conten:ls that there 
is an interdeperrlence between first arrl secorrl language proficiency. Hence, 
much of what is learned in one language can be transferred to the other 
language. Thus, three research questions were posed: (a) can the 
distinction between context-reduced arrl context-embedded language skills be 
empirically validated? (b) Does a common urrlerlying proficiency exist 
between first (I.J.) arrl second (I.2) language skills? (c) What is the 
i.np:>rtance of I.J. development for the school achievernent of bilingual 
children? 

Reading canprehension tests were employed to measure context-reduced 
language skills in English arrl Spanish. The Bilingual syntax Measure (BSM 
II) in Spanish arrl English were used to measure context-embedded language
skills in both languages. Finally, communicative canpetence in English arrl
Spanish was tested using recording of the dialogue elicited by the BSM II.

St-J'ltistical analys,"..s were done to (a) =ipare the two groups' 
performance on these tests, (b) examine the relationship of years of Mexican 
schooling on the test results, arrl (c) analyze the interrelationships anong 
the tests. Results irrlicated that (a) a valid distinction oould be made 
between context-reduced arrl context e.mbedded language skills, (b) there was 
evidence for a common urrlerlying proficiency between Ll arrl I2 skills of 
these children, (c) I.J. developnent appeared to be positively related to the 
I.2 arrl academic achievement of these Mexican immigrant children in U.S. 
schools. 

Statement of the Problem 

The specific objective of this study was to examine the oontext-reduced 
arrl context-embedded language skills in both English arrl Spanish of sixth
grade Mexican immigrant children in a bilingual program who had been schooled 
in Mexico in a :minimum of two years arrl sixth grade children of Mexican 
immigrants in the saxre bilingual program who had been totally schooled in the 
United states. 
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'Ihe principal research questions were: 

1. can the distinction between context-reduced artl context-embedded
lan;Juage skills be empirically validated?

2. Does a CCJll1lron underlyii'.g proficiency exist between L1 artl L2 skills?
3. What is the inportance of L1 developnent for the school achievement

of bilin;ual children?

For many years limited-English-proficient (IBP) children wra 
categorized as retarded artl placed in special educati0I1 programs or they 
sinply became frustrated artl dropped out of school (Hartman, 1948; Seoota, 
1925; carter, 1970; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1971, 1974). With the 
introduction of bilingual education in the 1960s it was assumed that sudl 
inequities would be resolved. However, because of many obstacles, incl� 
the lack of trained bilingual teachers, proper materials, skepticism, an:i 
social political issues, public education continued to neglect the needs of 
limited-English-proficient (IBP) children (see statistics corrpiled by the 
U.S. Ccmnission on Civil Rights (1974) on the academic achievement and 
drq;lout rates of Hispanics). 

With the establishment of bilingual education programs came confusion 
regarc1irq both entry artl exit =i teria . '!his occurred because the conceptiat 
for bilingual education was not specific enough in its description to 
evaluate the entry into or exit from a bilingual program by 1EP children. 
'Ihere was, in fact, no distinction made as to the acceptable carpet.ency level 
in the develcpnent of literacy skills in IEP children, whether immigrant or 
not, to properly evaluate t'i.eir entry into or exit from a bilingual program. 
As a consequence, many IEP du.ldren. we...re either not placed in a bilin;Jua]. 
program or else were exited from the program before they acquired the skills 
needed for adequate participation in the regular all-English curriculum. 

More specifically, transitionaJ. bilingual educati.on programs today 
employ bilingual i.rist:ruction as a mea.,;s of instructing I.EP children in 
content areas whi.le they learn English. Once tl-ie students are considered 
pro�i�ie..>1+' &1ough in ,.. ;nversational Engll.sh, they are exited into an all
English program. It is assumed that these children have acquired the 
English-larquage capability necessary to progress without academic 
impeditre.nt. However, after their exit from a bilingual program, it is 
camoonly observed that LEP children will then begin to lag behind their 
classmates in English academic skills, Because, at this point, these 
children are now officially considered fluent English speakers, they no 
longer qualify for bilingllal education artl ;:x:msequently are left to sink or 
swilll with the label of "underachievers." 

Cllmmi.ns (1981a) pofrlts out that there exist some serious difficulties 
with this conception of bilingual education. He defines two specific 
problem.s: (a) '!his educational approach ignores the socio-cultural 
determinants of minority students' school failure, which are more fuooamental 
than linguistic factors, artl (b) it fails to adequately conceptualize what is 
meant by En:Jlish proficiency, in a way that is likely to result in the 
creation of academic deficits in lan;Juage minority students (p. 2). CUnanins 
(1980a) foon:i evidence for the existence of these two problems in an analysis 
of teacher referral fonns and psychological assessments of over 400 language
minority students in Canada. '!he overridii'.g characteristic that surfaced was 
that children I s English cornmunicati ve skills appeared considerably better 
developed than their academic language s.ld.lls. Cllmmi.ns then suggests that it 
is a misconception to asse..c;s English proficiency only on the basis of ''Peer 
appropriate face-to-face cammunicative skills." SUch an error in evaluatiat 
can inpede the academic progress of the LEP student. 



CUmmins (1981a) theorlzcs that "experienc,e with eithPr lanJUuge can 
pranote the developnent of proficiency underlying both languages" (p. 25) • 
He calls this "Camon Urrlerlying Proficiency" (a.JP) or the "Interdeperxience 
Hypothesis." '!he ll'Ore proficient bilingual children are in Ll, the faster 
they will acquire the co;Jnitively demarxling aspects of L2. Because of their 
experience in IJ., they can also process context-reduced material in L2 ll'Ore 
proficiently. CUmmins is, therefore, suggesting that IJ. am L2 co;Jnitive arrl 
academic l�e proficiency are interdeperrlent am consequently 
nanifestations of a CCIIIIIIDil underlying proficiency. 

CUmmins has proposed a theoretical framework of communicative canpetence 
to address the needs of language minority children. '1his framework is 
conceptualized in the following graphic: 

Cognitively Undemanding 
I 

A I C 
Context ____________ ...._ ___________ Context 
Embedded I Reduced 

B I D 

I 
Cognitively Deman ding  

Range of Contextual Support and Degree of Cognitive Involvement in 
Communicative Activities (CUmmins, 1981a am 1981b) • 

'Ihe continuum that exterrls from left to right exell'\Plifies the magnitude of 
contextual support available when a meaningful interaction takes place. 
"Context-embedded" versus "context-reduced" communication described the two 
extremes of the continuum. In context-embedded communication "the 
participant actively negotiates meaning through interaction in which cues 
(i.e., gestures, intoration, situations cues) are exchanged to clarify 
meaning." Context-reduced communication "relies heavily on linguistic cues 
to meaning arrl can be most closely identified with literacy skills (CUmmins, 
1981a, p. 12). The vertical continuum depicts the range of active cognitive 
involvement taking place in the task or activity. 'Ihe upper part of the 
vertical continuum represents communicative tasks arrl activities that the 
learner has mastered linguistically and that thus require little co;Jnitive 
activity. The lower errl of the continuum represents communicative tasks arrl 
activities in which the linguistic skills have not been mastered arrl 
consequently require co;Jnitive involvement. 

Fran this research, CUmmins (1981a; l9Blc) conterrls that it takes 
immigrant children who arrive after the age of six an average of five to 
seven years lerqth of residence to attain age-appropriate academic skills in 
En:Jlish. However, it takes them about 1-1/2 to two years to develop age
appropriate En:Jlish communicative skills. 'Ihis contention is maintained on 
the basis that literacy-related skills are an on::1oing development process 
throughout the school years. The ll'Ore obvious aspects of interpersonal 
cornmunication skills, however, reach plateaus by about age six. 

SUbjects 

Two types of Spanish-speakin::J students from a bilingual program were 
included in the study: sixth graders who were born and schooled in Mexico 
but immigrated to the United States (Group M) am sixth graders who were born 
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in Mexico wt imnigrated to the united states before be;Jimtlng school (Gm.Ip 
US). students born am schooled in Mexico had to have had at least two years 
of education in Mexico to be included in the study, while those bom in 
Mexico wt imnigrated to the United states before be;Jimtlng school had to 
have received all their education in this country. Generally, children fraD 
both Gralp M am Group us were of low socioeoonanic backgrouoos. '1he 
subjects consisted of 72 children. 'Ihirty-four pupils belon;J to Group M arr:i 
38 p.ipils belOn;Jed to Groups US. 

Instruments 

As the Ccrlprehensive Tests of Basic Skills - Espanol am the Stanfonl 
Achievement Test (SAT) examine readin;J comprehension, they were also used to 
measure context-reduced lan;JUage skills. The Bilingual Syntax Measure (RSM 
II), because it is administered orally am imividually usin;J graptlcs, was 
enployed to measure each student's ability to perform context-embedded 
larguage tasks. in English am Spanish. 'Iwo questionnaires were also used: 
the language Dc:anains Survey gave an indication of the children's 1� 
use; the Parent Questionnaire reported demographic information am 1� 
use at home. Finally, communicative competence in English am Spanish was 
tested usin;J recording of the dialogue elicited by the BSM II. 

Research � 

'!he research design consisted primarily of a comparison of performaroe 
of Gralp M (the children with at least two years of schoolin;J in Mexico) an:i 
Gralp US (student havin;J had all their schoolin;J in the united states). 
First, usin;J the groups as the independent variable am the test results as 
the deperoent variable, group differences were CO!lp\lted on context-reduced 
am context-embedded lan;JUage skills. Next, the relationship between the 
test performance am the children's years of schoolin;J in Mexico were 
examined. language use was also c:arpmld over the two groups usin;J group as 
the .:.nde�:·.J.ent variar-:.e am lan;JUage domain responses as the depen:ient 
variable. Group differences in socioeconomic status were also examined usirg 
enployment, educational level, am salary as the imicators. Finally, the 
relationship between test results am lan;JUage use was examined usirg 
larguage use as the indepement variable am test results am the depen:ient 
variable. 

� Analyses 

'!he data were analyzed usin;J appropriate procedure of the Statistical 
Package for social Sciences. '!he analyses were con::iucted in the followirg 
manner: 

1. Crosstabulation am Chi -square cx2) analyses were done to investigate
group differences in lan;JUage use in various danains, parents' years of 
education, type of enployment am level of incare. 

2. Pearson product-moment correlations were oarpited am scatteJ:gralla
constructed to examine: (a) the relationship between years of schoolirq in 
Mexico am test results, (b) the relationship between context-embedded arr:i 
context-reduced lan;JUage skills, (c) the relationship between perfomance Cll 
English tasks am Spanish tasks, am (d) the relationship between 1� 
use am test results. 

3. _t-tests were calculated am effect sizes (ES) cc:mp.lted to investigate
group differences in test results. 



TABLE 1 

Relationship of Years of Schooling in Mexico to Test Results 

Group a 

M 

us 

M 

M 

us 

M 

us 

M 

us 

M 

us 

Group a 

SD ES :t 

English Reading conprehension (121) 

60.32 12.70 
.24 2.03* 

53.05 17.04 
---------------------

Spanish Reading Vcx:::abulary (40) 

21. 71 5.97 
.43 3.61** 

16.50 6.21 

Spanish Reading CO!Tprehension (45) 

19.21 5.11 
.43 3.65** 

14.61 5.55 

Spanish Reading Total Score (85) 

40.85 

31.11 

5.03 

5.21 

6.00 

5.71 

10.44 
.47 3.96** 

10.41 

BSM II English (6) 

1.77 
-.06 -.51 

1.21 

BSM II Spanish (6) 

-o-

.52 
.56 3.27** 

SD ES :t 

.11 

-------

.42** 

.41** 

.45**

-.29** 

.33** 
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TABlE l (Cont) 

Spanish Communicative Carpetence (5) 

M 

us 

4.61 

4.93 

.45 

.16 

-.52 -4.17** -.54**

----------------------------

Erglish Communicative Carpetence (5) 

M 

us 

3.74 

4.62 

1.20 

.52 

-.51 -4.15** -.57**

� 'Iha number in parentheses next to each name in:licates the 
max.inum possible score. 

an .. 34 for Group M an:l 38 for Group us for all tests. 

b Correlations reported are between years of Mexican schooling an1 
test scores for Group M an:l Group US combined. 

� < • 05 (two-tailed) 

*� < .01 (two-tailed)

Ol'lly those results that were most significant will be reviewed. Hence, 
larguage use an:l preference in different domains, both home an:l school, will 
not be referred to. Additionally, only the IOOSt significant test results 
will be examined tcqether with their tables an:l figures. 

Erplish Reading Conprehension 

'Iha canparison between group M an:l Group US in the Erglish readuq 
ccmprehension test has inportant implication for the Interdeperoeroe 
Hypotheses. As shown in Table l, Group M had a significantly higher mean 
score that Group US (a < • 05) • 'Iha FS an:l the :!:, however, were quite small. 
Figure l, which grai;hlcally illustrates the relationship between years of 
schoolin;J in Mexico an:l Erglish Readin;J Comprehension, shows a sanewhat 
c:u:tvilinear relationship with those children having two years of schooling in 
Mexico scoring higher than both Group US children an:l those children with 
mre than two years of schoolin;J in Mexico. 

Spanish Read.ilp Tests 

'Iha Spanish reading measures consisted of both vocal::A1l.azy an1 
oc:mprehension tests, with the Spanish readin;J total scores being the S\Dll of 
both the vocal::w.azy am comprehension scores. Group M had significantly 
higher scores than Group us in all three tests Ca, .01). In fact, positive 
significant correlations Ca, .01) between years of schooling in Mexico an1 
test scores were founi for Spanish Readin;J Vocal::A1l.azy, Spanish Reading 
Comprehension, am Spanish Readin;J total scores (see Table 1). '1ha 
scattergram on Figure 2 shows the relatively better performance on the 
Spanish Readin;J Total Scores by children with four am five years of Mexican 
schooling. 



BSM II-English Test Results 

Because this test uses illustration arrl is orally administered on an 
individual basis, it was considered an indication of context-embedded 
language skills. 'Iha RSM II-English was the only test that did not yield a 
significant group mean difference. However, a negative significant 
a:irrelation was fourrl between years of Mexican schooling arrl performance on 
this test (12, .01). Figure 3 shows that the majority of the children fran 
both groups scored at the highest level (6). 

BSM II-Spanish Test Results 

'Iha BSM II-Spanish results show that superior competence Group M had in 
Spanish context-embedded language skills. '!his was in::licated by the 
significant group mean difference (see Table 1) . 'Iha positive significant 
correlation between the test sa:ires arrl years of Mexican schooling (12, .01). 
'lhe relationship between years of Mexican schooling arrl BSM II-Spanish shows 
that all Group M children scored at the highest level (see Figure 4). 

Interrelationshfo of the Test Results 

Pearson product-manent a:irrelations were carrputed to examine the 
interrelationship am:>n;J all sa:ires. 'lhese correlations are presented in 
Table 2 for each group separately as well as both groups =nbined. A total 
of 84 correlations were carrputed, of which 37 were statistically significant. 
It is interesting to note that there was such a high a:irrelation between 
English arrl Spanish reading test sa:ires, suggesting the transfer of reading 
skills fran one language to the other. 'lhe most i.nportant relationships, 
however, are those fourrl amon;1 English Reading Cont>rehension, the BSM II
English, arrl En;Jlish eommunicative Cont>etence (see Figure 5). Of particular 
interest are those children who scored high or reasonably high on the BSM II
En;Jlish aoojor on English COmmunicative COnpetence but nonetheless scored 
poorly on En;Jlish Reading Cont>rehension. 'lhe implications are that most 
bil i.r,c;nal programs use a high degree of fluency in En;Jlish eommunicative 
Cont>etence arrl a high score on the BSM II-En;Jlish or sane similar context
embedded test to judge the transfer of limited-En;Jlish-speaking children to 
the mainstream program where they must then handle English reading 
c:atprehension to be able to be successful academically. However, according 
to the present study, these two variables may be negatively a:irrelated for 
many children. 

'Iha scattergraros in Figure 5 show the distribution of scores which 
verify that sane children do score high on both context-embedded language 
skills arrl also score high on a:intext-reduced language skills. However, the 
distributing tram. in the scoring shows many children with high BSM II
English arrl English COmmunicative eonpetence scores also scored low in 
English readin;J �rehension. In the present exiting criteria of most 
bilin;Jual programs in the U.S., the children's ability to handle face-to-face 
conversation in English arrl results on context-embedded test such as the BSM 
II are the principle measures employed in the decision to transfer them into 
the all English mainstream program. Once in the mainstream program, these 
children would have to handle English reading �rehension well to be able 
to be successful academically. As this study shows, many such children would 
probably fail in the mainstream program because they would be judged 
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proficient in En,Jlish context-embedded language tasks but would not have the 
En;Jlish Readin;J Oonprehension skills to SUIVive in the mainstream program. 
'Ihese data seem to� the notion that in order to transfer children into 
the mainstream p� they should first be able to score well on an Erqliah 
readin;J COl!prehension test. In contrast to cummins' theoey, this result 
seems to inply that context-embedded language skills are a necessaey blt not 
a sufficient corxlition for the development of context-reduced skills. 
However, it should be noted in Figure 5 that ll'OSt of the children 'Who are 
affected by the aforementioned results are fran Group us. As � to 
Group M, they are lacking in e>q:>erience in context-reduced Spanish language 
skills, which are needed to transfer into En,Jlish. 'Ihe missing ingredient, 
thus, is sufficient context-reduced Spanish language skills, which catbinad 
with context-embedded En,Jlish language skills would give such children a 
stron;Jer fOJl'Xiation for academic success in En,Jlish. 

Discussion Qf Results 

Group M performed better than Group us in Spanish and En,Jlish context
reduced language tasks, while Group US performed better than Group M in 
context-embedded En,Jlish language tasks. Group M was significantly better 
than Group US in the 9-1 II-Spanish, while Group us was significantly better 
than Group M in Spanish Communicative Oonpetence. Despite Groops us•s 
significantly better perfonnance in Spanish Communicative Conq;letence ratin;J 
and Group M's significantly better perfonnance in the 9-1 II-Spanish, both 
groups showed a high level of CClltq;)etence in context-erNJedded Spanish language 
skills. It is noteworthy that children with two and three years of MeXican 
schoolin;J continue to score generally higher than all other children in all 
language skills areas. 'Ihese results show an overall distinction between 
context-reduced and context-emedded language skills. 

Does a camrron uooerlyin;J proficiency exist between L1 and L2 skills? 
Group was able to use the academic experience they had in Mexico to excel in 
En;Jlish literacy skills in the U.S. Group US, meantime, struggled in an 
effc,,.i.. to a:?vance in El"a:iJ.ish literacy skills without the benefit of oontext
reduced Spanish language skills. Group M had developed context-reduoed 
Spanish language skills in Mexican schools. After inunigrating, these 
children of group M, particularly those with three and four years of 
residence in the U.S., were able to le.am En;Jlish arxi then use the oamm 
urxl.erlying proficiency between Er¥;Jlish arxi Spanish to transfer literacy 
skills into En;Jlish. 

What is the i.Irportance of L1 development for the school achievement of 
bilingual children? 'lhe development of first language skills to pranote the 
school achievement of bilingual children is support by the data. 'Ihe 
interrelationship between the Spanish readin;J tests and En;Jlish � 
c::arprehension shows that those children who scored high on context-reduced 
Spanish language skills also scored high on context-reduced Er¥;Jlish lan:JUa98 
skills. 'lhese results support the validity of the Interdeperoence 
Hypothesis. 

Conclusions 

'!he following conclusions were reached as a result of the analysis of 
the data obtained in the study. 



1. 'Ihe distinction between context-reduced arrl context-embedded language
skills can be empirically validated. In fact, cummins' estimations of time 
for the growth arrl development of context-reduced (5-7 years) arrl context
embedded (1-1/2-2 years) language skills were approxina.tely validated also. 

2. A camron urrlerlying proficiency does exist between IJ. arrl 12 skills.
Orlldren who had high scores in context-reduced Spanish languages skills also 
had high scores in context-reduced English languages skills. 

3 . The development of IJ. is ilTportant for the school achievement of 
bilingual children. It was found that Mexican immigrant children who have 
had some schooling in their native country generally scored higher on reading 
comprehension arrl language proficiency tests than U. s. schooled Mexican 
children. 

Implications for Education 

'Ihe results presented in this study strongly suggest that the native 
language of limited-English-proficient children is a key element in the 
positive arrl successful developnent of their academic achievement in English. 
For this reason, it should be nurtured arrl sustained as a tool for success. 
this makes the criterion used to assess arrl cate:Jorize children critical for 
entry arrl exit from the bilingual program. Same :inplications are: 

1. Kin:lergarten or First Grade I.EP children should be administered a
measure of context-embedded language skills in both IJ. arrl 12 . 'Ihese two 
tests would give school personnel an inlication of the children's home
language experience in both languages. 

2. When exiting the children from the bilingual program a ooasure of
context-reduced English language skills should be taken as criterion for 
placement, i.e., English reading comprehension tests. This type of test 
would reflect the child's ability to harole the academic demarrls of all
ErxJlish classroom. 

3. Scx::ioctiltural factors should also be a consideration for the proper
entry-exit evaluation of IBP children. Olesarek (1981) arrl Bhatnager (1980) 
have found that children who seem to be acculturated arrl test at a high level 
of ErxJlish language context-embedded skills generally show lower levels of 
English academic achievement than those who identify JOC>re with their own 
culture. 

4. IBP children should be taught in IJ. about 90% of the time throughout
the early primary grades with the remaining 10% being utilized to develop ESL 
skills. 'Ihe percentage of instru.ction in IJ. should be progressively reduced 
as the children go from fourth, to fifth, to sixth grades. 

5. The objective of school personnel (administration arrl teachers)
should be to provide the children with anq:>le time in the bilingual program so 
that they can transfer stro119" IJ. skills to 12 once ErxJlish is learned. 
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